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ABSTRACT
During the fifth and the early fourth century B. C. E.. Greek Sophist rhetoricians developed rational thinking in many fields such as in epistemology, anthropology, sociology, religion, and politics. Despite the popular belief that the traditional Greek society provided the influential sources for sophist rationalists, the dissertation argues that Greeks sophist thinkers--Protagoras, Gorgias, Antiphon, Critias, and others--were mainly influenced by Buddhist and other Indian rationalist thinking that was prevalent in India prior to the rise of the Greek sophist movement. This dissertation is the first in-depth study of Buddhist and other Indian rationalist influences on Greek sophist rhetoric.
After the introduction that prepares the background for the discussion in the dissertation, Chapter II deals with the natural origin and development of Indian rationality. As a reaction to the social difficulties caused by the metaphysical and ideological concepts invented by the early Hindu tradition, Indian skeptics, materialists, JaMs, and Buddhists developed rational argument against Hindu beliefs. In this development, the Brahmin myths of creation, transmigration of the soul, and Brahma were challenged vigorously by the rationalist traditions. Also, the competition between the orthodox Hindu beliefs and the rationalists' free inquiry about those beliefs gave rise to other rhetorical techniques such as style, organization, and presentation of arguments. Chapter III discusses the parallel development of rational thought in Greece with attention to the possible influence of Indian concepts on Greek thinkers from the sixth
vi
century B. C. E. Attention is drawn in this chapter mainly to Pythagoras, Empedocles. and Democritus, the forefathers of Greek sophist rhetoric, as the followers of Indian rational concepts. Chapter IV discusses in detail the similarities between Indian and Greek rational thought. Here, the rationalist concepts of Protagoras, Gorgias, and several other sophist thinkers, as well as their techniques in presentation, are closely evaluated in the light of Indian rationality in order to indicate a possible Indian influences on the Older Sophists. Chapter V reveals more evidence of possible influence, easy accessibility to Indian concepts in Greece and in Persia, and the ancient routes of communication between India and Greece.
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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION
The main purpose of the present work is to narrate the previously untold story about the origin and the development of Greek rationality, the story that Buddhist and other Indian rational concepts could have been the influential source for most of the Greek sophist rhetoricians. While a great majority of scholars in philosophy and rhetoric strongly advocate that the original sources of Greek sophist thinkers existed within Greek society itself, this dissertation presents a drastically different view, claiming that the major rationalist concepts of the Older Sophists--of Protagoras, Gorgias, Antiphon, Prodicus, Critias and others--might have originated and developed in connection with the Indian materialistic, skeptic, and mainly Buddhist rationalistic concepts.
First of all, "Greek rationality," the master term in the above paragraph, needs a clarification in order to establish the scope of the present discussion. Perhaps, the best way to specify this term is to recognize what it includes and excludes in the present context. Modem discipline of rhetoric accepts that the Older Sophists "represent [ed] an intellectual movement that raised problems in critical areas,- such as metaphysics, theory of knowledge, moral philosophy, logic, sociology, theology, and political philosophy (Grimaldi 23). This sophist enlightenment challenged not only the religious and social values of the traditional Greek society but also the idealistic and metaphysical concepts of the Ionian and the Eleatic philosophical traditions developed during the sixth and the
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early fifth centuries B.C.E. To be more specific, the term "Greek rationality" in this dissertation includes the concepts and thinking developed within this intellectual movement of the Older Sophists. The present work focuses on this new development in Greek thought as a trend that was possibly influenced by the then-prevalent Indian rationalist movement.
This clarification of the term "sophist rationality" excludes from the present investigation Edward P. J. Corbett's and Robert J. Connors' term "the appeal to reason" (32) or logos as defined by Aristotle and practiced by the Older Sophists in Greek deliberative, judicial, and epideictic oratory. Aristotle clarified this reasoning as the proof "achieved by the speech" itself' apart from the emotional appeal of the speech and the speaker's character, the other two requirements for persuading an audience. Apparently, there was no external influence on the origin and development of rational argument in these areas. As Athens and its colonies changed from tyranny to democracy, people's participation in political decision-making became an integral part in Greek politics. As a result, the Greek public was constantly engaged in making proposals, defending them, and refusing other proposals without falling into the danger of being accused or prosecuted. Besides, deliberative argument was an essential requirement in Greece in order to persuade the citizens of each state to defend itself from external attacks and to persuade other states into allies. Evidence suggests that Greeks, particularly Athenians, possessed masterful skill in this kind of deliberation. It appears that the Greek victory in 479 B.C.E. against the formidable Persian empire, a victory that surprised
2
everyone including the Greeks themselves (Dewald ix), was achieved mainly through the persuasive skill of the Greeks in argumentation. As Herodotus indicated, Athenians commanders' and diplomats' persuasive speeches that appealed to inner Greek city-states and the Ionian states that supported the Persian invasion of Greece played a predominant role in sending the Persian troops into a crushing defeat.' This kind of deliberative argument was natural in Greece, and the Greeks were the masters of that practice.
The change from tyranny to democracy also offered Greek citizens, mostly Athenians, the freedom to stand for their legal rights and to accuse the fellow citizens in public. In this freedom, Greeks developed rational argumentation in their legal appeals, accusations, and defenses. Athenians could have been familiar with this kind of reasoning since the time of Solon's legal reforms in the late sixth century B.C.E., but "the emergence of democracy in fifth century B.C. Athens," required citizens' "broader participation in . . . legal affairs" (Jerratt xv). Thus, one may conclude without much endeavor that the rational argument in Greek law was of Greek origin without any external influence.
The other appeal to reason the Greek society permitted its citizens was to rhetorically construct someone's personality and present it to the public. This practice seems to have linked more to the constant wars Greece fought over centuries than to democracy. Dead war heroes were given higher praise partly to appreciate their service and partly to motivate society towards self-defense; therefore, the reconstruction of a personality, particularly highlighting the heroic qualities of fighters, became an essential
3
need in Greek society. This practice first became formalized in Greek literature, such as in laudatory odes of Pindar, who believed that the function of poetry was "to commemorate great men and noble deeds" (Freeman, God, Man, and State 111). He poetically reconstructed the characters of war-heroes, raising them to the state of gods (Hammand 274). Gorgias' "Encomium of Helen" indicates that, by the time of the fifth-century B.C.E., this tendency had evolved to such an extent that even an ancient historical figure could be reconstructed, completely challenging the firmly held public opinions about such a person. Obviously, these speeches required reasoning such as the argument in the Gorgias' work that indicates "relative detachment [of Gorgias] in the scrutiny of moral problems..." (Rankin 43). Again, no external influence is detectable in this kind of reasoning in ancient Greek society.
Since these three forms of appeals to reason were social needs in the ancient Greek society, there was also a social demand for such rational thinkers and speakers. To fulfill this demand, Greek society produced such handbook writers as Corax and Tisias during the mid fifth century B.C.E. Particularly in Athens, "as a natural occurrence of Pericles' democracy, the need arose for training in public speaking" (Katula and Murphy 17). This need apparently attracted the Older Sophists who wrote model speeches and taught people the art of argumentation in respective fields. Here, too, no disagreement would arise with the view that this social upsurge originated in the traditional Greek society. Clearly, the Older Sophists did not introduce legal and political, as well as ceremonial, speeches into Athens. They (the Older Sophists) simply responded to the
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Greek social demands by employing their rational skill in politics, law, and laudatory speeches. It is obvious that the appeal to reason in the entire area of traditional Greek rhetoric--mainly in political, legal, and laudatory speeches--originated and developed in the traditional Greek society without any notable foreign influence. In fact, one must credit the ancient Greek society for its initiation of modem legal and political discourse, which, by any standard, is one of the greatest contributions to the modem world by any ancient nation.
Then, to repeat the scope of the present research, this dissertation focuses only on the sophist intellectual involvement with such areas as epistemology, anthropology, sociology, religion, and ethics and argues on the possibility that sophist thinking in these fields originated and developed in connection with Buddhist and other Indian rationalist concepts. The story about sophist thinking in these areas seems to be totally different from the story about the appeal to reason in legal, political, and display speeches. When Tisias visited Athens in 431 B.C.E., about three decades after Corax and Tisias prepared the earliest handbook on legal discourses, "Athenians were already deeply interested in persuasive discourse," and "this interest was surely not a Sicilian invention" (Katula and Murphy 20). It was not an Athenian invention, either. The Older Sophists "were all aliens, strange guests to Athens, who impressed its citizens with their expertise as diplomats, teachers, and performers" (Jarratt 2). Protagoras, the disciple of Democritus, came to Athens from Abdera in the mid-440s. As Chapter III reveals, Democritus was a visitor to India, and his thinking bears a striking similarity with Buddhist and other Indian
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rationalist thinking. Democritus "is supposed to have influenced his [Protagoras'] thought" (Rankin 31). One can assume "an influence exercised by Democritus on the sophist [Protagoras] apart from an actual and specific master-pupil relationship" between the two thinkers (Untersteiner 2). Gorgias came to Athens from Sicily in 431 B.C.E., but he was a disciple of Empedocles whose thinking, as Chapter III reveals, suggests a possible connection with both Buddhist concepts and Indian materialistic views. The influence of Empedocles on Gorgias "is generally recognized by scholars" (Untersteiner 92). Prodicus who came from Ceos was a student of Protagoras. While this background of the early sophists provides an initial clue to justify the legitimacy of the argument that Indian rationality probably influenced sophist thinking, the dissertation examines in detail the possible evidence of such an influence with attention to the similarities between Indian and sophist rationality, connections between ancient Indian and Greece, routes between the two countries, and visits to India by Greek thinkers who influenced the Older Sophists.
Since the Older Sophists are generally known as the itinerant teachers who made money out of teaching political and legal discourses to the public, a clearer explanation of sophist thinking and practices as an intellectual movement seems necessary and appropriate at this point. Most of the sophist thinkers wrote treaties on truth and on metaphysical concepts, displaying their intellectual strength in respective fields. According to Plato, Protagoras wrote Truth which Socrates' friend Hermogenes rejected altogether.' Importantly, the opening sentence of this book was "Of all things the
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measure is man, of the things that are, that they are, and of the things that are not, that they are not.' Theodor Gomperz believed that the opening sentence of Truth was an attack on the beliefs of the Eleatics school of thought (450). Edward Schiappa and several others' held that this fragment was specifically an attack on Parmenides (121- 122). What these remarks suggest is Protagoras' intellectual engagement with metaphysical beliefs. He seems to say that "we cannot know anything except that which perception offers us to know," and "our thought does not function except by means of experience, outside of and without which we cannot have knowledge" (qtd. in Untersteiner 171). Intellectuality and rational inquiry are at their best here.
As reported by several Greek and Roman writers, Protagoras also wrote several other treaties--On the Gods,' On Being,' On the Original Social Structure, and On Virtues—which clearly classify him as an intellectual. Both Diogenes Laertius and Eusebius said that in his On the Gods Protagoras presented himself as an atheist, and consequently, Athenians voted to execute him, and the copies of the book were burned in public.' Again, Porphyry remarked in his Lectures on Literature that Protagoras in On Being argued "against those who propose[d] Being as one."' Porphyry further noted in the same book that Plato borrowed his counter-arguments in dialogues from Protagoras' method of arguing in On Being." No details are available on On the Original Social Structure and On Virtue other than Laertius' remarks that the two books survived during the forth century B.C.E.'2 Nevertheless, the titles of the two books give an indication of what the books might have contained. Protagoras did not believe in the concept of
7
creation so that in On the original Social Structure he could have possibly argued about the social evolution just as Critias argued on Sisyphus. In On Virtue, it is more likely that Protagoras emphasized the value of virtue. According to Plato, Protagoras proclaimed himself as a teacher of culture and virtue:3 These remarks indicate that, even though Protagoras refused to accept any divine power, he never disregarded human values. Similar to a modern humanist, Protagoras prevented himself from promoting metaphysical concepts but accepted virtue as an indispensable prerequisite for the wellbeing of society. These concepts that he advocated in his books clearly place him as an intellectual and rationalist in Greek society.
Similar to Protagoras, Gorgias wrote On the Nonexistent or On Nature, which is clearly an intellectual approach to the theory of knowledge. Isocrates noted that, in contrast to Parmenides' and Melissus' theory that the truth is One, Gorgias said in this treatise that the truth is none." Referring to the same treatise, Sextus remarked in Against the Schoolmasters that "Gorgias of Leontini began from the same position as those who have abolished the criterion [of the Truth], but did not follow the same line of attack as the school of Protagoras."15 These remarks, along with Sextus' summary of the Gorgias' book given in Against the Schoolmasters,' clearly indicate his (Gorgias') intellectual approach to metaphysics.
Prodicus, Antiphon, and Critias, in the meantime, dealt with the social creation of truths. Prodicus wrote On Nature, a treatise on natural philosophy. Referring to this text in particular and to sophist writing and speaking in general, Cicero noted that Prodicus,
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along with Thrasymachus of Chalcedon and Protagoras of Abdera, "wrote and spoke on the subject of natural philosophy.' On nature is a perfect demonstration of Sophist involvement with sociology. As far as the extant fragments indicate, Prodicus argued in this text that human beings created gods out of natural objects because of the usefulness of those objects to humans just as Egyptians regarded the Nile as a god." Similarly, the earliest signs of the Greek Theory of Social Contract can be found in Antiphon's intellectual thinking (Khan 92). He remarked that "the demands of the laws are the results not of natural disposition but of agreement, but the demands of nature are exactly the opposite.' Critias, another sophist, developed the Theory of Social Evolution in his Sisyphus. He held that "ancient lawgivers fabricated the deity as an overseer of men's successes and failures in the interest of no man's secretly injuring his neighbor, guarding against retribution on the parts of the gods."' Religion was thus recognized as a social creation. Overall, sophist thought in these areas demonstrates the perfect legitimacy of the argument that the sophist thinkers were intellectuals, not mere itinerant teachers who taught political and legal speeches for money.
This conclusion may further be authenticated by ancient writers' recognition of sophist thinkers as philosophers. According to Sextus, "some reckoned Protagoras of Abdera in the company of those philosophers who do away with the standard of judgment."2' Sudas remarked that Prodicus was a natural philosopher and sophist,' and Hippias a sophist and philosopher.' As already noted, Cicero held the view that both Protagoras and Prodicus were philosophers. The title of philosopher, in the sense that
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this word etymologically means "lover for wisdom," perfectly fits sophist thinkers. As Schiappa saw it, Antiphon, Protagoras, and Gorgias left fragments directly pertaining to Eleatic philosophical doctrines. At least Protagoras, Prodicus, and Critias offered anthropological explanation of religion" (78). All these signs are the indications that sophist rhetoricians represented an intellectual and rational movement that challenged metaphysics and the popular myths about religion, society, and the human being.
Perhaps it is a puzzling question why Protagoras, Gorgias, and others are derisively known as sophists and mere teachers of civil discourse for a fee when evidence clearly suggests that "the Sophists were continuing and expanding a "movement" started by the Pre-Socratic philosophers, teaching and speaking in a culture still dominated by preliterate practices and modes of thinking" (Schiappa 56). A clear answer to this question seems essential since "sophist" itself is a key word in the present dissertation, and a proper definition of this word will certainly facilitate the discussion in the following chapters. As it is well-known, the word sophist contains a pejorative meaning according to the Platonic interpretation, but, before Plato and the Platonic tradition attached this derisive connotation to this word, "sophist" was used in a highly respectful manner. Aristides' Orations has given many examples of how the word sophist was used among the Pre-Socratics to recognize wise, learned people. For instance, Herodotus used this word to mean all learned men in Greece including Solon. Herodotus mentioned that "when Sardis was at the height of its prosperity, many learned men [sophists], including Solon of Athens" visited this island.24 Again, Androtion, a contemporary of Plato,
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recognized the Seven Sages as sophists.25 Schiappa has referred to George Grote's and K. B. Kerferd's remarks that "a wide variety of people in ancient Greece were called sophists, including poets, musicians, rhapsodies, diviners, and persons now called philosophers" (4). Protagoras called himself a sophist to mean that he was an educated person capable of teaching the young generation virtues, oratory, and property management.' This evidence proves that the word sophist was used in pre-Socratic and Socratic Greece to convey a highly respectful meaning and to identify wise, learned people even though this word connoted a defamatory meaning in Greece after the fourth century B.C.E.
Most scholars agree that Plato and his followers attached the popular negative meaning to the word sophist, and it is useful to know why Plato and his tradition thus condemned their contemporary intellectuals using a redefinition of the word sophist. As Kerferd has correctly observed, Plato's hostility to the sophist thinkers is obvious, "but exactly what he says about them has not always described with precision" (The Sophistic Movement 4). Nevertheless, with a close examination of Plato's derogatory remarks on sophist thinkers, one may detect the motive of Plato's condemnation of sophists. His famous debasing comments on sophist thinkers are as follows:
First, he (the sophist) was discovered to be a mercenary hunter after the young and rich... second, a sort of wholesaler of learning for the soul.. . and thirdly, was he not shown up as a retailer of the same goods?... and forthly, a salesman of his own products of learning to us... but fifthly, .. . he was a sort of master in the art of combat about words, appropriating to himself the eristic technique . . . now the sixth instance was disputed, but nevertheless we agreed to assign him the role of the purifier, as regards the soul, of opinions that obstruct learning.'
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As Kerferd has observed, along with these six causes. the same text Sophist also has given in the end the seventh point that qualifies sophist thinkers to condemnation: the point that the sophist is "the false counterfeiter of philosophy, ignorantly framing contradictions that are based on appearances and opinions rather than reality" (The Sophistic Movement 5). Observing closely, one may notice that all these seven arguments against sophist intellectuals are actually the amplifications of two points that Plato might have thought worthy of condemnation: sophist insistence on receiving payments from their students and sophist argument against and rejection of the so-called reality found in philosophy.
To clarify it further, the first four points in the arguments--sophists are mercenary hunters, wholesalers, retailers, and salesmen--seem to elaborate rhetorically on the same sophist practice, the practice that sophist thinkers always looked for money from students as a compensation for teaching. The other three points--sophists are the combatants of words, purifiers of the listeners' opinions that hinder learning, and counterfeiters of philosophy--appear to indicate sophist thinkers' rejection of absolute truths through argumentation. Apparently, most of the derogatory comments in the second group are directed towards Protagoras. He was the one who, for the first time, introduced eristic to Greece, conducted debates on any given topic, and rejected all absolute truths. He refused to accept the Being, arguing that the being was not subject to his empirical knowledge. He also argued that nothing could be acceptable beyond human experience. It is possible that what Socrates, Plato, and the Platonic tradition hated most was this
12
intellectual approach of the sophists rather than the Older Sophists' charging a fee from their students. The Platonic condemnation of the sophist practice of charging a fee itself was seemingly based on the Platonic attachment to the so-called absolute truths. Socrates, answering Antiphon's question of why he (Socrates) did not charge money for his profession, said:
I think that it is an attribute of God to want nothing, and it is next to divine to want as little as possible: that the divine is the best, and that what is next to the divine is the next best thing."
So, evidently, Socrates did not charge from his students because of his love for god, and consequently, it is reasonable to assume that he regarded sophist intellectuals who taught for money as pagans who failed to follow the divine path. Overall, Plato's derogatory interpretation of the word sophist and his attack on sophist thinkers seem to have predominantly been motivated by Socrates' and Plato's respect for philosophy, for which sophist thinkers displayed scarce admiration.
This argument can further be justified by Xenophon's and Aristotle's placing of the dangerous sophists in the opposition of philosophers. A strong advocate of the Platonic tradition, Xenophon warned his readers to beware of the instructions of the sophists, but not to disregard the considerations of the philosophers.' Aristotle regarded sophist thinkers as those who had only apparent, not real, wisdom, clearly implying that only philosophers had actual wisdom." The major crime of sophist thinkers to be condemned as worthless and dangerous was, conceivably, their lack of respect for the so-called philosophy, a characteristic that is evident in sophist texts.
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What did Plato actually mean by philosophy, which he respected and defended so stoutly throughout his works and placed in the direct opposite of the sophist intellectual thinking? It is perhaps intriguing to find out that the sophist intellectual movement, which was also linked to pre-Socratic philosophy, was thus condemned by Plato as non-philosophical and dangerous. Based on a judgment that "philosophy" includes metaphysical concepts, one can find several philosophical beliefs in Greece during the Socratic age. First of all, there was the concept of Being, the universal Oneness, among the Eleatics. Second, there was among Pythagoreans the theory of the soul and the belief that liberation of the soul from transmigration could be possible through the practice of austerities. Again Empedocles and his followers propagated the belief of the happiest world of existence after death. Empedocles cited the practice of non-violence as a means to entering the happiest world after death. Democritus, in the meantime, advocated the practice of a middle path between self-indulgence in pleasure and self-mortification as a way to achieve mental serenity and imperturbability, a conceptualized ideal. He also had the "habit of going into contemplative retirements, during which he lived in tombs, a practice which may well have been derived from Eastern sages" (Baily 110). It seems that Plato did not promote all of those metaphysical beliefs under philosophy. He either ignored or derided all of them except the metaphysical views accepted by the Eleatic school:
One thing stands out clearly: the deep and genuine admiration that Plato held for the uncompromising defender of the One [Parmenides] as the unchanging object of knowledge against the advocates of the Many of sense-perception. .. Plato gives one the impression that, like Parmenides,
14
he would rather have sacrificed the sense-perceptions to intellect than the reverse, if he had had to choose between them; and that he respected the Eleatic point of view in a way which placed its founder outside the range of the irony and even scorn with which he visited, for instance, the followers of Heracleitus and Empedocles. (Freeman, Pre-Socratic Philosophers 152)
These remarks of Freeman might become clearer when one comes to know about Socrates' personal experience with the Eleatics. Parmenides and his disciple Zeno visited Athens about 450 B.C.E. when Socrates was very young, probably about twenty years of age. The reading given by Zeno at the residence of Pythodorus during this tour impressed Socrates tremendously. He was equally fascinated with the views expressed by Parmenides:
Plato's dialogue Parmenides undoubtedly represents an actual meeting, but the views attributed therein to Parmenides cannot be regarded as a report of a conversation: they represent rather a criticism of Plato of his own theory from the Eleatic point of view, with which he was anxious to reconcile it. (Freeman, Pre-Socratic Philosophers 140)
It seems that, ever since this meeting took place and paved the way for Plato to internalize, in his young age, the Being of the Eleatics, not only did he begin to promote vigorously that concept, but he also developed and expanded it, adding a spiritual and a religious meaning to it. Obviously, the Eleatics dealt with the concept of Being as an external concept in metaphysics, but Plato used it both as an ideal to take refuge in and as a rhetorical device to influence society, asserting that he himself possessed the power to communicate with the Being. Thus, the philosophy Plato admired was apparently a blend of the Eleatic metaphysical concept of the Being and Socrates' and Plato's own modifications of that concept.
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This discussion both elucidates the difference between Platonic philosophy and sophist intellect and probably explains why the Platonic tradition condemned sophist intellectuals as a greedy, socially harmful group of cheaters who lacked wisdom. On one side, there were Socrates, Plato, and their supporters--the natives and the established personalities in Athens--who were trying to inject a new breath to the Eleatic philosophy. On the other side, there were the sophist intellectuals, all foreigners, who, with the political support of Pericles, were challenging the Being, tradition, and authority. A conflict between the two groups was certainly inevitable, and, even though sophists were triumphant while they were living, Plato and his followers succeeded in attaching a permanent derogatory label on sophist thinkers.
This appears to be the story behind Platonic condemnation of sophist thinkers whose intellectual engagement with various topics in sociology, religion, history, and ethics would clearly be called sophist rationality. Since the word rationality itself and it variants such as "rationalism" and "rational" are constantly used in the dissertation with reference to both Buddhist and other Indian materialistic and skeptic views and sophist thought in Greece, it is necessary at this juncture to define this word as a prerequisite for the discussion in the following chapters. In a general sense, the word reason and its numerous variants can be used to mean the inquiry in any area including metaphysics, but sophist rationality was more concentrated and specific. In brief, sophist rationality means "free inquiry and the dissemination of ideas on social customs, political authority, and religious faith" (Coby 39). As Chapter IV discusses in detail, in their "free inquiry,"
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sophist thinkers rejected authority, tradition, and the conceptualization of metaphysics and adopted investigation through empiricism and positivism as a means of knowledge. This inquiry was totally opposed to the inquiry both in the Eleatic philosophy and the Platonic tradition just as the inquiries in the Buddhist and other Indian rationalistic traditions opposed to the Brahmin system of thought.
An elucidation of this difference would further facilitate the understanding of sophist rationality. Inquiry itself would be a common word employed by both sophist rationalists and Greek philosophers to define the function in each discipline. As Pythagoras remarked, the contemplation and knowledge of the universe was the objective in philosophy." According to Plato, philosophy meant "desire [for] knowledge of the whole of truth and reality, and hence of the world of essential Forms, in contrast with the world of appearances" (Cornford 180). A sort of methodical and rational inquiry, dating back to the Eleatics, also existed with the philosophical inquiry. "With Parrnenides and his fellow Eleatics, we can observe logic and metaphysics in the making" (Long 15). They implicitly employed logic to prove their intuitive hypotheses and arguments in metaphysics. Since the rational inquiry among the Eleatics was strikingly similar to that of the Brahmins, it seems apt to analyze both inquiries together:
Chandogya Upanishad: In the beginning, my dear, this universe was Being alone. Some say that in the beginning this was non-being alone, and from that non-being, being was born.
But how, indeed, could it be thus, my dear? Flow could being be born from non-being? No, my dear, it was being alone that existed in the beginning."
17
Melissus of the Eleatic School: If being had a beginning, that is, a coming into being, it can only have come from Not-being; but nothing can come out of Not-being, which is nothing.'
Both traditions endeavor to prove that the Being had no beginning, and therefore, the Being is etemal with regard to the past. Logic is the tool employed to justify the conclusion in the implicit syllogism that is identical in both systems. Melissus' syllogism in the argument may be cited as follows:
Major premise: Only nothing comes out of nothing.
Minor premise: The Being is not nothing (The Being is everything.). Conclusion: Therefore, the Being did not come out of nothing.
Everything in this philosophical argument seems perfect except the minor premise, which, similar to most of the syllogisms in Greek dialectic, is a metaphysical hypothesis taken as an incontestable truth. One finds that Socrates employed logic in a similar fashion. Arguing on why Athenians should not condemn him to death, Socrates constructed the following argument:
Major premise: Condemnation of God's messenger to death is a sin. Minor premise: I am God's messenger.
Conclusion: Condemnation of me to death is a sin.'
Again, the minor premise in this syllogism is a certain truth for the philosopher, but for a sophist thinker this incontestable truth is a myth and a fragile and refutable belief. Sophist rationalists would challenge any of such seemingly safe and true but actually assailable and false beliefs that could be found in the tradition, religion, politics, or society in general and that are fortified by personal or textual authority, realization, or
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revelation. This is the difference in the inquiry between sophist thinkers and Greek philosophers.
Sophist thinkers were the first in Greece to challenge these myths and beliefs rationally. Protagoras' statement that in every issue there are two arguments opposed to each other seems to have referred to the fallibility of the so-called philosophical truths.
He originated the argument against these myths "by the method of questioning."' He was the first to introduce the Socratic method of argument.' He conducted debates and earned the nickname "master of wrangling"' probably from Plato and his supporters. Perhaps to shun the rational argument of the sophists, Plato disparagingly called it eristic and
antilogic and respected only dialectic, in which the so-called syllogism was present, as a means to know the truth. In the hand of Aristotle, the rational argument of the sophists was subject to severe restriction with the introduction of the enthymeme into rhetoric. Nevertheless, "there were reasoners before Aristotle... The application of rules of reasoning and strategy does not have to wait the work of their codifiers" (Ryle 233). Protagoras in particular and the Older Sophists in general rationally challenged all beliefs, myths, and social practices. This is the sophist inquiry and sophist rationality.
This is also the sophist rational inquiry which appears to have been influenced by Buddhist and other Indian rationalist thought. The Indian rationalistic age emerged and flourished during the sixth and the early fifth centuries B.C.E. The Buddha, whose death occurred in or around 483 B.C. E,38 roughly a little less than a half-century before the emergence of the sophist age in Greece, was the last and the most influential figure in the
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Indian rationalist traditions. The following words of the Buddha addressed to the residents in the city of Kalama, provides an epilogue to the free inquiry that was prevalent among Indian rationalists:
Yes, Kalamas, it is right for you to doubt, it is right for you to v. aver. Come, Kalamas, do not accept anything on mere hearsay, (thinking that thus we have heard it from a long time). Do not accept anything by mere tradition, (thinking that it has thus been handed down through many generations). Do not accept anything on account of rumors, (believing what other say without any investigation). Do not accept anything just because it accords in your scriptures. Do not accept anything by mere supposition. Do not accept anything by mere theorizing. Do not accept anything by merely considering the appearances. Do not accept anything merely because it agrees with your preconceived notion. Do not accept anything because it seems acceptable. Do not accept anything thinking that the ascetic is respected by us.
When you know for yourself--these things [beliefs and practices] are moral, these things are blameless, these things are praised by the wise, these things, when performed and undertaken, conduce to well-being and happiness--then do you live and act accordingly."
One would observe in this passage the Buddha's rejection of speculations (conclusions with insufficient evidence), metaphysics (truths beyond objective experience), and ideology (ideas taken as certain truths), as well as the tools used to justify these truths: authority, logic, and theorizing. These aspects of Buddhist rationality, as well as empiricism, positivism, and pragmatism, the tools employed by Indian rationalist traditions to know and construct truths, will be discussed in Chapter IV, but for now this particular quotation would allow the reader to glimpse the nature of Indian rationalist thought that, presumably, was the background for sophist rationality.
Importantly, one may not leap into the conclusion that the present dissertation, while dealing with Buddhist and other Indian rationalist influences on sophist rhetoric,
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has selected the field of research from an altogether new area. Even though Indian influence on sophist rationality has so far evaded the researcher's attention, many writers have already researched and written books about Indian influence on Greek thinking before and immediately after the sophist age. Of course, it is well known that a number of writers have indicated Indian influence on Pythagoreanism. Besides, several other writers such as Elmer Gruber and Kersten Holger, Helle Lambridis, Timothy J. Lomperis, H. G. Rawlinson, and M. L. West' have written about Indian influence on other pre-sophist Greek thinkers. Edward J. Urwick, in the meantime, has written a brilliant book' solely on the Indian influence on Plato's Republic, a treatise composed immediately after the sophist age. These books clearly indicate scholars' awareness about and interest in the Indian influence on Greek thinking before and after the sophist era. The present dissertation further explores the possible Indian influence on Greek thinking and on sophist rationality.
As already explained, sophist rational thinking covered a broad area, and therefore, despite the use of "sophist rhetoric" in the title, this dissertation does not focus only on limited areas of sophist practices, the areas that Aristotle's discipline of rhetoric assigned to that discipline. Instead, this work deals with all sophist thought and practices pertaining to rationality except the Greek appeal to reason in political, legal, and laudatory speeches. It is an obvious fact that, as academics began to develop in Greece during the post-Socratic age, disciplines and divisions such as philosophy, rhetoric, dialectic, logic, antilogic, and eristic also appeared, and the scope of some of the
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disciplines was also decided, but they all were probably the inventions of the Platonic tradition. "The Greek words for eristic (eristike), dialectic (dialectike), and antilogic (analog ke) all originated in Plato's writings" and "there is inductive evidence" supporting the possibility that "Plato first coined the word rhetorike" (Schiappa 44). Next, Aristotle defined the boundaries of rhetoric, claiming that rhetoric is a counterpart of dialectic, and, while dialectical argument should be based on the syllogism, the logical argument that leads to the understanding of universal truths, rhetorical argument should
be based on the enthymeme, which "leads to a tentative conclusion on probable premises" (Corbett and Connors 53). However, "the meaning that rhetoric had for the Greeks can be sensed only in the context of the life of the ancient Greeks" (Walter 373). According to modern rhetoricians such as Kenneth Burke and Richard Cherwitz, this limitation of rhetoric seems artificial, arbitrary, and impossible and stands totally against the rhetorical practices of the Older Sophists. This dissertation, while dealing with the rational thought in sophist rhetoric, leaves aside all these limitations imposed on sophist practices in particular and on the discipline of rhetoric in general and focuses on all sophist rational concepts under rhetoric.
As Burke indicated, Aristotle himself failed to remain within his own limited scope of rhetoric when he (Aristotle) began to elaborate his common topics. Expanding his topics towards various other disciplines, Aristotle practically proved that rhetoric is broader than what he strove to limit it to:
Though Aristotle rigorously divided knowledge into compartments whenever possible, his Art of Rhetoric includes much that falls under the
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separate heading of psychology, ethics, politics, poetics, logic, and history. Indeed, according to him, the characteristically rhetorical statement involves "commonplaces" that lie outside any scientific specialty; and in proportion as the rhetorician deals with special subject matter, his proofs move away from the rhetoric and towards the scientific. (575)
So, it is evident that rhetoric is naturally broader than the popular Greek tradition NN anted it to be, so much broader that even Aristotle, while imposing limitations on rhetoric, unknowingly broadened the boundaries of rhetoric into many other disciplines. As already mentioned, sophist rhetoricians persuaded, convinced, and enlightened their society, constructing rational arguments in every possible field, to change beliefs, attitudes, and practices that were more idealistic than rationalistic. The term sophist rhetoric used in the title of the dissertation includes all these aspects of rational inquiry and the tools, such as debating, dialogues, and methods of argumentation, employed for this purpose. The present dissertation concentrates on these aspects as the rationality in sophist rhetoric. In other words, the present work is an effort to see all sophist rationality as it was--not as the Platonic tradition wanted it to be--and to investigate the possible Buddhist and other India rationalist influences on it.
The suggestion that Buddhist and other Indian rationalist thought probably influenced Greek sophist movement will certainly surprise most of the readers, and, obviously, such a surprise is quite understandable. Textual and personal authority in the modem disciplines of philosophy and rhetoric has assertively reiterated the originality of Greek rational thought, leaving no room for the reader's investigation about a possible
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external influence on Greek rational thinking. Modern and recent scholars have written a quantity of books and articles in the two disciplines in a well-concentrated effort to convince the readers about the origin of rational concepts within Greek society itself. These books and articles enjoy authority among professors, students, and general readers. Influenced by these authoritative sources, society in general seems to have embraced the belief that Greek rationality originated without any external influence. This belief, which is apparently grounded not on rational investigation but on tradition and authority, seems to be so conclusive that one hardly questions it.
This situation is quite similar to the existence of the so-called indisputable truths in some closed societies, the truths that would be revealed as fallacies after investigation, comparison, and analysis. Mainly because they do not test the correctness of those commonly accepted and firmly held truths, such societies sustain mythical concepts as facts. A notable example that also connects to the present work is the modern Hindu belief that Buddhism is an integral part of Hinduism and the Buddha is a reincarnation of the Hindu god Visnu. This is the picture portrayed within Hindu society. Hindu scholars never speak or write about the Buddha's rejection of Brahma and creation and the Buddha's opposition to the Hindu caste system and the oppression of women. Subsequently, Hindus hardly think that the Buddha presented a rationalist system of thought to counter the social practices invented by early Hinduism. This example, just as many others, provides relevant evidence in support of how the absence of argumentative dialogues prevents an entire society from seeing the facts that would have otherwise been
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obvious. Perhaps the modern belief that Greek rational thinkers are original in their thoughts has emerged from a similar rhetorical situation.
The unavailability of true information about Indian rationalist traditions and their arguments and the obscurity of the routes through which these thoughts entered Greece have contributed to the absence of challenge to the conviction that Greek rational thought is original. The only comprehensive work on the nature and development of Indian rationalism is K. N. Jayatilleke's Early Buddhist Theory of Knowledge, but this book, a Ph.D. dissertation in Buddhism, has been designed for a handful of Pali and Sanskrit scholars. With numerous Pali and Sanskrit terms recurring in its every page without their English translations, a modern reader in Greek philosophy and rhetoric might
encounter numerous problems reading this book. No other texts are available to offer reliable and complete information about Indian rationalism. This situation seems to have prevented society from knowing that most of the Greek Sophist thought existed in India before the fifth century B.C.E.
Even though one may still gather some information about Indian rationalist
concepts that bear striking similarities with those of the Older Sophists, one may simply
conclude that these similarities are mere coincidences. The main reason behind that hasty
conclusion is the assumption that the communication between the two distant countries
was impossible in the ancient world. This false assumption can be attributed to the
scarcity of information about ancient connections between India and Greece. However,
history records that Southern and Western India and many Ionian islands were parts of
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the same Persian empire during the sixth and the early fifth centuries B.C.E., and both Indian and Ionian satrapies of Persia used the same language to communicate with Persia. Similarly, Democritus, from whom "major theoretical contributions came" for the sophist rationalists, just as from Empedocles and Anaxagoras (Kerferd, Sophistic Movement 39), went to India and learned from Indian thinkers. These and many other connections between India and Greece since the sixth century B.C.E. are virtually unknown to most modern readers, and this factor has again contributed to the absence of an opposing argument against the traditional belief that Greek rationalists are original to Greece.
Possibly some scholars in modem philosophy have realized an Indian influence on Greek rationalism, but this realization has probably horrified rather than interested them, as observed by M. L. West in H. Frankel's characterization of Upanishads as "always a danger signal in Heracleitus-studies" (201). At the mere sight of any possible Indian influence on Greek thinking, these scholars in philosophy and other disciplines perhaps took much pain, just as Jean W. Sedlar did in India and the Greek World, to remodel every sign of Indian influence in the form of the traditional Greek concepts. Of course, liberal Western scholars continue to emphasize Indian influence on Greek philosophy, but the traditionalists seem to have regarded the books and journals of such liberal thinkers as the works of outcasts and would never allow them a respectable place in philosophy. For instance, referring to a host of Western writers such as Thomas Colebrooke, Leopold Schroeder, and Richard Garbe who highlighted Indian influence on Pythagoras, Felix M. Cleve wrote that their new findings were "interesting and
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remarkable," but it was also "amusing" to see "some volumes about apparent `relationships' and 'influences' which actually never took effect" (520). Ridiculed, attacked, and denigrated, Western investigation of the Indian influence on Greek concepts has suffered severe setbacks, thus allowing the alleged originality of Greek concepts to prosper and to retain absolute power throughout recent history. College professors in philosophy, except for a sprinkling of liberal thinkers, have reiterated in their teaching the originality of Greek thought, leaving no room for any questioning about the authenticity of such an assertion.
Moreover, had early Indian thought been a part of the discipline of philosophy, what is discussed in the present work as new discoveries would, perhaps, have already been known as well-recognized facts, but philosophy has ignored India concepts unreasonably, providing no opportunity for interested students to research and discover the true sources of Greek rational thinkers. As P. T. Raju has pointed out, "due to lack of right acquaintance with Indian philosophy," much misunderstanding has arisen among Western scholars about Indian thinking, and this situation has partly been responsible for the exclusion of Indian philosophy from the discipline of philosophy (12). He also has indicated the view of "many great philosophers that the gap between Eastern and Western philosophies has to be bridged" (12). However, such a union between Eastern and Western philosophies has never taken place. John Stambaugh has stated that "Western philosophy seems to have exhausted its capacity to produce a new vision of reality" and suggested that with a assimilation of "some elements of Eastern ideas' one
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"can perhaps see new possibilities for philosophy- (xi), but the chances of such an assimilation seems very remote at present. Having dislodged the connections between Greek thought and its most probable influential sources, the discipline of philosophy apparently inhibits the investigation of how Indian rationalist concepts played an influential role in Greek sophist rhetoric.
This dissertation, as already mentioned, strives to reveal the probable connection between Indian rationalists and Greek sophists, the connection that lay hidden behind the numerous causes discussed above. To elucidate this point, sophist rational approach to epistemology, anthropology, sociology, religion, ethics, and personal philosophy of life will be evaluated in comparison with Indian materialistic, skeptic, and Buddhist thoughts. As Chapter III discusses in detail, one group of scholars asserts that Greek rationality originated in Greek legal and political arguments while another group emphasizes that rational concepts found their roots in original Greek philosophy. This dissertation argues against both of these views. Chapter IV points out the possibility that Protagoras, the first sophist thinker, had already familiarized himself with the then-prevalent Indian practices of debating and rational arguments in various fields before he was engaged in legal and political speeches and training. It is likely that he used this knowledge to profit from a Greek social demand for legal and political discourses and training, and other sophists possibly followed Protagoras' practice for financial gains.
The present dissertation challenges the view that Greek philosophy is the original source of Greek rational thinking, arguing that most of the Greek philosophical concepts
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could have reached Greek thinkers from outside, particularly from India. It is certainly true that Greek philosophers paved the way for the sophist thinkers to introduce their rational concepts, but Greek philosophers' background support seems to be just imitative since they appear to have followed mostly the idealistic and rationalistic concepts that were predominant in India prior to their time. With the comparison of Indian and Greek thinking and the investigation of ancient connections between India and Greece, one may get the impression that Greek philosophers and rational thinkers were engaged in the same activity: the constant borrowing from Indian sources. Perhaps, sophist rational concepts in various fields are the culmination of this borrowing.
The discussion in the following chapters also focuses on two main concepts in Greek rhetoric--the enthymeme and Kairos--as possible derivations from the Indian practices of debating and argumentation. When Aristotle formalized the discipline of rhetoric, he emphasized that rhetoric means the argument about enthymeme or probability related to the day-to-day life. This rule is probably a restriction on Protagoras' argumentation about probabilities in any topic and his followers' penchant for the same. Intolerant of sophist arguments on idealistic concepts that were highly valued by Aristotle's teacher Plato, Aristotle could have imposed restrictions on topics for argumentation by introducing the enthymeme. Nevertheless, it is more likely that argument from probabilities first entered Greece from India through Protagoras, and Aristotle's enthymeme could be a result of that borrowing. Kairos or the right time for speech, the predominant concept of Isocrates, also appears to have entered Greece in the
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same manner. Protagoras first highlighted the value of right time for speech at a time when the same concept was widely regarded by Indian rationalists as an essential requirement in persuasive speech. This dissertation argues that Indian rationalism could also have played an influential role in the formalization of the Greek discipline of rhetoric.
Organization of this dissertation was a challenging task because of several reasons. First, the Indian rationalist thought is altogether new to most Western readers, and therefore, an introduction to Indian rationality had to precede the comparison of Indian thoughts with Greek rational concepts. Second, to stress that sophist rational concepts probably appeared as a result of the continuous Greek tendency to borrow from Indian sources and to pinpoint that these early borrowings contained the seeds of sophist rational thinking, a detailed chapter on how Greek thinkers appear to have imitated Indian thoughts since the sixth century B.C.E. up to the time of Protagoras had to be included. Again, comparison, analysis, and interpretation of sophist and Indian rationalist views were essentially required in order to elucidate the suggestion that Indian rationality influenced sophist thinkers. Finally, other evidence of how Indian rational thinking could have reached Greek thinkers was needed to indicate the possible routes through which Indian concepts could have reached Greece.
Chapter II deals with the natural origin and development of Indian rationalist thinking. As a reaction to the social discomfort caused by the metaphysical and idealistic concepts invented by the early Hindu tradition, Indian materialists and skeptics developed
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rational concepts such as empiricism and positivism. The unique Brahmin concept of Brahma's creation of Brahmins from the primeval man's mouth, rulers and warriors from shoulders, common public from hip, and servants from feet occupied the central position in both the social reaction against Brahmins and in the stimulation of rational thinking in ancient India. Mainly in rulers' and warriors' effort to reverse the Brahmin superiority in society, such metaphysical concepts as Brahma, creation, transmigration, and the soul were subject to severe criticism, and, in the aftermath of this criticism, the importance of worldly life was overemphasized. Materialists and skeptics also invented the theories of elements and atoms to reject a permanent entity in the human being (individual soul) or a permanent Being in the universe (Brahma). Jains continued this rationalistic investigation by refusing to accept Brahma and creation, the two Brahmins concepts that laid the foundation for social division and discrimination, and by advocating humanism. Eventually, the Buddha emerged as a powerful persuader who introduced such rational concepts as social evolution and causal argument to reject early Hindu ideologies and modulated the materialistic overemphasis of worldly happiness by introducing such rational concepts as social ethics and personal philosophy for life.
Chapter HI discusses the parallel development of rational concepts in Greece. Such early Greek thinkers as Pherecydes and Thales were apparently influenced by Phoenician and Egyptian concepts, but it seems that Greek thinkers soon found Indian ideology worthy of imitation. The Eleatics may be regarded as the first borrowers from early Hindu idealism. Pythagoras, who is said to have lived for twelve years in Babylon,
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probably learned from Jainism and established in Croton, Italy, a society similar to that of the Jains. His respect for women's rights and his equal regard for the so-called barbarians, the first notable signs of Greek rational thinking that were later followed by the Older Sophists, may be regarded as direct borrowings from Jainism. Empedocles presumably imitated Indian materialistic theory of four great elements and the Buddhist idealistic theory of Nirvana, showing his inclination both to the rationality promoted by Indian materialists and to the metaphysical values surrounding the concept of Nirvana. Democritus, who visited India, appears to have followed the theory of atoms, the next advanced stage of the Indian materialistic theory of elements, and seemingly borrowed from the more secularized Buddhist concept of Nirvana. Thus, both Empedocles and Democritus possibly paved the way for their students Gorgias and Protagoras to relieve themselves from all ideological concepts and to become fully rationalistic.
Chapter IV elaborates on the similarities between sophist rational concepts and the Indian, materialistic, skeptic, and Buddhistic rational views, suggesting Indian rationalism as the possible background for sophist thinkers to develop their rational concepts. Gorgias' and Protagoras' skepticism about idealism may be regarded as adoptations of Indian skeptic views towards knowledge. Protagoras' human-measure fragment, the two-logoi fragment, and his concept of Katros appear to have been adopted from the then predominant Indian practice of debating and argumentation. Similarly, Protagoras' personal philosophy for life could have been influenced by Buddhist concepts. Antiphon's, Prodicus', and Critias' rational concepts such as social evolution,
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Theory of Social Contract, and social ethics based on humanity bear striking similanties with Buddhist concepts and may be regarded as borrowings from Buddhist sources.
Chapter V highlights evidence other than similarities between Indian and Greek concepts to strengthen the claim that Indian rational concepts could have prepared the Greek sophist environment and enriched it. One fragment of Empedocles strongly suggests that he had known about the Buddha while another of Democritus provides equally strong evidence in support of his familiarity with Indian rationalists. The Buddha himself had heard about the social practices in Ionian islands. Both Greek and Roman writers have constantly remarked that Democritus, the teacher and most influential figure in Protagoras' rational concepts as shown repeatedly in the present work, had visited India and learned from Indian sages. Besides, Phoenicians had carried on their trade between India and Ionia since the sixth century B.C.E., thus facilitating the communication between the two societies. During 480-479 B.C.E., just before the rise of the sophist movement, thousands of Indian and Ionian troops combined together as the soldiers for the Persian empire and fought together against other Greeks in central Greece. Persian empire connected both India and Ionia and allowed religious freedom in its entire territory. These details would both provide more support for the claim that Indian rationalism appears to have bred sophist rational thinking and help eliminate the misconception that in the ancient world communication would be impossible between two distant societies.
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This dissertation does not praise ancient Indian thinkers as the inventors or highlight the Greek rationalists as the borrowers but interprets the origin and development of Greek sophist movement. The thinking power of human beings is basically the same in most societies, and only the presence of complex social conflicts and needs probably activates the brain to invent new concepts. In societies where those conflicts and needs are minimal, the human power of creating new concepts seems to remain dormant. Early Indian thinkers, including the Buddha, probably would have never developed rational concepts had there not been the Early Brahmin concept of divine creation, the concept that Brahmins were created by god's mouth, rulers from shoulders, common public by the hip, and the servants from feet. This teaching cracked open a huge social difference, which soon gave rise to a huge social conflict, and, as a result of the intellectual war fought between the groups of the same society to wrestle social power, rationalistic and scientific concepts originated in the ancient Indian society.
Chapter IV discusses that, in contrast to the intellectual wars of the ancient Indians, Greeks fought physical wars, for which unity in each state-society was essentially required, and this requirement minimized social differences and conflicts within each democratic state. This situation, in return, apparently prevented Greek society from inventing complex ideological and metaphysical concepts and rationalist views to counter those concepts. As Kathleen Freeman put it succinctly, Greek religion was "beautiful and rich in emotional appeal, but with little moral and no intellectual content, and with many elements both stupid and ugly as well as cruel" (Gods, Man, and
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State 9). Obviously, social factors shaped Greek religion in this manner. Greek religious beliefs were "the projected wishes of an aristocratic society" and "even when city-states became completely democratic, they did not discard their aristocratic gods, especially the god or goddess chosen as patron.. ." (God, Man, and State 9). As Chapter IV indicates, these patron gods and goddesses provided a perfect rhetorical device to motivate citizens of each city-estate to defend it from constant external attacks. Therefore, they (patron gods and goddesses) flourished in Greece without much modifications. Eastern Greek islanders, in the meantime, seem to have been fascinated with strange ideas that came from beyond the seas, and, having been duly rewarded by the Greek society for bringing in those ideas, Greek thinkers including the Older Sophists seemingly borrowed, imitated, and adopted Indian metaphysics, ideology, and rationality.
To say that Greek social conflicts in each society were less complicated than those of the ancient Indian society is not to deny the presence of conflicts in Greek societies. The fight between rulers and subjects was a persistent conflict in Greece, a conflict that eventually gave rise to democracy in many Greek city-states. This is an instance that social conflicts gave birth to ideology in Greece even though those ideals did not belong to metaphysics and religion. Besides, in Greek city-states there were various social groups such as tribes (families belonging to a single clan or race), phratry (a kingship group in a subdivision of a city-state), and guild (a social association with similar interests). However, "they were racially tolerant, each comprising in its citizen body peoples of different origin. They [also] perpetuated the cults, the dialects, and the tribal
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systems which their forefathers had developed. .." (Hammond 98). Under the burden of inter-state wars, differences among these social groups thus became minimal, and unity flourished among all groups of the same state, or else, their very existence would be threatened. Poets, philosophers, thinkers, and the general public all were the united members of the same society, united for the same goal of defending the state for the sake of their own survival. Poetry "was meant to be sung, often in Chorus, to an audience large or small. . .'' as an exhortation or propaganda of a common political purpose, and the philosophers who lived in study simply did not exist in that society (Freeman, God, Man, and State 112). This socio-historical background of ancient Greece probably answers the question why complex metaphysical and religious beliefs did not originate in Greek society.
While this dissertation thus recognizes socio-historical factors, "the generative rules and conflicts of a given culture" as Stephen Greenblatt defined it (74), as the predominant force behind human thought, it (the dissertation) also disregards both the ideological overemphasis of mysterious acquisition of personal powers and reduce the value of individual genius as the factors behind the rationalistic concepts of early Indian thinkers. In this sense, the traditional belief that Enlightenment bequeathed the Buddha unusual powers to proclaim his rationalistic concepts has no justification in the present discussion. Similarly, this dissertation does not overemphasize the Buddha's individual human genius. Brilliant human beings can exist in any society, but only the social
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conditions may determine the directions of their thoughts and the nature of their new concepts.
The present work is an invitation for readers to reevaluate their knowledge and understanding about both Indian and Greek rational thought. They heard and read about it in a different way for years, and they internalized and fondly entertained what they heard and read. Here is the untold story about the origin and development of Greek rational thought along with the unseen aspect of Indian rationality, both of which would mostly challenge their previous learning.
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CHAPTER II
INTRODUCTION TO BUDDHIST RATIONALITY: SOCIAL BACKGROUND
AND THE NATURE OF EARLY BUDDHIST RATIONAL THOUGHT
Early Hindu Thought as a Precursor to Pre-Buddhistic Rationality
To trace the origin and development of ancient Indian rationalist thought including Buddhist rationality, one needs, first of all, to examine the earliest scriptures of modern Hinduism. These scriptures include the Vedas and the Upanishads, popularly known as some of the earliest human religious and speculative experiences in writing, and the Laws ofManu,' the book of laws in the ancient Indian society. The oldest of these texts was the Rig Veda, the first of the four Vedas compiled over a long period of time beginning approximately from the twelfth century B.C.E. The Upanishads, another group of religious texts containing numerous volumes spread over many centuries, began
to appear a few centuries later than the Rig Veda. The Laws ofManu was composed after the early Upanishads to further organize the social norms and speculative thoughts conceived in the early scriptures. Historically, these texts belonged to an Aryan race that invaded and conquered the Southwestern region of India during the prehistoric period.
Speculative beliefs and concepts which originated and achieved prominence in these ancient texts include creation, gods, a predeterminated social and political system, the concept of transmigration, and the individual soul's ultimate unification with the eternal macrosoul. The Rig Veda initiated the speculative process, introducing creation
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and gods and laying the background for further development. All other Brahmin texts that followed expanded the speculative thoughts thus initiated by the Rig Veda and firmly established them in the then Indian culture. For instance, the rudimentary social and political system in the Rig Veda was made a social law by the Laws of Manu. Numerous gods in the Rig Veda were transformed into monotheism and monism by the Upanishads. Most of the Brahmin concepts found in post-Rig Vedic Hindu literature clearly harkened back to the Rig Veda itself.
The Rig Veda began the description of creation as arising from a paradoxical condition before the existence of anything. "There was neither non-existence nor existence then; there was neither the realm of space nor the sky which is beyond,''' maintained the text. Then appeared the unknown god, the golden embryo: "In the beginning the golden embryo arose. Once he was born, he was the only lord of creation. He held in place the earth and his sky."' This verse suggests that from the golden embryo arose the original human being. God is not the external creator; rather, he is the very source of creation.
Similarly, according to the Rig Veda, from the primeval man's body came into existence the four castes: "His mouth became the Brahmin; his arms were made into the Warrior [Shastriyas], his thighs the People [Vaishayas], and from his feet the Servants [Shudras] were born."' The same text claimed that warriors and nobles were created to rule the country.' The Laws of Manu categorized the duties assigned to the four castes by the divine power: teaching, learning, giving and receiving, and conducting religious
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services and sacrifices were the duties of Brahmins;6 ruling was the assignment for the Shastriyas;" manufacturing, farming, and business were the duties of the Vaishayas;' the only duty the creator assigned to the Shudras was to serve all other three castes.' As the following sections of the present chapter reveal, this concept was a vital speculation for the emergence of rationalist thought in the Indian system of thought because this mythical concept soon cracked open a huge social difference.
Early Hindu texts also asserted that every human soul originated from the creator's body would eventually return to the creator' but not before each soul's transmigration in numerous lives." During the period of transmigration, one would be born not only as humans and deities but as animals as well. Karmas, or one's deeds motivated by intention, are the determinant force behind both the duration and the lives of one's transmigration:2 If one's action, for instance, is motivated by desire and anger, one is doomed to be born in evil realms. Absence of desire, on the other hand, would qualify one to be born in higher realms before one's final emancipation.13 This teaching not only advocated after-death existence of each individual but also recognized one's own actions as the determinant factors of one's own fate in future lives.
These are the major speculative beliefs that originated in the pre-Buddhistic India and paved the way for the development of rationalist thought that was based on the free inquiry about these beliefs. In order to facilitate an understanding of social connections of these speculations, it should be stressed that the myth of creation, seemingly based on political agenda, was the oldest of these concepts. Rig Veda is the oldest text of the early
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Hinduism, and, as already quoted, the creation of the caste system first occurred in this very text. All other concepts, such as soul and transmigration, seem to have evolved, depending on this earlier myth, the very first root of all Indian speculations.
Social Connections and Rhetorical Value of Early Hindu Belief System 
Ancient Hindu texts assert--and modem Hindu tradition firmly believes--that the speculative concepts thus arose in ancient India were discovered by Rishis, the spiritually enlightened sages, with their superior knowledge of the invisible/invincible mysteries.' Some scholars within the Hindu tradition may attribute this trend to the genius of the independent thinkers who lived in the ancient time. However, from a socio-historical point of view, neither seems to be completely true. The first argument that the enlightened power of the sages revealed the textual truth to the world looks like another speculative concept that needs rational authority for acceptance. The argument about individual genius, on the other hand, appears to be a blatant disregard for the social forces that shape individual thought. New historicism holds that "actions that appear to be single are disclosed as multiple; the apparently isolate power of the individual genius turns out to be bound up with collective, social energy" (Greenblatt 75). In reality, the so-called individual genius is a reflection of the complex social conditions that molded human thought in ancient India. In a systematic approach to the origin and development of speculative thoughts in ancient India, one may connect the Hindu concepts mentioned above to the Brahmins' effort to formalize and stabilize a unique social structure.
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Introduction of a caste system was the most sophisticated effort made by early Indians to organize the ancient Indian society. It is unknown exactly when the caste system originated in ancient India, but the Rig Veda's remarked that the creator created the four castes from his body, and he (the creator) assigned ruling to Shastriyas, indicate that the caste system took its form as early as the Aryan settlement in the newly conquered India before the twelfth century B.C.E. It is clear that the caste system took its shape mostly in the hand of Brahmins, the textually authorized spiritual and intellectual leaders of society. According to the Laws of Manu, learning and teaching were strictly assigned to the Brahmin caste," and teaching was strictly prohibited for rulers and the common public.' Brahmins repeatedly said that the truth in their texts was either revealed to them by a divine being,' or they themselves realized it with their extrasensory perceptive powers." Clearly, no other social class had any hand in Early Brahmin speculations, so it is certain that the caste system and the social rules with regard to the caste system were invented by the Brahmins.
This social division based on castes suggests itself as the framework upon which the entire speculative process in India was constructed. The early Indian speculations could have taken a different direction had there not been a social structure centering on the caste. Invention alone does not stabilize a social system in society; those inventors must also persuade society to accept a system. The Indian social order based on the caste system needed rigorous campaigning, for such a system did not satisfy every social class. Under normal circumstances, Shudras, for instance, would not accept the servile duty as
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their only service to society, nor would other social groups let themselves be confined within an assigned profession. Use of force was a possible method to curb the opposition to the intended social order. The Laws of Manu, for instance, recorded that Shudras could be punished and killed if they did not follow the social role assigned to them. However, experience might have revealed to those ancient Indian legislators the futility of force. What they actually needed was an attitudinal revolution, to which the entire society would meekly surrender.
It seems that, as Brahmins endeavored to fulfill this need, the need to justify the legitimacy of the caste-system, the so-called philosophical thoughts emerged gradually. With an ignorant mass ready to listen and accept, the easiest way for the educated to achieve the desired social changes would be to garb the deplorable existence of the masses in a religious and philosophical attire. Origin of human life from the creator's body, transmigration, Karma, and the soul's eventual union with the creator all look like new innovations to persuade the Indian society to accept each group's assigned social role. Apparently, all these speculative concepts have derived not from the philosophical minds that freely wondered about the eternal truth--for free wondering itself is probably impossible--but from the so-called philosophers' need to establish a segregated, yet highly partial and biased social order.
The Brahmins' success in this effort was also due to the social permission and freedom granted to them in order to invent speculative beliefs, a point that George A. Kennedy has already observed (172). As noted above, teaching and learning were the
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duties the tradition assigned to Brahmins, who, in turn, became the undisputed authorities in the field of education. Ancient Indian society thus produced a group of people, thousands in number, to interpret human nature in terms of absolute truths. This profession was also a lucrative one for Brahmins: with wealth and honor coming from all directions and ease and comfort greeting them,' Brahmins found ample time and opportunity and self-satisfying interest to invent and enlarge speculations that interpreted social life. Hundreds of thousands of hymns in the Vedas, the Upanishads, and other texts came into existence in this way. Thus, speculators, as well as speculations, seem to have appeared in ancient India as a social product.
The persuasive power of these speculations was enormous. Creation and the individual soul's eventual unification with the creator belonged to one group of methods that persuaded society to accept its unfair division. Importantly, the Rig Veda 's message that Brahma created all social classes from his own body meant that, even though some social groups experienced vast discrimination and others huge privileges, all these social groups were still a part of Brahma. Despite all the suffering and misery of the present life, the servants and the common public would one day join the original creator and experience the eternal joy. This idea could have encouraged people to tolerate their present misery of life in anticipation of the greatest happiness in the company of the creator. This teaching also suggested that a social revolt against the higher classes would simply be the revolt against the creator, from whose body all classes have emerged. All social classes, despite their vast differences in rights and responsibilities, came from the
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same source and would return to the same source; therefore, actual unity and togetherness were stressed behind the apparent social differences. Thus, one can detect an intricately woven persuasive method playing its role in the concepts of creation and liberation.
Karma and reincarnation, working together, appear to have served the same purpose of persuading society to tolerate its caste system. As mentioned previously, unwholesome Karmas were the actions motivated by desire and anger. These Karmas would confer upon individuals lower lives, such as animal life, in their transmigration. Wholesome deeds were the ones motivated by the absence of desire and hatred. The Karmic energy produced by these wholesome deeds would grant individuals better lives after death.. These concepts embodied enormous power to influence by keeping society calm and manageable. The masses would accept their deplorable lot as an unalterable, inexorable divine will. Only tolerance and peaceful acceptance of the present misery in life would make their next life better. Both the concepts of Karma and reincarnation appear to have been invented in order to prevent social opposition to the prevailing cast system.
One sees here the so-called philosophy transform into rhetoric. "The tracts are sermonic rather than philosophical, therapeutic rather than investigative. . . In practical use, they are rhetorical. . ." (Oliver 47). Amid numerous social differences, which under normal circumstances would appear to be highly unfair, unjust, and discriminative, to promote the concepts that suffering originated in a past life and would end in a future life or the cause of suffering is the creator's will are persuasive methods indeed. One may
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recognize a system of thought as religious or philosophical simply because one tends to isolate it from its social origin. Unable to locate or simply disregarding its original source, one may attach labels to each thought, categorizing it under metaphysics, theology, philosophy, and so on. Social connections of these thoughts, however, might awaken a careful observer to the possible truth that, whatever these speculations are called, they all are persuasive techniques or rhetorical methods.
Sometimes one might be misled by the Aristotle's interpretation of rhetoric--the interpretation that rhetoric centers upon enthymeme and example." As mentioned in the introduction, he separated religious, philosophical, and metaphysical concepts from rhetoric and included only deliberative, forensic, and laudatory speeches in the discipline.' What Aristotle endeavored to prove was that only persuasion in the field of the day-to-day social affairs belongs to rhetoric. This effort, in other words, implies that philosophy in ancient Greece did not aim at social persuasion, and therefore philosophy was not rhetoric. This implication is justified by both Plato's and Aristotle's view that philosophy begins with curiosity and wonder. "Curiosity is the feeling of a philosopher, and philosophy begins in wonder," said Plato." He further elaborated that the true philosopher's curiosity would be to see the absolute truth." Aristotle confirmed these remarks, saying that people philosophize because of their curiosity.' Furthermore, the very meaning of the Greek word philosophy--love for wisdom--separated philosophy from society and made the philosopher an isolated seeker of the truth. Only the person
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who spoke on legal, political, and laudatory topics was the social persuader and rhetorician.
It should be asserted, however, that the so-called wisdom, if it originated within society, must be teeming with persuasive power directly connected to social existence. Thinkers may not wonder without social connection, social permission, and social demand. Any concept that originates within society may have a social connection, and those concepts that connects to society seems to be predominantly rhetoric or persuasive techniques. The Greek discipline of philosophy, of course, is a possible exception to this general principle because most of the philosophical concepts could have reached Greece from outside. When borrowed ideas are promoted in a society, those ideas bear no social connection and appear to be purely intellectual. Here, persuasion does not serve as a means to some other end but evolves only within those speculations and only for the sake of those speculations. In fact, Aristotle may be correct when he separated philosophy from rhetoric on the basis that philosophy had no social bearing. However, his theory may be applicable only to his own society in which intellectuals wrangled with each other about the ideas that probably came from several Eastern countries. Absence of social persuasion in the concepts entertained by the pre-Socratic Greek thinkers, however, does not invalidate their enormous persuasive strength in societies where those concepts originated.
As the introduction of the present dissertation has already highlighted, rhetoric
can not be confined to a narrow area as defined by Aristotle. "An idea, after all, is neither
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a tangible thing nor the condition of the psyche... Despite their apparent immateriality, ideas are commonly attributed with great power and influence" (Lyne 149). This description elucidates the point that ideas are rhetoric. They are predominantly rhetoric in societies where they originate. Such early Hindu concepts as Brahma, creation, and transmigration appear as speculative ideas "with great power and influence."
Social matters are unique in societies. Both historical and geographical factors, joining together, may create the fields of persuasion in respective societies. The failure of tyranny, a historical factor, shaped deliberative oratory and judicial discourse--persuasion in political and legal actions--in Greece. Going further back, one finds the geographical conditions of Greece--its numerous islands and mountains--as contributory factors to the failure of aristocracy and tyranny, and the eventual rise of small democratic governments. Had Greece been a flat land without hundreds of islands, ancient Greece would have been an empire just as Persia rather than being a cluster of small kingdoms under aristocracy, tyranny, and democracy. In ancient India, however, the situation was completely different. Surrounded by thick jungles, vast deserts, and broad rivers, it rarely experienced any foreign invasions after the Aryan settlement during the pre-Vedic era. Tradition had already handed over the political and legal decisions to Shastriyas, the ruling caste. India's most indispensable need was to retain its already existent social order. While Greek persuasion encouraged creative human action in deliberative speeches, Indian persuasion seems to have tried exactly the opposite: social inaction to the slightest threat of the prevailing social system. To create a society that would resist
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social changes, persuasion must attempt to influence human attitudes rather than actions. Metaphysics, or the concepts that are beyond human understanding, may be the most helpful techniques of persuasion in such a situation. Therefore, persuasion in early Indian society was based on religious and philosophical concepts.
Another reference to Kenneth Burke's and Richard A. Cherwitz's broad interpretations of rhetoric would further justify the rhetorical power buried in the early Indian system of thought. According to Burke, one needs but to "rediscover rhetorical elements that had become obscured" when other disciplines such as "aesthetic, anthropology, psychoanalysis, and sociology came to the fore." These other disciplines tend to outlaw "rich rhetorical elements" hidden in these disciplines (521). Religion and philosophy seem to be several more "other disciplines" that would obscure the rhetorical value in ancient Indian thoughts. In The Rhetoric of Religion, Burke reiterated that "the subject of religion falls under the head of rhetoric in the sense that rhetoric is the art of persuasion, and religious cosmogonies are designed, in the last analysis, as exceptionally thoroughgoing modes of persuasion" (v). Cherwitz further elaborated on this concept, saying:
Whether our interest is in making ethical judgment, articulating the preferability of a particular philosophical, scientific, or historical theory vis-a-vis another, or in gaining followers for a political, social, or religious cause, rhetoric abounds. . . It might be that some of these rhetors desire conversion or change in audience attitudes, beliefs, and values, whereas some seek modifications in human behavior, and still others wish only to obtain the understanding of those with whom they communicate. Yet in every case the dynamic relationships among rhetor, message, and the auditor indicate the potential for, if not the fact of, symbolic influence. (2)
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This passage reinforces the legitimacy of emphasizing the rhetorical value of early Hindu speculations. Cherwitz's remarks about the persuasive tendency in philosophical, religious, and social theories, in particular, comfortably places early Indian thought in the field of rhetoric. As this discussion so far has revealed, Brahma, creation, soul, Karma, and Brahma's assignment of duties to the four castes were more or less the theories that one may categorize under philosophy, religion, and sociology. These other labels, however, are perhaps deceptive and arbitrary since they may distort the very purpose of those speculations, the purpose of persuading society to accept the social power of Brahmins.
To state it plainly, at the very beginning Brahmins apparently employed a cunning but simple idea--the metaphysical concept that castes were created from the creator's body--to control society. As time passed, the inadequacy of this single concept could have became apparent, thus giving way to more sophisticated and far-fetched metaphysics for social control. Concepts appear to have controlled society, and society, in return, influenced the concepts to expand and take new forms. This mutual interdependence of ideas and society seems to have produced, in the form of metaphysics and religion, a well-organized persuasive system in the pre-Buddhistic India.
Social Opposition to the Vedic Belief System as a Precursor
to Advanced Rhetoric 
Persuasive methods thus invented in ancient India under the name of religion and philosophy would remain unchallenged and any rhetorical progress would stagnate unless
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a serious defect in the system made itself gradually manifest. As already noted, the Brahmins claimed that the four social groups--Brahmins, Shastriyas, Vaishayas, and Shudras--were created by the creator's mouth, shoulders, hip, and feet, respectively. This theory of creation was, obviously, a highly controversial and sensitive one. It could only subdue some social fractions, but not all. Certainly, no opposition would arise from Shudras, the servants, who were virtually powerless. Vaishayas, the general public, on the other hand, bred a powerful business class, but they knew that their wealth was their strength. Therefore, neither of these two groups openly attacked the scriptural authority, which gave the highest social position to the Brahmins. However, the reaction of the Shastriyas or rulers to the Brahmin's alleged supremacy was altogether different, and there were reasons for it to be different.
Brahmins were the alleged leader of society, but the practical leadership was held by Shastriyas who ruled villages, provinces, states, and the entire country. Living in luxurious palaces with all comfort and respect and attending to the needs of society's day-to-day existence, Shastriyas would have regarded themselves the rightful leaders of society. However, Brahmins, who, under the pretext of textual and personal authority, tradition, and hearsay, were trying to arrogate higher social powers. The Laws of Manu, a text composed by Brahmins, constantly remarked that Brahmins were higher than rulers.' As noted before, teaching was exclusively left aside for Brahmins. The text warned that a
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member of the ruling caste should never be proud to assume the livelihood of Brahmins, the betters of the rulers.' Some political leaders, of course, followed the tradition, respecting the Brahmins' alleged supremacy, but the relationship between the two social groups was not always smooth. An opposition to the Brahmin position of supreme authority arose from the ruling class itself.
The following passage spoken to the Buddha by Ambattha, a reputed Brahmin, clearly reflects the deteriorating relationship between Brahmins and rulers:
Once, Gotama [the Buddha], I had to go to Kapilavastu on some business.. . and went into the Sakyas' Congress Hall. Now at that time here were number of Sakyas, old and young, seated in the hall on grand seats, making merry and joking together, nudging one another with their fmgers; and for a truth, methinks, it was I myself that was the subject of their jokes. Not one of them ever offered me a seat. That, Gotama, is neither fitting, nor is it seemly, that the Sakyas, menial as they are, mere menials, should neither venerate, nor value, nor esteem, nor give gifts to, nor pay honor to Brahmins."
Hindu texts recommended, and the Hindu tradition asserted that a member of any caste should respect, honor, and give gifts to Brahmins The Katha Upanishad, for instance, said that, when a Brahmin entered a house, the residents of that house must welcome the Brahmin, the "venerable guest," initially offering him water and a seat.' The passage quoted above, however, indicates it otherwise. Instead of receiving respect, Brahmin Ambattha became the very object of ridicule in the company of rulers. The Buddha's humorous response to this complaint--"A quail, a little hen bird though she be, can say what she likes in her own nest. And there the Sakyas are at their own home in Kapilavastu. It is not fitting for you to take offense at so trifling a thing."29--further shows
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his own defensive attitude towards rulers, his own social class. The conflict between Brahmins and Shastriyas is clearly evident in this conversation.
Hindu, Jain, and Buddhist texts provide more evidence to suggest a major conflict between Brahmins and Shastriyas during the sixth century B.C.E. According to Hindu scriptures, most of the debates about metaphysical concepts took place in royal palaces where the rulers were amazed by the Brahmin wisdom and were convinced of the divine truth revealed by Brahmins. Jain and Buddhist texts, on the other hand, show exactly the opposite: in debates and dialogues with rulers, Brahmins became wordless and were ashamed of their ignorance. Some Buddhist scriptures compared corrupted Brahmins to dogs. The Buddha said:
Brahminees, the wives of Brahmins, are known to be fertile, are seen to be with child, bringing forth and nursing children. And yet it is these very womb-born Brahmins who say that Brahmins are the genuine children of the Brahma, born from his mouth, his offspring, his creation, and his heirs! By this they make a travesty of the nature of the Brahma. It is false what they say, and great is the demerit that they thereby earn."
The discourse ends, rhetorically placing Shastriyas above Brahmins. "For those who trust in lineage, Shastriyas are the best. In reality, wise and virtuous person from any
castes is the best."' Both the Brahmins and the Shastriyas showed an increasing tendency to place their own caste above the other.
This conflict and the deteriorating relationship between Brahmins and Shastriyas paved the way for a unique occurrence in the history of mankind: not only did the rulers tolerate and encourage any opposition to the orthodox teaching, but they themselves searched for the ways to downplay the early Hindu religious and philosophical teaching.
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Most of the leaders of the new generation, including Mahavira and the Buddha, belonged to the ruling class.
In this social background, one can witness a highly fertile ground for rational thinking to flourish. What else other than the separation of religion and government would encourage people to think freely and speak freely! The unity between government and religion has always suppressed free thinking throughout human history. From the persecution of Galileo to the condemnation of Salman Rushdie to death, one finds numerous examples in support of this statement. In ancient India, however, the caste system of the Brahmins paved the way for the separation of religion and government, at least for a short period. The ruling class itself being tired of the established system of persuasion (religious and philosophical thoughts), society enjoyed every freedom to say anything. It seems that rational argument against the Brahmin social system was born in this free environment. Despite Brahmins' intolerance of the social opposition to the ascending rational appeal, they were powerless to stop the new development in persuasion. The only alternative left for Brahmins was to improve their own persuasive system to compete with the rationalists.
This historical situation paved the way for the emergence of advanced rhetoric. Robert T. Oliver's suggestion that persuasion in ancient India was not for a probable truth but for a certain truth, in which only the message rather than means of persuasion was important (48), is applicable only to the early stage of speculative development in ancient India. When the orthodox teaching began to encounter opponents, the Brahmins'
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emphasis on mere message gradually took new turns, looking for other means of persuasion. Numerous schools that opposed the Brahmin authority, on the other hand, strengthened their arguments with powerful rational systems of thought. Thus, in the same way that the invention of the caste system gave birth to a system of persuasion in ancient India, the subsequent social opposition to the caste system appear to have injected new power to the then Indian rhetoric.
Development of Rational Thought against the Brahmin System 
The metaphysical concepts the Brahmins introduced in ancient India in order to maintain the caste system in society have already been mentioned in this chapter. These concepts were fascinating, far-fetched, and intriguingly constructed to persuade society but were devoid of unobstructed reasoning since they all were based on a belief system rather than on free inquiry and understanding. The first two rationalist schools that
persuaded society to reject this belief system were materialists and skeptics who vigorously attacked or doubted the concepts nourished by Brahmins. They developed their views as a kind of reaction against the metaphysical theories presented by the Upanishadic thinkers" (Kalupahana 9) and conceived in the early Vedas.
The immediate negative reaction to the Vedic and Upanishadic metaphysics and theology would have been to negate the existence of any speculations beyond sensual experience. The Rig Veda mentioned several times the existence of materialists.' Charvaka, an atheist, who rejected gods and all sacrifices, was the most popular of all
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these matenalists. That he was a student of Braspati, another atheist, is an indication that an atheistic school of thought actually existed as early as the seventh century B.C.E.
The Brihadaranyaka Upanishad also remarked about a school of thought that admitted the so-called soul as mere consciousness produced by the combination of four great elements: earth, water, heat, and air." By the time of the Buddha, these materialistic thoughts had gained much popularity. The Samannaphala Sutta described the summary of materialism as follows:
A human being is built up of the four great elements. When he dies, the earthy in him returns and relapses to the earth, the fluid to the water, the heat to the fire, the windy to the air, and his faculties pass into space. The four bearers, on the bier as a fifth, take his dead body away. Till they reach the burning ground, men utter forth eulogies, but there his bones are bleached, and his offerings end in ashes. .. Fools and wise alike, on the dissolution of the body, are cut off, annihilated, and after death they are not."
One can glimpse the target of attack in these rationalist arguments. The Brahmin concept of soul, as discussed before, was a persuasive technique to neutralize social opposition to the caste system. The materialist's negation of the soul with rational argument was, probably, an act of persuading society to oppose the caste system. Crushing the concept of soul would invalidate both the link between the creator and the individual and each individual's after-death existence. This invalidation, in return, would persuade unprivileged social groups--Shudras and common public in particular--to stand for their rights during their present life itself rather than to expect happiness in their existence after
death.
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Another materialist school that denied morality and overemphasized self-interest deserves attention as another development against the orthodox teaching of the Brahmins. Purna Kassapa, a renowned materialist during the time of the Buddha, maintained that moral practice had no value. He also held that charity was useless, and good and bad actions would yield no subsequent effects:
Were he [any one] to go along the South bank of the Ganges, striking, mutilating and having people mutilated, oppressing and having them oppressed, there would be no guilt thence resulting. Were he to go along the North bank of the Ganges giving alms, and ordering gifts to be given, offering sacrifices or causing them to be offered, there would be no merit thence resulting, no increase of merits."
The entire passage appears to be an example of materialistic rejection of Karma, the Brahmin technique to persuade the mass to accept the misery in life. According to Early Hindu teaching, there was no way that the masses could get rid of their present misery of life; only accumulation of wholesome Karmas would help them eradicate suffering in their future lives. Resistance to the established social order, an act motivated by desire which would definitely breed unwholesome Karmas, would deny the only possibility of making people happy in their future lives." Submission to the established norms, on the other hand, would breed wholesome Karmas, for desire and anger were absent here. "Guilt" and "merits" in the passage quoted above are, in fact, the wholesome and unwholesome Karmas. Kassapa's nullification of Karmic effects in human actions could have invited the common public to resist the social system fearlessly, for such a resistance would never bring any harm.
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The teaching of Ajita, another materialist contemporary of the Buddha, further elucidates materialistic rationality developed against traditional persuasive methods in pre-Buddhistic India. The Samannaphala Sutta highlighted the following points in Aj ita ' s teaching:
1.	Sacrifice and offering has no meaning.
2.	Good or evil deeds do not reproduce any Karma.
3.	There is no such things as this world and the next.
4.	One does not have to be dutiful to one's parents.
5.	No recluse or Brahmin can achieve super knowledge about the universe and beings.
6.	No recluse or Brahmin can make wisdom known to others.'
Targets in these points are, quite obviously, the orthodox doctrines. Sacrifices and offerings were the Brahmin practices to please gods who, in return, would bless the offerers. Karma and next birth were essentially the original doctrines in Indian thought. The concept of superior knowledge was originally developed by Brahmins in their effort to elevate themselves as the seers of universal truth, which was unreachable to the common public. Ajita's teaching shows an all-round attack on the traditional Indian teaching in order to awaken the blind followers of the tradition.
To counter the materialistic argument, Brahmins apparently developed more sophisticated rhetorical methods which will be discussed shortly, but the secular section never gave up, either. The rise of skepticism is a more competitive way to meet the belligerent Brahmin's assertion that the absolute truth was existent but not intellectually graspable. Despite the absence of original texts of any skeptic schools, early Buddhist texts have provided evidence that skepticism flourished in India during the seventh and
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sixth centuries B.C.E. Even though these texts do not show much admiration of skeptics, perhaps because skepticism was a rival school of the early Theravada Buddhists, Buddhist texts have presented a clear view about ancient Indian skeptics.
According to the Brahmajala Sutta and the Samajjapala Sutta, skeptics are the ones who "wrangle like eels, and, when a question is put to them on this or that, they resort to equivocation."38 Their main point was, "I neither know the good, as it really is, nor the evil."" They tackled metaphysics in the following manner:
If you ask me whether there is another world--Well, if I thought there were, I would say so. But I don't say so. And I don't think it is thus or thus. And I don't think it is otherwise. And I don't deny it. And I don't say there neither is, nor is not, another world. And if you ask me about the beings produced by chance, or whether there is any fruit, any result, of good or bad actions, or whether a man who has won the truth continues or not after death--to each or any of these questions do I give the same
Behind the apparent complication of the skeptic thought given here, this passage conveys the underlying truth of the skeptic tradition: the human being's inability to make any definite conclusion about things beyond sensual experience. The passage implies that mere speculations, which are not real human experiences, have no warrant, and therefore, to make definite statements about metaphysical concepts would be misleading.
Silanka, a later commentarian of the Jain tradition presented a further description of the skepticism which stressed its more intellectual nature (Jayatilleke 117). He said that the skeptic school of thought maintained that "skepticism is the best since it is difficult to gauge the thought processes of another." Because the teacher's mind is
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unknowable, his words are incomprehensible. All teachings are like the utterances of barbarians since those teaching have no basis (Jayatilleke 118).
While Buddhist texts highlighted the skeptic's focus on the incomprehensibility of the criteria of good and bad, the Jain commentarian emphasized that the early skepticism was based on the incomprehensibility of the master's inner nature and ability to communicate. Perhaps, the Buddhist portrayal of skepticism is simply general, but Silanka's description, even though it appeared a few centuries later, had a direct parallel to the new development in the Brahmin system of thought. When materialists cited lack of evidence as a reason to deny Vedic metaphysics and divinity, Brahmins defended the Vedic truth, developing the argument that only the highly developed minds through meditation could see the phenomenon beyond sensual experience and intellect. Silanka's description of skepticism, which doubted any inner achievement of the master and his ability to convey any message, appears to be the immediate counter-attack on this Brahmin thought.
New Persuasive Techniques in the Brahmin Tradition 
It is evident that all the branches of materialism and skepticism developed in the
pre-Buddhistic India mainly targeted the Brahmin's orthodox teaching that justified the prevalent social values. Reduced to minimum, the conflict was, perceivably, between the persuasion to reject and the persuasion to accept common social beliefs and practices surrounding the cast system. As the Brahmin school of thought received heavy blows
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from the ascending rationalist arguments, its reformers developed pseudo-rationalism--a method of thinking which would appear to be a free inquiry about knowledge but was not--in defense of its traditional teaching. Now one would see the rise of different Brahmin persuasive methods other than the emphasis on mere textual and personal authority. In these new developments, attempts were made to interpret such Vedic concepts of creation, soul, and reincarnation as indescribable through words and unintelligible to the ordinary knowledge.
This method of argumentation would be called pseudo-rationalism because, under the guise of rationality, it simply placed knowledge beyond the rational level. The Mundaka Upanishad said that Vedic concepts are beyond causality: "As long as a person clings to the belief of causality, he will find cause producing effect. But when this attachment to causality wears away, cause and effect become non-existent.' This and similar stanzas in several Upanishads regarded human intelligence as an inadequate means to answer human problems. Only those who were specially qualified with yoga experience would know the mysteries beyond the rational level.
So far, two stages of development in the Brahmin system of thought have been discussed. At the very beginning, they asserted that all social beliefs and practices were divine revelations so that society should unquestionably accept them. This theory runs back to the Rig Veda, which remarked that Brahaspathi, a god in early Hinduism,
revealed the truth to the ancient poets and seers, who fashioned it through their speech.' As this theory of revelation was constantly challenged by materialists, Brahmins seem to
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have combined revelation with realization. The Svetesvatara Upanishad, for instance, said that, through the power of austerity and through the grace of the lord, the sage Svetesvatara realized the highly sacred knowledge.' Apparently, pseudo-rationalism had a close connection with this assertion of realization. Human intellect has been presented here as an inadequate means to grasp the truth. Meditation, self-mortification, and faith would jointly confer upon dedicated individuals the special skill to realize the correctness of practices and beliefs prevalent in society and given in ancient texts.
Sophistication of these far-fetched speculations and the arguments in defense of those speculations would easily mislead one to regard the ancient Indian intellectual fermentation as pure epistemology. It might appear that the tireless endeavor of Brahmins--as well as others--was to clanfy a true theory of knowledge. This assumption appears to be the biggest pitfall one may find oneself in as one continues to examine the development of ancient Indian thought. Taken away by the fascination of the early Indian speculations or simply disregarding the importance of social connections of those speculations, one may leap into the conclusion that the early Indian system of thought grew out of that society's effort to answer the questions beyond ordinary human understanding. However, what actually happened seems to be the invention of concepts, continuous modification of those concepts, and vigorous defense of them in order to control and to win the upper hand in society.
The Brahmin defense of speculations against rationalist arguments was difficult since rationalists, as discussed in the next chapter, constantly challenged the authority of
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the text, person, and tradition. Ostensibly. what was left for the Brahmins was to denigrate the rational argument as an inadequate means to the true knowledge and to compensate with more sophisticated rhetorical techniques. They systematically developed the concept of speech as a rhetorical technique to appeal to the audience. The Mahabharata, the first epic of the early Hindu tradition, has given a detailed analysis of the speech, elucidating the style, presentation, and the objectives of speech.' As Satischandra Vidyabhushana has summarized it, a disingenuous and faulty speech was the one agreeable only to the speaker, not to the listener. A good speech should lead to a decision and indicate its purpose. The following characteristics are some signs of a good speech: fraught with sense, unequivocal, not redundant, smooth, determinative, not bombastic, agreeable, truthful, not harmful, not laconic, not abstruse, not unsystematic, not far-fetched, not superfluous, not inopportune, and not devoid of an object (13). Rational argumentation, according to the Brahmin tradition, seems to have no place in a skillfully delivered speech.
This description of a good speech confirms that the Brahmin tradition had now begun to modify the style and delivery of speech rather than to focus on its rational side. This approach to an argument is the inevitable conclusion that any conventional rhetorical tradition might eventually arrive at. As the Brahmin tradition strove to preserve it social values with the help of its belief system, free inquiry found no place in it. Even in debates and dialogues, specific rules were imposed to leave aside the questions that rationally challenged the Brahmin authority. Thus, it seems correct to suggest that
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elaborate rules, cunningly invented to evade the rationalist inquiry about the idealistic speculations, began to dominate the Brahmin system of argumentation.
Persuasive Fervor
It needs to be reiterated here that the speculations, pseudo-rationalism, and rhetorical methods of the Brahmins and the rational thought of other unorthodox sections meant to establish their social power by winning more members to the respective groups. There were rarely any prosecutions, threats, or other intimidations to achieve this objective; the most effective and widespread method left for each group to recruit more members was to appeal to the audience through persuasive language. In the absence of organized prosecution and conspiracies, rhetorical methods thus became prominent in each group's attempt to strengthen its power.
Based on the common assumption that ancient societies were rigid and oppressive, the emphasis of overwhelmingly predominant rhetorical methods of sophisticated nature as a means of persuasion in ancient India may seem as a highly exaggerated statement. Particularly, the modem reader might wonder how rhetorical permission to challenge religious concepts prevailed in ancient India when no other ancient nation ever enjoyed that freedom. This apparently impossible but actually true situation was caused, as already noted, by unusually unique historical causes. The initial separation of the religion and the government and the increasing differences between the
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orthodox religious leaders and the rulers kept social oppression under control, thus leaving persuasion through rhetoric the only means for those social groups to strengthen their power in society.
Unusual power balance of rival social groups, on the other hand, kept persuasive fervor through language lively, predominant, and advancing. Even though the holy texts had granted Brahmins permission to prosecute heretics,' probably, such prosecutions could not be carried out without royal support, which Brahmins often failed to secure since their own self-proclaimed social superiority had already annoyed rulers. Under this situation, even Shudras, the people of the lowest caste, were persuaded by the rationalists to oppose the orthodox teaching of Brahmins. Both Mahavira and the Buddha asserted that the Shudras were equal to any other caste, ordained the members of the Shudra caste, and instructed them to regard themselves as equal to others. Despite the rulers' intolerance of the Brahmins' assertion of the highest social position, most of the kings and ministers, on the other hand, took a safer side, not suppressing the orthodox teaching, either. This reaction of the rulers is understandable since the parents of most rulers, following the tradition, educated their children under Brahmins, and most of the advisors to the rulers were also Brahmins, who were generally considered brilliant, educated people. As a result of this complex situation, most of the rulers both provided lands and support to Brahmin teachers and encouraged the ascending rationalist movement. King Ajasatta's statement--"How should such a one as I think of giving dissatisfaction to any recluse or Brahmin in my realmr"--exemplifies the ruler's general attitude towards all
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kinds of rationalistic and idealistic views. This unique situation that caused a healthy power balance in ancient India gave the ultimate freedom to the persuasion through language.
It, of course, is unrealistic to assert that wrongful methods of persuasion were altogether absent in ancient India. Conspiracies and murder-attempts have taken place in some groups' endeavor to win upper hand in society. A notable example is the charge on the Buddha and his several disciples about sexual abuse and murder of a woman whom the Buddha's rivals employed in a conspiracy to discredit the Buddha. Embarrassed by the situation, the Buddha and his disciples remained inside for several days while the king Bimbisara, himself tolerant to different views, employed spies to unravel the conspiracy. Although rare, these unfair means of persuasion emerged occasionally but never superseded the already predominant persuasion through rhetoric.
Interestingly, it seems that, within this power balance, vigorous propaganda developed among various groups as the most aggressive method to convince their power and to win more members. As Buddhist texts often noted, the leaders of each group including the Buddha himself traveled with a large group of supporters and members ostensibly to convince their power. Besides, winning an important person to a group provided an excellent opportunity for that group to advertise its teaching and to appeal indirectly to people to join it. When Upali, a millionaire businessman, was converted by the Buddha, Upali remarked, "If members of other sects had secured me as a disciple, they would have paraded a banner all around [the city ofj Nalanda" while the Buddha
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asked Upali to "make a proper investigation" about the Buddha's own teaching.° This speech is an indication that various groups used their newly converted members as a means to attract more members to their own groups. In a society in which violence was hardly tolerated as a persuasive method, this propaganda could be quite predictable.
Competitiveness of persuasion, in the meantime, was intensified by the gradual increase of new groups. The tradition of the Brahmins had developed different sects after receiving the dissenters' initial blitz on textual authority, each of these sects campaigning for followers separately. Opponents of the tradition--causalists, rationalists, materialists, skeptics, nihilists, to name a few--on the other hand, competed not only with traditionalists but also with themselves. This situation sheds light on the highly competitive and keen struggle present in the arena of persuasion in the sixth century B.C.E. India. As Hermann Oldenberg remarked, "Buddha found the rival ascetic leaders and their monastic orders more subtle and dangerous opponents than in the champions of the ancient faith [the orthodox teaching of the Brahmins]" (174). Rationalists themselves were challenged by other rationalists, thus making persuasion a keen competition.
Direct approach to the audience was one popular way of persuading society to accept and reject various views. Leaders of various groups--those who "had a pleasant voice and pleasing delivery, and were gifted with polite address, distinct, not husky, suitable of making clear the matter in hand""--regularly visited cities and villages and gave discourses, eagerly hoping to win more members. When the Buddha visited the city of Kalamas, people in the city told the Buddha that numerous leaders of different schools
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had already visited their city, given speeches, and asked Kalamas to accept different teachings. They (Kalamas) asked the Buddha whether he was also going to insist Kalamas on accepting his own teaching and rejecting those of others." Because so many persuaders approached people, Kalamas were at loss, unable to decide what to accept and what to reject. Again, the Buddha's advice to his very first group of disciples-`Bhilddius, go from place to place for the happiness of the many, for the benefit of the many""--indicates not only his preparation for persuasion through speech but also a similar trend in the Buddha's society. The following dialogue between the Buddha and Sariputta, the most renowned disciple of the Buddha, sheds more light on the persuasive fervor in India:
The Tathagata [Buddha] makes his lion's roar in assemblies, and sets rolling the Brahma-Wheel [proves what he thinks correct]. . . These, Sariputta, are the eight kinds of assemblies. Assemblies of nobles, assemblies of Brahmins, assemblies of householders, assemblies of recluses, assemblies of the retinue of the four great regents, assemblies of the Thirty-Three, Mara's assemblies, assemblies of Bralunas. These eight, Sariputta, are the assemblies. A Tathagata [the Buddha] who is endowed with those four convictions [four-fold self-confidence] approaches those eight assemblies, enters them. Now I, Sariputta, call to mind approaching of many hundred assemblies of nobles, Brahmins, householders, ... Yet before I sat down there, and before I held converse there, and before I fell into conversation there, I did not behold any ground for thinking [I never
felt] that fear or nervousness would come upon me there."
Behind the Buddha's apparent self-exaltation, one can observe in this passage the persuasive nature of the Indian society. The eight kinds of assemblies and the Buddha's visiting them indicate that all social classes held regular assemblies, in which recluses like the Buddha gave talks to the audience and participated in conversations. The
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Buddha's remarks that he kept the Brahma-wheel rolling in these assemblies reflect the persuasive nature of these discourses. His emphasis on his own fearlessness implies that some speakers were actually overwhelmed by fear and nervousness, which were harmful to the speaker in such talks and conversations. In addition to the Buddha's exposition of his own persuasive skill, this passage portrays a clear picture of the persuasive fervor present in those public discourses.
Debates and dialogues between rival groups, often held in debating halls constructed for this particular purpose and at private places, mark another manifestation of persuasion. Winning a debate with a famous speaker or having the upper hand in a dialogue often provided an excellent opportunity for a group to win more members. The Mahabharata cited Brahmin Ashtavakra's defeat of another Brahmin Vandin in a debate and winning the support of king Janaka.52 Buddhist texts have given numerous instances of the Buddha's defeating his rivals and winning thousands of their supporters. After many heated dialogues with the Buddha, some of his rivals would say, "Most excellent, Gotama, are the words of your mouth, most excellent! May Gotama accept me as a disciple, as one who, from this day forth, as long as life endures, has taken him [the Buddha} as his [my] guide."53 One can assume through these words that the Buddha was just one powerful persuader of many who could have won members in a similar fashion.
Every school seems to have developed its own argumentative techniques, theories, and principles, and the debates and dialogues were often highly competitive. The Udumbarika Sihanada Sutta' reported the Buddha's failure to impress a group of
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Wanderers, who believed that the Buddha's discourse was motivated by his mere desire to win more members. The Buddha strove to prove that his objective was to help them, not to win pupils, by saying,
Maybe, you will think: the Samana Gotama [the Buddha] has said this from a desire to get pupils, but you are not thus to explain my words. Let him who is your teacher be your teacher still.... Let that which is your rule be your rule still. .. Let that your mode of livelihood be so still... Let those points in your doctrine which are wrong and reckoned as wrong by those in your community remain so still for you... Let those points in your doctrine which are good, reckoned to be good by those in your community remain so still. But there are bad things not put away, corrupting, ... And it is for the putting away of these that I teach my teaching, according to which if you walk, the things that corrupt shall be put away, . _55
The Buddha presents a well-constructed and rather cunning argument here in favor of his own interference with the Wanderers: the argument that his intention was not to change them but to help. Nevertheless, he failed to convince. The Sutra says, "When he [the Buddha] had thus said, the Wanderers sat silent and annoyed, with hunched back and drooping head, brooding and dumbfounded.'"6 The Buddha left the place unsatisfied and frustrated. This encounter suggests that society evaluated the speakers from different angles, making persuasion harder for the speakers. Some listeners were well aware that, behind the speakers' apparent benevolence towards the listener, a personal motive was lurking. Besides, this incident also hints at the power of different patterns of persuasion, other paradigms, which have encouraged the Wanderers to reject the Buddha's argument.
Various passages throughout the Sutta Pitaka clearly depict the high standard in debating. Debates were held only between the persons who were proficient in debating
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and who followed the procedures in debates, and, as Jayatilleke has already indicated (233), the Gradual Sayings said that if "a person, on being asked a question, does not abide by the conclusions. . . assumptions, recognized arguments, and the usual procedure" of a debate, that person should be incompetent as a debater.' Reasoning, debating, continuous argument, wrangling, caviling, quibbling, ascertainment, explaining the purpose, giving proof, and the clarifying the object of knowledge were generally recognized as the techniques in a debate (Vidyabhusana 20). Development of these technical methods and terms indicates the professional standard in Indian debating during the sixth century B.C.E. Obviously, persuasive fervor was the hidden force that raised the standard of debating to such a higher level.
Debaters, eager to convince their points to the audiences and opponents, were engaged in their profession with confidence and enthusiasm. The Buddha spoke about "certain recluses and Brahmins who are clever, subtle, experienced in controversy, hairsplitters, who go about breaking into pieces by their wisdom the speculations of their adversaries.''' Saccaka, a leader of a materialistic school, challenges the Buddha, saying:
The Buddha, whom, when taken in hand by me [when I caught him in a debate], would not tremble, shake, shake violently, and from whose armpits sweat would not pour? Even if I were to take in hand, speech by speech, an insensate post, even that would tremble, would shake—let alone a human beings'
These passages reflect the high enthusiasm and courage of the debaters. Similar to a bragging boxer who vows to knock down the opponent in an early round, early Indian debaters publicly announced their superior skill over other debaters. Some of these
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debaters were well-prepared by their masters before sending them for a debate. The Abhayarajakumara Sutra' described how Mahavira trained his follower Abhaya to defeat the Buddha in an argument. Mahavira invented a double-edged question and instructs Abhaya to proceed with this argument carefully: "If he says thus, then you should speak to him thus. . ." Mahavira believed, "On being asked this double-edged question by you, the Buddha will neither be able to spew out nor swallow down the puzzle."' After careful training and practice, a debater would engage with the opponent in a debate. Surrounded by the supporters of both sides, the two debaters would continue vehemently, following the formal procedures of debating.
To reiterate their objectives, all these debates and dialogues were intended not just to defeat a popular leader, but to compete in the race of winning more members to one's own group. The following preparation of Saccaka, a Jain master, for a heated argument with the Buddha indicates that his main focus was the audience--in this case about five hundred members of the Licchavi clan that had gathered in a conference hall on a debating day:
Let the good Licchavis come forward, let the good Licchavis come forward. Even as a powerful man, having taken hold of the fleece of a long-fleeced ram, might tug it towards him, might tug it backward, might tug it forward and backward, even so will I, speech by speech, tug the recluse Gotama forward, tug him backward, tug him backward and forward. . . Let the good Licchavis come forward, let the good Licchavis come forward. Today there will be a conversation between me and the recluse Gotama.62
Clearly, Saccaka was preoccupied with the audience before he challenged the Buddha. His persistence that Licchavis should listen to the conversation between the Buddha and
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himself highlights how important the audience was to him. Winning the appreciation of the audience was the primary concern here. Saccaka apparently strove to convince the audience that what he was going to speak to the Buddha would be correct and true and worthy of acceptance. This endeavor, in return, reflects the high intensity of the persuasive fervor among those debaters.
Yet, the picture vaguely presented to the West about those debates is a totally different one. George A. Kennedy remarked:
Debates in religious circles spread to the public assembly where it became a popular form of entertainment, but themes remained principally drawn from metaphysics and religion. Indian sophists did not exploit
mythological and secular subjects nor paradoxes. .. (180)
This passage suggests two characteristics of ancient Indian debates: the main objective of those debates was to entertain the audience; the topics for those debates were conventional and idealistic ones without any connection to social life. Any lively action, of course, would provide entertainment to any audience, but to lay stress on mere entertainment of Indian debates is to miss their persuasion, the most immediate objective of those debates. Second, it is erroneous to say that the themes for those debates were drawn from metaphysics and religion. Perhaps, Kennedy has made a generalization after reading about the debates in the Brahmin tradition. Governed by idealism and pseudo-rationalism, it is true, the debates between two Brahmin traditions rarely penetrated beyond the so-called metaphysics and religion. Some questions that would challenge the Brahmin speculations were deliberately removed from discussions simply because speculations were simply the premises for the Brahmin tradition rather than the topics for
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debating. Nevertheless, when rationalists entered the arena of debating and discussions, metaphysical and religious concepts were clearly exploited, crushing them and rationally grounding them on earth. The following passage is from an argumentative conversation between Brahmin Vasettha, who had accepted the concept of the reunion with the
Brahma, and the Buddha, who rejected this concept:
So you say, Vasettha, that the Brahmans are not able to point out the way to union with that which they have seen, and you further say that neither any one of them, nor of their pupils, nor of their predecessors even to the seventh generation has ever seen Brahma. And you further say that even the Rishis of old, whose words they hold in such deep respect, did not
pretend to know or to have seen where, whence, or whither Brahma is. Yet these Brahmins, versed in the Three Vedas, say that they can point out the way to union with that which they know not, neither have seen. Now what think you, Vasettha? Does it not follow that, this being so, the talk
of the Brahmans, versed though they be in the Three Vedas, turns out to be foolish talk?63
Rationalist approach to metaphysics and religion is clearly evident here. Most of the rationalists, the Buddha being one of the most prominent, vehemently attacked metaphysical and religious concepts, stressing sensual experience as the only reliable means of knowledge. Several other rationalists such as Ajita and Kachchayana campaigned for followers, openly challenging after-death existence and human ability for enlightenment. Then, it is erroneous to suggest that ancient Indian debates remained within the scope of metaphysics and religion.
Robert T. Oliver, the other Western scholar to write about ancient Indian rhetoric besides Kennedy, had already made similarly conclusions about Indian debates. The
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theory that those debates provided entertainment appears to be, in fact, a concept conceived initially by Oliver and transferred to Kennedy:
It is clear that the debating of the time was highly sophisticated and that speakers were expected to adhere to expected rules. It is also evident that audiences hugely enjoyed the debates and that the debating processes were debased into entertainment, rather than maintained as intellectual inquiries or contests. These were faults, which, as will be seen, Gotama Buddha deliberately undertook to eradicate when he proposed his own program of debate and discussion. (55)
It is unclear on what basis Oliver has concluded that, during the sixth-century B.C.E., Indian "debating processes were debased into entertainment" and were devoid of "intellectual inquires and contests." Ambiguity arises from his previous remarks that "debating became for a time in the immediate pre-Buddhistic period a major feature of Indian intellectualism" and "great crowds gathered to listen to the contestants and to judge the effectiveness of their argumentation" (52). These remarks mean exactly the opposite of what he notes in the passage quoted above. In the latter he says that debates were intellectual inquires (instead of entertainments), and the crowds judged the debaters (instead of enjoying the debating processes). It is a mystery how the intellectual inquiry and the crowd's judgment of the debates "in the immediate pre-Buddhistic period" turned to be mere entertainments without intellectual inquiries or contests at the time of the Buddha. He seems to have arrived at this conclusion after reading about Charaka Sanhita, a Brahmin text in which elaborate rules for debating are given. This book was actually written during the first century A.D., but Oliver incorrectly believed that it was written at the time of the Buddha. With this wrong conclusion, he seems to have
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assumed that debating in the sixth-century B.C. provided mere entertainment to the audience and was governed by sophisticated rules.
Speculations formed with the help of inadequate and inappropriate sources seem to have played a major role in these misinterpretations about ancient Indian debates. It was during the sixth century B.C.E. that persuasion through debating reached its pinnacle in India. Whether they were public debates with huge audiences or verbal contests with two groups, rival groups debated with their eye on winning the members from the opposition. These debates can not be compared to modern high school debates in which no consensus would ever be arrived at. Out of honor for the crudity and skill of the winner and out of the conviction that the winner was actually worth following, the losing party was often prepared to accept the power of the winner. "The vanquished opponents of Buddha" for instance, would "invite him and his disciples to dine on the following day" and after the meal the Buddha would give more admonition and instructions, after which the host would take "with his family at Buddha's side" (Oldenberg 149). In cases where social pressure was so strong for the defeatist to openly follow the winner, the former would at least secretly give in. Sonadanda, a Brahmin leader who was convinced by the Buddha in a debate that the caste system was irrational and baseless, took the Buddha as his guide despite the intolerance of Sonadanda's supporters. However, the pressure in the Brahmin community was so strong that Sonadanda told the Buddha:
If, oh, Gotama, after I have entered the assembly I should rise from my seat to bow down before the Gotama, then the assembly would find fault in me. Now he with whom the assembly should find fault, his reputation would grow less. And he who should lose his reputation, his income
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would grow less. For that which we have to enjoy, that depends upon our reputation. If, then, when I am seated in assembly, I stretch forth my joined palms in salutation, let the Gotama accept that from me as a rising up from my seat.'
Sonadanda's pretense that he would regard the Buddha just as he would regard any speaker in future debates and dialogues in Brahmin assemblies is purely for pragmatic reasons; inwardly, he is an ardent follower of the Buddha. This incident clarifies the very purpose of those debates. Even in assemblies of extremely rigid and traditional communities, debaters won members of the opposition. In fact, popularity of debates remained undiminished in ancient India because skillful speakers found debates to be highly influential to adding more supporters from rival groups.
Social Response to Persuasion 
Even though the debaters themselves and their close associates constituted a certain section of the audience and responded to the speaker's rational argument in varying degrees, evidently, the general public of the ancient Indian society was the ultimate audience of the speakers. What both the traditionalists and rationalists
essentially needed was the social support, which would eventually make their views general rules in their society so that their own social power would remain predominant. This point signifies the importance of the mass community as the ultimate target of all sort of persuaders. The previous section of the present chapter briefly referred to the common public as an important part of the audience, but this sub-topic may still need
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more description to clarify what social groups constituted the general audience, and how they responded to the speakers.
Before the sixth century B.C.E. when the Brahmin metaphysics and ideals dominated the field of persuasion, common Indian mass was not considered an important section in the audience. Only the educated sections of the privileged social groups were involved in debates and discussions, and, predictably, the common public had no choice but to accept the authority of the Brahmins Lower social groups and women, in particular, had to accept the textual and personal authority of the Brahmins unquestioningly. The common public, then, was not an audience that would judge the speaker but a powerless body of people that would unconditionally surrender to the power of the speaker.
This situation, however, began to change drastically towards the sixth century B.C.E. People of the so-called lower castes and women were gaining increasing strength as a part of the audience. The "radical democratic spirit" of Jainism and Buddhism and "the development of heretical sects" would be regarded as the causes that made this change (Murcott 59). They approached the Shudras and women to awaken them to the suppression they (Shudras and women) were kept under, and as a result, the audience began to expand. It would be incorrect to say that rationalists made the Shudras a powerful section in the audience, but the emerging rationalistic power, at least, made Shudras feel that they were a part of the audience. The Buddha used such thematic phrases as "By deeds, not by birth, one becomes a Brahmin or a Shudra."65 "Fisherman,
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scavengers, courtesans, together with Warriors and Brahmins, were freely admitted to the [Buddhist] Order and were also given positions of rank" (Narada 310). Interestingly, the Buddha appointed Upali, formerly a barber who later became an ordained disciple, as the chief monk in dealing with the disciplinary matters of his fellow monks, most of whom
were from the Brahmin and Shastriya castes. Amid this respectability the rationalist groups granted to the Shudras, they (Shudras) also began to participate in judging the speakers instead of accepting the undeniable truth of the Brahmins.
Women became a powerful part of the audience during the same time as Jains and Buddhists regarded women's intellectual strength as the same as men's and campaigned for female followers. The Buddha said:
Not merely a hundred, not two, three, four or five hundred, but many more are those women layfollowers, disciples of mine, householders clothed in white, and who, though enjoyers of sense-pleasures, are doers of the instruction, those who accept the exhortation, who have crossed over doubt and, perplexity gone, fare in the teacher's instruction, won to conviction, not relying on others [other persuaders]."
This self-proclaimed strength of the Buddha indicates that women became a major force in the Indian audience during the rationalist age. The Buddha's remarks that he won women to conviction, preventing them from "relying on others" clearly suggest the eagerness of other persuaders to win women to their own groups. JaMs and Buddhists, in fact, ordained women, thus establishing the first ever Order of Nuns, to strengthen their appeal to other women. These nuns were trained to answer the questions common public often asked, and they "carried their accomplishment. . . by communicating their understanding to others" (Murcott 57). The Buddha often praised nuns and encouraged
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people to listen to them. Referring to some answers a nun in Kajangala gave to the questions asked by some people who visited her monastery, the Buddha said:
It is well! It is well, householders. A wise woman is the Kajangala nun. If you, householders, were to come to me and ask about the meaning of this, I would give just the same explanation as that given by the Kajangala nun. Indeed, that is the meaning of it, and so should you bear it in mind.67
Not only did women become a part of the audience, but they also made up a useful group of persuaders, who would, in return, add more members to their respective groups.
One of the most remarkable characteristics of the audience was its tremendous interest in debates, dialogues, and public speeches. The very act of constructing debating and conference halls in many cities reflects this interest and enthusiasm. One of the famous building complexes erected for this purpose was Sala, literally "The Hall" put up in Queen Mallika's Park in Savatthi "for the discussion of systems of opinion.' Buddhaghosa, a fourth-century Buddhist commentarian, remarked that "after 'the hall' had been established, others near it had been built in honor of various famous teachers, but the group of buildings continued to be known as The Hall!' These halls, which existed in various parts of Eastern and central India, and "various teachers, Samanas, and Brahmins met together" in them to discuss various topics,' were considered essential to their communities by many social groups. The following invitation to the Buddha by Sakyas, a royal clan, to open a newly constructed conference hall indicates how important such a hall to the Sakyans:
Master, there is a new conference hall here, built not long ago for the Sakyans of Kapilavattu, which has never been occupied by a recluse of Brahmin or any human being. Let the master be the first to use it. When
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the master has used it. the Sakyans of Kapilavattu will use it afterwards, and for a long time that will be for the welfare and happiness of the Sakyans of Kapilavattu.'
The passage suggests that the hall was to be dedicated to the recluses and Brahmins for discussion of different opinions. The Buddha, who accepted the invitation, "roused, incited, and delighted the Sakyans of Kapilavattu with reasoned talked far into the night." 2 People thronged into these halls whenever a speaker or a debater visited there. They listened attentively to any speech however different it was from others.
To spend their leisure meaningfully, people belonging to various social groups chose to visit private places of popular speakers and listened to talks and held conversations. Surrounded by his ministers on a full moon day, King Ajasatta wondered whom he should call upon to satisfy his heart. His ministers gave seven names of recluses including the name of the Buddha, some of whom were "the heads of an order, teachers of a school, well known and of repute as sophists, revered by people, men of experience, and old and well-stricken in years!'" The king, in fact, had already visited many of these teachers, who had drastically different view with regard to human life and the universe. Buddhist Sutras have given numerous examples of many people thus visiting renowned thinkers and listening to them politely whether those thoughts were agreeable or not. King Ajasatta's remarks that, despite his dissatisfaction about the answers given to his questions by several famous speakers, he "gave utterance to no expression of dissatisfaction" since he did not want to hurt there indicate polite
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enthusiasm of the listeners. Similarly, many visited various teachers and listened to them whether what those teachers said was agreeable or not.
The interest of the audience can further be detected in people's quick readiness to meet the speakers who constantly visited towns and villages. The news of the speaker's visit spread like wind, and people started "going in companies, crowds, and groups" to meet the speaker.' The following passage which also has recurred in several Suttas exemplifies how the people in a city of Kuru state met the Buddha and listened to his discourse:
Then the Brahmins and householders of Thulllakotthita [city] approached the Tathagata. Having approached, some greeted. Some, having greeted the Tathagata, sat down at a respectful distance. Some exchanged greetings with him, and having conversed in a friendly and courteous way, sat down at a respectful distance. Some having saluted the Tathagata with the joined palms, sat down at a respectful distance. Some, having made known their names and clans, sat down at a respectful distance. Some, becoming silent, sat down at a respectful distance.	The Tathagata
gladdened, roused, incited, and delighted them with a talk on the Dhamma.76
This passage reflects that these visitors were not the followers of the Buddha, but some of them were just admirers of the Buddha, and others were just friendly towards him or simply curious about him. Nevertheless, they all paid a visit to the Buddha and were ready to listen to him. One can expect a similar interest of people towards other speakers as well.
The audience also seems to have reacted to the speaker's arguments positively. Even though the Brahmins were generally the defendants of the tradition and other castes its opponents, some members of the audience disregarded their caste orientation in
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responding to the speaker's persuasive speeches. For instance, many Brahmins abandoned their former beliefs after listening to the Buddha or Mahavira. Similarly, rulers, persuaded by Brahmin speakers, accepted the orthodox tradition. Most of the listeners questioned and challenged the speaker openly. As mentioned in the present chapter, the Kalamas' demanded a rational basis to accept the Buddha's discourse. Brahmins were often counter-questioned by the supporters of rational schools. Constant repudiation in the Upanishads of the so-called heretic views may be regarded as the Brahmin reaction to the rationalist challenge to the orthodox teachings.
Rational strength of the audience is further reflected by the listener's doubts about the speaker's ethos. Most of the Brahmins and some recluses including the Buddha and Mahavira strengthened the genuineness of their argumentation, claiming that their wisdom came through enlightenment. While some people accepted this claim, some did not. The Mahasihanada Sutta' has given an example of how the Buddha's achievement of enlightenment was challenged by one listener: "The recluse Gotama teaches Dhamma on a system of his own devising, beaten out by reasoning and based on investigation."' This shows that the audience was not always docile but challenging, evaluating the speaker's message from different angles.
Certainly, this description of the audience does not suggest that the entire Indian society of the sixth century B.C.E. could be regarded as the interested and rational audience of the speakers. The majority of the common public and servants, most of them being uneducated, probably failed to show an interest in the new development of
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intellectual fermentation and to grasp the rational appeal of the speaker. However, Brahmins, rulers, the rich, and a minor section of the common public and servants obviously responded to persuaders enthusiastically, wisely, and rationally, thus making persuasion a living subject in the then Indian society.
Rise of the Buddha as a Powerful Speaker
This discussion has so far revealed the persuasive methods employed by ancient Indians up to the sixth century B.C. and the highly favorable social reaction to persuasion. At the very beginning, Brahmins invented the so-called metaphysical concepts to convince their audience about the correctness of social norms developed around the caste system. During the seventh century B.C.E., rationalist groups, mainly materialists and skeptics, gradually emerged, began to challenge the traditional persuasive methods, and impressed huge audiences. They persuaded society to discard the Brahmin teaching based on traditional beliefs and to stand for its own rights. To counter this development, Brahmins developed pseudo-rationality and focused more on the style and arrangement of their discourse. Now time was ripe for the new generation to breed more rational thinkers who would invent new concepts to influence society and to win more members to rationalist groups.
The Buddha's rise as a powerful speaker fulfilled the need of this new age. Born in the Shastriya caste, he completed his early education under the guide of Brahmins, then
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married, and became the heir to his father's little kingdom, but the passion of the day--the search for the truth--never escaped his attention. During this time, "realization of the truth" had become a powerful technique for persuasion. As noted above, Brahmins first developed this concept in an effort to justify their authority to interpret human life in terms of divine truths. Many others such as Mahavira, wanderers, and various ascetics used this technique, proclaiming themselves as the enlightened persons who had better knowledge than the common public had. A part of ethos, "realization" served these persuaders an excellent opportunity to make a convincing appeal to the audience. To make themselves acceptable to society, most of these early persuaders disappeared into jungles, studied under renowned sages, and returned to human society a few years later with the highly prestigious qualification of receiving enlightenment. Following the same pattern, the Buddha, then known as prince Siddhatta, withdrew, at the age of twenty-nine, into the thick jungle, a traditional ancient Indian college in which a professor and a group of students could easily be found in a cave or under a tree.
During the next six years, Siddhatta learned under various renowned teachers who taught him not only the traditional orthodox teaching but also the new developments in the Brahmin system, and soon he mastered in what he leamed.79 He also practiced various meditational methods leading to enlightenment. His own realization of the truth is said to have occurred at the age of thirty-five. Returning to society, he quickly organized his persuasive system. The most urgent need was to prepare a well-qualified and fully dedicated professionals to convince the people about the correctness of the Buddha's
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message. The very first of such groups consisted of sixty-two Bhikkhus. Immediately after they were trained, the Buddha discharged them, instructing to go in different routes spreading his message. He went to his own native city for the same purpose. For forty-five years since then, the Buddha tirelessly continued, along with a trained group of monks and nuns, his task of persuading people to accept his teaching.
His dialogues, lectures, debates, and instructions, which are popularly known as religious, philosophical, or psychological discourses, reflect one particular purpose: his indefatigable endeavor to influence and persuade society. The most predominant characteristic of his persuasive techniques is his rational argumentation. Whether he spoke to a single visitor at his residence, a group of people in a lecture, or to a huge audience in a debating hall, he conveniently defended his views thanks to his rationalist approach. The following self-evaluation of the Buddha portrays not only his tremendous interest and engagement in persuasion but also the underlying rationalistic nature of his appeal:
The Saman Gotama both utters forth his lion's roar, and that too in assemblies where men congregate, and in full confidence in the justice of his claim, and men put their questions to him on that, and on being questioned, he expounds the problem put, and by his exposition thereof, satisfaction arises in their hearts, and they hold it worthy to listen to his words, and in listening to it, they experience conviction, and being convinced, they give outward signs thereof and they penetrate to the point, and having grasped it, they are able to live upon it."
The passage is a clear indication of the Buddha's pursuit of supporters through rational argumentation. He challenged the opposing views in public, refuted them, and vigorously defended his own view. In debating he was firm and emphatic, displaying a
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strong personality that would easily win adoration. As he continued his mission successfully, people began to follow him. In fact, the Buddha did not live at a permanent residence; instead, he constantly traveled, temporarily residing in debating halls, at places that were given to him, or simply in a forest and always looking for supporters. To heighten his strength, he always traveled with a large group of Bhikkhus that usually exceeded several hundreds.
A conversation between Mahavira and his two followers reported in a Buddhist Sutta further reflects the Buddha's persuasive skill through argumentation. Mahavira was prepared to send Upali to defeat the Buddha in a debating conversation. After offering instructions on a controversial topic, Mahavira told Upali, "Go you, householder, and refute the words of recluse Gotama on this point of controversy.' After hearing this conversation, another supporter of Mahavira said, "I am not pleased, reverend sir, that the householder Upali should refute the words of recluse Gotama. For the recluse Gotama is deceitful, he knows the enticing device by which he entices disciples of other sects."" His fear was fulfilled when Upali returned with full appreciation of the Buddha's teaching. Astonished, Mahavira said, "As a man, having gone away, might return with removed eyeballs, you return enmeshed in a great verbal tangle."" As the entire Upali Sutta shows, the Buddha has rationally persuaded Upali to forsake his former beliefs and to follow the Buddha's own teaching.
The Buddha's power of persuasion lay not only in his rational argumentation, but also in his rhetorical methods which will be discussed in detail in Chapter IV. As he
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talked to a highly rational audience, he argued against Karma and past and future existences, recognizing these concepts as harmful to human progress." An idealistic audience, however, would hear the Buddha say Karma and rebirth actually exist. In this case, his persuasion is based on absolute truths, which he seems to have recognized as useful on some occasions. These differences, which some Buddhist scholars recognize as contradictions, appear to be the different techniques that the Buddha employed on different occasions to convince his audiences.
The Buddha's remarkable success itself speaks volumes of his persuasive intention, skill, and strength. By the time of his death, he had emerged as the most powerful rationalist among his contemporaries. The Buddha's own words demonstrate his power. A few years before his death, he marveled at his astonishing success as follows:
I am now grown old, ... I have come to my journey's end. Yet, senior Bhildchus... sisters... laymen...laywomen now are there. Among them there are men and women of wealth. This order of mine is successful, prosperous, widespread, and popular in all its full extent, well proclaimed among men... I cannot discern any teacher, who has attained to such a leading position in renown and support as I have.'
To have this success during his life time, particularly in a society in which persuasion was highly competitive, he had to be highly tactful and professional. He never insisted or received any underhand support, such as the ruler's prosecution of the opposing views, to reach this height. Verbal persuasion was the only means available to win members. What apparently comes to the forefront as the Buddha secret of success is his careful application of persuasive techniques.
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The Buddha's organization of the order of the Bhikkhus provides the final chapter of his persuasive intention. He recognized Bhikkhus as "wise and well trained, ready and learned" to defend and spread the Buddha's message. "When others start opposed doctrines, Bhikkhus are able to confute and to teach in confuting!'" On several occasions, the Buddha taught Bhikkhus how to keep concentration in an argument, how to handle an opposing argument, and how to adduce one's own argument. These instructions support the view that the Buddha, besides his own tireless engagement in persuasion, also organized the order of Bhikkhus to carry on his persuasive methods.
Rational Thinking in Early Buddhist Teaching
Early Buddhist rational thinking that was predominantly meant to persuade society to reject the orthodox teaching of the Brahmins can be found in the Sutta Pitaka (The Basket of Sutras), one of the three main divisions of the early Buddhist texts preserved by the Tradition of the Elders. The Surtas, mostly the conversational teachings of the Buddha, are categorized under five divisions as the Dialogues of the Buddha, Middle-length Sayings, Kindred Sayings, Gradual Sayings, and Condensed Sayings. Some sections of the Condensed Sayings such as the Jatakas and the Buddhavamsa are obviously later additions, but scholars generally agree that the Sutta Pitaka contains the original teaching of the Buddha. As Helmuth Glasenapp observed, "there is little reason to doubt that it [the Cannon of the Elders] substantially represents the spirit of the
Buddha's own doctrine" (129). Ananda Coomaraswami remarked that "some parts of the
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texts almost as certainly go back to an early period, and record the sayings and doctrine of Gautama as remembered by his immediate disciples" (262).
The Suttas, from which the quotations are taken for the present dissertation, are the earliest parts of the Buddhist canon. It has been recorded that the eminent disciples of the Buddha held a council immediately after the Buddha's death and took steps to preserve the Buddha's teaching by committing it to memory." In this council, the Buddha's discourses were "collected together by his disciples into the Four Great Nikayas," and the other sayings and verses attributed mostly to Buddha's disciples "were put into a supplementary Nikaya [the Condensed Sayings]" (Rhys Davids, Dialogues of the Buddha I xix). In his preface to the Dialogues of the Buddha I, Rhys Davids has discussed in detail the historical and other evidence that justify the authenticity of these Suttas. In collaboration with the views expressed by Hofrath Buhler, Rhys Davids has concluded that "these books [the Nikayas] are good evidence certainly for the fifth, probably for the sixth, century B.C" (xx). Of course, it is irrational to believe that every word found in these Suttas were uttered by the Buddha and his disciples, but it seems justifiable to accept that the fundamental Buddhist teachings and argumentation present in the Suttas belong to the time of the Buddha, and, undoubtedly, connect to the sociohistorical background of the Buddha's contemporary India.
One of the salient characteristics of the Buddha's rational thought found in the Nikayas is his reluctance to interpret human problems in terms of any totaling concepts. "Everything exists--this is one extreme; nothing exists--this is the other extreme; not
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approaching either extreme, the Tathagata teaches you a doctrine by the middle way," proclaimed the Buddha." "Everything" here refers to all forms of absolute truths in the Brahmin teaching: gods, creation, Karma, transmigration, and the eventual union with god. The Brahmin method of persuasion asserted that these truths actually exist so that social norms were worth following. "Nothing exists" refers mainly to the extremist materialistic views in which all of these absolute truths were negated as a means to persuade people to reject traditional social values and practices. The Buddha's remarks suggest that he did not fall into any of these two categories. While either rejecting or leaving aside all speculations that the pre-Buddhistic society employed to persuade society, the Buddha also refused the materialistic rationality that emphasized self-interest and self-gratification as the central aim of life.
To reject the persuasion based on speculative concepts, the Buddha constantly challenged authority, which ranged from textual to personal. As noted in the introduction, the Kalama Sutta, for instance, persuaded the citizens of Kalama to reject five kinds of authority namely the sacred tradition of the Vedas (anussava), common traditional beliefs (parampara), hearsay (itikira), text (pitaka), and the alleged authority of the person (samano no garuti). Most of the traditionalists during the Buddha's time used this five-fold authority to make society accept their views. A detailed description of how the Buddha rejected authority will be given in Chapter IV, but it seems relevant to emphasize here that vehement rejection of authority was a predominant theme in the Buddhist rational system of thought.
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Rejection of authority itself was a rational process, but the ultimate objective of that rejection was to make people more rational. Whenever the Buddha rejected authority using his rational skill, he immediately appealed to the audience to investigate, examine, and then to accept or reject. As Upali expressed his willingness to become a follower of the Buddha, the Buddha said, "Now, householder, make a proper investigation. Proper investigation is right in the case of well-known men like yourself.' After rejecting authority, the Buddha gave a similar advice to Kalamas asking them to know first and then to accept or reject. Overall, any kind of authority received harsh criticism in early Buddhist texts as a fragile and inaccurate technique employed to persuade society.
To reject the materialistic emphasis on self-interest and self-indulgence in sensual pleasure, the Buddha rejected logic (takka), theory (naya), apparent fittingness of a concept (bhavyarupata), and fittingness of a concept to one's own personal philosophy of life (ditthi nicchanakkhanti).9° It must be remembered here that the materialists, who rejected theology, metaphysics, and philosophy, argued logically and theoretically, breeding new concepts that were enticing to people. For example, several materialists argued that nothing would exist after death, and therefore, self-indulgence in pleasure should be the sole purpose of life. Buddhist rejection of logic, theory, and the apparent soundness of a concept meant to persuade society to reject this materialistic appeal
Rejection of both extremes placed the Buddhist rational argumentation in a unique position. When a system of thought consistently refuses metaphysics, theology, and philosophy as inadequate means to answer human problems, more rationalist methods
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naturally come to the forefront. Thus, such concepts as natural origin of the universe and life, human creation of the social system, and human responsibility for human problems occupied a central position in the early Buddhist rationality. As Buddhism also rejected materialism which emphasized self-interest and degraded morality, humanism became the main focus in it. Such humanistic values as love for life, practice of charity, and the individual's social duties and responsibilities occupied a vital position in the early Buddhist teaching. In short, early Buddhism became a rational system of thought that vigorously promoted humanism without metaphysics.
Buddhist causal argument came to the forefront in an effort to fulfill this need of establishing a humanistic society that would discard most of the metaphysics and ideals of the pre-Buddhistic Indian society.
The following formula is the minimum summery of the Buddhist causal argument:
When this is, that is;
Having this arisen, that arises; When this is not, that is not; This gone, that goes."
The Buddha and his followers used this formula consistently to persuade society to action. Its overwhelming importance is highlighted in the statement that only if one understands dependent origination, one understands the teaching of the Buddha." Causes were defined as those comprehensible to human thought. Crime, for instance was not a divine curse but a social offshoot due to complex situations.' The origin of caste system was not a god's creation but a human invention to help mankind survive.' Thus, early
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Buddhism deliberatively investigated causes, the causes that could be subject to one's empirical knowledge and free inquiry, in order to answer the questions related to the past.
Similarly, Buddhism persuaded society to investigate the possible effects of an action before doing it. Pragmatism can be seen as a main criterion of judging an action, according to early Buddhist teaching. The Kalama Sutta itself advised society to prevent from doing an action that would "conduce to ruin and sorrow" and to do an action that would "conduce to well-being and happiness." " One must reflect on the benefit and harm of an action to oneself and others before one might do it. If an action should be harmless and beneficial to oneself, others, and both parties, one would prefer to do it, and, if the possible effects would seem otherwise, one should prevent from doing it." As these investigations ranged from the evaluation of one's own motives to the rational evaluation of common benefits of an action, psychological, moral, and pragmatic arguments strengthened Buddhist rationalistic persuasion.
Different Transformations of Early Buddhist Teaching that Hide
Its Rational Thought 
One might wonder at this point why the rational thought which the Buddha and his disciples consistently employed to win followers has not yet been clearly recognized if early Buddhist rationality was so striking. The overall teaching of the Buddha is generally called a moral religion, a philosophy, a system of thought, or a way to liberation. Its psychological and scientific significance has also been highlighted in the recent past. During the last two decades, in particular, Americans have also begun to
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believe that Buddha's teaching is a mystical religion. Surpnsingly, however, rarely do they observe the rational value in the early Buddhist teaching. Behind these different interpretations that overemphasize seemingly less significant aspects of the Buddha's teaching, Buddhist rational thought, the very core of the original Buddhist teaching, has failed to achieve its due position.
Causes of these exaggerations and the subsequent suppression of rational thinking in the original Buddhist teaching are, in part, buried in the history of India. After the Buddha's death, Buddhist leaders seem to have found metaphysical concepts more useful than the rational argumentation to persuade society. As a result "it [early Buddhist teaching] soon underwent elaboration, and some would say, speculative contamination" (Roberts 28). In this new development, such concepts as Karma, rebirth, and enlightenment received broader metaphysical interpretations, which clearly overweighed the early Buddhist rational thought. Commentarians magnified and multiplied whatever sign of metaphysics present in the original teaching and presented it to society as gigantic absolute truths. Huge numbers of books were written in Pali to interpret original Buddhist teaching in terms of metaphysics. The Tradition of the Elders (Theravada) included these new concepts into the original texts, attributing all of them to the Buddha. In the meantime, a new Buddhist tradition called the Mahayana emerged to counter the Hindu persuasion based on logic and metaphysics. Written in Sanskrit, Mahayana texts completed the task of making the Buddha's teaching a pure religion and a deep
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philosophy. Nourished, cherished, and constantly enlarged, these other labels virtually suppressed and threw into oblivion the rational thinking in the original Buddhist teaching.
The other factor that probably suppressed the early Buddhist rationality is the elevation of the Buddha to the position of 'super man.' According to all Buddhist traditions, the Buddha is the enlightened person who had developed extrasensory perceptive powers. He is also the master of gods and men. With his superior powers, he could do things beyond human skill. Under these circumstances, one may not need to recognize the Buddha as a mere rhetorician. On the other hand, to admit that the Buddha was a persuader with mere human skill would be a less powerful rhetorical technique than to say that he is the seer of all truths: people usually tend to trust the power that is divine than human and enlightened than natural. Throughout history, all Buddhist traditions employ the Buddha's enlightened status as a persuasive technique without referring to his human skill in persuasion.
Despite all these other labels that have achieved prominence in the Buddha's teaching, some Asian societies still stress the early Buddhist rational appeal. Theravada Buddhist education in Malaysia, Singapore, and Sri Lanka are notable examples. What these societies learn under Buddhism is such topics as "Buddhist Freedom of Thought," "Buddhist Teaching of Human Evolution," and "Buddhist Rejection of Metaphysics." However, these topics have not achieved that prominence in the modem West. During the late decades of the nineteenth century and the early years of the twentieth century, British and German Buddhist scholars, in particular, strove to highlight Buddhist
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rationality, but the religious West seems to have suppressed the widespread rational appeal thinking in the early Buddhist teaching.
Buddhism is now a religion, and it is difficult for a Westerner to think about a religion without absolute truths. Early Buddhist rejection of metaphysics as a persuasive technique would both disappoints and baffles most of the Westerners who respect religious beliefs. This factor, coupled with modern tendency to highlight similarities of different thoughts, has constantly kept western interpreters of Buddhist teaching away from early Buddhist rationalistic appeal. They either shun the rational appeal in Buddhism or interpret it in terms of absolute truths. What has achieved overemphasis today is Buddhist meditation and mysticism, which clearly denies "the very social nature of early Buddhist movement" (Glazier 310).
While "meditation" itself is an inaccurate translation of Buddhist Bhavana, which means "mental culture and development" (Nyanatiloka 31), mysticism is a concept that could be found nowhere in the early Buddhist teaching. The Buddha clearly rejected and condemned mysticism and instructed monks never to be engaged in it." The long, uninterrupted evolution of Buddhism in Tibet, in the meantime, absorbed Tibetan rituals into it and created a Buddhist tradition that displayed great flavor for mysticism. It is this tradition that, owing to numerous reasons which are too broad to unfold here, mainly represents Buddhism in America. Even though the Dalai Lama himself would favor the rational teaching of the Theravada tradition, in all Tibetan Buddhist services and performances in America, one would observe a clear mystic atmosphere associated with
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all activities. However, despite its close connection with Tibetan Buddhist practices, mysticism had no connection at all with the original Buddhism.
Western writers on Buddhism, on the other hand, tend to use English words and translations with heavy metaphysical connotations to dress the early Buddhist rationality in a metaphysical and religious attire. As American theosophist Henry Steel Olcott pointed out almost a century ago, the very coinage "Buddhism," which hints at a metaphysical system of thought, has failed to present a correct picture of early Buddhist teaching (1). What the Buddha taught throughout his life was Dhamma, which means "correct thinking and correct action" not any metaphysical theory as implied in "ism."
Translations have pushed the rational thought of early Buddhist teaching further back. The word Nibbana, which means the highest state of mental development, is translated as heaven or enlightenment. "Punabbava," or mind's constant renewal in the material world, is translated as rebirth. "Alta," which means "oneself," is translated as "self" or "soul." "Saddha" is the confidence the listener may have in the teacher and speaker in what is taught and spoken, but this word is incorrectly translated as "faith." Worse of all, the word Sacca, a provable or probable truth according to the Buddha's own meaning, is always translated as the Truth--with the big 'T.' Ostensibly, these words and translations have submerged the rational thought in early Buddhist teaching.
Inaccurate translations that suppress early Buddhist rational thinking abound in other areas as well. Bhikkhu, when it is translated as "Buddhist monk" or "priest," makes people identify his role with that of the Western clergy. However, a Bhikkhu, a male
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disciple of the Buddha, never appealed to the audience with the help of absolute truths, nor did he live in a permanent residence. Instead, he constantly wandered, challenging firmly held belief systems and being engaged in numerous social affairs. Similarly, a Sutta, a regular speech of the Buddha, is not a sermon as commonly translated, but often a forceful defense of the Buddha's views, an argumentative dialogue, or instructions to Bhikkhus. These translations make the English readers believe that the early Buddhist teaching was metaphysics, theology, or religion.
Despite all these different interpretations that tend to detract one's attention from the rational thought that early Buddhist tradition constantly employed to influence the Indian society, the Pali tradition has also preserved the texts that clearly depict the early Buddhist rationality. Later additions abound in these texts, but, as previously discussed, the original Buddhist rationality certainly remains with most of the Suttas in the Sutta Pitaka. Chapter IV of this dissertation will both discuss in detail the rational methods employed by the Buddha in these Suttas and compare those methods with the persuasive techniques found in the Greek sophist movement.
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CHAPTER III
BACKGROUND OF SOPHIST RATIONALITY
Original in Greece or Adopted from Outside?
Evaluation of Popular Views about the Origin of Sophist Rational Thought 
Several factors may pose impediments on one's way to discover the origin of the Greek rational thought present in sophist teaching. The main difficulty in this regard arises from the scarcity of original sophist texts. Early Indian materialism and skepticism and the Greek sophist tradition met the same fate: idealists frowned at them and other schools of thought gained ground in society, so no tradition existed to preserve these texts. As noted in the introduction, angry audiences in Athens bumed some books of the sophists; ascending idealistic values soon sent others out of sight. What remain today are mostly the fragments of sophist writings and a large quantity of secondary sources, definitions, and interpretations spread over several centuries. In order to construct a probable history of Greek sophist rhetoric, one needs not only to scrutinize these available materials but also to investigate the history of rhetoric and philosophy in Greece, general Greek history, and the history and thoughts of other ancient nations during the sixth and the fifth century B.C.E.
Modem interpretations about the origin and development of sophist rational thought, the free inquiry as it was defined in the introduction of this dissertation, generally convey two significant messages: first, sophist rationality was original in
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Greece; second, how and in what Greek territory it originated is highly controversial. When William Grimaldi said that sophist thought was an entirely new discipline that had no antecedent among the literate people in the ancient world (18), he presented the common view of his contemporary rhetoricians about sophist rational thinking. This assertion seems so conclusive that it has become an indubitable fact among modem rhetoricians, so indubitable that no foreign influence on the Older Sophists has ever been addressed. The controversial issue, according to these scholars, is how and in what Greek territory sophist rationality originated. Here, the unanimous consensus about the origin of sophist thought in Greece seems to turn into a sheer confrontation with several renowned rhetoricians offering drastically different theories.
The most popular of all these theories is, perhaps, the one which links the origin of sophist rationality to pre-Socratic philosophy. Arguing against the exclusion of the sophists from the history of Greek philosophy, "[G. W. F.] Hegal who, in his lectures on the History of Philosophy given over a period of some fifteen years between 1805 to 1830 at Jena, Heidelberg, and Berlin, dramatically restored the sophists to a central place in that history" (Kerferd, "The Future Direction of Sophistic Studies" 2). His effort established the important link between philosophy and sophist rhetoric, the link that was devastated by the Platonic tradition. "In sum, Hegal's redefinition of the Sophists held that they were a necessary and important step in Greek philosophy" (Schiappa 8). This
idea has further been developed by G.B. Kerferd with "the re-introduction of the sophistic movement into the history of philosophy at an integral rather than a trivial level," and,
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according to his own remarks, one of the Kerferd's attempts in his The Sophistic Movement was to develop this theme further ("The Future Direction of Sophistic Studies" 6). Sophist rationality has thus been connected to Ionian and the Eleatic speculations as an inevitable development from the discipline of philosophy.
This theory has recently been challenged by those scholars who insist that Athens was the center for the origin and development of the sophist rational thought. According to Grimaldi, for instance, Greek philosophy was only of peripheral significance in the development of sophist rationality. He believed that "significant changes in the intellectual-cultural, political, social, and religious life of the people" in Athens mainly contributed to the emergence of rational thought among the Older Sophists (24). This theory clearly undermines the previously discussed assumption that Greek rationality derived from philosophy. What Grimaldi has suggested, in fact, is the origin of rational thought in Athens and spreading it towards the islands in Ionia and the West. For example, he has detected the presence of rational thought in the historical writings of Herodotus and Thucydides and suggested that "this kind of thinking was further broadened by continuing Greek colonization to the East (Ionia) and the West (Sicily. Italy)" (26). John Poulakos, another advocate of the argument that Athens bred sophist wisdom, cited two significant political and social changes in the Athenian society to stimulate sophist rhetoric including sophist rational thought: democracy and the rise of a new middle class (12-16). He argued that both of these factors jointly inspired sophist
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thought in Athens. Overall, one observes in these scholars a strong tendency to highlight the Athenian society itself as the breeding ground of the sophist rational thinking.
A view drastically different from the two arguments summarized above has been developed by Richard Leo Enos who recognized Sicily as the birthplace of sophist rationality and Empedocles as the inventor of it (61). Judging Empedocles' rational thinking as an initial and indispensable part of rhetoric, Enos, similar to Aristotle, credited Empedocles as the inventor of the very discipline rhetoric. "Self-consciousness about man's abilities plus methods of structuring and acquiring knowledge were the foundations of sophistic rhetoric," remarked Enos. "Herein, we discover a key to understanding Empedocles' role as the inventor of rhetoric" (61). Empedocles' stress on -man and probability rather than gods and myth—a marked departure from his Homeric tradition and a cornerstone for sophistic rhetoric" (64) has provided Enos a stable ground to conclude that sophist rationality originated with Empedocles, a Sicilian citizen.
Uniqueness of this theory lies in its effort to identify sophist rational thinking as inherent particularly to Sicilian society and generally to the central Greek society. In a chart Enos indicated that, since Empedocles was directly and indirectly influenced by Pythagoras and Eleatics respectively, his (Empedocles') initial wisdom came from Italy (69). He (Enos) further argued that sophist rationality actually originated in Sicily since Empedocles was born in the Sicilian city of Acragas. Corax, Tisias, Gorgias, Polus all being Sicilians, Enos found more evidence to confirm his assertion.
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Dealing with Enos' theory first, one may suggest that the writer has presented an improbable view in his effort to trace the origin of sophist rationality. First of all, his assertion of Italian influence on Empedocles seems misleading. Enos has clearly stated that Pythagoras taught Empedocles and lived in Italy so that Italian influence was present in Empedocles' rational thought (60-65). However, no recorded evidence indicates that Empedocles was Pythagoras' pupil. In fact, Pythagoras died before Empedocles' birth or during his (Empedocles') early childhood. What is heard from ancient Greeks about Empedocles' education is the doubtful news that he was taught by Telauges, Pythagoras' son.' Pythagoras' own living in Croton, an Italian city, may not justify Italian influence on him, either. He was born in Samos and developed his thinking while traveling widely and later settled down in Croton. Whatever influence he passed to his son Telauges and Telauges to Empedocles, if Empedocles was ever taught by Telauges, could probably have originated in territories where he traveled extensively, not necessarily in the Italian city of Croton where he later chose to settle down.
Enos' argument that sophist rationality began in Sicily because Empedocles was a Sicilian seems equally misleading. Even though Empedocles' own travels in other countries are uncertain and his early life is obscure, he studied under Xenophanes whose wide wandering was "over the land of Greece" (Freeman, Pre-Socratic Philosophers 89). As a part of his education, Xenophanes "acquired the Ionian scientific outlook that made him observe and classify interesting phenomena during his travels" ( Freeman, Pre-Socratic Philosophers 89). It is probable that he passed his knowledge, the knowledge he
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accumulated during his travels for 68 years, to Empedocles who could have searched more from where Xenophanes accumulated his knowledge. Thus, it is questionable to assert that Empedocles' rational thought was rooted in Sicily.
Idealistic views of Empedocles, on the other hand, strongly support the emphasis that his thinking might have originated outside Sicily, and that he favored foreign thoughts. As Kathleen Freeman remarked,
One of Empedocles' strongest religious beliefs was that there could be no greater sin than the shedding of blood, even of animals; it is this crime that has caused divine spirits to be cast out of heaven and to wonder through the long circle of earthly existence, and it is such a crime that brings Empedocles himself on to the earth. (Pre-Socratic Philosophers 174-175)
One may notice at a glance that these beliefs, which bear striking similarities with the Indian theories of Karma and transmigration of the soul, could not have existed in the traditional Sicilian society. A detailed analysis of Empedocles' idealistic views will be given in a separate section of the present chapter to highlight their possible indebtedness to Indian thought, but, to say it briefly at present, his speculative views do not appear to be of Sicilian origin but seem to have been adopted from an alien source. Sicilian birth of Empedocles alone may not justify his thoughts as Sicilian. The overall argument that the sophist rationality originated in Sicily itself may turn to be an unconvincing theory since the Sicilian origin of Empedocles' thinking is doubtful.
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The effort to find the roots of sophist rational thought in the traditional Athenian society may be equally futile. As already noted, it is true that the rise of democracy and a new middle class in Athens paved the way for rational argument in politics, law, and day-to-day matters, but it seems to be an erroneous argument to claim that freedom of thought--the indispensable prerequisite for the emergence of rational thought--existed in that democratic society to enkindle any challenge to idealistic speculations. With regard to the theory of knowledge, Athens was extremely conventional and rigid. In that society, one could have freely argued for or against, defended, attacked, or confronted with any view related to a highly confined area of politics, law, and social life, but one must also be aware of one's own limitations in the field of argument, or else one should have to sacrifice one's own life or accept banishment. The punishments that was meted out to several rational thinkers who moved to Athens from the Eastern Greek islands may bear witness to the extreme Athenian rigidity and the absence of favorable conditions for rational thought in the traditional Athenian society.
The earliest known rationalist to suffer in Athens for his rational thought was Anaxagoras, who learned his theories from Milesians and came to Athens from Clazomenae. He was imprisoned and banished for his remarks that the sun and moon are earthly bodies, not gods.' After his banishment, he settled down in Lampsacus with his Athenian pupil Archelaus. A similar punishment was given to Diagoras of Melos, who immigrated to Athens with his atheistic views and challenged Athenian religious concepts. Aristophanes' Birds remarked about an Athenian inscription which announced
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a reward of one talent for killing and two for capturing Diagoras.' Protagoras of Abdera was aware of the strong Athenian rigidity that condemned Diagoras, his close associate, so he was careful not to criticize the highly sensitive religious mentality in Athens. Yet, the rational inquiry he developed in Abdera was irresistible in Protagoras, and he wrote On The Gods, displaying his skepticism about the existence of gods. It is said that Protagoras softened his atheism in his book, anticipating punishment if he voiced his true feelings about the existence of gods.° Nevertheless, Athenian rigidity would not tolerate Protagoras' indifference to Athenian religious beliefs, either. He was condemned to death and then banished from all Athenian territories, and his book was burned in public.' Had Athens been a rational society or conducive to rational thought, rational inquiry would not have thus been rejected in Athens.
Athenian rigidity was such that that society seems to have rejected not even any rational theory of knowledge but any foreign ideology that contradicted Athenians' own traditional system of beliefs. According to the Apology, the reason for Socrates' condemnation to death was his rejection of traditional Athenian gods and acceptance of strange gods.' By doing so, Greek society believed, Socrates corrupted the young generation in Athens. Here, the conflict appears to be between local and foreign ideology. As mentioned in the introduction, Socrates probably embraced the Being Parmenides and Zeno brought to Athens with them when the two Eleatics visited Athens and met Socrates when he (Socrates) was twenty yeas of age. Ever since, Socrates endeavored to propagate his new concept, claiming to have achieved divine favor to
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communicate with the Being. The death penalty eventually passed on Socrates indicates how intolerant Athens was to mere speculations that were different from the traditional belief system in Athens. Such being the strict rigidity of Athenian society. it is hard to believe that sophist rationality, which openly challenged Athenian traditional beliefs, originated in Athens.
Apparently, Athens had constructed a strong defense system not only against foreign invasions, but also against foreign thoughts. Athenians quickly demolished any threat to their own system of thought, frantically defending its own rigidity. Under these circumstances, only the rational inquiry in the field of law, politics, and laudatory speeches seems to have originated and flourished in Athens. The Older Sophists, most of whom were either born in Ionian islands or educated under Ionian teachers, were cautious in Athens not to talk or write freely about their rational investigations. Had their not being Pericles, the sympathizer and friend of rational thinkers, the doom of the Older Sophists in Athens would have been more pathetic. Pericles protected several sophists whose rational arguments had angered Athenian society. In brief, the common Athenian society neither encouraged nor tolerated sophist rationality but suppressed it, expelling and prosecuting rational thinkers and burning their books.
In a broader sense, a background conducive to the origin of rational thought could not have existed in Sicily, Athens, or any central or Western Greek territory. The previous chapter observed how the speculative concepts, which were invented to retain a forceful social order, backfired to enkindle rational thought in ancient India. Seemingly,
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such speculations did not exist in the pre-rationalist era of ancient Greece. Nothing is heard about one's previous existence. After death, everybody would go to the underground after lingering for sometime around the grave. There was, of course, the mighty god Zeus, a fatherly figure, and his wife Hera and children, humanlike deities with emotions, cruelty, and corruption, but they were not particularly partial to any social group. In short, none of these concepts were meant to influence and stabilize an elaborate social order in ancient Greece such as the caste system in ancient India.
The simplicity of these speculations was caused not by any intellectual deficiency of early Greek thinkers, but, probably, by the social understanding that complex speculations, like those in ancient India, were useless in ancient Greece to form a single, controlled society. The Greek nation was made of numerous islands, most of which were mountainous. Most of the islands were also inhabited by various tribes that held different customs and beliefs. These geographical and historical factors could have made an established social order in Greece virtually impossible. What Greek city-states and islands wanted was separated existence and independence, not togetherness as a unified nation. Continuous internal and inter-island wars bear witness to this statement. Thus, hair-splitting speculative concepts that would persuade Greeks to accept a unified social order may not have been a social need, and therefore, complex speculations could not have originated in ancient Greece.
Some of the speculative concepts Greeks developed appear to be rhetorical techniques that might have persuaded the Greek nation to exist separately. The very
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concept of city-gods and deities, for instance, is probably a persuasive device to make people accept city-states and island nations and to organize their own societies. Athens, Megra, and Sparta worshipped Athena, Apollo, and Zeus, respectively, while many other states adopted gods and heroes personal to each state. Persuasion towards unity as a single Greek nation was far remote here; existence as independent states could be the central theme behind these concepts.
Yet, there must be an essential unity in separation. The more they wanted to exist as separate communities, the stronger they felt the need to maintain unity within each community. Unity was essential for survival. More than anything else, each city-state or island had to defend itself from constant attacks. Thus, self-defense became the most urgent need in each separate island and city-state. Each society in ancient Greece expected from its members to be actively engaged in its struggle for survival. Unlike in India, no special group of thinkers lived in Greece, for their action was not for the immediate benefit of society. "The life of a recluse or even a life devoted to personal concern only, was not highly thought of." All members of society were expected "to take as much part as their ability and means allowed in the public affairs of the city" (Freeman, God, Man, and State 111). Both speculators and speculations were not encouraged or tolerated in ancient Greece. People had neither time nor necessity to indulge in speculations; instead, they were busily at work, taking steps to defend their own government from foreign attacks.
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Theoretically, one has to anticipate some speculations that might sprout from this social need, the need to defend the city-state or the island. Self-defense from incessant attacks being each state's primary concern, it might be surprising if speculations did not persuade Greek societies to render their best service to the war. Freeman's following remarks indicate how speculative thoughts developed in this essential area of persuasion:
The cardinal virtues are piety, self-control, courage, justice. Probably to the ordinary Greek the greatest of these was courage. The emotion nearest to the religious fervor that he felt was for his city-state and for the deity who was its protector. Athena protected Athens, and so to the Athenians she was great; but she demanded, not a pure life, but service, that is, willingness to devote one's life to the safety and welfare of one's native city. It is no accident that Greek word Virtue (arate) was also used to mean Courage. (God, Man, and State 71)
This passage perhaps shows how speculations developed in different ancient Greek societies to suit the social needs. Courage became the greatest human virtue probably because bravery in fighting was the most indispensable need to survive as independent states and islands. Superiority of faith in modem religions was here clearly superseded by courage. Athena's first blessing would go to the courageous person in fighting than to the more faithful follower. People were rewarded not mainly for their pure life but for their courage. This speculative development may indicate how unique social needs gave rise to unique speculations in ancient Greece.
Other early Greek speculations included magical power of deities, the influence of underworld spirits, oracles, and deified human heroes. These concepts also seem to have originated from the eternal struggle of the ancient Greek: the struggle to establish and defend colonies, cities, and islands. As Freeman noticed, "the conflict [between groups]
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formed an inseparable part, not only in Greek religion but in Greek thought in general" (God, Man, and State 10). When one colony was invaded and captured by another, the deities of the former also lost power and sometimes life. These dead deities were converted into spirits for persuasive purposes. Similarly, oracles of dead and living gods can be found everywhere in ancient Greece. They persuaded people to retreat, counterattack, or begin new colonies (Hammond 113). Fighting also caused assassinations and the banishment of colony leaders, who later became deities to encourage regrouping of the defeated. All this evidence suggests the birth of speculations in parallel to the socio-historical factors in ancient Greece.
These were the main speculations sociohistorical factors in ancient Greece gave rise to, and theoretically, nothing else could there be. Some have attempted to show Orphic concepts of creation and reincarnation as early developments in Greek thought, but this attempt may not be justified mainly because social causes did not exist in ancient Greece to support such Orphic thoughts. As Freeman remarked, "the debt of Greek philosophy to Orphism cannot be measured because of the uncertainty regarding the date of composition of the Orphic writings" (Pre-Socratic Philosophers 18). The most rational conclusion could be that these concepts, which apparently had no connection with ancient Greek society, entered Orphism after the sixth century B.C.E.
The purpose of discussing those early Greek speculations is to examine whether any dormant power of rational thought was lurking behind these concepts. In other words, were these concepts powerful enough to give rise to an intellectual fermentation--a
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fermentation that kindled by the Older Sophists--in ancient Greece? It should be reiterated here that an intellectual fermentation means a social reaction to the persuasive methods or concepts that have created social imbalance. In ancient India, for instance, the concepts that promoted the caste system gave rise to rationality. However, early Greek speculations, out of necessity, do not seem to have supported social injustice among social beings, or at least people hardly felt such an injustice, and therefore, ambers of rational thinking would not have been present in those concepts.
To clarify this argument further, most of those speculations in ancient Greek society were meant to persuade society to one main purpose: to defend each state. Self-defense was an essential necessity for survival; therefore, people would not show an inclination to challenge these speculations. One may take, for example, the belief that human courage would be the best human virtue for Athena to bless the city of Athens. To resist this concept could mean to sound the death bell for Athens and its citizens, for courage, fighting, and survival were all interrelated, essential requirements in Athens. As long as the survival need remained predominant among Athenians, it is highly unlikely that they would challenge this concept. Speculations in ancient Greece persuaded people indiscriminately to defend their state, themselves, and their family, and, as long as this main purpose remained unchanged, people would not challenge the speculations thus employed by ancient Greeks.
Even though a handful of individuals might have entertained different views and doubts about those traditional speculations, the social and political power would never
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allow those views and doubts to emerge since speculations themselves were the foundation of self-protection in each Greek city-state, and they had to be preserved for each city-state's survival. For instance, "city states depended upon the good-will of the gods, and if these gods were ignored, misdefined, or reinterpreted, the safety of the city was placed in danger" (Rankin 135). Similarly, doubts about gods would disrupt the unity of the social organization meant for self-protection. Therefore, such a departure from the tradition would cause "dismay amongst the citizens" and create "a security problem" (Rankin 136). Members of each city-state could have felt that the more they preserved their traditional system of thought, the better their chance of survival would be.
What this discussion has so far revealed is the possible powerlessness of early Greek speculative concepts to stimulate an intellectual fermentation in that society. They were apparently unbiased, essential persuasive methods, in which no sparks were hidden to ignite an opposition. In summery, ancient Greek speculative concepts do not seem to have prepared a breeding ground for the sophist thinking, and therefore, it is highly unlikely that the rational thought employed by the so-called sophists originated within Greece. As discussed in the introduction, it seems that the original rational thought in traditional Greek society was associated with Greek deliberation, law, and laudatory speeches. This is the sort of logos that democracy, a clear product of Greece, gave birth
to.
Finally, there remains the most popular and firmly held view that sophist
rationality sprouted from Greek philosophy. This sub topic is so broad that it may need a
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concentrated treatment in a separate section. Obviously, there is a clear distinction between traditional Greek speculations, which have already been discussed, and Greek philosophy. While the traditional beliefs probably served the Greek society as an essential social need, a host of philosophical concepts suddenly began to mushroom in the Islands of Ionia and made inroads on the central Greece. Since the seeds of sophist
rational thought seem to have been hidden, as many scholars have also suggested, in these philosophical concepts, it seems imperative to search for the roots of Greek philosophy as a prerequisite to trace the origin of sophist rational thought.
Foreign Influences on Ionian Speculations 
A detailed examination of the original sources of all Greek philosophical concepts might seem a long process which may not be directly relevant to the present dissertation, but a brief attention to the sources that possibly shaped the earliest Ionian speculations appears useful for the present discussion before giving a detailed evaluation of the philosophical concepts that were related to sophist rationality. The importance of an inquiry into the original sources of early Greek speculations lies in the possibility that the Ionian rational thinking that followed the early speculations could also have been influenced by the similar sources.
Of course, there are scores of traditionalists who have endeavored to highlight an independent origin of speculative beliefs in the Ionian islands. John Burnet lead the way asserting that his "aim has been to show that a new thing came into the world with the
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early Ionian teachers" (v), and "the Greek philosophy originated quite independently of Oriental influences" (18). He further remarked that the early Ionians' comparative awareness of life and nature made them speculate about the truths beyond physical world (8-9). According to J. M. Cook, thoughts of Pythagoras and Heracleitus 'were inherent in their age" since "people were feeling the need of spiritual experience or personal reassurance" (115). N. G. L. Hammond believed that "although Thales probably dem ed a knowledge of astronomy from Egypt and Babylon, his [males'] inquiry into the principles of the universe began from the assumptions of Greek religious thought" marked by man's attempt to "understand the divine force which gave meaning to the human world (174). The underlying meaning of these remarks is the absence of any external influence to shape the early Greek speculative process.
Some of these traditionalists also rejected, perhaps angrily and disparagingly, the suggestion that external influences actually shaped the Greek discipline of philosophy. According to Burnet, the question was not whether the Greek philosophy was influenced by Oriental thoughts, but whether 'any of these people [of the Orient] had a philosophy to communicate." He believed that "the Indians were the only ancient people besides the Greeks who ever had anything that deserves the name [of philosophy]." However, "everything points to the conclusion that Indian philosophy arose under Greek influence" (18) Again, as noted in the introduction, Felix M. Cleve referred sarcastically to a host of orientalists, saying that their suggestion of the Indian influence on Pythagoras was nonsensical. He wanted them not to write amusing volumes on something that never
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happened (519-520). On the whole, a strong tradition has emerged to reject foreign influence in general and the Indian influence in particular on Greek philosophy.
Some scholars, of course, have expressed their curiosity about some Greek thoughts, either implying or suggesting the untraceable origin of these thoughts. Reginald E. Allen exclaimed that such concepts as "the purification of the soul and its release from the prison of the body" and "salvation, release [of the soul] from the wheel of rebirth" never existed among Milesians, "who were motivated by simple curiosity, not desire for salvation" and for whom the concept of the soul "had no ethical or religious implications" (6). Jean W. Sedlar remarked that "the Greeks themselves were puzzled as to where the metempsychosis-idea came from: they agree only that it was an idea somehow alien to their own mainline tradition." However, this disputed question would
be insoluble "in view of the fragmentary preservation of sources from pre-classical times" (32). What this group of writers has suggested is their inability to give a definite answer to how some speculative concepts appeared in Ionian islands during the pre-Socratic era.
The present work suggests that both the impetus that roused the early Ionian mind to speculate and the speculative concepts the Ionians formed were influenced by foreign sources. Most of the suggested coincidences would have been caused by Egyptian, Middle-Eastern, and Indian influences. Particularly, Sedlar's view that most of the concepts and theories of Greeks were also prevalent in India, but they all were coincidences (16-32) and Felix Cleve's assertion that, although the argument of Greek borrowing from India is 'striking and sometimes almost convincing," similarities are
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actually caused by "the likeliness of human nature" (520) seem to be unconvincing. As the introduction of this dissertation mentioned, it seems merely speculative and untheoritical to assume the striking similarities of human thought in two societies as coincidences or the results of "the likeliness of human nature." The human being appears to be a "construct, not a human essence" (Howard 23), and so could be the human thoughts that are found in the history. Modern society has shown an increasing tendency to believe that ideas, concepts, and beliefs in a particular society are the weapons used in that society to subdue the opposition in numerous social struggles for power. This assumption is evident in John Brannigan's summarization of the New Historicist's views that "history is a contest of ideologies, and, as a result, follows a radical revision of the notion of the truth" (5). Only with an identical power struggle, a supposition that can hardly happen, would an identical system of thought emerge in some other society.
This elucidation makes it clear that the Greek system of thought, while always lagging behind foreign thoughts, particularly Indian concepts, by a few decades, may not realistically coincide for two centuries with those foreign beliefs, metaphysical views, and the constantly modified concepts of the truth. Greeks could have been in the receiving end simply because foreign concepts were older than similar Greek concepts and were natural in foreign societies while Greek thoughts, except for such original concepts as democracy and law, appear to be alien to the Greek social background.
One of the arguments the traditionalists have put forward in defense of the originality of Greek speculations is that the Roman writers, who made numerous
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references to how Greeks were influenced by the East, attempted to disparage Greeks, the arch-rivals of Romans, by staining the originality of Greek concepts. Such Roman writers as Clement of Alexandria, Eusebius, and Sextus Empiricus, in this sense, were the Greek enemies who attempted to tamish the noble Greek image. Of course, it is undeniable that Roman writers often harped on and sometimes exaggerated Greek indebtedness to foreign cultures, but, notably, truth also probably preceded--the truth that some ancient Greek writers never revealed--whatever exaggeration. Also, one could find numerous passages in Roman works that have shown much respect to Greek writers and their thoughts, a respect that found no place in some of Plato's or Aristotle's works. Of course, one may ignore Eusebius' report that an Indian philosopher talked to Socrates' and Clement's remarks that Homer was an Egyptian,' but Roman hostility to Greece should not provide a scapegoat to reject every word that Romans wrote about Greek borrowings, including the borrowings from India.
In fact, it was Greeks, not Romans, who initially suspected Greek indebtedness to India and initiated the disclosure of Greek borrowing from India. Megasthenes (350-290 B.C.E.) noted in his Indica that "all that has been said by the ancients about nature is also said by philosophers outside Greece, the Brahmans in India, and people called the Jews in Syria."' Alexander Polyhistor said during the early first century B.C.E. that Pythagoras
learned his doctrine from Brahmins.'" These remarks show that, in the twilight of idealistic pressure, Greeks themselves could have found their own indebtedness to India
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as a legitimate topic. In this situation, it may be unjustifiable to suggest that Roman insistence on Greek borrowing from India was a mere slur on Greeks.
Besides, "borrowing" was a very common topic, and sometimes an accusation, among Greeks themselves since the time of Thales, and the only absence was any reference to the borrowing from India. Particularly, Athenians during and after the Persian invasion regarded all foreigners except Egyptians as barbarians and Indians as more barbarous than some other nations." Holydaying and doing direct business in Egypt' and studying and displaying respect for ancient Egyptian achievements, Greeks could have preferred to attribute any of their borrowing to Egyptian sources as suggested by Rawlinson ("India in European Literature and Thought" 5). When Greeks accused each other of stealing thoughts, however, they (accusers) rarely mentioned Egypt; rather, they mentioned some other sources and gave unnamed sources, or whatever source given probably disappeared from history. Such accusations were many. Heracleitus accused Pythagoras for collecting wisdom from all wise persons and made it his own." Democritus blamed Anaxagoras for borrowing from ancient sages." Several persons accused Democritus for making a Phoenician theory of atoms as his own." These remarks constantly shed light on Greek awareness of their own borrowing from other sources than from Egyptian, an awareness that may have submerged in Greek pride and the subsequent tendency to condemn other civilized nations.
In preparation for the discussion of why and how early Ionian thinkers were exposed to foreign speculations and accustomed to borrow them, it seems apt to begin
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with a quick survey of the world when the Ionian islanders began to advance in their civilization. The far West and the North of Greece were still uncivilized territories, and the inner Greek states such as Athens and Sicily were just struggling to emerge from the Dark Age. In the East and South, there were great civilizations and powers such as Egypt, Phoenicia, and Babylon, of which Greeks were well aware. In this situation, one may easily imagine what directions ancient Greece would turn to for its own advancement. On the one hand, knowledge coming from ancient civilizations offered Greek islanders immediate benefits, an incentive that could have urged early Greeks to follow the beliefs and concepts coming from the East and the South. Such a tendency, on the other hand, could have been simply inescapable since any emerging nations would naturally tend to adore the higher political powers of their time. Ionians being islanders, knowledge from other civilized nations easily reached Greece from the sea. As Theodore Gomperz suggested, the initial intermediary assistance for borrowing was provided by Phoenician merchants who sailed between Ionian islands and other civilized nations:
The bays that offer the best harborage on the Greek peninsula open towards the east, and the islands and islets, with which that region is thickly sown, afford, as it were, a series of stepping-stones to the ancient seats of Asiatic civilization. Greece may be said to look east and south. Her back is turned to the north and west, with their semi-barbaric conditions. Another circumstance of quite exceptional good fortune may be ranged with these natural advantages. There was Greece in her infancy on the one side, and the immemorial civilizations on the other: who was to ply between them? The link was found--as it were by deliberate selection- in those hardy adventures of the sea, the merchant-people of Phoenicia, a nation politically of no account, but full of daring, and eager for gain. Thus it happened that Greeks acquired the elements of culture from Babylon and Egypt without paying the forfeit of independence. (Gomperz 4-5)
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Gomperz must be correct for many reasons. At a time during which Ionian ships were not strong enough for long voyages in turbulent water, Phoenicians brought various products in their ships to Ionian islands including from India. As relationships between Phoenicians and Greek islanders gradually improved, some Phoenicians preferred to settle down in Ionia. Herodotus remarked that those Phoenicians who chose to live in Ionia introduced "Greeks to a number of accomplishments, most notably the alphabet, which the Greeks did not have before then." He further remarked, "At this time most of their [Phoenicians'] neighbors were Ionians. So it was the Ionians who learnt the alphabet from the Phoenicians Ionians."' It is clear that "Greeks were illiterate until their traders brought home this alphabet" (Roberts 90). Along with the alphabet, Phoenicians also brought their religious texts to Ionia, thus revealing the mythology of the developed nations. Obviously, Phoenicians seem to have played the intermediate role in bringing some speculations of the most civilized world to the feet of Greeks.
Apparently, Greek speculative thinking took a sharp turn and a sudden forward-movement in the shade of this background during the early sixth-century B.C.E.Greeks could have found themselves in a very fortunate position to have far-fetched speculations of the East at their home and began to absorb them. Pherecydes, most probably a son of an Asian father,' was one of those early Ionians who probably maximized this opportunity to revolutionize Greek thought. His concept of god Time was "something entirely without precedents in early Greek accounts of the origin of things" (West 28). This concept, a personification of time as progenitor of the world, as West has suggested,
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had appeared in Babylonian, Egyptian, and Phoenician myths many centuries before it reached Pherecydes during the sixth century B.C.E. (35-36). It was also present in the Atarvan Veda, a text in early Hinduism." It is possible that Pherecydes came to know about this concept from Phoenician travelers or sources. Suida's remarks that Pherecydes had no teacher but gained his knowledge after reading Phoenician sacred texts strongly support this assumption." Apparently, Eastem influence had now begun to inject a new breath to the traditional Ionian speculative concepts.
Amid Ionian trade with Asia and Asian immigration in Ionian islands, the future direction of the Greek philosophy was now decided. Greeks could have been aware that fantastic speculative thoughts existed in the Orient, and the appeal for those thoughts could have been simply irresistible. Travel and education in those countries would be the next step for Greeks both to familiarize themselves more with those thoughts and to gain more recognition and honor from their own society. Travel itself being the ancient way of gaining knowledge, Greek thinkers began to consider traveling the most indispensable requirement for knowledge.
Thales of Miletus, father of Greek philosophy and an immigrant from Phoenicia according to Aristotle' and a man of Phoenician lineage according to Herodotus,21 was one of those early Greeks who accumulated knowledge through traveling. His borrowings may not have a direct connection with the development of sophistic rhetoric, but he, probably, was the first known Greek to direct later thinkers including the Older Sophists towards foreign thoughts. Not only did he visit Egypt, but for many years he
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stayed there, studying various subjects. Besides, "He had probably familiarized himself in Sardis with the elements of Babylonian wisdom, and he borrowed from it the law of the periodicity" (Gomperz 47). Similarly, his view that water is the primary element of everything should have come from elsewhere. "This conception of unbounded primordial water is not Greek; it is found in the myths of the great river-civilizations of Egypt and Babylon, and in Genesis" (Allen 2). Finally, Thales' view that gods are everywhere can be traced back to Babylonian and Indian religious texts which recognized thousands of gods. Virtually everything of Thales' knowledge and thoughts came from his familiarity with Asian concepts, which he learned during his stay in Egypt and nearby islands.
After returning to Miletus, Thales became a sage, prophet, and hero. His famous prediction about a total eclipse of the sun on May 28, 583 B.C.E., which may be attributed to the knowledge he gained from Babylonian sources, astonished everybody in Greece and made his borrowed wisdom divine. One can imagine the awe-inspiring attitude people held towards Thales' education abroad. He was elevated to the level of a sage who would perform such miracles as diverting a river for army to cross it.' Ever since Thales demonstrated the enormous power of his foreign knowledge, travel in the East and inquiry into Oriental thoughts could have become a social demand as a compulsory requirement for a thinker. Besides, Thales' prediction could have tempted a host of brilliant Greeks to search for more wonders in foreign lands individually. It is also probable that rumors about incredible miracles in Oriental societies could have reached Ionian islanders by this time, and Greeks could have been eager to demonstrate
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their own acquisition of that skill just as Thales had already done. The inevitable outcome of this new development might have been the tireless search for knowledge and the increasing demand for travel in the East.
Anaximander, the pupil of Thales, and Xenophanes, the father of the Eleatic school of thought, could have conceived their speculative concepts in this manner. Even though Anaximander's travels in Eastem countries have not been recorded, his concepts reflect his close familiarity with and affinity to Eastern thought (West 93). Especially, Anaximander's universe originated from infinite Boundless, a concept that was well established in Indian philosophy before his time. To be more specific, Anaximander maintained that the primary substance was not any element, "but 'some different kind of substance,' which he called the Apeiron, the Non-Limited" (Freeman, Pre-Socratic Philosopher 56). Total strangeness of this concept to Greece is marked by Anaximander's coinage of this altogether new word Apeiron. This main concept of Anaximander, including his negation of any element as the primary matter of the universe, had appeared in Indian thought in exactly the same way at least a century before the Greek thinker talked about it. The Svetesvatara Upanishad said:
Should time, or nature, or necessity, or chance, or the elements be regarded as the cause? Is it the self? ... The sages, absorbed in meditation through one-pointedness of mind, discovered the power belonging to the deva himself [literally self-luminous one]. That nondual deva rules over all those causes: time, the self, and the rest.'
Anaximander's and the Upanishadic thoughts seem so close that one would, justifiably, suspect a possible Indian influence on Anazimander. Both systems rejected elements as
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the primary cause of the universe; both recognized the boundlessness of the newly-found cause. The non-dualistic power of the deva (or Brahma as is frequently called) over all other causes indicates boundlessness of the original cause in the early Hinduism while boundlessness itself is the name for Anaximander's universal cause. Furthermore, Anaximander held that the Boundless is eternal and indestructible, two characteristics that clearly match with the nature of the primary cause in early Upanishads.
The quotation given above from the Svetesvatara Upanishad may also shed light on one specific point that relates to Greek philosophy in general: most of the concepts Greek philosophers held before and after Anaximander were already quite old theories among Indian schools of thought. As P. T. Raju remarked,
The Svetesvatara Upanishad [1.2-3] enumerates a number of doctrines prevalent at that time. One held that Time was the source of the universe; another that it was nature herself. . . another that it was fate; another held to the doctrine of elements... There must have been several philosophies at that time, but unfortunately we do not know the names of the founders or the protagonists of all these schools. And all the others were superseded by the Philosophy of Atman [Brahma]. (62)
A mere glance at Upanishads would indicate the overwhelming predominance of the universal being or Brahma over all other concepts that were prevalent in ancient India. This concept gained such an ascendancy between the seventh and sixth century B.C.E. that it soon absorbed all other theories about the origin of the universe into it under the category of maya or illusion. However, what seems to be clear is the fact that Pherecydes' theory of Time, Thales' Water, Anaximenes' Air, and Heracleitus' Fire had all existed in India before the theory of the Boundless appeared.
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Xenophanes, who revolutionized the Greek concept of gods, seems to have been engaged in the same activity of searching speculations in the East. Notably, Xenophanes was first a student of Anaximander before he (Xenophanes) began his wandering for decades, and it would be surprising if Xenophanes lacked interest in Anaximander's Boundless, a vital theory in Greece during that time. The association between Anaximander and Xenophanes could have sharpened the latter's interest in the Boundless and defined the area of search during his travels.
Motivated by "his search for knowledge," he "drove his musing mind to and fro in Greece for many restless decades" and during his traveling he found "ample opportunity of gathering and utilizing the richest intellectual harvest" (Gomperz 162). He was roaming in Malta, Paros, and Egypt and many other places for sixty-seven years, a unique duration that would fill him with most of the knowledge available in other ancient nations. He also left his native place of Colophon in 545 B.C.E. at the age of 35 after Persia captured the island, so he could have easily learned about Eastem thoughts from Persian sources during this age of Persian dominance over Ionia.
What the Greeks revered for centuries was anthropomorphic polytheism, and what Xenophanes found was a kind of monotheism mixed with monism. It, of course, is a question how "Xenophanes broke away so suddenly from the habits of his own people and whence he derived this reaction" (Gomperz 157). He said that God is One, and among gods and men, God is the greatest. He rejected the anthropomorphic appearance and characteristics assigned to god by Greeks including former poets, saying that God
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must be "hymned with reverend strains and pure words" (Freeman, Pre-Socratic Philosophers 99). He further maintained that God sees, hears, and thinks as a whole, and human mind alone sees and hears, and all the senses are deaf and blind. Undoubtedly, there is a vast difference between the traditional anthropomorphic polytheism and Xenophanes' monotheistic monism, a difference that, in the absence of any visible evolution of the original Greek polytheism, could not have surfaced without borrowing.
Three ancient civilizations had already developed the concept of god as one entity. First of all, there were the Jews whose theological doctrines such as monotheism and creation could have been as old as the Mosaic era (Sigal 12). Next, there were the Persians who believed in Ahura Mazda, the wise lord and the creator of the world and man (Rogers 21-22). Third, there were Indian Brahmins whose Brahma was the source of everything. Xenophanes could have learned about all these three concepts of divinity during his traveling for sixty-seven years. The Mosaic religion had already prohibited all images of God, thus advocating transcendentalism and rejecting any anthropomorphic
appearance of God. Xenophanes' rejection of anthropomorphic appearances and qualities of god may be seen in the light of this religious practice in Israel. Zoroaster had written volumes of hymns (Gathas) to Ahura Mazda,' a practice that might indicate the source of Xenophanes' remarks that God must be hymned with reverend and pure words.
Indian Brahmins, in the meantime, had developed elaborate philosophizing of Brahma, a practice which was probably absent in other monotheistic religions before the fourth-century B.C.E. For the Jews, "only under the impact of Greek philosophy did they
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begin to philosophize about their faith" (Bickemian 258). Pan-en-theism, the belief that God is in everything, "is a relatively late development and popular amongst Jewish mystics from the medieval period on" (Unterman 20). The early Hindu concept of the ultimate truth, in the meantime, had undergone evolutionary changes for several centuries before the sixth century B.C.E. to become a monistic concept. As already noted, this natural development of the ultimate truth in early Hinduism resulted in connection with materialists' and skeptics' continuous attacks on the original Vedic concept of polytheism and Brahmins' struggle to defend their idealism with pseudo-rationalism. The concept that everything is a different manifestation of Brahma took its form along with the teaching that the absolute truth cannot be sensually graspable.
Xenophanes' and his followers' "One Reality [of] underlying material phenomena is very much the same spirit as the authors of some of the later Vedic hymns and the Upanishads" (Rawlinson, "India in European Literature and Thought" 4). Despite the scarcity of original sources explicitly recognizing Xenophanes' teaching, the available sources give the impression that he did not present a mere monotheism, but advocated a monistic teaching. His statement that the Being sees as a whole, thinks as a whole, and hears as a whole gives an indication of the Being's power that pervades through all sensual phenomena as described in the Upanishads. This assumption is confirmed by his assertion that all human senses except the mind are deaf and blind. It was the well-established theory in the Upanishads that sensual experience is a mere illusion or Maya, and only through intellect and contemplation that one could visualize the Brahma, the
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ultimate reality. Xenophanes' remarks clearly correspond to that Upanishadic teaching, a correspondence that might indicate an Upanishadic influence on the Greek thinker.
Xenophanes' pupil Parmenides expanded Xenophanes' thought of the Being, and this new development may strengthen the assumption that the early Hindu tradition possibly influenced the Eleatics. Parmenides' being was "ungenerated, unperishing, unmoving, not divisible, and unchangeable." Believing that various things people have posited as true, they (people) have named those things by various names such as kettles, pigs, rainbows and hobgoblins, but all these names reflect the inept human attempts to talk about the one thing: the Being. Two characteristics of Parmenides' Being are apparent here: first, "the character of the Being he [Parmenides] describes, for the most part, is a series of negatives"; next, "the world presented to us by the senses" is "a world of falsity,' and "senses, therefore are for Parmenides, the sources of all illusion and error" (Stace 44-45). This illusion, however, needs to be closely observed. Sense perception is not totally erroneous; rather, beyond the sense perception lies the absolute truth: the Being. "Monism, then, is preserved" (Sedley 121). Sense perception means various manifestations of the Being.
This discussion has now brought up a vital point regarding the possible Indian influences on Greek philosophy. "In fact, the Eleatic teachings are basically the same as those of the Pre-Buddhist Upanishads" (Gruber and Kersten 52). Parmenides' description of the Being in negative terms was a well-established pre-Buddhistic Indian method to
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shun the rational argument against Brahma. "He [Brahma] is revealed by the negative teaching of the Vedanta," said the Svetesvatara Upanishad 25 since "there is no other more appropriate description than this 'Not this' to describe 'the Truth of the truth."' Throughout various Upanishads, one finds numerous negative adjectives used to describe the indescribable Brahma. To name a few, Brahma is imperishable, without shadow, without body, without color, undecaying, not graspable by eye, speech, or other senses, soundless, intangible, formless, tasteless, odorless, without beginning and end, unchanging. "Being prior to speech, time, and causality means being beyond the characteristics of the empirical universe, and therefore beyond empirical description" (Koller 20). Exactly a similar description of the Being of Parmenides may lead one to the conclusion that Parmenides could have been influenced by the Brahmin thinking.
Similarly, Parmenides' illusion of sense perception, a concept that was also vaguely presented by Xenophanes, was original only in the Hindu thought. The Svetesvatara Upanishad said that "the non-dual Lord who, by the power of his maya [illusion], covered himself like a spider with threads drawn from primary matter."" "The whole universe is filled with objects which are parts of His Being":"
Thou art woman, Thou art man; Thou art youth and maiden too; ... It is Thou alone who, when born, assumes diverse forms. Thou art the dark-blue bee; Thou art the green parrot with red eyes; Thou art the thunder cloud, the seasons, and the seas. Thou art beginningless and all-pervading. From Thee all the worlds are bom."
Now it is evident that maya is not illusion, but a "peculiar power of God for creating the world" (Raju 62). Human skill lies in one's ability to penetrate through the sensual
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phenomena and grasp the Brahma inside the sensual world. In this context, who was Brahma, actually? The Mundaka Upanishad remarked that "through serenity of intellect" one could see the Brahma who is without parts."'" Here, monism is at its best here. The repeated assertion in the Upanishads that everything is Brahma "does not mean that everything, as we see it, is the Supreme Spirit itself." Rather, it means that "without the Supermen Spirit, nothing, not even the worst, could have existence" (Raju 61). "Tracing the world not to a creator but a single primordial cause which unfolds itself as the universe in its diversity" is a central theme in these early hymns (Hiriyanna 15).
To reinforce the assertion that the Upanishads were a possible source of influence for the Eleatics, one more comparison may be made, this time Hindu thought in the Upanishads with those of Melissus, the alleged associate of Parmenides. The following two quotations, which were also cited in the introduction for a different purpose, illustrate the identical nature of the Upanishadic and the Eleatic thought:
Chandogya Upanishad: In the beginning, my dear, this universe was Being alone. Some say that in the beginning this was non-being alone, and from that non-being, being was born.
But how, indeed, could it be thus, my dear? How could being be born from non-being? No, my dear, it was being alone that existed in the beginning.'
Melissus: That which was, was always and always will be. For
if it had come into being, it necessarily follows that before it came into being, Nothing existed. If however nothing existed, in no way could anything come into being out of nothing.32
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Both texts accepted that the Being had no beginning, and both asserted that the Being could not come out of non-being. Notably, Parmenides had already said that Being did not come from non-being, and Melissus has argued in favor of his teacher's view.
Furthermore, the negative adjectives employed by the Upanishads and the Eleatic school to describe the Being are very much the same:
Svetesvatara Upanishad: The Being is motionless (3.9), formless (4.21), bodiless (6.7), having no beginning and end (5.13); imperishable and undecaying.
Melissus: The Being is having no beginning or end, infinite in extent, changeless, motionless, and bodiless."
Greek thinkers have now developed a virtually indescribable god who is almost identical with Brahma. In fact, Parmenides said exactly what the Upanishads had long held: words are inadequate to express the ultimate truth. In Parmenides' theory of the Being, "the utmost has been done to present a Being robbed of all sensible qualities and functions" which are "mere words, names given arbitrarily by men, representing things not conceivable by the mind" (Freeman, Pre-Socratic Philosophers 145). The Kena Upanishad said, "That which cannot be expressed by speech, but by which speech is expressed--That alone [you must] know as Brahma ''' Knowledge would come through serenity of intellect, not through sight, speech, or other senses.' Strikingly similar ideas of the two traditions may persuade one to believe that the Eleatic school of thought developed mainly from the influence of Upanishadic system of thought. Zeno's remark that he would love "to see one single Indian in the fire to mastering all the theoretical arguments about hardship"' may indicate that the Eleatics themselves were willing to
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appreciate Indian concepts in addition to the possibility that the Indian system of thought had already reached them.
The discussion in this section could have elucidated the point that not only did early Greek speculations grow out of the Ionians' perennial desire to learn from foreign sources, but Indian speculative concepts could also have reached Greece by the mid-fifth century B.C.E. This understanding may, in return, provide a credible ground to assume that the earliest Ionian speculations could have already determined the sources of Greek rational thought, which gradually attained a prominent position in Greek thinking during and after the Eleatic thinking.
Pythagoras and Jainism 
Pythagoras seems to have entered the Greek race of searching new thoughts in the East during this crucial age. He is important in this discussion mainly because of two reasons. First, Pythagoras is regarded by several scholars as an influential source for sophist rhetoric. Second, there is strong evidence to justify that Pythagoras was the first Greek to depart from the Eleatic ideology and to open the path of rationality for the rest of Greek thinkers, thus preparing the initial background for sophist rhetoric. An evaluation of his thought and a clarification of the possibility that he was influenced by Jain concepts will justify the argument that sophist rhetoric could have been formed out of Indian rationalist concepts.
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Mario Untersteiner was one of the early scholars to have detected the Pythagorean influence on sophist thinkers. We have found it necessary to assume connections between Pythagoras and Protagoras,' remarked Untersteiner (44). Pythagoras' description of nature "as in a state of flux" and his recognition of the human being as "a continuous and manifold transformation" provided Protagoras the materials to construct his "principle of matter in flux" (45). Again, According to Richard Enos' list of "possible influences shaping sophistic rhetoric," Pythaogras came first (69). Enos further remarked that "antithetical concepts" of Pythaogras became "the conceptual foundation" of Gorgias' rhetoric (76). These remarks would persuade one to examine the nature and sources of Pythagorean rational thought that allegedly influenced sophist thinking.
It needs to be reiterated here that speculative thinking originate and develop, and again some other thoughts sprouts, presumably not in societies where a unified mentality prevails but among the competing social groups within the same society. Egypt, Persia, and Babylon all belonging to the former group, it may be unrealistic to expect in those societies contrasting thoughts and fabulous speculations that would vigorously compete with the dominant thought. A unified mentality was an essential requirement in those societies for power-expansion, self-defense, and survival. In Persia, for instance, Ahura Mazda, along with the rituals of Magi, served the purpose of unifying and encouraging the Persian society in its ambitious enterprise of expanding the empire and then defending it so that it is hardly possible that contrasting views about divinity would emerge in that society. While the same might have been true with Babylon and Egypt, an altogether
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different situation existed in India. It was a power struggle within society itself, a situation highly conducive to a multitude of different concepts that would keenly tussle with themselves.
The importance of these apparently digressive details lies in the argument that Pythagoras, as well as Empedocles and Democritus, who continued the search for Eastern wisdom, would no longer find much noteworthy concepts originated in other ancient societies than those coming from India. While the harmonized mentality of Persia, Egypt, and Babylon had brought a winter for speculative thoughts in those societies, the Indian system of thought always experienced a glorious spring, having a full-bloomed verbal battle for social supremacy among the inner social groups. Pythagoras could have familiarized himself with Indian concepts that were available in Babylon (Ferguson 75) or visited India and learned under Indian sages as Clement of Alexandria reported.'
Perhaps, the outcome of his endeavor was further remodeling of Greek thought in the cast of the then popular Indian speculations and the gradual tendency towards the free inquiry of those speculations.
Pythagoras' speculative system and the values developed surrounding that system deserve a special attention here because of the numerous views given to its origin despite the close resemblance of Pythagoreanism to the Indian system of thought that had gained enormous popularity during Pythagoras' long stay in the East. The following summary of the possible origin of Pythagoras' philosophy may reflect the cautious and lethargic
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attitude of the most recent conservative tradition of Western philosophy towards any Indian influence on Pythagoras:
Pythagoras offers what Achilles asked for and more, rebirth on earth, and, through a cycle of rebirth, an approach to the immortality previously reserved only for the gods. Pythagoras may have originated the doctrine himself or drawn it from Egypt (Herodotus 11.123) or India (more likely), but his introduction of it into the Greek world had a widespread impact, particularly in Southern Italy and Sicily where he was active. (Huffman 70)
Huffman's first suggestion that Pythagoras could have invented the doctrine by himself is the most popular assertion among the traditionalists in modern philosophy. Burnet, for instance, noted that the Pythagorean theory of soul-transmigration was "a development of the primitive belief in the kinship of men and beast" (93). Contrary to these remarks, Gomperz argued, however, that, "though kindness to animals was the foundation on which the [Pythagorean] doctrine rested, yet the temperament of the Greek people was never especially friendly to animals," and "it is a priori in the highest degree improbable that Pythagoras invented a belief which was already firmly seated in many popular creeds" (126). It may be easy to shun the question of borrowing by elevating the borrower to the level of inventor, but the puzzle associated with the question remains unraveled. In the possible absence of a conducive background in Greece for the Pythagorean philosophy, the assertion of a spontaneous invention of transmigration theory by Pythagoras seems implausible.
The second view that Pythagoras derived his metempsychosis from Egypt was based on the following remarks of Herodotus:
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The Egyptians were also the first to claim that the soul of a human being is immortal, and that each time the body dies, the soul enters another creature just as it is being born. They also say that when the soul has made the round of every creature on land, in the sea, and in the air, it once more clothes itself in the body of a human being just as it is being born, and that a complete circle takes three thousand years. The theory has been adopted by certain Greeks too--some from a long time ago, some more recently--who presented it as if it were their own. I know their names, but I will not write them down.'
It is clear that Herodotus pointed at Pythagoras, followers of Pythagoras, and perhaps Empedocles and some others as the borrowers of metempsychosis from Egypt, but "it is extremely doubtful whether Egyptians did actually believe in transmigration" (Rawlinson, "India in European Literature and Thought" 5). Of course, the concept of soul was there in the Egyptian "Book of the Dead," but Herodotus "is exceeding his Egyptian text" in his remarks since Egyptians only believed that the souls of privileged people would exist in mythical figures, flowers, snakes, and other animals, changing the forms almost on daily basis, while wicked souls would seek a human body to suffer in bloodshed and madness (Gomperz 126-127). No support could be found in favor of Herodotus' assertion that Pythagorean transmigration, which was drastically different from the description of the soul given above, was borrowed from Egyptian mythology.
Indian influence on Pythagoras, in the meantime, stands out as the most acceptable source of his reincarnation theory. "The concept of the reincarnation of the soul in other forms and living beings was only to be found in India from early times, playing an important part in everyday religious life" and Leopold Von Schroeder's
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assertive remarks—Pythagoras can only have taken over this teaching from Indians'--would be the most accurate statement to identify the source of Pythagoras' theory of transmigration (Gruber and Kersten 53). Since the later years of the eighteenth century, numerous scholars have sensed the Indian Influence on Pythaogras, but they might have failed to recognize the specific source mainly due to the unavailability of the most relevant original Indian sources. The theory of transmigration was predominant in the early Hindu tradition, the earliest India school of thought to reach the West, so that Western scholars always pointed at the early Hinduism as the source of Pythagoras. All the flowers emitting somewhat similar fragrance, those orientalists could have hastily picked and triumphantly displayed the biggest and the nearest flower within their reach as the source of Pythagoras' exotic touch for his philosophical theories. This chapter will would soon look into both Indian teaching of soul-transmigration and that of Pythagoras and make a study of Pythagorean and Indian social practices to see the probability that the Greek philosopher's Indian source was not the Brahmin tradition but Jainism.
Looking at Herodotus' version of Pythagoreanism alone, one may finds specific evidence to believe that the Greek concept of transmigration came from Indian sources. First, the belief of three thousand years of existence in rebirth was an Indian concept. Makkhali, a pre-Buddhistic thinker in India, maintained that, out of many existences, there are "three thousand purgatories" in which one has to be reborn." Besides, Herodotus' remarks that every individual according to the Greek theory of soul-transmigration must go through a definite number of rebirths has only Indian parallels.
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Makkhali maintained that "both fools and wise alike, wandering in transmigration exactly for the allotted term, shall then, and only then, make an end of existence.' Furthermore, one's rebirth again as a human being in the last birth before the end of transmigration was specifically Indian. This concept was developed by JaMs in the early sixth century
B.C.E. and adopted by Buddhists to counter the Brahmin concept of god's creation of society into castes. To emphasize human ability rather than divine grace to end transmigration, JaMs asserted that everybody would be born as a human being in the last birth. Therefore, this concept, which naturally originated in India, had probably no connection with the Egyptian system of thought at all. Overall, all characteristics of transmigration found by Herodotus among Greek thinkers originated and flourished in India with striking similarities, thus making the possible source of Herodotus' version of Greek transmigration purely Indian.
According to Herodotus' own remarks, what he presented in his Histories was not Pythagoras' own theory of transmigration but an amalgamation of diverse forms of transmigration that various Greek thinkers had adopted up to his time. It is possible that from time to time various Greek thinkers borrowed and modified different forms of transmigration that flourished in India, and Herodotus gave a minimum summary of those forms. Thus, in Herodotus' version of transmigration, one may find a mixture of rebirth concepts propagated by various Indian schools of thought. To understand Indian influence on Pythagoras in particular, one may need to investigate the predominant Indian
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thoughts immediately before and during Pythagoras' visit to the East and compare those thoughts with Pythagoras' own system of thought.
When Pythagoras probably began to be acquainted with Indian thoughts, Brahmin concepts of creation and the universal being had lost their early prestige having been incessantly attacked by the ascending Jain power. Jain thoughts had a long history before the sixth century B.C.E., but Jainism established itself as an enormous power against the Brahmin system during the early sixth century as Mahavira, born in 599 B.C.E., campaigned successfully until his death in 527 as the Jain tradition admits. He rejected creation and creator, but retained the concepts of soul, reincarnation, and self-purification for the release of soul from rebirth. Notably, he also organized the first social system, which included women as well, to counter the Brahmin authority. Rulers and the common public promoting his ascendancy, Mahavira enjoyed enormous popularity and gained much power, and his thoughts received wide acceptance during the second and third quarters of the sixth century B.C.E.
Pythagoras, in the meantime, was, reportedly, taken to Babylon in 525 B.C.E.,4' two years after Mahavira died,42 as a captive of the Persian army that invaded Egypt. He stayed in Babylon for 12 years! 43 Whether he went to India or not during his long stay in Babylon is a different question, but it could have been impossible for the curious philosopher, one who "traveled to the end of the earth from the desire for leaming"44 not to have heard anything about Mahavira's teaching in Babylon and Persia. Alexander Polyhistor of Miletus, the early-first-century B.C.E. encyclopedist, recorded in his On
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Pythagorean Symbols that Pythagoras learned from Brahmins." This statement clearly expresses Pythagoras' possible familiarity with Indian thinking. Easy access to Indian thought in these two countries during this age will be discussed in a separate section of this work, but the similarities between Mahavira's and Pythagoras' teaching alone would justify the Greek philosopher's possible indebtedness to Jain philosophy.
The main characteristics of Pythagoras' religious teaching consisted of transmigration of the soul, respectful treatment to animals and plants, purification of the soul through asceticism and contemplation, absence of any absolute divinity, and social organization as a community for religious practices, all of which closely resemble the teaching of Jainism. Not only did Pythagoras teach that the soul would take numerous forms of births, including of animals, in the human world, but he maintained that the soul could be born in other realms of existence where more intelligent beings would live (Gorman 72), and he taught that he could remember his numerous past existences (Freeman, The Pre-Socratic Philosophers 78). All these three concepts attached to transmigration existed in Jain beliefs. According to Mahavira's theory of rebirth, the soul would take various forms of lives in the human world, animal kingdom, and in outer worlds among higher beings. With developed mental faculties, one could remember one's own past existences. Pythagoras' alleged ability to remember his own past lives clearly corresponds to Jainism.
At a time when Greeks showed scarce respect for animals, Pythagoras treated both animals and plants with utmost respect." He forbade the eating of beans, mallow, and
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other plants and opposed animal sacrifices, and eating meat was strictly prohibited for his inner community.' His respect for animal life was based on his belief that "animals were men's brothers, having the same elements and the same constitution" (Gorman 126) including the soul that would transmigrate to humans in another life. One would wonder how and why the Greek philosopher introduced all these revolutionary changes to the Greek way of thinking without being influenced by a society in which those practices existed. Again, Jainism may provide the answer. Mahavira taught that all forms of life were worthy of respect since the soul, which transmigrates, is associated with every from of life. Jains abstained from eating meat and fish and refrained from harming plants and trees. Pythagoras, apparently, introduced the same practice into Greece with slight modifications.
Furthermore, asceticism and contemplation were two more Pythagorean modes of life to purify the soul. He advocated "an asceticism based on a system of taboos" (Freeman, Pre-Socratic Philosophers 79). Those taboos were related to food as already noted, clothes, personal belongings, speech, and so on. "He frowned on luxury especially and would not let his followers wear anything but simple white linen clothing" (Gorman 125). The members of his inner circle were expected not to own any personal property but to share everything. The new members entering the inner circle were subject to more strict asceticism such as Pythagoras' neglect of them for three years and the insistence on their silence for five more years to test whether they were sufficiently prepared to despise worldly life." All these practices suggest that Pythagoras imposed strong asceticism
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against worldly life. His discouragement of worldly pleasure and refusal of personal belongings for the novices and the members of the inner circle are particularly striking. It was a strict rule for Jain monks and nuns to shun worldly success, to refuse worldly pleasure, and to live in a community equally sharing their belongings and not possessing anything personally. These rules came into effect as Mahavira preached that enjoyment of sense pleasure and possession of material objects were motivated by greed, a terrible hindrance to enlightenment. To release the soul from the bondage of rebirth, Mahavira recommended strict asceticism. This doctrine, which was original and unique in Jain teaching, could have reached Pythagoras from nowhere else other than from a Jain community.
Still, what would make a reader more curious is the five-year silence Pythagoras insisted on the new disciples who wished to enter the inner circle of his community. It is difficult to accept that Pythagoras advised them to retain silence continuously for five years. Mere silence itself would serve no purpose when the novices were trying to qualify themselves as members of the inner circle. Silence could, most probably, be the contemplation to develop concentration as a means of inner development. This was also a compulsory practice invented by Jains and followed by Buddhists to qualify new members to the higher order. After a recommended period of silent contemplation, one was expected to develop inner awareness, after which one would be regarded as the members of the highest order. It seems probable that Pythagoras adopted this practice to qualify his new members to the inner circle. Contemplation itself was a practice all
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inner-circle members of Pythagoras adhered to on daily basis just as Jain monks did. "They lived together and, unlike the akousmatics, who came together during the day and went home at night, pursued a life of contemplation uninterrupted by political and economic concerns" (Gorman 129). Similarly, Jainism asserted that its priests, the highest qualified members of the Jain society, should not get involved with external affair other than practicing Yoga or meditation, which would improve their own inner development. Pythagoras' admonition to his higher disciples on contemplation clearly matches with what Jain masters emphasized for their senior disciples, and therefore, it is quite reasonable to believe that Pythagoras may have adopted this practice from Jainism, the dominant social power in India when Pythagoras was in Babylon.
Another point of Pythagoras' teaching that corresponds to Jainism is his reluctance to define the soul in terms of any divine terms. He simply said that life originated in water, a theory that Thales had already popularized in Greece, and never saw a unifying force behind the transmigration of the soul. The end of transmigration would be the release of the soul from the prison of the body, a liberation that required only human effort. Obviously, a notable absence is a manipulating power behind the theory of transmigration, particularly in a period in which Heracleitus and Xenophanes had just emphasized oneness and the Being respectively. Jain refusal of any Oneness behind the theory of transmigration was a natural development in the Indian system of thought since Jains found their indifference to Brahma, the Oneness in the Early Hinduism, very effective to challenge the Brahmin's self-asserted social superiority. It is
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hard to find a relevant social need in Pythagoras' disinterest in a universal force behind the transmigration of the soul, and it may be reasonable to assume that Pythagoras adopted it from the Jain sources
Just one similarity between the Jain and Pythagorean systems would persuade one to call it a coincidence rather than an influence. However, when striking similarities appear repeatedly, the initial assumption of coincidence would steadily give way to the possible conclusion that the older tradition could have influenced the later. Some modem scholars' argument that Pythagoras' predecessors could have borrowed from the East and the reported evidence that Pythagoras lived in the East for nearly three decades provide strong support for such a conclusion. If all this evidence justifies the assertion that Pythagoras was presumably influenced by Jainism, striking similarities between Jain and Pythagorean societies should further strengthen the belief of such an influence.
Jains were the first unorthodox social group that systematically countered the Brahmin supremacy in society. As already noted, one of the judicious and unique steps they took in this process was to organize a society within the traditional Hindu society. Jain society, or sangha as it was known, which regarded all castes as equal and both men and women as having equal intellectual strength to reach the ultimate liberation, consisted of four groups: monks and nuns who carried on their mission as the fully dedicated, equally qualified members of the higher order and the lay men and women who supported the monks and nuns and followed the rules of the monks and nuns in a milder form.
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Gender difference excluded, it was actually a community of two groups: the higher order of monks and nuns and the lower order of lay men and lay women:
The term Sangha embraces the four orders of monks (saadhus), nuns (saadhvis), laymen (sraavakas), and laywomen (sraavikaas) in fact the whole Jain community. The Jain sangha is involved in all major decisions affecting the community and has supreme authority over the individual orders. The ascetic order [monks and nuns] plays a very important part in Jainism; it observes he teaching of Mahavira rigorously. It is impossible for laymen and women to follow the teaching to the same extent, as they are involved in worldly activities and in earning their livelihood. However, they follow the teaching of Mahavira to the best of their ability. (Shah 137)
This passage indicates that, as far as the rules were concerned, the Jain community was divided only into two sections, the higher order following the striker rules of the same precepts. Monks and nuns were supposed to adhere to strict asceticism: they had to follow strict vegetarianism, meditate continuously, have daily penitential retreats, show love for all sort of life including plants, and give up all kinds of personal belongings. Svettambara sect wore only white clothes while Digambaras went naked. To demonstrate their detachment to the body, they let their hair and fingernails grow, rarely bathed, and lived on food gathered in a bowl from their daily visits to houses.
The lay community of the Ja ns followed milder rules. Its members had to observe the "four restraints--of body, senses, speech, and mind--and the five great vows of nonhurting, nonstealing, sexual purity [abstinence from premarital and extramarital sexual relationships], truthfulness, and nongrasping" (Koller 32). One cannot compare the higher order and the lay community of Jains to the priests and the members of the congregation in a modern Western church. Members of the Jain society constantly met,
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jointly carried on their practices on daily basis without recognizing any divine message or service. Both groups had one goal in common: to release the soul from the bondage of rebirth with one's own effort. The members of the higher order would achieve this target within their present life itself as they strove harder while the lay community that followed the same rules in a milder form was expected to achieve the release in a future birth.
What were the nature and the objectives of the Pythagoras' society? First of all, it was "not a political organization, but a mystical and philosophical one" (Gorman 113). Some would say more specifically that "the Pythagorean society was not primarily a school of philosophy at all. It was really a religious and moral Order, a society of religious reformers" (Stace 32). However, the phrase "a society of religious reformers" deserves some attention. A reformation means making changes to a system that is already existent, but one would wonder whether a system similar to that of Pythagorean ever existed in Greece to recognize the Pythagorean society as a social reformation.
Orphic religious groups were the only models some of the scholars in philosophy have cited for Pythagoras to imitate in forming his community," but the plain truth is that there is no evidence at all of any Orphic society in Greece before Pythagoras. Orphic theogonies and the Rhapsodies, which contained the oldest Orphic teaching "were composed much later" than the sixth century B.C.E. (West 28). The oldest Orphic society existed only in the fourth century B.C.E. (Freeman, Pre-Socratic Philosopher 8). In fact, the allegation is that Pythagoras himself wrote some books and attributed them to Orpheus.5° It seems that he modeled Orphism out of his own teaching rather than that
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Orphic societies were a model for the Pythagorean society. Such a modeling would have been felt indispensable to localize Pythagoras' alien teaching and society that were attacked by the citizens in Croton and Pythagorean headquarters were reduced to ashes.51 Apparently, the Pythagorean society was not a reformation of any prevailing system but a strange new introduction to the Greek society. Instead of having any connection to Greek values, "its [Pythagorean society's] austerity of life and strict moral code, as well as its acceptance of male and female disciples from all Greek races--and even from the Barbarians--went against the customs and prejudices of the time" (Lambridis 35). Quite clearly, Pythagoras presented an altogether new concept to Greeks with the establishment of his society.
A closer observation would reveal that Pythagoras could have molded his strange community closely imitating the one invented in Jainism. Jain characteristics in the Pythagorean society were abundant and striking. Similar to Svettambaras in Jainism, members of the Pythagorean inner circle dressed only in white and wore "a garb peculiar to themselves" (Stace 32). It should also be noted that some later Pythagoreans, imitating the exact behavior patterns of Jain wanderers, became wandering ascetics who
Begged and lived a precarious life in poverty and strict conformity to any of the doctrines of Pythagoras such as vegetarianism, not bathing in public baths like Plotinus (hence they seldom washed), the growing of their hair and fingernails, and a fanatical belief in immortality and reincarnation. (Gorman 119)
These ascetics appear to be an exact prototype of Jain monks in their appearance, behavior, and attitudes. Both adhered to vegetarianism, seldom cleaned themselves, grew
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their hair and fingernails, and believed in immortality and reincarnation. Again, Pythagoras' acceptance of Barbarians and women to his inner circle could possibly be an imitation of the rules of Jain community. As Clement of Alexandria reported on the authority of Didymus who wrote On Pythagorean Philosophy, Theano of Croton, a disciple of Pythagoras, was the first Woman philosopher in Greece.' This move in the Greek society was a revolutionary change indeed since women had so far "stayed at home in seclusion" and they "were thought of unworthy of education" (Roberts 127), and without a strong external influence, such a revolutionary change would not take place. Furthermore, similar to the rules for the Jain Higher Order, members of the Pythagorean inner circle "insisted upon the utmost purity of life" (Stace 32) and had to follow strict rules such as total vegetarianism and the total giving up of personal belongings. The members of Pythagoras' outer circle, in the mean time, were allowed moderate vegetarianism, private property, and family life just as the lay group of the Jain community was permitted.
Similarities between the daily routine of the Jain Higher Order and that of
Pythagoras further strengthen the claim that Pythagoras could have imitated Jain practices
to form his own community. Iamblichus described' that the members of Pythagorean
inner circle got up at dawn and then had solitary walks at places which were appropriately
silent and tranquil to make their minds sedate. Next, they gathered together for learning
and teaching and for the correction of moral qualities. Then they turned to the care of
their bodies, after which they took their breakfast. The next item of their daily routine,
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according to Iamblichus, was devotion to political and economics affairs, but many modem scholars have challenged this practice. Gorman, for instance, believed that "they [members of the inner circle] lived together, and unlike the akousmatics who came together during the day and went home at night, pursued a life of contemplation uninterrupted by political and economic concerns" (129). Thus, it would be more appropriate to say that the members of the inner circle were engaged in contemplation during this period rather than having political and economic discussions.
Their mid-day activities are missing in Iamblichus' description, but at dusk they started walking again in small groups, memorizing their lessons, and next they met the lay community. After dinner they had reading and learning. At night an elder member of the community recited, "Do not harm or destroy a mild or cultivated plant or fruit tree nor an animal which is not harmful to humanity." At the end of each day, they "confessed whatever they had done, and whatever they had omitted to do that they ought to have done" (Lambridis 37). Gorman believed that "during the lifetime of Pythagoras, the philosophical members of the society would have lived a more inspiring life than Iamblichus' routine portrayed (130-131).
Fortunately, JaMs have also preserved the daily routine of the members of their Higher Order. The Uttradhyayana Sutra gave it as follows:
4:00 a.m.:	Rise
4:00-5:30:	Silent recital, self-introspection, and meditation
5:30-6:00:	Service to senior members of the order
6:00-7:00:	Natural bodily duties
7:00-8:00:	Self-study and penitential retreat
8:00-9:00:	Cleaning and begging for alms [for breakfast]
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9:00-10:00:	Sermons and guidance
10:00-12:00:	Visiting temples, begging for alms, and lunch
12:00- 2:00 p.m.:	Service to seniors, study, meditation, and rest
2:00- 5:00:	Sermons and receiving visitors
5:00- 6:00:	Cleaning
6:00- 8:00:	Evening penitential retreat, meditation, teaching laity
8:00-10:00:	Religious discourses, reflection, recitation
10:00:	Sleep sa
Similarities abound in the two routines of Pythagoras' Higher Order and that of the Jains. Members of both groups rose at dawn, contemplated, and had their breakfast after attending to their bodily needs. After breakfast, both groups participated in spiritual activities. At dusk, the group members again meditated, did self-studies, and then met the visitors or the members of the Lower Order. Each member of the Jain and Pythagorean higher groups confessed his or her wholesome deeds and wrong deeds committed during day. At night the members of the Lower Order returned home, while the members of the Higher Order stayed at the monastery, sharing their common property, to continue the same process the next day as well. These similarities of their daily routines strongly support the assumption that Jainism could have influenced Pythagoras.
Perhaps, Pythagoras' contribution to sophist rhetoric was more noteworthy than most of scholars have ever thought. Not only did he leave aside the Being, the metaphysical belief probably adopted by the Eleatics from the Brahmin tradition, but he also emphasized the strength of human effort for one's salvation just as the Jains, the first Indian rationalist organization, advocated self-effort as the way to the liberation of the soul from rebirths. Especially, Pythagoras' disregard for high birth as a requirement for
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high social position seems to have occupied a central position in sophist humanism. Similar to the JaMs, Pythagoras still retained several metaphysical concepts, but his system of thought as a whole indicates a visible departure from metaphysical speculations and a clear inclination towards the rational concepts propagated by the Older Sophists.
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Influential Sources of Last Pre-sophist Thinkers
Empedocles and Indian Materialism and Buddhism 
With regard to the development sophist rhetoric, the next important Greek thinker that may deserve attention is Empedocles. Not only did Aristotle recognize Empedocles as the inventor of rhetoric,' but modem scholarship accepts, and evidence suggests that Empedocles was an influential figure behind sophist rational thought. Enos' comments about Empedocles' contribution towards the origin of sophist rhetoric are noteworthy quoting here:
Empedocles cannot properly be considered a sophist. Rather, he was a pre-Socratic philosopher; he belongs to the group of thinkers who initiated serious inquiry into the nature of the universe and mankind. Self-consciousness about man's ability plus methods of structuring and acquiring knowledge were the foundation of sophist rhetoric. Herein, we discover a key to understanding Empedocles' role as the inventor of rhetoric. . . The methods by which Empedocles invented sophistic rhetoric are discernible both in his writings and in ancient commentaries about his effort. (61-62)
Enos' emphasis on Empedocles' contribution to sophist rhetoric seems correctly based on Empedocles' "self-consciousness about man's ability" to acquire knowledge and "his (Empedocles') methods of structuring and acquiring knowledge." A detailed analysis of how these rational attitudes possibly reached the Greek thinker will certainly facilitate the search for the possible Buddhist and other Indian rationalistic concepts both in Empedocles' teaching and in the teaching of the Older Sophists.
As a prerequisite to the elucidation of this search, it seems apt to initiate this discussion with a quick survey of the predominant Indian concepts at the time of
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Empedocles. Now the time was the early fifth century B.C.E. an era of huge transition in Indian thinking. The Brahmin tradition was just reorganizing its defense system of argument after enduring the attack of the first ever systematic unorthodox tradition of the Jains; materialists were vigorously challenging the idealistic views of both Hinduism and Jainism. Buddhism was just born, and it would take at least a few decades to be a dominant power. Apart from Hindu orthodoxy and Jainism, it was the rational theory of materialism that dominated the field of Indian thought at the beginning of the sixth century B.C.E. This point--the point that the rational thinking of materialism was a dominant power in India during the early sixth century B.C.E.--is vital to the understanding that Empedocles' first influential sources were possibly Indian materialistic teaching.
In his On nature, Empedocles cited the four great elements as the primary cause of the universe, an argument that denied both the Being of the Eleatics and the soul of Pythagoras. As already noted, several of previous Greek thinkers had cited one of the elements as the primary cause, but Empedocles was the first Greek to take all four elements together in explaining the origin of the universe:
There is no man so wise that he could guess in his mind; that which they live--what they call life--there happen to them things good and bad. But before (the elements) adhered together and after they have separated, they were, and are, nothing at all'
Many ills penetrate through them into their minds and blunt their wits. Having seen in their life only a small part of the whole, quick death overtakes them, and rising into the air, they fly away like smoke; being aware only of what each man happened to have crossed upon; driven hither and thither, but boasting each that hey have seen the whole truth.'
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They (elements) are for ever themselves, but running through each other they become at times different, yet are for ever and ever the same.
When, having come together in the proper mixture (the elements) they rise to the light in the shape of man, or as beast... and when they separate, they call it ill-fared death.'
These quotations give a clue to Empedocles' elements: life means nothing other than a combination of elements, and death means the separation; nothing exists after or before death; the elements are neither created nor perishable but eternal. Along with other fragments of On Nature, Empedocles conveyed the idea that "thoughtless men call this disappearance [of elements] death, and their coming together birth, as they lament or rejoice accordingly," but they [men] "perish miserably, having understood nothing of the real essence of the world" (Lambridis 44).
Returning to Indian materialism, one may find no original sources to clarify its views on elements, but, fortunately, original Buddhist texts have preserved two relevant pieces of information, which are adequate at least to trace Empedocles' possible source of elements. Of course, the theory of elements had a long history in the Indian tradition, but it gained momentum only in the sixth century B.C.E. Buddhist text Samannaphala Sutra summarized the concept of elements held by two materialists at the time of the Buddha. Ajita held the view that
There is no such thing as alms, or sacrifice, or offering [no benefit can be achieved with these acts]. There is neither fruit nor result of good or evil deeds. There is no such things as this world or the next [since only elements exist]. There is neither father nor mother [Only the elements cause birth.], nor beings spring into life without them [nothing originates without elements]. There are in the world no recluses or Brahmins who have reached the highest point, who walk perfectly, and who having understood and realized both this world and the next, make their wisdom
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known to others. A human being is built up of four elements. When he dies the earthy in him returns and relapses to the earth, the fluid to the water, the heat to the fire, the windy to the air, and his faculties [senses and mind] to the space. The four bearers, on the bier as the fifth, take his dead body away. .. Fools and wise alike, on the dissolution of the body, are cut off, annihilated, and after death they are not.'
A comparison may be made after quoting the second theorist on elements as given by the Buddhist text. Pakudha Kacchayana said:
The following seven things are neither made nor commanded to be made, neither created nor caused to be created. They are barren, steadfast as a mountainpeak, as a pillar firmly fixed. They move not, nor do they vary. They stretch not one upon other nor avail ought as to ease or pain or both. What are the seven? The four elements--earth, water, fire, and air-and ease and pain, and the soul as the seventh. so there is neither slayer nor causer of slaying, hearer or speaker, knower or explainer.'
The very first impression one would conceive after reading the two theories of elements held by Empedocles and Indian materialists is the remarkable resemblance of the two views to one another. Ajita asserted that there would be nobody who had realized "this world and the next" and who could "make their wisdom known to others." Empedocles said that "there is no man so wise" to guess the things that would happen to others but are only "boasting each that they have seen the whole truth." Again, Ajita said that "a human being is built up of four elements" which would return to each after one's death and faculties would "pass into space." All beings, "on the dissolution of the body, are cut off, annihilated, and after death they are not." Empedocles highlighted the same idea, saying "after they [elements] have separated, they (beings) were, and are, nothing at all." "Rising into the air," all beings "fly away like smoke," and nothing would remain. The two thinkers are astonishingly similar indeed.
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A comparison of Pakudha Kacchayana's and Empedocles' views will make the similarities between the Indian and Greek concepts of elements fully complete. According to Kacchayana, the four elements are "neither made nor commanded to be made, neither created nor caused to be created." They are well-fixed, unchangeable, and permanent. Empedocles also claimed that "they [the elements] are for ever themselves, but running through each other, they become at times different, yet are for ever and ever the same." Both advocated the four elements as unchangeable, eternal entities that jointly create beings who, in actuality, do not exist. The very words birth, creation, and death are merely conventional, according to Empedocles. With the negation of this world, next
world, hearer, speaker, knower, and explainer, both Ajita and Kacchayana emphasized the same idea. These explicit and undeniable similarities provide strong support for the suggestion that Empedocles' elements could have taken their shape from Indian materialism.
In contrast to this assertion, one might argue that the characteristics of elements are universal, and therefore, the similarity between Empedocles' description of elements and that of Indian materialists should not necessarily be regarded as a borrowing however close the similarities might appear to be. The weakest point of this argument may lie in the fact that the elements both the Indian materialists and Empedocles recognized did not contain any universal truth but represented only a certain stage of human thinking. One would correctly call this stage an illusionary one rather than an advancement in human thinking since the very recognition of the four elements as the primary cause of the
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universe was itself a myth.' While Ajita and Makkah Gosala eventually combined all four elements together to defeat the Brahmin concept of Brahma that hurt some social groups in India, what caused Empedocles to fall into the same illusion, lagging behind the Indian materialists just a half century or so? Going for the eventual scientific truth, should Greek thinkers follow the same path and get stuck in the same deception that the unique sociohistorical factors placed Indian thinkers in? Theoretically, "never" would be the answer, which would clearly bring one closer to the other assumption that Indian influence itself could have made Greek thinkers follow a similar path with Indians.
Empedocles was not only a scientist who searched for the primary cause of the universe but also an idealist who conceptualized on the being's after-death existence in the universe. Obviously, the two contradictory paths he followed would baffle any reader since Empedocles' theory of elements denied any existence after or before death. Did someone convert Empedocles from materialism to idealism or vice versa? Why did he hold two opposing views to each other as true? Answers to these questions may lie in a careful study of his biography, which sheds lights on his shifting thoughts from one to the other. His On nature, which offered his firm theory of elements, could be an early work, and his Purifications, which contained idealistic views, seems to have been composed during his later years. Based on this information, one would correctly decide that Empedocles forsook his early theory of elements after "a definite and profound change occurred" in him with "a sort of conversion to a new outlook" that he advocated in Purifications (Lambridis 19).
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He was first an admirer of the Eleatics, and whatever track through which the concept of the Boundless and Being reached Eleatic thinkers could have brought the theory of elements for Empedocles as well. What is more important here is why he changed from materialism to idealism in his later life. The sole cause the tradition has given for this change is the influence of Pythagoreanism, which had now developed into the second generation, and Pythagoras' own son Telauges is credited to have taught Empedocles.8 One may not rule out any Pythagorean influence on Empedocles. Yet, some notable differences between Pythagoreanism and Empedocles' later philosophy would persuade one to cite some other source as well for Empedocles:
With great diffidence I venture to suggest that the conception of the spiritualization of the Sphairos, who has now become 'all a sacred mind," may be due to a more remote influence: that of Buddhism. The dates do not clash with this suggestion, for the rise of Buddhism is put around 500 B.C., half a century before Empedocles' maturity. Nor was it impossible for this new religious movement to prelocate through the Persian empire, which stretched from the western most parts of India to the shores of Asia minor. Traffic was frequent. The Sphairos would correspond to Nirvana; the return to human or lower form of life to Karma; the choice spirits, who sprout up again as `god's immortals' to a Buddha. Empedocles'
abhorrence of animal sacrifices, especially bulls and cows, also correspond to beliefs which are still alive, not only among Buddhists but among those faithful to the older Hindu religion. (Lambridis 120)
According to the possible Greek borrowing that has been discussed so far, Empedocles could not have missed the Buddha, and Lambridis, with much courage rather than diffidence, has cited the most probable source for Empedocles' later philosophy. This chapter will later examine how the Buddhist concept of Nirvana corresponds to Sphairos, but, it seems appropriate to initiate this discussion with an emphasis on how Empedocles
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was different from Pythagoreanism, a disclosure that would also highlight how much closer he was to Buddhism.
As already discussed, similar to Empedocles', Pythagoras' ultimate aim was also self-purification in order to release the soul from recurrent births. His means to this end, however, consisted of predominantly ascetic practices related to personal needs and behavior. Thus, he expected his inner-circle members to achieve the final release of the soul from the body mainly by observing restrictions to food, belongings, sexual needs, and other personal needs. As already elucidated, this practice was apparently a borrowing from Jainism. The Jain follower Digha Tapassin summarized this theory as follows:
Nathaputta the Jain [Mahavira] lays down three kinds of wrongs for the effecting of an evil deed, for the rolling on of an evil deed [for continuous rebirth], that is to say wrong of the body, wrong of the speech, wrong of mind.
Of these three wrongs thus divided, thus particularized, Nathaputta the Jain lays down that wrong of the body is the more blamable in the effecting of an evil deed, in the rolling on of an evil deed.'
Thus bodily control became more predominant in Jain practices. In consequence, such behavior patterns as seclusion, fasting, vegetarianism, self-mortification, renunciation of worldly pleasure and objects entered the life of Jain monks and nuns as essential requirements to achieve the ultimate purification of the soul. Similar practices occupied a vital position in Pythagoras' and his followers' way to purify their souls completely.
Observing closely, one may notice that the absence of this practice--the practice of austerity--was a salient characteristic in Empedocles path to purification. As far as the few extant fragments reveal, Empedocles' only method of purifying the soul to release it
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from the body required nonviolence towards animals and living objects. In this extraordinary move, Empedocles scorned human life as an intolerable, painful, suffering experience while Pythagoras emphasized suffering itself as an indispensable necessity for purification. This difference could be the most crucial point to detect possible Buddhist influences on Empedocles.
While Mahavira emphasized asceticism as the most effective practice to acquire the gradual purification and the final liberation, the Buddha condemned it. The naked ascetic Kassapa's statement that "the Samana Gotama disparages all penance; verily he reviles and finds fault with every ascetic, with every one who lives a hard life"' summarized the Buddha's attitude towards ascetic practices. In his very first discourse, the Buddha condemned asceticism as a dangerous extreme that would delay self-purification indefinitely. He emphasized that life itself is full of Dukkha (suffering, dissatisfaction, etc.) just as to reject asceticism as a twofold burden that would take the living person to the unfathomable depth of misery.
Just as the Buddha departed from Jain asceticism and emphasized that suffering itself is a part of life, Empedocles gave up Pythagorean austerity and saw human life as an intolerably agonizing experience. According to the Buddha's first public discourse, birth itself is the first cause of suffering. All other forms of Dukkha--sickness, death, worry, frustration, etc.--taper back to this original cause. Taken as a whole, Dukkha runs through all human experiences." Empedocles stressed the same idea, saying, "Oh, woe, you pitiful race of mortals, of all joy bereft! From what contentious Strife were you born,
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from what depth of grief."' He lamented over his own birth on this earth of the mortals, which is:
A place without any charm
Where Murder and Wrath and a host of other small Destinies And shivering Diseases, and Rottenness, and all works of man Run away like water; all these wander about in the dark
in the field of Avenging Power.'
Just like the Buddha's concept of Dukkha, which recognized suffering, impermanence, and human ignorance as related to each other, Empedocles' theory of suffering was essentially connected to transition and human ignorance. All different manifestations of Dukkha such as death, sickness, and old age seem to be present in the fragment quoted above. Unalterable impermanence was highlighted in the phrase "all works of man run away as water." Human ignorance about this inexorable law of nature achieved prominence in the phrase, "All these wander about in the dark in the field of Avenging Power." A theory almost identical with the Buddha's main teaching of Dukkha appears to have pervaded though Empedocles' Purifications.
Buddhist purification meant to release oneself from this kind of suffering, an objective that can be achieved through wholesome conduct and mental development. Dukkha itself is a universal truth, but, as already mentioned, ignorance (Avijja) prevents people from seeing this universal truth as it is. Those who understand Dukkha with mindfulness would find the way to eventual enlightenment during their own lifetime, and thereafter, there would be no more rebirths for that individual. Similarly, Empedocles' sole objective was to help his listeners release themselves from perpetual suffering, a
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condition of which the majority would be ignorant. At the beginning of his Purifications. he perceived the human race as "men ignorant of misfortune." Man's inability to see this universal truth was further highlighted in his remarks that human beings, while gratifying their sense of taste with meat, fail to see their misfortune and, consequently, turn a blind eye to the perpetual sorrow of the world:
Do you not see that you are devouring one another because of your careless way of thinking?'
That is why, being distraught with bitter misfortune, you will never lighten your hearts of grievous sorrows."
Indulgence in eating meat might symbolize gratification of senses, which, in return, would prevent people from seeing the "bitter misfortune" of life. This ignorance would be the cause of their failure to "lighten" their "hearts of grievous sorrows," a metaphorical expression which would mean achievement of the ultimate purification of the soul as highlighted in "to be empty from misfortune."' Those who fail to grasp this expression of truth will continue to kill living beings and eat meat and, consequently, will be born again and again in the world of perpetual suffering. The fragment "For from living creatures it set out dead bodies, changing the form" contains this meaning with its extreme pessimistic tone. A clear resemblance to the Buddhist teaching of Dukkha and rebirth is evident here.
The very first precept prescribed by the Buddha to begin one's endeavor to stop rebirth and thus to end suffering was the abstinence from killing. As a means to persuade society to respect this rule, early Buddhism attached an ethical value to the concept of transmigration by saying that all beings are related to each other in kinship because of
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their long history of transmigration. According to this teaching, "seldom do we find a being who, in the course of our wandering, had not at one time being a mother, a father, a sister, a son, a daughter" (Narada 476). The Buddha declared:
Many times have you suffered the death of father and mother, of sons, daughters, brothers, and sisters, and while you were thus suffering, you have verily shed tears upon this long way, more than there is water in the four oceans.
Long time did your blood flow by the loss of your heads when you were born as oxen, buffaloes, rams, goats, etc."
It is the same idea that Empedocles employed to stress his nonviolence toward animals:
Will you not stop this noisome awful slaughter? Do you not see how you tear each other to pieces in the blindness of your mind?"
The father, the utter fool, lifting his knife slits the throat of his own son, who has changed his form, and the bystanders offer prayers while he sacrifices. He, mindless to the entreaties of the poor victim, having killed him prepares in his princely halls a horrible meal. In the same way, a son catches and kills his mother, children their father; and having torn the life out of them, they consume their kindred flash."
Just like the Buddha, Empedocles clearly asserted that all living beings are related to each other in family kinship. Based on the complexity and the complex social conditions associated with this teaching, it might have been impossible for Empedocles to invent the same teaching independently. Such Jain and Buddhist teachings as indefinite transmigration of the soul in the past, indefinite past births of the soul in numerous animal forms, and unusual compassion towards animals, along with the long Jain history of criticizing the Brahmin sacrifice of animals, were the background from which the creative concept of human kingship to animals was eventually invented to safeguard
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unique Indian social values. Without similar social conditions and a long history of contrasting views on animal sacrifice, one may hardly invent an identical concept.
Perhaps, Empedocles knew Buddhist myths and the Buddha's life more than could be imagined, and more striking similarities should clearly support this assumption. One of the arguments the Buddha presented against animal sacrifice was that ancient kings never shed animal blood to please deities but made other offerings such as gee, butter, milk, and honey. On one occasion, the Buddha unexpectedly visited a place where a huge animal sacrifice had been prepared, and, in order to prevent that sacrifice, he related a mythical story, in which king Maha Sammata, the first ever king before all Hindu deities and rulers and the sole emperor of the ancient utopia, made a bloodless sacrifice and obtained the perfect blessing of gods:
At that sacrifice neither were any oxen slain, neither goats, not fowls, nor fatted figs, nor were any kind of living creatures put to death. . . . And the slaves and messengers and workmen there employed were driven neither by rods nor fear, nor carried on their work weeping with tears upon their faces. . . With gee, and oil, and butter, and milk, and honey, and sugar only was that sacrifice accomplished.'
Empedocles' argument against animal sacrifice was almost identical: in the ancient utopia-like world in which Kypris was the worshiper-queen, sacrifices were made without shedding animal blood:
Nor Zeus the king, nor Kronos or Poseidon;
but Kypris was the queen.
They worshipped and consolidated her with pious delight,
With painted semblances of animals and sweet smelling burnt incense, Whose clouds of scented smoke made all sort of patterns in the air With myrrh and bloodless herbs burning. On the floor,
before her altar they made libations of blonde honey. Her altars
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were never smeared by the blood of bulls, for this was considered of heinous crime among men, to wet their own limbs
with the pure red gushing blood, having torn the life out of the beast.'
What is striking is the remarkable sameness in the content, appearance, organization, and the objectives of the two myths given by the Buddha and Empedocles. Both stories were set in ancient paradises before the known history; both asserted that people during that golden age did not shed animal blood to please divine beings; both reminded the listeners that, instead of animal sacrifices, ancient people offered other items such as honey to please the deity. More significantly, both myths were meant to stop animal sacrifices to gods in the two speakers' present society. Empedocles seems to have followed not only the Buddha's themes but the Buddha's techniques of persuasion as well.
If Empedocles knew some Buddhist myths and teaching, he must have known about the Buddha's life as well: "Who said it?" is the question that any curious listener would ask after hearing a fascinating story or a teaching. Besides, it is hardly possible that Empedocles' sources would have left out the life of the famous, deified Buddha if they offered Empedocles some knowledge and myths from Buddhism. The first few fragments of Empedocles Purifications may support this assumption. It is likely that not only had Empedocles heard about the Buddha, but he also preferred the Buddha's initiation of his mission.
Empedocles' high-handed reaction to his own acquisition of the deathless state, his hesitation to make his wisdom known to the world, his emphasis on sorrowful transmigration, and his decision to launch his mission from the city of Acragas all bear an
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unusual resemblance to the Buddha's initiation of his own program of purification. In the following step-by-step comparison, quotations were taken from the Buddha's very short first speech22 and the first few fragments of Empedocles Purifications.
The Buddha: Opened for those who hear are the doors of the Deathlessness. Let those who have ears repose with confidence'. . . To establish the wheel of the truth, to the city of Kasi I go. In this blind world, I shall beat the drum of Deathlessness.
Empedocles: My friends who live in the great town of the tawny Acragas, on the city's citadel, who care for good deeds (havens for kindness for strangers, men ignorant of misfortune) Greetings!'
The Buddha will soon launch his path to purification from Kasi while Empedocles has already begun his mission from Acragas. Importantly, both have initially selected cities to set forth their missions. The Buddha, after a little hesitation, has shown confidence in human ability to realize his teaching, and Empedocles believes that people in Acragas, unlike those who were "ignorant of misfortune," have wisdom to follow his path to immortality.
Empedocles: I tell you I travel up and down as an immortal god, mortal no longer, honored by all as it seems, crowned by ribbons and fresh garlands.'s
The Buddha: In the world including gods, there is no rival to me. Indeed an enlightened person am I in the world; An unsurpassed teacher am I; alone am I the All-enlightened.'
Both Empedocles and the Buddha speak in high praise of their own achievements of the deathless state. Achieving immortality while being alive would obviously be a contradictory statement, but it had its own meaning in the Buddhist system of thought, which did not count the inevitable final death of the enlightened person. Buddhist
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immortality means there will be no more rebirths for the enlightened person and, consequently, no more deaths. One would wonder how Empedocles would find the same idea without the Influence of this Buddhist teaching.
Empedocles' own assertion that he was an immortal god is another point that corresponds to Buddha's life. Attribution of immortality and divinity to a living human being is a unique invention, which was attached to the Buddha during his life time. Even though the Buddha did not present himself as a god, his rhetoric made him appear so. He was above all gods, who would seek his assistance in solving their own spiritual problems. Even Brahma, the almighty creator in Hinduism, would bow down in the presence of the Buddha and request him to help society.' These rhetorical methods were meant to construct an unassailable ethos for the Buddha, but they, in fact, made him a powerful god during his own lifetime. Clement of Alexandria remarked, "Among the Indians are some who follow the precepts of Buddha whom for his exceptional sanctity they have honored as a god."28 So, the concept of god was clearly attached to the Buddha, and Clement's remarks during the second century A.D. indicate the long-established Buddhist belief, which could have influenced Empedocles to elevate himself to the level of immortal divinity while being alive.
The Buddha: Through many a birth in existence wandered
Empedocles: For before now I have been at some time a boy and girl, bush, bird, and a mute fish in the sea.'
Both the Buddha and Empedocles relate the history of their transmigration before the final bliss of achieving enlightenment. One may observe in Empedocles' utterance the
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possibility that he was also influenced by Jainism since the Buddha did not admit that humans would be reborn as plants.
The Buddha: Sorrowful is repeated birth.'
Empedocles: A place without any charm
where Murder and Wrath and a host of other small Destinies and shivering Diseases, and Rottenness, and all works of man run away like water; all these wander about in the dark
in the field of Avenging Power.'
According to the Buddhist teaching, rebirth is sorrowful because of sickness, old age, death, and a multitude of problems that would follow birth. Empedocles expresses the same idea by referring to murder, disease, rottenness, and other destinies that living beings have to encounter. The human world itself, according to Empedocles, "is a place without any charm."
The Buddha: If I were to teach this truth, others were not to understand me. That will be wearisome to me; that will be a vexation to me. . . This that through many toils I've won--Enough! Why should I make it known?'
Empedocles: My friends, I know that there is truth in the words which I shall speak, but indeed it comes hard to men, and the onrush of conviction to the mind is unwelcome'
But why do I lay stress on this, as if it were some great achievement of
mine, if I am superior to many-time-dying mortal men?'
The same hesitation occurs in both the Buddha and Empedocles. The Buddha feels that his listeners' possible failure to understand his teaching, which is hard and profound, would make him wearisome, while Empedocles thinks that his profound doctrine would cause his listeners to reject it. Both have hesitation for their listeners' ability to realize the profound doctrines and an overweening respect for their own achievements.
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The Buddha: By folks with lust and hate consumed, this truth is not understood. [This truth which is] Leading on against the stream, deep, subtle, difficult to see, delicate.
Empedocles: Fools, for their meditations are not far-reaching thoughts, men who suppose that what formerly did not exist comes into existence, or that something dies and is completely destroyed.'
Here, both the Buddha and Empedocles give reasons as to why their listeners fail to understand the way to purification. According to the Buddha, it is lust and hatred--interestingly the two forces that draw Empedocles' four elements together and separate them as given in On Nature--that prevent people from seeing the truth. From Empedocles' points of view, it is his listeners materialistic view that hinders their understanding of the truth. Here, Empedocles has clearly relinquished his materialistic theory that he avidly promoted in On Nature. Behind the apparent dissimilarity between the two views given by the Buddha and Empedocles, there lies the close similarity: the Buddha cited hatred and lust as the causes of human ignorance mainly because his contemporary materialists clearly denied humanistic values and emphasized sensual gratification as the sole purpose of life. Kacchayana's assertion that "killing with a sword" means only a conventional truth in which the reality is only the penetration of an element into other elements with which body is constituted's indicates how materialism took the form of hatred. Again, the popular materialistic emphasis that one must borrow money and gratify senses since there is no existence after death and, consequently, no commitment to pay back highlights how materialism bred lust. Therefore, behind the
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Buddha's indication of lust and hatred as the causes of human blindness lies materialism, the cause of Empedocles' listeners' failure to grasp the truth.
Realistically, one may not expect Empedocles to have gained a deeper knowledge of Buddhism, considering the shorter time span, roughly a little longer than a half-century, between the Buddha and the Greek philosopher. Presumably, Empedocles was the first known Greek to make himself acquainted with Buddha's life and Buddhist thought so that what he got from the Buddhist environment, in addition to the pre-Buddhistic materialistic teaching of the four elements, could be the Buddha's biography and the basic and popular Buddhist teachings such as transmigration, Nirvana, Karma, human ignorance, and suffering. Nevertheless, he probably made the best use of his limited knowledge of Buddhism by writing Purifications, in which not only did he present himself in the Buddha's personality, but he also apparently introduced Buddhist concepts into Greece as his own.
A possible Buddhist influence on Empedocles would be further confirmed by the irrefutable closeness of the Buddhist enlightened state to the highest purification of Empedocles, a similarity that Lambridis has already mentioned. In this comparison, no attempt may be made to present Buddhist Nirvana in terms of how it was interpreted by the Buddha to his contemporary intellectual elite since such interpretations would not have been available to Empedocles. The best knowledge about Buddhist Nirvana Empedocles could have acquired was probably the basic knowledge that came from common Indian sources. Notably, the Buddha did not present Nirvana to the common
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public as a non-existent level after death. Perhaps he Icnew, that self-preservation after death was an essential human psychological need in that society, and, to popularize his concept of Nirvana among his listeners, he interpreted it in attractive positive terms. Narada Maha Thera gave the following list of descriptive adjectives and nouns that the Buddha employed in his common discourses to interpret Nirvana:
Infinite (anatta), non-conditioned (asmkhatha), incomparable (anupameya), supreme (anuttara), highest and beyond (para), highest refuge (parayana), safety (tana), security (khema), happiness (siva), unique (kevala), abodeless (analaya), imperishable (akkhara), absolute purity (visuddha), supermundane (lokuttara), immortality (amata), emancipation (mutti), peace (santi). (495)
These adjectives and synonyms employed by the Buddha to describe Nirvana do not suggest one's non-existence after death; rather they present Nirvana as an eternal place in which all enlightened persons would be born and live for ever. Therefore, the general public during the Buddha's time, as today, accepted Nirvana as an eternal, blissful place, in which virtuous people would enter after death and live happily for ever. This common belief entertained by the then Indian common public is a key point to the understanding of Empedocles' knowledge about Buddhist Nirvana.
Keeping this interpretation of Nirvana in mind, one may now make one more analysis of the Buddhist enlightened persons before comparing Nirvana with Empedocles' highest level of purification. The enlightened persons in Buddhism would undergo twofold existence: first, they experience perfect happiness as long as they exist physically; after death, they achieve perfect bliss in which no decay, death, or any problem exists:
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There are two levels of Nibbana. What two? The achievement of Nibbana with the basis [physical body] still remaining and that without basis.
A Bhikkhu [one who follows the path to purification] is an Arahant [an enlightened person], one who has destroyed defilements, who has lived the life, done what was to be done, laid aside the burden [of rebecoming], who has attained his goal, who has destroyed the fettered of existence, who, with right understanding, is delivered. His five sense-organs still remain, and as he is not devoid of them, he undergoes the pleasant and the unpleasant experiences [but are not attached].
What is [the level of] Nibbana without basis?
A Bhikkhu who is an Arahant is delivered [from sorrow]. In this very life all the sensations will have no delight for him, they will be cooled {so that they will not be born again]. This is called the level of the Nibbana without basis."
This description of the enlightened personality was further elaborated at different places. Arahants, or those who still physically exist after achieving enlightenment, are the most respectable, most knowledgeable, happiest people on earth since they have purified themselves from all defilements, have ended suffering, and have developed supermundane knowledge. A mere glance at "Arahanta Vagga" and "Brahmana Vagga" in the Dhammapada would reflect how highly the Arahants were regarded in the Buddhist tradition. They were supreme beings,' conquerors, and the wisest and most accomplished and complete people.' Thus deified, Arahants received greater honor ever since the Buddha established the order of Bhikkhus.
After their physical death, they would attain eternal bliss and deathlessness as described by the numerous adjectives and synonyms listed above. As It Was Said, an early Buddhist text, remarked that those who are born are made of elements, and therefore, do not last. Nirvana is not conditional so that it is eternal. Perfect bliss could be found only in Nirvana:
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The sorrowless, the stainless path that ends
The things of woe, the peace from worries: bliss.'
This eternization of Nirvana and the deification of the living enlightened person, the two concepts that the common public during the Buddha's time had clearly accepted, provide the basis to recognize the Buddhist elements in Empedocles' highest achievement in purification.
There are three fragments that related the nature of Empedocles' purified persons and state. The following two fragments describes the persons who have reached this highest level of purification:
In the end they become seers and composers of hymns and physicians, and leaders of men on earth. From these (states) they sprout up again as gods immortal, honored above all.'
Sharing the hearth and board of the other immortals,
untouched by human ills, set apart, not subject to decay."
The two levels of Buddhist enlightenment are clearly manifest here. In the first level, the self-purified persons become seers, composers of hymns, physicians, and leaders of men; from that level, they reach the immortal state in which no decay or human sorrow exists. Of course, the Buddha did not say that Arahants are the composers of hymns and physicians. Nevertheless, since Empedocles himself had already become a poet and a well-known physician and has presented himself as one who had reached the level of the highest purification, his own attribution of poetic and medical skills to the self-purified persons may be understandable.
Perpetual sorrow that accompanies the whole process of Empedocles'
reincarnation and the eventual purification that releases the purified from all kinds of
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sorrow are the most notable characteristics that probably relate his purification to the Buddhist concept of Nirvana. It is worth repeating here the first utterance the Buddha made immediately after he attained Nirvana.
Through many a birth in existence wandered I, seeking but not finding the builder of this house [prison of body]. Sorrowful is repeated birth.. . Mind attains the birthless and deathless state'
Impermanence and dissatisfaction that pervade through all sensual experiences are well-recognized truths in Buddhism, and Nirvana lies exactly in the opposite of those two worldly conditions. Similarly, Empedocles' sphere, in which purified beings sprout, is "untouched by human ills" and is "not subject to decay." Permanence and happiness, the two qualities the Buddha and his disciples rhetorically proved in Nirvana, seem to be the essential characteristics in Empedocles' sphere in which the purified appear after their physical death.
In concluding this analysis of Empedocles' philosophy, it should be reiterated that the Greek thinker's indebtedness to Indian thoughts seems immeasurable. His early fascination with the Indian materialistic thinking could have been superseded by the newly discovered Buddhism, which probably came to stay with him. Overall, his possible imitation of the Indian materialistic teaching of the four elements provided the Older Sophists a scientific theory to reject both the traditional Greek myths about gods and the Eleatic myth of Being. However, one would argue that the fresh Buddhist concept of Nirvana, which reached Empedocles in its idealistic form, prevented him from becoming more rationalistic. Even though the Buddhist emphasis of human effort as a
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means to achieving Nirvana probably remained prominent in Empedocles, he, as shown above, still believed the myth of Sphairos and the concept of transmigration. Certainly. Empedocles was an influential figure in the development of sophist rhetoric, but a few ideological and metaphysical hurdles had yet to be removed before the rise of the age of sophist rhetoric.
Democritus and Buddhist Rationality and Indian Atomism
To make the analysis of sophist background more complete, one more major Greek philosopher namely Democritus may deserve a place in this discussion. Democritus' influence on sophist rhetoric, particularly on his pupil Protagoras' argumentation and rational thought, is a well-known topic. "An echo of Protagoras' thinking [about logos] is found in an aphorism of Democritus: 'By encouragement and persuasive speech one will prove a more powerful advocate of excellence than by law and compulsion generally accepted as true— (Schiappa 185). Besides, "his [Protagoras' ideal of conduct was the Democritean imperturbability" (Freeman, The Pre-Socratic Philosophers 351). These and many other similarities of the two thinkers discussed in Chapter Three clearly suggest that Democritus profoundly influenced sophist rhetoric. It would be essential to know the possible influential sources of Democritus to discover the original influential sources of sophist rhetoric.
According to his own remarks, Democritus traveled extensively, more extensively than any other Greek of his time, saw more climates and countries, and listened to a great
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number of learned men.' Reportedly, the countries he traveled included India, and some of the learned men he listened to were Indian naked sages. It seems a timely necessity here to focus on this obscure topic in order to highlight a possible Indian influence on Democritus.
The first echo of Democritus' trip to India was heard from Strabo, the Greek geographer and historian of the first century B.C. Citing Megasthenes, Strabo said that Democritus, who traveled extensively in Asia, denied an Indian river namely Sila, on which nothing would float." Next, Diogenes Laertius reported that he had heard some say that Democritus associated with the naked sages in India." Again, Suidas remarked that Democritus went to Persia, India, and Egypt and learned their wisdom. According to Hippolytus, the Greek philosopher associated with many Indian naked sages.' Finally, Aelian noted that Democritus visited the sages of India.' Altogether, one hears at least from five historians and other writers about Democritus' Indian visits and connections.
The popular modem tendency, as discussed previously, is the immediate rejection of any classical Greek connections with India, and Democritus' alleged Indian visit, of course, is no exception. One would unquestioningly accept this rejection if Democritus' views were notably different from Indian views and if a visit to India during Democritus' time were considerably difficult. The truth, however, would be otherwise: instead of being notably different, most of Democritus' views, as discussed in the following pages, are almost identical with his contemporary Indian thoughts; instead of being considerably difficult, a Greek's visit to India during that time, as the last chapter of this dissertation
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reveals, was easier and safer than one would ever imagine. These two factors, along with already elaborated interest of Democritus' predecessors in Indian thoughts, would make it hard to dump the allegation of the Greek philosopher's Indian visit. Cyril Bailey admitted that Democritus' trip to India is "nothing improbable" and Democritus' "contemplative retirements during which he lived in tombs" would have been "derived from Eastern sages" but admitted that "it is difficult to trace any oriental influence in the main notion of his philosophy" (110). One needs to analyze Democritus' philosophical concepts closely and compare them with mainly Buddhist and some other Indian thoughts to find out that Bailey's negation of Eastern influence on Democritus might be a hasty conclusion.
The comparative analysis of Democritus' concepts and Indian thoughts may be initiated with attention to his idea of happiness and the Buddhist theory of mental Well-Being. The happy state of mind for Democritus is a special kind of attainment, which he called "Well-Being, or cheerfulness, or sometimes negatively, Freedom from Disturbance, Freedom from Alarm, Freedom from Wonder" (Freeman, Pre-Socratic Philosophers 102). Other synonyms given to this higher state of mind were harmony, symmetry, undismayedness, and serenity of spirit. This happiness, which "does not dwell in flocks of cattle or in gold," resides only inside human sou1.51 Importantly, "this is the best condition for man, and it is attained only by effort" (Freeman, Pre-Socratic Philosophers 102). Cicero recognized this highest mental state as "the supreme good cheerfulness.52" The fact that Democritus wrote treaties on this subject--On Contentment
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of Spirit and On Cheerfulness or Well-Being--indicates that his highest mental achievement was a broad concept, and he had much to say about it. Clearly, he maintained a theory of undisturbed mental happiness, which individuals need to find within themselves, not in the material world.
Buddhist Nirvana was, probably, behind Democritus' mental "Well-Being" and his path to that level. As already discussed, Empedocles gained only a vague knowledge of Nirvana through his mere hearing of the Buddha's life, but Democritus was in India probably in direct touch with Buddhist teachers and practitioners, so he could have obtained a more complete knowledge of the Buddhist concept of happiness. As noted in the discussion of Empedocles' and the Buddha's concepts of purification, achieving happiness was the main bliss with Nirvana. "There is indeed a world exclusively happy," proclaimed the Buddha," answering the repeated inquiry of a curious listener, but "world" was itself a rhetorical expression which meant one's own mind. Entering the happy world meant attainment of happiness within oneself. The concept of happiness was so interrelated with Nirvana that the word happiness itself was identical with the Buddhist highest achievement. "Nirvana is the greatest happiness"' is the most famous utterance of the Buddha about this ultimate achievement. To highlight the incomparable happiness in Nirvana, the Buddha constantly used such words as serenity of heart," sublime and exquisite happiness,' peacefulness, mental tranquillity,57 highest bliss,' and
fearlessness." Democritus' application of similar words to define his mental Well-Being indicates the nearness of his concept to Nirvana both in appearance and inner meaning.
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Again, Democritus' use of negative attributes to define his concept of higher happiness brings him another step closer to Buddhist Nirvana. As discussed before, it has been a long practice in the Indian tradition of thought to present some concepts in negative terms. Following the same pattern, early Buddhists defined the "state to be attained" in negative terms. (Thomas 132). "Bliss of Freedom"' is the key word here: they commonly recognized the attainment of Nirvana as freedom from disturbance,' fear,' doubt," and sorrow.' Freedom from disturbance, alarm, and wonder in Democntus' higher happiness makes his concept almost identical with Buddhist Nirvana.
Democritus' emphasis that one needs to achieve the ultimate happiness through one's own effort65 makes this concept more attuned to Buddhist Nirvana. According to the Buddha, this highest level of happiness was not a divine revelation or a gift since no such divine power was recognized in Buddhism but a pure self-acquisition through self-endeavor. "You yourself must make the effort; the Buddhas are only teachers'' was his advice." Democritus maintained the same principle: rejecting any divine power or a creator behind sensual phenomenon, he recognized the highest happiness as one's own success with one's own effort. This assertion, again, clearly corresponds to the Buddhist emphasis on human power and skill over any invisible force behind sensual phenomenon.
One may now observe the most remarkable similarity between the Buddha's and Democritus' ways to the highest happiness. The Buddha pointed out that virtue. concentration, and wisdom would lead one's way to Nirvana, but his most obvious and initial concern was to reject extreme sensual gratification advocated by his contemporary
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materialists and asceticism promoted by Jains and some Ajivikas. With this preoccupation in mind, he made the following statement:
There are two extremes, from which one who leads life to happiness must abstain from. What are those two extremes? One is the life of pleasure, devoted to desire and enjoyment. This life is base, ignoble, unspiritual, unworthy, unreal. The other is the life of self-mortification. It is gloomy, unworthy, unreal. I am removed from both of these extremes and have discovered the way which lies between them: the middle way, which enlightens the eyes, enlightens the mind, and leads to rest, to knowledge, to enlightenment, to Nirvana.'
Both self-indulgence in pleasure and self-mortification in various forms of asceticism were thus rejected by the Buddha as futile means to achieving happiness. The balanced path between the two extremes was the Buddha's clear choice for achieving Nirvana. Democritus' similar statement runs as follows:
For man joy arises from moderation in indulgence and harmony of life. The "too little' of enjoyment as well as the "too much" of enjoyment is bad because it uses to turn around and engender great suffering in the soul."
He clearly rejects both extravagance and denial of sensual enjoyment as hindrances to one's mental Well-Being. Of course, "restraint" (Sophrosyne) was already in use with Xenophones' writings to mean self-control, but Democritus was probably the first Greek philosopher to have ever discussed theoretically a middle path between self-indulgence in and self-deprivation of pleasure. This theory was also one of Democritus' key concepts not only because it connected to his main teaching of mental Well-Being, but also because it was repeated in several of his fragments." The extraordinary nature of his concept lies not in itself but in its connection to Democritus' highest happiness, which,
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similar to Buddhist Nirvana, was itself a theorized concept--"the best condition of man" (Freeman, Pre-Socratic Philosopher 316)--not the happiness of ordinary life. It seems that Democritus introduced to Greece the path to Buddhist Nirvana, perhaps after dropping its high spiritual value that would not suit the Greek society.
It is well-known that Buddhist wisdom means one's ability to see Tanha (craving, greed, desire, attachment, etc.) as the primary cause of mental dissatisfaction. Bhava Tanha and Vibhava Tanha, which means desire for existence and desire for self-annihilation after death, found their place in Buddhism as the Buddha and his contemporary disciples strove to reject both the theory of the soul advocated by the etemalists and the theory of non-existence promoted by materialists who discarded all moral values. The other kind of clinging in Buddhism is Kama Tanha, endless desire for possession of material objects and sensual gratification. This is the craving that the early Buddhism cited as the greatest hindrance to mental Well-Being:
From craving springs grief; from craving springs fear. For him [or her] who is wholly free from craving, there is no grief, much less fear." Wherefore better than wealth is wisdom by which one here secures accomplishment [attainment of utmost happiness]"
These beings who are not yet devoid of attachment to sensual pleasures, pursue them. The more their craving for sensual pleasure increases, the more they burn with the fever for sensual pleasures. Moreover, there is only a sorry relief and satisfaction to be had of the five strands of sensual pleasure."
Thus craving was recognized in Buddhism as the major disturbance to highest happiness. Craving would breed grief, sorrow, lamentation, or whatever word that reflects unsatisfactory mental reaction. Therefore, holding the rein of craving would be the most
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appropriate and essential requirement to eliminate suffering and acquire mental Well-Being.
Democritus' repeated emphasis of the same point--craving as the breeding cause of dissatisfaction and restraint of craving as the gateway and path to happiness--is again identical with the Buddhist teaching:
The best way for a man to lead his life is to have been as cheerful as possible and to have suffered as little as possible. This could happen if one did not seek one's pleasure in mortal things!'
Men find happiness neither by means of the body nor through possession, but through uprightness and wisdom.'
All who derives pleasures from the stomach, overstepping due season in eating or drinking or sexual pleasure, have pleasures that are but brief and short lived, that is, only while they are eating and drinking, but pains that are many. For this desire is always present for the same things, and when people get what they desire, the pleasure passes quickly, and they have nothing good for themselves except a brief enjoyment; and then again the need for the same things return . . .75
Obviously, Democritus repeatedly asserts that craving is the cause of suffering and moderation is the way to get rid of it. In fragment 189, he, quite uniquely for a Greek, goes onto suggest that mortal things would give no pleasure at all. In fragment 235, ephemeral pleasure in sensual satisfaction and its eventual dissatisfaction are clearly recognized. He goes further with an exceptionally strange suggestion for Greeks: not to be engaged in "many activities, both private and public":
The man who wishes to have serenity in spirit should not engage in many activities, either private or public, nor choose activities beyond his power and natural capacity. He must guard against this... A reasonable fullness is better than overfullness.Th
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Ostensibly, there were no causes in the Greek society to discourage people towards worldly pleasure and to make them less active both in personal and governmental level. "The Greeks were a happy, not a gloomy race. They enjoyed life to the full when it could be enjoyed, and saw no reason why they should do other wise" (Freeman, God, Man and State 70). Only philosophers introduced the concept of moderation, and in Heracleitus' fragments, one finds, for the first time, the remarks about moderation. Democritus' wandering in India could have helped him follow this concept exactly in the same way as early Buddhists interpreted it. "Less is more" was a common Indian concept and a specific Buddhist thought. "Contentment" pervaded through all Buddhist teachings as an essential prerequisite to the ultimate happiness. The following is just one example from many:
He who is skilled in his good and who wishes to attain that state of Calm should act thus: .. Contented, easily supportable, with few duties, of light livelihood, controlled in senses, not impudent, not be greedily attached to families."
Perhaps, Democritus could not use in Greece some portions of the wisdom his probably borrowed from the Buddhist sources. Apparently, he needed to be aware of the Greek social conditions with which his teaching should match. In Greece there were no special groups of people who were fully dedicated to the achieving of the ultimate happiness so that his audience was the common public. Therefore, it was a necessity for him to further moderate the Buddhist moderation, which, in its original form, would be a bit harder for the Greek public. Democritus' statements "One should not be engaged in activities beyond one's natural skill and ability" and "Reasonable fullness is better than
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overfullness" are, apparently, softened forms of the Buddhist moderation, in which no pursuit of worldly success or material fullness was recommended for the happiness-seeker within his or her own lifetime. Similarly, Indian rulers did not expect any duty to the state from the pursuer of happiness, but in Greece, states were much closer to the life of the public, and Democritus, quite predictably, had to mention that need as well. However, behind these differences caused by the different social conditions in Greece, the same path to happiness--the path with fewer duties and much contentment--seems to prevail in both the Buddha's and Democritus' philosophies.
It is further revealing that some of the wise sayings that were associated with the Buddhist concept of the highest happiness can also be found in Democritus' teaching in exactly the same form. These similarities are numerous, but only a few of them may be cited here:
The Buddha: Friend, I do proclaim that in this very fathom-long body, with its perception and consciousness, is the universe, the arising of the universe, the cessation of the universe, and the path leading to the cessation of the universe.'
Democritus: Man is a universe in little microcosm.'
The Buddhist concept that every individual is a universe originated in the Buddha's and his contemporary disciples' endeavor to reject any external power that would grant salvation for the human being. Buddhism asserted that happiness exists within oneself, and one can find it with one's own effort. Apparently, Democritus meant the same emphasis in his short fragment since he also claimed that happiness could be found within individual.
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The Buddha: behold this beautiful body, a mass of sores, a heaped-up lump, diseased, much thought of, in which nothing lasts, nothing persist. Of bones is this city made, plastered with flesh and blood. Herein are stored decay, death, conceit, and detraction."
Democritus: Inside we are a complex store-house and treasury of ills, with many possibilities of suffering."
The Buddha asserted the impermanent, sorrowful state of the body to convince his listeners that sensual gratification did not provide ultimate happiness. The stronger one gets attached to the body the more one experiences dissatisfaction. Democritus also emphasized moderation in worldly life and, probably, he also drew attention to the importance of mental Well-Being by highlighting the sickness and sorrowful nature of the body.
The Buddha: Here he rejoices, hereafter he rejoices. In both states the well-doer rejoices. He rejoices, exceedingly rejoices, perceiving the purity of his own deeds. Here he suffers, hereafter he suffers. In both states the evil-doer suffers. Thinking, "Evil have I done," he suffers. He suffers further after going to an evil state."
Democritus: The cheerful man, who is impelled towards works that are just and lawful, rejoices by day and by night, and is strong and free from care. But the man who neglects justice, and does not do what he ought, find all such things disagreeable when he remembers any of them, and he is afraid and torments himself."
Self-consciousness about virtue and sin as a determinant factor of mental Well-Being and suffering respectively is highlighted in both quotations. The Buddhist concept that one's own righteousness and sin determine one's own inner happiness and sorrow finds it roots in the old Karma theory. Volitional deeds, both wholesome and unwholesome, do not remain inactive throughout one's own life only to release a torrent of subsequent effects
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in one's after-death existence. Instead, some Karmas begin to be effective ever since those Karmas are committed, and one's own rejoicing and lamentation through the rumination of those Karmas is, essentially, a part of immediately noticeable Karmic effects. The same concept of musing over one's own wholesome and unwholesome deeds and the subsequent acquisition of inner exultation and agony is highlighted in Democritus' fragment quoted above.
To conclude in regard to the Buddhist influence on Democritus, two unusually similar episodes from the Buddha's and Empedocles' lives may now be compared. According to a Buddhist story, a young mother Gotami, who was overwhelmed with grief caused by the death of her little son, approached the Buddha and requested him to restore the life of her dead son. The Buddha, realizing her sorrowful condition, told her that the child could be cured if she would bring a handful of mustard seeds from a home where no death had occurred.
Overjoyed at the prospect of having her son restored to life, Gotami ran from house to house begging for some mustard seeds. Everybody was willing to help her, but she could not find a single home where death had not occurred. As the day dragged on, she realized that hers was not the only family that had faced death and that there were more people dead than living. As soon as she realized this, her attitude towards her dead son changed; she was no longer attached to the dead body of her son and she realized how simply the Buddha had taught her a most important lesson: everything that is born eventually must die."
Much relieved, she buried her dead son and returned to the Buddha's monastery. The Buddha told her, "Gotami, you should not think that you are the only one who has lost a
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son. As you have now realized, death comes to all beings. Before their desires are satiated, death takes them all away."'
Julian reported the following episode from Democritus' life:
It is said that Democritus, being unable to console Darius for the death of his beautiful wife, promised to bring her back from the dead, if the king was willing to provide everything necessary. When he told him to spare nothing which he possessed, Democritus reaffirmed his promise, and then after a little said that everything necessary had been supplied, except one thing which he could not provide, but which Darius, the king of all Asia, could no doubt find without difficulty. And when Darius asked what this thing was, which it was granted only to the king to know, Democritus said that if he could inscribe on his wife's tomb the names of three people who knew no grief, she would immediately return to life, constrained by the nature of the spell. And when Darius, after long pondering, was unable to find anyone who had not suffered some misfortune, Democritus laughed in his characteristic way and said, "Why then, most foolish of men, do you grieve just as if you alone had such sorrow, when you cannot find one who has ever lived who is without his own grief?"'
Similarity between the two episodes is never a question, but the immediate impression one would get from these two stories is the realistic tone of the Buddha's dealing with Gotami and the highly artificial and improbable nature of Democritus' persuasion of Darius to accept death of his (Darius') wife. A docile, powerless, and ignorant woman such as Gotami would easily learn a lesson from the Buddha's approach to the situation, but the emperor Darius' reaction to the similar situation set by Democritus would be altogether different. The powerful, independent, and knowledgeable king would clearly take the situation as an insult, and Democritus, a clear object of royal indignation, would hardly return home alive to tell his story. Highly unrealistic nature of Democritus' story would make one conclude that such an episode never took place.
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The most probable conclusion may be that Democritus himself took the Buddha's place in the story that he heard from Indian Buddhist sources and reconstructed it in such a way that he would present himself in the character of the Buddha. Gotami and her son in the original story probably became Darius and his wife in the new version, and the
handful of mustard seeds from a house where no death had taken place was transformed into the names of three persons who had never experienced grief, but the rest of the story remained almost the same. Both the Buddha and Democritus offered help to persons who are lamenting over death of their beloved, expected their subjects to learn about invincible death with self-experience and self-conviction, and employed indirect means to awaken their subjects to the truth. In the end, both elaborated their intended moral lessons, which they previously allowed their subjects to realize. An actual repetition of the exceptionally unique Buddhist story is highly improbable, particularly in the Persian court with Democritus, who was perhaps returning from India, as the main character.
Despite all these Buddhist characteristics present in Democritus' teaching, he apparently did not depend entirely on Buddhist sources alone to construct his many-sided philosophy. Instead, he probably studied several other Indian schools of thought and readily borrowed whatever he found enticing among those schools. This probable tendency--the tendency to borrow from whatever source--was quite distinctive in Democritus who genuinely believed that one with interest in philosophy should both learn from others and share one's own wisdom with the wise persons in a foreign
country:
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Wise men when visiting a foreign land must silently and quietly reconnoiter while they look and listen to find out the refutation of the wise men there: what they are like, and if they can hold their own before them while they secretly weigh their words against their own in their minds. When they have weighed and seen which group is better than the other. then they should make known the riches of their own wisdom, so that they may be prized for the sake of the treasure which is their property, while they enrich others from it. But if their knowledge is too small to allow then to dispense from it, they should take from the others and go their way.'
While this statement provides useful advice for those who intend to learn in foreign lands, it also reflects Democritus' own attitude towards his own learning. One may need to compare other views of Democritus with popular Indian thoughts during his time to find out to what extent Democritus himself practiced what he recommended for others.
Democritus' theory of the soul, from the Greek point of view, was an extraordinary concept indeed. He maintained that soul consists of two parts: intellect and the non-rational. The intellectual part resides in the bosom while the non-rational part is spread in the whole body. Breathing would prevent the soul from being squeezed out. However, the entire soul perishes with bodily death. An interesting question that would arise here is: "Why did the atomist, who moved a step further from elements of Empedocles, regress to the concept of soul?" It has already been observed that Empedocles found no subtle entity as the soul when he declared that the body is made of four elements, but Democritus, who would, predictably, confirm Empedocles' view even more aggressively since his atoms are more scientific than Empedocles' elements, has, instead, returned to an idealistic myth by constructing a strange kind of a soul. The
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answer to this curious question may lie in Democritus readiness to borrow any enticing concept from whatever source.
Even though Buddhism rejected an invisible entity in the body, other popular Indian traditions maintained a variety of soul concepts with which Democritus' concept of soul shares a remarkable resemblance. Particularly, the belief that the soul consists of mind and intellect was an Upanishadic concept. The Taittiriya Upanishad said that within the sheath of the vital breath (prana), a maintenance-force of the soul, lies mind (manomayakosa) in the shape of the human body, and within mind lies the intellect (vijnana)." Also, Democritus' belief that breathing maintains soul" closely resembles the "vital breath" in the Taittiriya Upanishad. So, the influence of the Upanishads on Democritus' theory of the soul is also noticeable.
Similarly, the belief that individual soul perishes after bodily death is a pre-Buddhistic Indian concept that emerged in the midst of this highly-contested struggle between idealists and rationalists. When some rationalist groups such as Ajivikas rejected soul completely, the Brahmin tradition challenged this rejection, emphasizing that body could not be maintained or activated without the soul. A choice left for rationalists in this contention was to accept soul as long as body continues to exist:
Since, Sir, this soul has form, is build up of the four elements, and is the offspring of father and mother, it is cut off, destroyed, on the dissolution of the body, and does not continue after death, and then, Sir, the soul is completely annihilated.'
By the time Democritus went to India, these debates were still at their high pitch, and Democritus would have gained immense benefit from them. His own concept that "soul
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is mortal, and that it perishes with the body"91 is exactly the same concept of this rationalistic group.
Finally, there is the atomic theory, the important scientific concept that Democritus allegedly borrowed from Leucippus and then developed by himself. Also, connected to the same theory are the two forms of knowledge--conventional and absolute--which defined the sensory phenomenon and the inner truth of the sensory impression respectively. It is a well-known fact that ancient Indian thinkers also held an atomic theory and a concept of two truths, but the main concern here is to find out in what land these theories originated first and who influence whom. Bailey, responding to Arthur B. Keith who raised the issue, made the following comments:
If there was then an old atomic tradition in India, it may be that some inkling of it had penetrated to Greece, either, as the legend of Mochus would suggest, by way of Phoenicia, or possibly through Ionian colonies, but there is certainly no reason for supposing that Leucippus owed any direct debt to it, or that he is other than an "original thinker" in the sense that he evolved his Atomism for himself as the direct outcome of the theories of his Greek predecessors. (65)
This passage makes two clear assertions. First, Leucippus was original in his atomic theory even though the old Indian atomic tradition had already penetrated into Greece through Phoenicia or Persia. Second, Leucippus' atomic theory was an evolution of the theories of his Greek predecessors. The underlying assumption behind these two statements is that the early penetration of the Indian theory of atoms would be virtually insignificant and simply negligible for the origin of the Greek atomic theory since Greek predecessors of Leucippus had already prepared a natural environment, one that was
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perfectly conducive to the evolution of the theory of atoms, for Leucippus to evolve his theory. Bailey's firm conviction that there was an original, related tradition in Greece for Leucippus to develop his theory of Atomism makes him (Bailey) dismiss the penetrated Indian concept of atoms as an utterly insignificant source of influence for Leucippus.
However, the stated reason of this claim seems highly questionable. As already elucidated, Empedocles, the nearest predecessor of Leucippus' atomic theory, seems to have learned from Indian thinking just as most of his own predecessors were apparently accustomed to, and therefore, the phrase "evolved... as a direct outcome of the theories of his Greek predecessors" may not fit to describe Leucippus' theory of atoms. Since most of the theories of previous Greek thinkers seem to be of foreign origin, the idea of evolution is unlikely for Leucippus' theory. On the other hand, to assume that Leucippus could have borrowed since his predecessors consistently borrowed is a better hypothesis--and a better non-sequitur--than to believe that Leucippus did not borrow even though his predecessors consistently borrowed.
The concept of atomism began to evolve in India at least since the seventh century B.C.E., and, ostensibly, Leucippus and Democritus, following Empedocles' borrowing of the concept of elements, took Atomism from the Indian sources. Several centuries later, however, Greece returned the polished form of the same theory to India when Greeks and Indians maintained direct political, cultural, and social relationships. Later Buddhist, Hindu, and Jain traditions constantly employed this renewed theory of atomism to defend their own concepts. This tendency can be attributed to the increasing Greek influence on
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India during Maurya period. However, what Indian received from the Greeks could be a remodel of what Greeks took from India a few centuries earlier:
In Greece the doctrine [of atoms] was not merely one of a small school; the adoptation of it by the Epicureans raised it into a widespread belief, and it would be irrational to deny that it might easily have been conveyed to India, just as Greek astronomy and astrology unquestionably were. The nature of such borrowings is often misunderstood; the mere adoptation without alteration of an opinion would be wholly un-Indian; though we know that Greek astronomy was borrowed, we find it was recast in an entirely un-Greek fashion, and so changed and developed were Greek mathematics that the borrowing has often been ignored. It is no argument against borrowing then that the Greek doctrine that the secondary qualities were not inherent in the atoms was not accepted, and that the motion of the atoms was ascribed, as early as Pracastapada at least, to a creator. On the other hand, the most peculiar part of the Indian doctrine, which finds that the smallest thing processing magnitude must be made up of three double atoms, and which has, therefore, been claimed as disproving Greek origin, is no original part of the system. (Keith 17)
So, what Keith suggests in this passage, as well as in many places in his book, is the possibility that Atomism first went to Greece from India, and later India adopted the modified form of the same theory from Greece. While asserting the legitimacy of Keith's claim, one may now examine the history of Indian Atomism and compare Indian concepts related to Atomism with its Greek counterparts in order to justify the soundness of Keith's assumption.
Considering the likely background for such a concept, nowhere else other than in India could the theory of Atomism have originated. The concept of Brahma, the earliest idealistic myth in India and the absolute truth behind the sensory world, attained maturity, holding within itself the origin for atomic development. A challenge to this concept would prepare the conditions for immediate germination of these seeds. Of course, it
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happened--the challenge took place--more intensely than expected. Skeptics, materialists, and some schools within the Brahmin tradition itself poured water and provided futile soil and light for atomic seeds to germinate and grow. The Brahmin assertion that the visual world is an illusion is an early step in the same process, yet Brahmin tradition felt that they must provide more conclusive support if they were to defend the Brahma:
"Bring me a fruit of that Nyagrodha (banyan) tree."
"Here it is, Sir."
"Break it."
"It is broken, Sir."
"What do you see there."
"These seeds, exceedingly small, Sir."
"Break one of these, my son [pupil]."
"It is broken, sir."
"What do you see there?" "Nothing at all, Sir."
"That subtle essence [suksma anu], my dear, which you do not perceive there--from that very essence this great Nyagrodha arises. Now that which is the subtle essence--in it all that exists has its self. That is the truth.
That is the self. That thou art."'
One may clearly observe the early stage of atomism in these, and many similar, lines. The idea behind the conversation is to prove that an invisible essence, which the master Brahmin in the conversation means to call the Brahma, exists behind sensory phenomenon as the origin of the phenomenon world. That essence is called suksma anu (subtle essence), which came to know as just anu (essence) or parama anu (ultimate essence) at the developed stage of the theory.
There is also evidence that the dissenters of the Brahmin tradition used the same theory of atoms to deny any permanent entity in the individual and beyond-sensory phenomenon. However, as already discussed, any original texts of those traditions do not
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exist since no tradition survived to preserve them. It needs to be mentioned here that, if the Buddhist text Samajjaphala Sutta did not preserve the two theories of elements--the theories that were discussed above in the section of Empedocles, no traces would be found about that all-important theory. Buddhist texts or any other tradition did not preserve any fragments of the early Indian atomism of the materialistic tradition so that one may have to reconstruct that theory with the help of later references to it.
As A. L. Basham has already suggested, the theories of elements found in the Buddhist Samajjaphala Sutta contain "a very primitive atomism" (91). Here, the elements are not created, empty, immovable, and the same (74). These adjectives are more suitable to describe what is within elements rather than elements themselves. This suggestion is confirmed by the evidence found in some secondary sources that refer to a Southern atomic theory of Ajivika school, a pre-Buddhistic ascetic tradition:
The three chief Tamil sources, Manimekalai, Nilakeci, and Civananacatiyar, all declare that, according to Ajivika doctrine, there are five immutable atomic elements (anu or porul): earth, air, water, fire, and life (uyir of civam). Manimekalai, however, the oldest of these sources, adds, "but joy and sorrow, these two are atoms." (Basham 91)
This evidence suggests that an atomic theory actually existed in India before Democritus went to India and before Leucippus adopted the theory. As far as the available evidence indicates, the Brahmin tradition emphasized a single essence or anu behind human body and sensual objects while materialists and Ajivikas recognized the elements as immutable atomic units. Thus, the earliest India atomic concepts has roots "going back to a very early period, perhaps as far as the sixth century B.C. or before" (Smart 235), and it is
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possible that these early stages of Indian Atomism had reached an advanced level by the time Leucippus and Democritus contacted with it.
Finally, there is the concept of convention and reality which Leucippus was said to have talked about and Democritus elaborated. Democritus maintained that all forms of sensory recognition are conventional, and in reality only atoms and void exist: "By convention sweet and by convention bitter, by convention hot, by convention cold, by convention color; but in reality atoms and void."' However, he did not always cite atoms as the ultimate truth behind sensory phenomenon. According to Sextus, Democritus' bastard knowledge is subject to senses while genuine knowledge is acquired through thought (147). One may conclude that, while dealing with epistemological topics, he interpreted the genuine knowledge less scientifically than in terms of atoms.
What is obvious is the presence of the twofold knowledge in the Indian system of thought since as early as the early sixth century B.C.E. This concept, as far as the extant texts indicate, originated in the Upanishads and spread towards Charvaka and other unorthodox schools, Jainism, and Buddhism. With all Indian traditions displaying a wider interest in it, the theory of knowledge itself reached a highly complex and advanced stage. The Mundaka Upanishad, gave an earliest example of the twofold knowledge as follows:
Two kinds of knowledge must be known. They are the higher knowledge and the lower knowledge. Of those two, the lower knowledge is the Rig Veda, the Yajur Veda, the Sama Veda, the Atharva Veda, phonetics, rituals, grammar, etymology, metre, and astronomy; the higher knowledge is that by which the imperishable Brahma is attained."
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As Nikhilananda explained, the lower knowledge given in these verses is "the knowledge of the phenomenon world. In reality it is ignorance, for it does not lead to the Highest Good" (263). The higher knowledge is the realization of the Brahman which transcends the phenomenon world. The Jain tradition interpreted the twofold knowledge under immediate knowledge, gained directly through consciousness, and mediate knowledge gained with the help of memory and sensory perception. Buddhism advocated a pragmatic approach to the theory of knowledge, but implied that the sensory perception is the conventional knowledge and the deep understanding is the genuine knowledge:
A being! Why seize upon this word?
A wrong word Mara [death personified] sure has.
A mere heap of conditions Where no being can be found.
As when, with all its parts assembled, "Chariot" is the word then used.
So, when the aggregates exist
One speak of "being" by convention.'
Here, the concept of conventional and actual truth is clearly apparent. Anguttara Nikaya Attakata, the commentary to the text in which the above lines appear remarked that the word "individual refers to conventional speech, not to absolute speech. Twofold is the teaching of the Buddha: conventional teaching and the absolute teaching."' The absolute teaching means the impermanent, sorrowful, soulless constituents of the being. It is thus evident that Democritus' concept of the bastard knowledge and the genuine knowledge have been present in the India system of thought since at least the sixth century B.C.E. Atoms as the genuine truth was, however, widely held by Ajivikas, and it is possible that
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Democritus preferred this theory to others which had already penetrated to Greece. It was discussed previously that the Eleatic tradition, the Pythagorean tradition, and Empedocles had held Being, the soul, and sorrowlessness as the ultimate truths. Also, Empedocles earlier held that permanent elements are the truth behind the sensory world. Democritus probably preferred to all other theories, as it is quite natural, the concept of atoms, the latest model of the absolute truth in the Indian tradition. So, Democritus might be a syncretist who apparently borrowed from whatever Indian source even though his philosophical concepts closely follow the Buddhist teaching.
Democritus' importance in the development of sophist rhetoric probably lies not only in his borrowing of rational concepts that were employed by Protagoras in his rhetoric, but also in the interest he enkindled in Protagoras in his (Protagoras') search for more rational concepts and rhetorical methods bred in Indian rationalistic traditions. The next chapter of the present dissertation includes the sections about how Protagoras could have learned more from Indian sources apart from how he closely followed what Democritus has already learned from Indian practices.
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CHAPTER IV
BUDDHIST AND OTHER LNDIAN RATIONALIST
INFLUENCES ON SOPHIST RHETORIC
From Democritus and Empedocles to Protagoras and Gorgias
Empedocles and Democritus as Forefathers of Sophist Rationality
The discussion in the previous chapter has revealed that rational thought pertaining to epistemology, anthropology, and sociology had already been present in Greek thought prior to the sophist movement even though none of those thinkers can clearly be grouped as rationalists. Empedocles could be called a rationalist if he were evaluated in terms of his On Nature alone, and so was Democritus whose approach to epistemology reflects a clear deviation from metaphysics idealistic dogma. However, they both regressed to metaphysics and ideology, Empedocles in his later years and Democritus concurrently, making it hard to include either of them in the category of rationalists. In this sense, the modem Western tradition seems correct to recognize Protagoras, the disciple of Democritus, and Gorgias, the disciple of Empedocles, as the first clearly recognizable rationalists in the Greek tradition for their complete departure from idealism and metaphysics.
The acceptance of Empedocles and Democritus as the forerunners of the Greek rationalist tradition apparently justifies the previously discussed theory of Hegal, Kerferd, and others: the theory that Greek rational thought was an integral part of Greek
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philosophy. However, the most notable inadequacy of this argument lies in its disregard for the probable sources that shaped and profoundly enriched Greek philosophy itself and its ascending rationalist power. As this discussion has so far highlighted, rational thought in philosophy had gradually gained ground in Greek thinking not because natural Greek metaphysical and idealistic views paved the way for such a development but because Greek thinkers may have closely followed an external system in which idealism gradually gave way to rationalism. This vital point may go unnoticed in the widely accepted theory that Greek rationality was an integral part of Greek philosophy.
Probably the earliest Indian traditions to contribute to the development of Greek rational thought were not Buddhism but mainly the pre-Buddhistic materialists and Ajivikas. The previous chapter discussed the possibility that Empedocles' elements and Democritus' atoms could have been influenced by Indian sources. Along with those theories, rejection of a creator and after-death existence also probably entered Greece. Speculations were rejected in India not because scientific theories originated first; rather, scientific theories were created as some social groups strenuously searched for the better ways and means to reject the speculations that hurt certain social fractions. Therefore, the Indian theories of elements and atoms would have hardly left the original land without the rational inquiries which gave birth to those theories. Empedocles' rejection of after-death existence and Democritus' rejection of a creator are perhaps some examples that rational thinking in theology and epistemology also traveled to Greece along with Indian theories of elements and atoms.
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The previous chapter also indicated the possibility that the initial Buddhist contribution to the Greek thought was not rationality but ideology. Empedocles' concepts of human suffering and the sorrowless existence after death and Democritus' highest state of happiness achieved within one's own lifetime were believably derived from Buddhist Nirvana. As already made clear, one cannot include Buddhism--or any naturally developed system of thought--in an artificial and arbitrary category such as
ideology, metaphysics, or rationality. Any system of thought that has developed naturally might contain idealistic, metaphysical, and rationalistic concepts, depending on the usefulness of those concepts to persuade social beings to certain ends. Besides, the influence of other competing systems of thought would also be inescapable for Buddhism, a new-born social power in India during the sixth century B.C.E. Thus, amid its widespread rational thinking, Buddhism also maintained such idealistic concepts as Nirvana, which were eye-catching to foreign observers. One may argue that, even though Buddhism initially made inroads into Greek thinking with its idealistic views, the trend could have swung immediately, bringing in rational thought that dominated the apparent idealistic outlook of early Buddhism.
The causes that Evaded the Comparison of Buddhist Rational Thought with Sophist Thinking
As discussed previously, the issue of Buddhist influence on Greek rationality has escaped the attention of past scholars, and, notably, the main reason for this unusual disregard of the most probable source of Greek rational thought may be the unpleasant
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Platonic mask that had covered the profound Greek rational appeal throughout history. This mask still remained fixed when the Western scholars began to study Buddhism during the late nineteenth century, and, having accepted the Platonic mask as the true face of sophist thought, early Buddhist scholars of the modern age, quite predictably, never observed a similarity between Buddhism and sophist thought. In other words, traditional Greek definitions that sophist thinkers distorted the truth with mere verbal skill, and sophists were the impostors and money-mongers kept Buddhism clearly away from Greek sophist thinking.
It is also interesting to find out that some later Buddhist traditions such as the
Theravada presented the Buddha's contemporary rationalists as very much similar to the
traditional Greek presentation of sophists, thus persuading some recent Buddhist scholars
to compare Greek sophist thought not with Buddhist concepts but with the views of the
Buddha's contemporary rationalists. According to Buddhagosa, the renowned Theravada
commentarian in the second century A.D., Purana Kassapa who denied any morality was
a former slave who became a naked sage simply because his clothes were stolen during
his run-away saga,' and Makkhali Gosala, the nihilist, was another slave who taught
because he had nothing else to do? Epicurus' remarks that Protagoras was previously a
porter whose skill in tying up bundles of wood made Democritus select Protagoras as his
secretary' indicate that Greek traditions also derided the rationalists in a similar fashion.
The Brahmajala Sutta itself recognized the Buddha's contemporary skeptics as eel‑
wrigglers who avoided questions because of their ignorance and fear of giving wrong
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answers.° These derisive remarks bear a resemblance to the negative definitions given to Greek sophists by the Platonism. Such similar misinterpretations of Greek sophists and Indian rationalists are the background for several nineteenth-century Buddhist scholars to compare Greek sophistry only with the views of the Buddha's contemporary rationalists.
Caroline Davids was one of the earliest writers to recognize several of the Buddha's contemporary rationalist schools as sophistry. She categorized moral skeptics, logical skeptics, materialists, and Ajivikas under Indian sophistry (Buddhism 85). Making this comparison more explicit, Hermann Oldenberg, another early Western Buddhist scholar, wrote:
Certain phenomena, which developed themselves in the busy bustle of these ascetic and philosophizing circles, may be described as a species of Indian sophistic; wherever a Socrates appears, sophists cannot fail to appear. The conditions under which these sophistic arose are in fact quite similar to those which gave birth to their Greek counterpart. In the footsteps of those men, such as the Eleatics and the enigmatic Ephesian, who opened up the highways of thought with their simple and large ideas, there followed Gorgiases and Protagorases, and a whole host of ingenious, specious, somewhat frivolous virtuosi, dealers in dialectic and rhetoric. In exactly the same way in India their came after the earnest thinkers of the masculine, classical period of Brahamenical speculation, a younger generation of dialecticians, professed controversialists with an overweening materialist or skeptic air, who were not deficient in either the readiness or the ability to show up all sides of the ideas if their great predecessors, to modify them, and to turn them into their opposites. (68-69)
Of course, Oldenberg was one of the earliest Western scholars to notice the exact similarity between Greek sophistry and Indian rationalism, but, again, his comparison does not show admiration of either Greek sophists or Indian rationalists. Greek sophists were "the specious, frivolous virtuosi" and the Indian rationalists were the similar
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debaters who appeared after the earnest Brahmin thinkers. Neither the Greek sophists nor Indian rationalists had been exonerated by the time Oldenberg made this comparison, and, as it is apparent, his remarks, as well as his exclusion of Buddhism from the Indian rationalist group, show how he was influenced by the derogative interpretations about Greek sophistry and the Indian rationalistic system.
More recent Buddhist scholars, however, observed that the Buddha's contemporary rationalists were serious thinkers, and that the Indian rationalists could not be compared to Greek sophists, the fallacious reasoners and quibblers:
It seems desirable, therefore, that we have a clear idea of the meaning of the term 'sophist' before we apply it in the Indian context to refer to any of the thinkers mentioned in the Pali Canon. Its meaning derives from its usage in reference to the itinerant teachers of Athens in the Fifth century BC. These `Gorgiases and Protagorases' as Oldenberg calls them, were first and foremost skeptics who denied the objectivity of knowledge and therefore the possibility of knowledge. They were also the first to found schools for the study of rhetoric and reasoning. But since they did not believe that reasoning led to valid knowledge, they cultivated and taught for a fee the art of using fallacious reasoning merely for the sake of victory in debate or discussion. Thus the Conscious Oxford Dictionary defines a sophist as an 'ancient Greek paid teacher of philosophy and rhetoric; captious or fallacious reasoner, quibbler' and sophism as a 'false argument' intended to deceive.' (Jayatilleke 209)
With this clarification of sophists, Jayatilleke quickly denied the suggestion that Indian rationalists were similar to the sophists, saying, "From our investigations so far we found that, with the possible exception of Sanjaya's school, there was little evidence for the existence of sophists in the Greek sense of the term" (230). Obviously, what made Jayatilleke reject the similarity between Greek sophists and Indian rationalists is the pejorative Platonic misinterpretation of sophists given in the Concise Oxford Dictionary,
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not any dissimilarity that actually existed between the two traditions. With the most recent research and evaluations, Greek sophists have now been exculpated to a areater extent and their reputation restored. They are no longer the spurious reasoners or quibblers but serious thinkers who stood against idealistic myths and metaphysical speculations that actually hindered the progress of human thinking. If this knowledge were available to Jayatilleke, he would accept a closer similarity not only between Greek sophists and Indian rationalists, but also with Greek sophists and the early Buddhists.
So, the issue of Buddhist influence on Greek sophistry was never addressed mainly because of the attacks by the Platonic tradition upon the much respectable sophistry. The Greek sophist tradition, mistakenly identified as specious, was compared only with another inaccurately defined tradition of Indian rationalism, from which Buddhism was carefully separated. Now that those marks have been removed and the original brightness of sophistry has been restored, one can see Buddhism, as well as other Indian rationalist traditions, retain a close and honorable resemblance to the Greek sophistic tradition. Skepticism, self-interest, and disrespect for morality in Greek sophistry are strikingly similar with the views of other rationalist traditions of the Buddha's time, but most of the important rationalistic concepts in Greek sophistry, including humanism and natural evolution of the government, are closer only to the early Buddhist concepts. This closeness, just as the similarities discussed previously, may again be treated as more than a mere coincidence.
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General Signs of Indian Influence on Protagoras and Gorgias 
Three factors may justify the possibility that the unusual resemblance of Indian rationalist thoughts to Greek sophist thinking was caused by a connection between the two societies. First, Protagoras, the alleged father of Greek sophistry, was given Persian education, an easy route to the access of Indian wisdom. During Xerxes' invasion of Greece, Protagoras' father, an extremely rich person in Abdera, entertained Xerxes and received the emperor's permission to educate Protagoras under Magi.' This report was supported by Herodotus' notes that Xerxes, during his return journey, "stopped at Abdera and made a fact of friendship with them [people in Abdera]."6 As Untersteiner noted, Protagoras was a young child when Xerxes' visit to Abdera took place, and Protagoras education under Magi could have been arranged for a later date (2). Based on the traditional practice of the pupil's visiting the master, one may conclude that Protagoras later went to Susa and studied under Magi. This visit would have been more profitable for Protagoras since he would hardly miss Indian wisdom those days in the central part of the Persian empire. On the other hand, wherever Protagoras was educated, knowledge coming from Persia could have included Indian thinking since Darius had already accommodated, as the next chapter will elucidate, Indian wisdom in the Persian empire. Protagoras' Persian education seems to be a strong support for his possible acquisition of Indian concepts in epistemology and other fields.
Second, Protagoras was the pupil of Democritus who was presumably benefited by a multitude of Indian concepts, including Buddhist concepts as his major source of
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influence. Philostratus was the first informant of Protagoras' learning from Democritus,' and this information can also be true, "concerning the intellectual development of Protagoras" (Untersteiner 2). Particularly, Democritus' theory of knowledge seems to have enkindled a new interest in epistemological inquires among his followers, and Protagoras' directions in the same field may have been guided by Democritus. Protagoras' closeness in his epistemological studies to the Indian counterparts will be discussed later, but here it should be briefly stated that Democritus' possible Indian influence could hardly leave no marks on his pupil Protagoras.
Third, Gorgias was the student of Empedocles, whose philosophical theories reflect his possible familiarity with Indian idealistic and rationalistic views. Laertius and Quintillian8 and some others reported that Gorgias studied under Empedocles, and there is no reason to doubt these reports. As Untersteiner indicated, Empedocles' influence on Gorgias is "generally recognized by scholars" (92), and Gorgias' particular interest in epistemology is a possible sign of this influence. It is probable that both Protagoras and Gorgias exhibited a similar interest in epistemology and both maintained skepticism towards metaphysical concepts since the teachers of the two sophists retained a particular interest in the same field.
The major aspects of sophist rational thought and their similarity with the Indian counterpart will be discussed in separate sections, but it seems apt to highlight here a unique flavor in argumentation entertained by Protagoras--the flavor for arguing for or/and against any topic--as a possible Indian derivation. Perhaps this hypothesis appears
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to be an overstatement since argument on probabilities is said to be of Greek origin. Nevertheless, a careful examination of the practices in Indian debating during the sixth century B.C.E. and comparison of those practices with Protagoras' attitude towards argumentation justify the possibility of this hypothesis.
Interestingly, there was a group of Indian debaters namely Vitandavadins who roamed among all sorts of thinkers and challenged other views. "He [a Vitandavadin] had no views of his own but merely indulged in eristic for the purpose of securing victory in argument" (Jayatilleke 217). Even though the word Vitandavadin did not occur in the Sutta Pitaka, one finds numerous examples that during the sixth century B.C.E. these debaters frequented debating halls, parks, and other meeting places, challenging all sorts of views of other traditions, without maintaining any particular philosophy or theory of their own:
There are recluses and Brahmins who are clever, subtle, experienced in controversy, hair-splitters, who go about breaking to pieces by their intelligence [pannagatena] the speculations of others. Were Ito pronounce this to be good, or that to be evil, these men might join issue with me, call upon me for my reasons, and point out my errors.'
These remarks suggest that those "recluses and Brahmins" were not those who held any particular view or theory but those who were indulged in debating merely for the sake of defeating the opponents and establishing rhetorical power. Whatever concept or theory one held, those debaters opposed one's position using their intelligence and verbal skill. This practice is further confirmed by the sentence, "Some recluse or Brahmin is addicted to logic and reasoning.' Saccaka, who earned the description of "one who indulged in
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debate, a learned controversialist, who was held in high esteem by the common people' was, undoubtedly, one of them. The Majjima Nikaya has preserved a very important sentence that reflects his rhetorical practice and skill:
If I attacked a lifeless pillar with my language, it [the pillar] would totter, tremble, quake; how much more a human being!"
Saccaka was more a demonstrator of his verbal power than a theorist. Here, he has presented no theory, but simply boasts about his invincible rhetorical power. Whoever he argued with, he refuted the opponent's theory without insisting on a particular view of his own but only using his verbal skill (eristic) and argumentation (antilogic) that would suit to the occasion. The Samyutta Nikaya has provided "an eye-witness's account of these recluses and Brahmins in action" (Jayatilleke 221). Kundaliya, a visitor to the Buddha's monastery, told the Buddha that he (Kundaliya) would visit parks and frequent assemblies as a regular habit because he had found interest in seeing some recluses and Brahmins having being engaged in debates. The purpose of those debates was only to
emphasize their own argumentation (itivadapa mokkhanisamsam) and to disparage that of others." All this evidence indicates that debating for the mere sake of refuting the opposition had become a prevalent practice, as well as a crowd-gathering entertainment, during the time of the Buddha.
The topics reportedly argued about by those controversialists speak a volume of this peculiar practice of debating. Most of the topics were in pairs, representing the thesis and the antithesis of the same subject. The following is the first list of such topics given in Pali texts:
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1.	The universe is etemal/The universe is not eternal.
2.	The universe is finite/The universe is not finite.
3.	The soul is identical with the body/The soul is different from the body.
4.	The enlightened person exists after death/The enlightened person does not exist after death.
5.	An enlightened person does and does not exist after death/An enlightened person neither exists nor does not exist after death."
A more expanded list of thirty-one topics, all in pairs and each pair dealing with the opposite of the same subject as given above, is found in the Lankavatara Sutra.I5 The fact that they were originally in pairs is confirmed by the remarks attested to one particular pair of topics:
The threefold world is caused by ignorance, desire, and Karma.
The threefold world is not caused by ignorance, desire, and Karma. This pair too belongs to the Lokayata category of questions. (qtd. in Jayatilleke 53)
It is obvious that this development of questions in pairs echoes the practice of debating, in which the mere skill in argumentation was emphasized. Debaters such as Saccaka, whose primary interest was "displaying dialectical skill and defeating their opponents, regardless of the nature of the arguments used" (Jayatilleke 219), would probably argue
one day in favor of the infiniteness of the universe and the other day against it, depending on the position of his opponents. Even though some debaters actually held some theories of their own, rhetorical skill was the main weapon that they employed to attack the opposition and defend their own views. The important point here is that in India there was a predominant and widespread debating practice in which both the proponents and opponents vehemently debated on the thesis and the antithesis of the same topic, adducing equally powerful arguments.
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In Greece Protagoras was the first rhetor to introduce this kind of argumentation. Laertius said that "Protagoras was the first to say that on every issue there are two arguments opposed to each other."' Clement repeated the same statement, saying that Greeks said, "Every argument has an opposite argument," following Protagoras." Seneca wrote, "Protagoras says that one can argue equally well on either side of any question, including the question itself whether both sides of any question can be argued."' Not only did Protagoras introduce this "eristic argument" as remarked by Hesychius,19 but he also demonstrated the truth of his theory, arguing "by the method of questioning, a practice he originated."' Protagoras also "wrote down and prepared disputations on notable subjects."' Thus it is evident that Protagoras held his two-logoi theory as one of his major concepts, having introduced it, practiced it, and written treatises on it.
This theory of argumentation seems strikingly similar to the popular Indian concept of arguing for and against the same topic. Just as the topics used by Indian debaters consisted of the direct affirmation and the direct negation of the same statement, Protagoras' topics also consisted of pairs of two extreme opposites. Similarly, the field from which these questions were drawn seems to be exactly the same for both Protagoras and the Indian debaters:
Protagoras, when once the existence of 'two logoi in opposition to each other' was discovered as inherent in all reality whenever one tries to consider it abstractly, translated this property of the metaphysical world into contradictory pairs of opposites, making of it a precept for argument; that is to say, he must have demolished by dialectical arguments and with a certain systematic severity all the principle concepts created by Reason, beginning from the problem of God in order to pass on to the others. (Untersteiner 35)
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Notably, Protagoras' "contradictory pairs of opposites," as Untersteiner has stated above, did not originate in traditional Greek rhetoric; rather, it originated in metaphysics, the field from which the Indian debaters also selected their topics. There is the possibility that Protagoras learned this practice from Democritus, who could have been very much exposed to the Indian way of debating while he was in India. One should also wonder why Protagoras was not exposed to the same theory of argumentation while he was receiving his Persian education.
A controversial situation might arise from this disclosure since the argument about probabilities has long been accepted as an essential, inherent characteristic in traditional Greek rhetoric. It should be repeated, however, that the origin of systematic persuasion in Sicily was a little over two decades old when Protagoras came to Athens, and whatever arguments on probabilities that might have existed in Sicily before Protagoras began his rational persuasion in Athens was probably in legal discourses. Contradictory references to the existence of argument about probabilities in Sicily would make this second assumption even more doubtful. Plato, referring to the example of a weakling's assault on a strong man, indicated that Tisias argued about probabilities in legal discourses.' However, Aristotle cited the same example to suggest that Corax, not Tisias, argued on probabilities in legal speeches.' In contrast to both, Cicero, relying on
another Aristotelian source that is now lost, remarked that Corax and Tisias prepared only a handbook for the civilians to regain their (civilians') lost property from the fallen tyrants.24 Another alleged reference is that Corax "developed a tripartite scheme of
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oratory to help the citizens speak in the assembly" (Kennedy, Art of Persuasion in Greece 59). However, no argument about probabilities was ever mentioned in this scheme of oratory that was invented at least a decade after the origin of judiciary discourses. If whatever persuasion on probabilities ever achieved any importance in Sicily before Protagoras entered upon rational argumentation in Athens, that would probably be only in legal speeches.
As noted in the introduction, when Gorgias and Tisias visited Athens about three decades after Corax and Tisias prepared the earliest handbook on legal discourses, Protagoras had already enkindled an interest in debates, eristic, and antilogic, using his two-logoi theory. He introduced "the method of attacking any thesis," conducted debates, and earned the nickname "master of wrangling."' His two books--The Art of Debating and Contradictory Arguments in Two Books--may further authenticate his initiation and interest in this field. This rhetorical situation, which apparently had no roots in Greek culture, connects, both in appearance and content, only to the debating habits practiced by the Indian debaters during the late sixth century and the early fifth century B.C.E.
The difference between Protagoras and Sicilian Gorgias may be marked by the latter's overemphasis on the invincible power of language. It is apparent that Gorgias had developed this attitude towards language before he visited Athens in 427 B.C.E. as an ambassador to Leontini since his sensational speech in Athens against the impending attack on Leontini by Syracuse bears witness to his confidence in the power of language
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and his demonstration of that power. "Encomium on Helen" further clarifies his attitude towards language. "Speech is a powerful lord," which affects the mentality of all sort of people.' Words are like magic and drugs that cause unbelievable changes in individuals.27 While Protagoras maintained that antilogic and eristic would empower the opposing argument, Gorgias mainly held that the power of the language itself might determine the skill in persuasion.
One may observe a close similitude between Gorgias' emphasis on the power of words and the Indian debater Saccaka's assertion of the same. Saccaka, as quoted above, maintained the invincible power of words, giving his own exaggerated skill of frightening a lifeless pillar with his words. Based on the awareness of the highly competitive debating background during this time, it may be assumed that there were a host of Saccakas in India, maintaining the same power of words with some variations. This widespread emphasis on the power of language might invite one to investigate a possible Indian influence on Gorgias, who also asserted the same power of words. Overemphasis of language as a tool to beat the opposition in India and to convince the opposition in Sicily was determined by the demands in each society, but the invincible, almost magical power of words might have originated from the same source.
One important clue available to suggest a transmission of this concept to Gorgias is the possibility that Gorgias' teacher Empedocles had known about the debating practices of Saccaka and of similar Indian debaters. The discussion in the previous chapter revealed that at least two contemporaries of the Buddha--Ajita and Kacchayana--
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had held the theory of elements exactly in the same form as Empedocles held it, providing strong support for Empedocles' possible borrowing of that theory from the Indian sources. Both Ajita and Kacchayana were themselves debaters, but the vital point is that they both were engaged in debates with Saccaka:
Saccaka is made to say that when he joined them [the six famous debatersincluding Ajita and Kacchayana] in debates, they evaded in one way or other, shifted the topic of discussion, and showed signs of irritation, anger, and displeasure. These are among the recognized `occasions for censure,' and their mention here implies that Saccaka was victorious in these debates. (Jayatilleke 219)
So the probable assumption should be that, if Ajita's and Kacchayana's theories of elements reached Empedocles exactly in the same form, the Greek thinker should also have heard about the debating power and practices of Saccaka, the more famous figure than the two theorists of elements. The rest is understandable. Even though one may not hear Gorgias say anything about Empedocles, it is probable that Gorgias came to know about the invincible power of words from Empedocles. This assumption will be further justified in the next section of the present chapters when Gorgias' theory of knowledge is evaluated in the light of Indian skepticism.
The lives of the other sophist thinkers except of Critias are surprisingly obscure; little is known other than the reports that several of them were the pupils of either Protagoras or Gorgias. Nothing is known about Thrasymachus other than that he came from Chalcedon in Bithynia and lived in the second half of the fifth century B.C.E. Hippias was a contemporary of Socrates, but his life is unknown except Suidas' report that Hippias learned from virtually unknown Hegesidamus.28 Antiphon the Sophist was
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mixed up with two other Antiphons, and, despite having a certain collection of his writings, his early life remains unknown.
Despite the unavailability of biographical details about these sophist thinkers, strong similarities exist between their thinking and Indian thought. Particularly, the common Indian theory of knowledge and the Buddhist theories of sociology and ethics bear an undeniable resemblance with the thoughts of Prodicus, Antiphon, and Critias. Perhaps, Protagoras' and Gorgias' inquiry into epistemology paved the way for the rest of the sophists to continue with the same investigation. All sophist thinkers generally maintained a close relationship with other sophists. Several of Platonic dialogues have shown that sophists gathered together and held conversations together. It is possible that the younger sophist thinkers learned from more honorable Protagoras and Gorgias, whose teachers were the possible borrowers from Indian sources.
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Theory of Knowledge in Indian Rationality and Greek Sophist Thinking
The theory of knowledge was one of the most discussed topics both in Indian rationalist schools and Greek sophist rhetoric. While JaMs, materialists, skeptics, and Buddhists all displayed remarkable interest in epistemology, Protagoras, Gorgias, and Antiphon all wrote at least one book each on the same subject, and several other sophist thinkers discussed the same topic at various places. While this unusual interest itself shared by both Indian and Greek traditions might persuade a curious reader to suspect an interconnection between the two societies, striking similarities that dominate the epistemological inquiries in both traditions may justify the validity of that initial suspicion.
As previously mentioned, the Indian rational theory of knowledge, a rhetorical device to subdue the Brahmin authority in society, emerged from a series of metaphysical concepts invented to manipulate society. In the center of all those concepts was Brahma, the Truth behind all sensual phenomenon. Any apparent injustice in society, according to this doctrine, was actually resulted from the divine will, so one needed to tolerate one's lot in anticipation of a better existence after death. Thus, the objective of one's life was not to challenge the Truth, but to "understand the reality experienced by self-fulfilled personalities," and then to guide oneself "to the realization of the Truth" (Bernard 2). Three main Brahmin schools existed to lead society towards the Truth: the pure orthodox tradition, the metaphysical school, and the self-realized group of sages:
Firstly, there were the orthodox Brahmins who believed in the supernatural revelation of the Vedas and held the Vedas to be the supreme
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source of knowledge. Secondly, there were the metaphysicians of the early Upanishadic period, who held that the highest knowledge was to be had by [pseudo] rational argument and speculation based on their faith in or acceptance of premises. . . Thirdly, there were the contemplatives who believed that the highest knowledge was personal and intuitional and was to be had by extrasensory perception. . . (Jayatilleke 63)
Thus, the three Brahmin traditions employed textual authority, inference through belief, and personal authority as the possible means for the true knowledge. Those who emphasized textual authority had faith in the Vedas and insisted that learning the Vedic hymns would facilitate one's seeing the truth. The tradition that advocated inference maintained that highly constrained logic and argument would reveal the truth. The third tradition that indicated the Brahmin sages as the seers of the truth held that the inner perception could lead one to the truth. Importantly, all these three modes of knowledge led the seeker to the same truth: to the realization of the Brahma and all other metaphysical concepts surrounding Brahma.
Yet the very concept of Brahma was already shaken. With the realization of the possible deception surrounding the Truth, various Indian social groups had already begun to question the very authenticity of Brahma, the soul, creation, and liberation. When the highest position in the Brahman tradition was thus rejected, all the paths to that position inevitably encountered severe criticism. The Indian rational theory of knowledge germinated in this natural social background. Empiricism and skepticism emerged as two powerful forces, denying any assertion about textual authority, personal authority, and inference concerning the Truth.
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Indian Empiricism and Positivism and Protagoras'  Theory of Knowledge
The earliest Indian unorthodox theory of knowledge that originated in contrast to the epistemological theories of the Brahmin tradition could be called the empirical and positivistic theories of knowledge. It should be noted here that such technical English words as empiricism, positivism, and logical positivism have been coined to explain the recent epistemological theories invented in the West, and it is arbitrary, artificial, and futile to compress Indian rationalist theories into the concepts represented by these English words. In the Indian rationalist tradition, there are numerous technical words and phrases, such as ahetu appacchaya vada (theory of no invisible cause and effect), akiriya vada (theory of fruitlessness of action), nastika vada (nihilism), and uccheda vada (theory of no existence after death), each representing relevant arguments which deny any existence or possible knowledge beyond sense perception and accept what humans experience as true. Even the translations rendered above are clearly inadequate and perhaps even inaccurate based on the fact that those words originated and evolved in the ancient Indian society, gathering momentum from that very society itself. If, for Friedrich Nietzsche, "only that which has no history is definable,' these epistemological terms which have a unique history of their own can hardly be translatable with accuracy. One may accept "empiricism" and "positivism" as suitable words to explain the epistemological concepts embodied in the Sanskrit and Pali words given above not
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because the two English words clearly match with the these terms but because we find "empiricism'' and "positivism" convenient to carry on this discussion.
As far as recorded evidence reveals, Indian empirical and positivistic concepts go as far back as the seventh century B.C.E. As already mentioned in Chapter II, Carvaka is generally regarded as father of these rational epistemological theories. It has been recorded that he wrote Brhaspati Aphorism, and somebody else wrote a commentary on it, but both are now lost. The earliest extant text of this tradition is Jayarasi's Tatvopaplavasimha, written in the seventh century A.D. Nevertheless, with the help of secondary sources one may construct Carvaka's teaching as follows:
As a reaction against the whole of the Mimansa teaching and claim, the Carvaka philosophy attacked almost every doctrine of the Mimansakas-- their epistemology, metaphysics, and way of life. It constituted a strong check on the excesses of speculation and practice of the followers of Mimansa. Of the three important sources of knowledge accepted in common by all the orthodox schools (perception, inference, and verbal testimony), the Carvakas accepted only perception as the valid source of knowledge and rejected both inference and verbal testimony. whatever we know through perception is true and real. (Raju 86-87)
What Carvaka actually did was to reject two of the three modes of knowledge as totally erroneous and to reinterpret the other. Learning the truth from the Vedas and from inference was regarded as unacceptable, and only perception--not the subtle apprehension through mind but only the normal perception through senses--was accepted as true. "They [Carvakas] accepted the reality of whatever we can perceive with our senses and deny the reality of whatever we cannot so perceive" (Raju 88). In short, Carvaka philosophy asserted that the truth exists only with what human beings experience as true.
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Perhaps, the Carvaka tradition was not the only school of thought that advocated empirical and positivistic knowledge as the only truth; there were several schools of thought that propagated the same view in different forms. The Katha Upanishad gave one of such early examples in which knowledge was measured only in terms of positivistic values:
[Yama, King of Death, speaks:] Fools dwelling in darkness, but thinking themselves wise and erudite, go round and round, by various tortuous paths, like the blind led by the blind. The Hereafter never reveals itself to a person devoid of discrimination, heedless, and perplexed by the delusion of wealth. "This world alone exists," he thinks, "and there is no other." Again and again he comes under my sway.'
Of course, the Katha Upanishad, a text defending the orthodox theories of knowledge, would not present a favorable picture of the rational theories of knowledge, but these lines depict a picture of widespread beliefs that emphasized only the positivistic knowledge as true. Those fools "dwelling in darkness," and "thinking themselves wise and erudite," held the view that only this world, nothing beyond, would exist. Their tendency to argue rationally is here highlighted with the words "wise and erudite." Their materialistic attitude towards life is portrayed in the phrase "perplexed by the delusion of wealth.' Overall, the quotation above clearly establishes the emerging rationalist attitude towards life: the attitude that nothing could be knowable beyond sensory perception.
The absence of original materialistic texts and the scarcity of fragments hinder the effort to present a detailed description of the empirical and positivistic epistemological concepts held by the early Indian traditions. Nevertheless, the marks those concepts left in Buddhism justify the high regard and influential power enjoyed by materialistic
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empiricism and positivism during the sixth century B.C.E. The following dialogue between the Buddha and Vasettha reveals the Buddha's assertion that sensual experience is the most reliable source of knowledge:
Just, Vasettha, as if a man should say, "How I long for, how I love the most beautiful woman in this land!" And people would ask him, "Well! Good friend! This most beautiful woman in the land, whom you thus love and long for, do you know whether that beautiful woman is a noble lady, or a Brahman woman, or of the trader class, or a Shudra?" But when so asked, he should answer, "No" And when people should ask him, "Well! Good friend! This most beautiful woman in all the land, whom you so love and long for, do you know what the name of that most beautiful woman is, or what is her family name, whether she be tall, or short, or medium height, dark, brunette, or golden in color, or in what village or town or city she dwells?" But when so asked, he should answer, "No!" And then people should say to him, "So, then, good friend, whom you know not, neither have seen, her do you love and long for?" And then when so asked, he should answer: "Yes."
"Now what think you, Vasettha? Would it not turn out, that being so, to be that the talk of that man was foolish talk?"
"In sooth, Gotama, it would turn out, that being so, that the talk of that man was foolish talk!"
"And Just even so, Vasettha, though you say that the Brahmins are not able to point out the way to union with that which they have seen, and you further say that neither any one of them, nor of their pupils, nor of their predecessors even to the seventh generation has ever seen Brahma. An you further say that even the Rishis of old, whose words they hold in such deep respect, did not pretend to know, or to have seen where, or whence,
or whither Brahma is. Yet these Brahmans, versed in the Three Vedas, say forsooth, that they can point out the way to union with that which they know not, neither have seen! Now what think you, Vasettha? Does it not follow that, this being so, the talk of the Brahmans, versed though they be in the Three Vedas, is Foolish talk?"
"In sooth, Gotama, that being so, it follows that the talk of the Brahmans versed in the Three Vedas is foolish talk!"
The whole effort in this interesting dialogue is to deny the existence of Brahma, arguing
that nobody who holds the view of Brahma has ever experienced sensually the existence
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of Brahma. Knowledge means physical experience, mainly sight in this particular case. The advocates of Brahma have never seen Brahma; therefore, Brahma does not exist. Similar arguments to reject several other metaphysical concepts such as the soul and the noble birth of the Brahmin can be found at various places in the Sutra Pitaka. Logical positivism may be the most appropriate term that describes this kind of argument.
One may observe that this concept attained the highest rational level in some other discourses of the Buddha. What is true is not what one speculates regarding the mysteries beyond the sensory phenomena, but what one realizes as true at present. Rational investigation and causal analysis of one's sensory experience would reveal to one the truth that is evident at present. Any question that one fails to solve rationally would neither be rejected as nonsense nor embraced as a mysterious truth but carefully left aside:
Either he [anyone interested in future existence] could ask me a question concerning the future, or I could ask him a question concerning the future; either he could turn his mind to answering my question concerning the future, or I could turn my mind to answering his question concerning the future [We both may have whatever question to ask and whatever answer to give.]. Wherefore, Udayin, let be the past; let be the future. I will teach you the Dhamma [what I regard as truth]. If this is that comes to be, from the arising of this, that arises; if this is not that does not come to be,
from the stopping of this, that is stopped!'
So, understanding the truth is essentially related to the present human experience. Sensually and mentally graspable causes produce relevant effects, and, when those causes disappear, effects also cease to exist. Truth is identical with what one rationally understands at present. Conceptualized ideologies are essentially absent in the concept of
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truth; instead, there is the causal argument from which the truth can be rationally constructed. The following dialogue between the Buddha and Bhaddiya, a visitor to the Buddha, illustrates this concept:
Now, what think you Bhaddiya? When greed arises in man's self, does it arise to his profit or to his loss?
To his loss, sir.
Does not this man, thus become greedy, being overcome by greed and losing control of his mind,--does he not kill a living creature, steal, go after another's wife, tell lies and lead another into such a state as causes his loss and sorrow for a long time?
He does so, sir.
Now what think you, Bhaddiya? When malice arises... when delusion arises . . . when violence is added to these in a man's self, do they arise to his profit or his loss?
To his loss, sir.
Then what think you, Bhaddiya? Are these things profitable or unprofitable?
Unprofitable, sir.
Are they blameworthy or not?
Blameworthy, Sir.
Are they censured by the intelligent or not?
They are censured, sir.
If performed and undertaken, do they conduce to loss and sorrow, or how is it?
They do conduce to loss and sorrow.
Come now, Bhaddiya, be not misled by report or tradition or hearsay. Be not misled by proficiency in the collections nor by mere logic and inference. . . When you known for yourself that these things are blameworthy, censured by the intelligent, when performed and undertaken, conduce to loss and sorrow, then do you reject them... But at any time you know of yourselves: These things are profitable, these things are not blameworthy, these things are praised by the intelligent, these things, when performed and undertaken, conduce to profit and happiness,--then undertake them and remain doing them.'
Now the truth is realized or knowledge gained thanks to the rational analysis of causes and effects. It is true that greed, malice, delusion, and violence are wrong, but this
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conclusion was drawn nor from any authoritative teaching but from one's own understanding. The opposite of greed, malice, delusion, and violence is acceptable as wholesome because an action motivated by these thoughts and feelings would lead one to profit and happiness. Pragmatism is at the center of Buddhist criteria of good and bad. Tradition and authority have no place in one's search for the truth; instead, there is the personal experience, as well as the experience of other members of one's society, that would help one rationally construct the truth.
While early Indian materialists and early Buddhists thus developed empirical and positivistic concepts centering knowledge on sense-perception, Protagoras, evidently, held similar ideas about knowledge. "It is not possible to think that which does not exist, nor anything except what one experiences, but the latter is always true,' he remarked in Apology of Protagoras. Here he rejects all speculations that are not subject to sense-experience and emphasizes perception itself as the truth. As H. Rensi clarified it further, Protagoras' position with regard to the knowledge beyond sense perception was that "we cannot know anything except that which perception offers us to know ..." and "our thought does not function except by means of experience, outside of and without which
we can not have knowledge" (qtd. in Untersteiner 48). This teaching is not different at all from both Carvaka philosophy and the Buddhist view that experience itself offers knowledge.
Protagoras conveyed the same idea in his human-measure fragment, "Of all things the measure is Man, of things that are, that they are, and of things that they are not, that
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they are not."' Notably, this fragment occurred in Truth (or On Being), obviously a treatise on epistemology, and the preserved sentence, no doubt, reflects Protagoras' theory of knowledge. As Gomperz noted, Protagoras here meant that "man or human nature is the standard for the existence of the things Only what is real can be perceived by us. The unreal can not supply any object to our perception" (453). Connected to the same idea is another important remark of Protagoras, the remark that every appearance is true as reported by Sextus and several others.' What is true to one is what one perceives, not what one speculates through mind.
Several writers including Gomperz himself have indicated the human-measure fragment as an attack on the theory of knowledge recognized by the Eleatic school. Schiappa and several other writers specifically remarked that this fragment was aimed at Parmenides.' Porphyry's remarks, the suggested nearest evidence for such a conclusion, however, did not mention any name but simply said, "I happened to have been reading in Protagoras' book On Being the argument he uses against those who make Being
One. . ."" The most rational conclusion might be that Protagoras' treatise presented knowledge as an effect of human experience. Without being aware of the possible Indian influences on Protagoras, one may regard this theory as an attack on the Eleatics, but it seems probable that Protagoras adopted this attitude towards knowledge after familiarizing himself with Indian rational thinking.
Furthermore, defining Protagoras' theory of knowledge as agnosticism or skepticism may also be incorrect. His epistemological views seem to demonstrate a
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cautious approach to metaphysics, not supporting either rejection of or doubt about metaphysical concepts. That Protagoras was a skeptic is a modem interpretation, and that he was an atheist is a disputed allegation since ancient time. Sextus said that only some believed that Protagoras was an atheist,' and Eusebius noted that Protagoras "acquired the reputation of an atheist," implying that On the Gods would have made Protagoras appear so." Probably, some Athenians misunderstood his rational approach, in which he disregarded--rather than rejected--the existence of gods since divine beings were impossible for him to experience sensually. The very first sentence and the only extant fragment in On Gods and another quotation preserved by Aristotle in his Theaetetus may strongly support this conclusion. The following is the fragment from On the Gods:
Concerning the gods I cannot [or unable to] know either that they exist or that they do not exist, or what form they might have, for there is much to prevent one's knowing: the obscurity of the subject and the shortness of man's life."
Obviously, two conclusions that clearly have been avoided in these lines are: "I do not know" and "I know" with regard to the existence or non-existence of gods. To say "I do not know either this or that" means to imply skepticism; to say "I know this" means to assert knowledge. Protagoras' intentional avoidance of both extremes suggests that he was neither a skeptic nor an agnostic. To say "I cannot know either this or that" means mainly to suggest the unavailability of proof to accept or deny the concept under discussion. The rest of the fragment confirms this position: obscurity of the subject of gods and the shortness of one's life-span are the causes that prevent one from knowing the truth about gods.
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Aristotle's Theaetetus illustrated the same idea of Protagoras with more clarity. Here, addressing a group of citizens praying, Protagoras said, "Noble boys and elders, there you sit together ranting and bringing the gods in, the question of whose existence or non-existence I exclude from my speeches and writings."' Clearly, Protagoras did not reject or accept gods, nor did he exhibit his doubt about their existence. He only left aside the question, showing no interest in it at all.
Again, one may return to Buddhist epistemology to elaborate further on the nearness of Protagoras' theory of knowledge to it. One of the four methods of the Buddha's dealing with questions was leaving some questions unanswered.' As already noted, "If you know as true, then you accept it," is a key sentence in the Buddha's dealing with knowledge," and whenever the Buddha felt that he would not be able to appeal to the listener's knowledge, the Buddha waived the question. In reply to Vaccha's question "Does the good Gotama has any (speculative) view?," the Buddha answered, "Vaccha, going to 'speculative view'--this has been got rid of Tathagata	After refusing to
offer comments on ten contradictory metaphysical views, the Buddha remarked that speculative concepts would cause mental imprisonment, social conflicts, and personal distress.' Furthermore, he maintained that, if he actually dealt with those speculative views, the listener might develop suspicion about the correctness of the answers given and about the Buddha's ability to deal with the question raised.' Therefore, the Buddha was careful not to address an issue that was beyond the listener's knowledge. The same
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tendency is apparent in Protagoras' rejection of dealing with the concept of gods, obviously a metaphysical topic.
In general, Protagoras' eristic, antilogic, and epistemology, as already discussed in the previous chapter and in this one, share an exceptional resemblance to Indian eristic and the theory of knowledge. This similarity will eventually makes itself more complete with one more agreement, this time with Protagoras' arrangement, style, and presentation of speech with that of the Buddha, a similarity that will be discussed in the next section of the present chapter.
Skepticism in Indian Rational Thought and in Greek Sophist Rhetoric 
In addition to empiricism and positivism, the other Indian rationalist approach that initially wrestled with the Brahmins' idealistic theory of knowledge was skepticism. Ancient India witnessed a particular tradition of thought by the very name of skeptics (Sansayavadi); besides, Ajivikas, Buddhists, Jains all used skeptic thoughts as effective means to counter all the idealistic theories of knowledge. In fact, by the time of the Buddha, skepticism had become the most popular and broadly accepted of all unorthodox theories in epistemology. Interestingly, similar and identical skeptic thoughts occurred in every Greek sophist's theory of knowledge, thus persuading one again to question all the familiar assumption of coincidental occurrences of similar thoughts in India and Greece.
Essentially, Indian skepticism, even though it is treated separately in this section just for convenience, can not be regarded as a separate discipline or a theory of
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knowledge. The present work only strives to analyze academically a system of thought that developed naturally and had a practical purpose in the very society in which those thoughts originated and developed. The main purpose of all Indian rationalist thoughts, as repeatedly stressed in the present work, was to deny the authority of idealistic and metaphysical speculations that generated power to control society. To achieve this goal, Indian rationalists employed whatever argument that they accepted as convincing to grapple with the idealists. In this effort, skeptic thoughts emerged intermingled with nihilism, agnosticism, atheism, empiricism, positivism or whatever "ism" as one may call it. Denial of any truth beyond sense-perception was thus the primary goal in skeptic thought, and therefore, it is understandable why and how Indian skepticism, quite realistically and naturally, mixed with all other nihilistic theories of knowledge.
The Buddha's recognition of his contemporary skeptics as "eel-wrigglers" was clearly a pejorative label, but the very identification in Buddhist scriptures of various skeptic groups indicates that these thinkers were a social power during the Buddha's time. According to the Brahmajala Sutta, the Buddha knew four groups of skeptics, who were vigorously active.21 This Sutta clearly indicates an effort to demean all the different sects of skeptics saying that the skeptics "resort to equivocation" since they do not "understand the good in its real nature nor the evil,"22 but behind this apparent denigration, one observes the profound epistemological thoughts held by the skeptics, from whom the Buddha himself borrowed. This Sutta gives the following reasons as to why the skeptics would not be interested in speculations:
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In the first place, ... he [the skeptic] thinks: "I neither know what is correct, as it really is, nor what is not correct. That being so, were Ito pronounce this to be correct or that to be not correct, I might be influenced therein by my feelings or desires, by	or resentment. And under
these circumstances I might be wrong."
In the second place, ... he thinks: "I neither know what is correct, as it really is, nor what is not correct... Under these circumstances, I might fall into that grasping condition of heart, which causes rebecoming, and by so falling, might cause me pain and remorse, and the sense of remorse."
In the third place, ... he thinks: "I neither know what is correct, as it really is, nor what is not correct...Were Ito pronounce this to be correct or that to be not correct, men might join issue with me, call upon me for my reasons, point out my errors. And on their doing so, I might be unable to
explain. And that might cause me the pain of remorse. .."23
The skeptics' attack on idealism had now developed into such a position that they resisted idealistic views by just ignoring, rather than directly negating idealism, or so it was presented by Buddhism. Taken together, the reasons given by the three skeptic traditions in defense of their skepticism may be summarized as follows:
1.	I do not know whether I know the truth or not.
2.	My understanding of the truth may be deluded by my own feelings, emotions, and motivations.
3.	In trying to present the truth, I may get entangled in my own personal attachments to concepts, which would make me unhappy.
4.	Even though I try to speak the truth, the listener may not understand my words and may challenge my views, and that condition may make me unhappy.
The doubt about the correctness of the truth, about the speaker's ability to present the truth, about the listener's ability to understand the truth, and the possible mental pain of the speaker caused by the futile effort to present the truth thus persuaded the so-called eel-wrigglers to avoid speculative concepts. Owing to these reasons, skeptics offered no definite answers to the popular fourfold predication of any speculation such as: "There
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are gods who arise here or in other worlds without parents; there are no such gods; there are and are not such gods; there neither are nor are not such gods.''
Among Greek sophist thinkers, Gorgias may be the first to elaborate his skeptic views on metaphysical speculations. He presented the following arguments in favor of his theory:
1. Nothing exists.
a. Not-Being does not exist.
b. Being does not exist.
i.	as everlasting.
ii.	as created.
iii.	as both.
iv.	as One.
v.	as Many.
c. A mixture of Being and Not-Being does not exist.
2. If anything exists, it is incomprehensible.
3. If it is incomprehensible, it is incommunicable.25
The immediate impression one might get from this fragment is the presence of a contradiction in it. Statement one clearly indicates Gorgias' nihilistic view, with which the next two statements do not match. In other words, having first asserted that nothing exists, he may not logically begin the second statement with "If anything exists" since his second statement denies his first. To be logically and factually correct, all the three statements must support either nihilism or skepticism.
Perceiving the highly skeptic tone in Gorgias' overall argument, one may assume that his objective here means to express his skepticism towards knowledge. Sextus is the only person who quoted and summarized Gorgias' argument, and probably the skeptic overtone of the first statement was lost in Sextus' transcription. Writing a commentary
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on the same fragment, Sextus comments that Gorgias said, "Even if anything exists, it is unknowable and incomprehensible to man."' Then, Gorgias first statement in the argument must be a skeptic remark rather than a nihilistic claim, such as "I do not know whether anything exists."
This reconstructed first statement of Gorgias makes his approach towards knowledge given in the entire argument identical with that of the Indian skeptics, but the other two statements in the same argument may have already indicated Gorgias' possible indebtedness to Indian skepticism. Similar to Gorgias' belief in the "incomprehensibility of the truth," Indian skeptics asserted that their understanding of the truth "might be wrong" because of their own "feelings or desire,	or resentment." For Gorgias,
too, comprehension of the truth would be wrong because what appears to have been comprehended is "a possible [mental] attribute to what is existent."' According to Gorgias, "pure mind, as opposed to sense-perception, or even as an equally valid criterion, is a myth."' This is a firmly held, very popular view of the Buddha's contemporaries. Negating extrasensory perceptive powers of the so-called seers, Ajita said:
There are in the world no recluses or Brahmins who have reached the highest point, who walk perfectly, and who having understood and realized, by themselves, both this world and the next world, make their wisdom known to others.'
Jain commentarian Silanka's later comments that skeptics held skepticism to be the best
"since it is difficult to gauge the thought process of another," and that "all teachings are
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like the utterances of barbarians since they have no basis" (Jayatilleke 117) further highlight the same idea presented by Ajita and shared by Gorgias.
The third statement of Gorgias' argument--If it [the truth] is comprehensible, it is incommunicable--might make his indebtedness to Indian skepticism more probable. Indian skeptics clearly asserted that they would prefer a skeptic approach to the truth since they "might be unable to explain" the truth to the listener. "The truth" is already tainted with the speaker's own personal feelings, emotions, and desires, and the listeners would challenge, counter-question, and reject the views presented by the speaker. Gorgias' point in this regard was that words cannot explain what mind has grasped. Even though this argument did not occur in the Brahmajala Sutta, in which the above description of the skeptics was given, the assumption that the truth cannot be communicated through speech was a very popular Indian concept dating back to the early Upanishadic age. For instance, the Mundaka Upanishad remarked that the truth, which is Brahma, "cannot be grasped by speech,"' while the Kena Upanishad said that truth cannot be explained by speech' There is no doubt that the Indian skeptics employed the same argument to strengthen their own claim that whatever one realized cannot be communicated through speech. After all, Gorgias' theory of skepticism suggests a strong possibility that he was influenced by the Indian skepticism.
Interestingly, it seems that Pyrrho, the post-Socratic Greek thinker, not Gorgias, made the Greek borrowing from Indian skepticism fully complete. Gorgias probably missed two points from Indian skepticism as given in the Brahmajala Sutta. First, a
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major benefit the India thinkers sought from being skeptic towards speculations, as given above, was mental peace for themselves derived from the uninvolvement with verbal tangles. Gorgias did not mention this point in his treatise perhaps because the social demand during his time essentially required his own involvement in arguments. Second, Gorgias did not clearly recognize the fourfold predication of an argument as was seen by the Indian skeptics: is, is not, both is and is not, neither is nor is not. Pyrrho, who reportedly learned from the Indian naked sages, appears to be the Greek thinker who eventually picked what Protagoras probably missed or dropped from Indian skepticism. According to Pyrrho, neither human senses nor the opinions are true or false so that the best way of living would be not to let oneself be disturbed by such conclusions as is, is not, both is and is not and neither is nor is not about opinions and sense-perception. According to him, this impartial attitude towards opinions and sense-perception would help one achieve mental imperturbability.' Now it seems that almost everything from the Indian skeptic theory of knowledge has been adopted into Greek epistemology.
Conclusion
The theory of knowledge is popularly known as a part of philosophy, and this interpretation could have arisen out of a possible misconception that accepts human curiosity and human intellectual strength as the most predominant force behind all theories of knowledge. The truth, however, may be that any theory of knowledge, if it originated in a particular society, is a rhetorical device invented by competing social
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groups to gain social control. As already discussed, the origin and development of Indian theories of knowledge exemplify this statement.
Now, the curious question is that among the Older Sophists similar rhetorical methods known as the theories of knowledge sprouted seemingly without relevant social conflicts and without a noticeable effort of those sophists' to use those theories as rhetorical devices for social control. Interestingly, while in the ancient Indian society social conflicts bred theories of knowledge, in Greece it may have worked the other way: theories of knowledge gave rise to social conflicts. Apparently, the Platonic condemnation of the Older Sophists as a dangerous group of thinkers and the eternal conflict between the Platonic tradition and sophist thinkers derived in part as a result of the sophist theories of knowledge that refused to accept the Being of Socrates and Plato. This very fact, the fact that sophist theories of knowledge caused social conflict in ancient Greece, may indicate the alien nature of the epistemological theories introduced to Greece by the Older Sophists. More curiously, these theories, as compared above, were strikingly similar and sometimes identical with their Indian counterparts. While the possible absence of a tangible connection between Greek society and sophists theories of epistemology provides a strong ground to reject the natural origin of those theories in Greece, the strong resemblance of the same theories and those of the Indian rationalist traditions may help one assume that Indian rationality played a major role in shaping sophist theories of knowledge.
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Buddhist Parallels with Protagoras' Arrangement, Style,
and Presentation 
Arrangement, style, and presentation of speech are special techniques particularly in Protagoras' rhetoric and generally in sophist rhetoric. Protagoras was, reportedly, the first Greek to talk about both rational thinking and the organization of the speech in order to persuade the audience, and therefore, Aristotle's later conceptualization of rhetoric as a discipline was initially based on Protagorean concepts on persuasion. Protagoras divided speech into categories, arranged it under those categories, and suggested opportune time or Kairos as an essential consideration for presentation. These concepts, as well as their appearance, share a clearly visible similitude with those of the Buddha and his contemporary disciples. The purpose of the discussion in the present section is to compare these similarities and to examine whether Protagoras was influenced by the Buddhist techniques that were related to the external modification and presentation of speech.
It may be reiterated here that all the rational concepts found in early Buddhism were mainly directed towards the practical purpose of persuading society to certain ends. Early Buddhism as a whole, as already mentioned on various occasions, was a rhetorical system, and the recent coinage of the term "Buddhist epistemology," in which all the rational thoughts are embodied, was the logos in the so-called Buddhist system of rhetoric. Also, the Buddha and his disciples, as well as numerous Indian groups that keenly competed with one another to win the upper hand in social power, had apparently learned from their own and their ancestors' practical experience that their appeal to
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society would reach maximum effectiveness if they systematically organized other aspects of persuasion as well. This understanding, again a natural development in the Indian society, seems to have led them to the systematic categorization of speech, modernization of style, and the investigation of the listener's psychological process. These techniques were, undoubtedly, various in quantity and quality, but, because nobody preserved materialistic, skeptic, and Ajivika traditions, one has to depend mainly on the arrangement, style, and presentation of speech in the Buddhist tradition in order to present a general picture of that practice prevalent in ancient Indian rationalist schools.
The earliest recorded instance of dividing speech into parts can be found in the Anguttara Nikaya, in which the Buddha said that a question must be answered in four ways according to the nature of the question:
There are these four ways of answering a question. What four? There is the question which requires counter-question, that which requires a categorical reply, that which requires to be waived, and there is the question which requires a discriminating reply. These are the four.'
So, this passage clearly advises the disciples of the Buddha to handle different questions in the most appropriate manner, selecting one of the four methods prescribed. Those who thus handle the questions are "hard to overcome, hard to vanquish, and invincible." They can "reject the false and grasp the truth" by categorically answering the questions raised by various opponents.' Even though a detailed description of these methods of answering questions is absent in Suttas, one finds numerous references in Suttas to how different questions should be answered in different methods.'
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It should be observed that judging the answer to a question according to the nature of that question was not probably the Buddha's own invention, but a prevalent practice since the times of the early Upanishads. Counter-questioning was a common practice in later Upanishads, and waiving the answer to a question was, as already mentioned, probably practiced widely by skeptics. Brahmins also left aside the questions that challenged the concept of Brahma rationally. Similarly, short dialogues were employed in later Upanishads to answer some questions. However, a systematic division of speech into groups would probably have developed during the Buddha's time, a period of intense debating and argumentation. Most of the debaters during the time of the Buddha both employed these methods extensively and probably developed different divisions of speech by themselves. The Buddha's division of speech into four groups was, apparently, what he found to be more effective in order to handle the opposition.
Interestingly, Protagoras also, for the first time in the history of Greece, divided speech into parts, four in all, namely entreaty, question, answer, and command.° No details are available to discuss more about this division, but what he meant by it seems clear. Based on the awareness that Protagoras was engaged in debates and earned the nickname -master of wrangling,"5 he, undoubtedly, used this division of speech to win his debates, to gain dominance in dialogues and conversations, and, of course, to know the audience better and to express himself better. Platonic text Protagoras mentioned
that Protagoras spoke at length, responded to the questions from the audience, referred his own questions to the audience, and listened patiently to the answers.' These remarks
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indicate that Protagoras both introduced the division of speech and practiced it by himself. More interestingly, two of Protagoras' parts of speech--question and answer--are identical with those of the Buddha. Moreover, even though command and request were not recognized in the Anguttara Nikaya as different divisions of speech, these two methods were employed consistently by the Buddha throughout his discourses. The following is one of the numerous examples that the Buddha used request to handle the opposition effectively. The questioner in this dialogue was king Ajasatta, who, with some sarcasm and pretended interest and respect, asked the Buddha about the immediate benefits of a monk's living the life of a recluse:
[King Ajasatta:] There are, sir, a number of ordinary crafts [professionals]: mahouts, horsemen, charioteers, archers, standard bearers, camp marshals, camp followers, high military officers of royal birth, military scouts, men brave as elephants, champions, heroes, warriors, home-born slaves, cooks, barbers, bath attendants, confectioners, garland-makers, washermen,
weavers, basket-makers, potters, arithmeticians, accountants, and whatsoever others of like kind there may be. All these enjoy, in this very world, the visible fruit of their craft. They maintain themselves, and their parents and children and friends, in happiness and comfort. . . Can you, Sir, declare to me any such immediate fruit, visible in this very world, of the life of a recluse?
[The Buddha:] Do you admit to us, 0 king, that you have put the same question to other recluses or to Brahmins?
[King Ajasatta:] I do, Sir.
[The Buddha:] Then tell us how they answered it if you do not mind.'
While this dialogue reveals the Buddha's prudent and systematic approach to the highly rational and pragmatic question raised by the king Ajasatta, one may observe that "request" was the technique the Buddha employed to win the upper hand in the dialogue As the Buddha politely asked the king to reveal the answers of other teachers given to the
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same question, king Ajasatta would not disregard that request, and, as the king began to speak, the Buddha would both receive much feedback about what sort of an answer the king would expect and find ample time to construct his own answers. After listening to the king, the Buddha started jokingly and as sarcastically as the question was asked,
saying that the most immediate benefit of one's living the life of a recluse was tax-exception while all other people paid "taxes and increase the Icing's wealth,' but what is relevant to this discussion is the fact that the Buddha used the form of request as an effective means to deal with a rhetorical situation.
Similarly, he employed command consistently to deal with different rhetorical situations that emerged during his dialogues. The following conversation took place between Brahmin Sonadanda and the Buddha while a group of other Brahmins, the supporters of Sonadanda, were watching. Sonadanda was defending his view that a Brahmin is the one who is endowed with five blessings: high birth, education, fair complexion, virtue, and wisdom, but the Buddha has already persuaded Sonadanda to reject fair complexion and education as criteria to be a Brahmin. Now the question is about the most sensitive criterion: high birth:
[The Buddha:] But of these three things [since you have already rejected fair complexion and education], oh Brahman, is it possible to leave one out, and to declare the man who has the other two to be a Brahman? [Sonadanda]: Yes, good Gotama, that could be done. We can leave out birth. For what does birth matter! If he has the other two--virtue and wisdom--Brahmans would still declare him to be a Brahman.
And when he had thus spoken, the other Brahmins said to Sonadanda, "Say not so, Sonadanda, say not so! You depreciate not only our complexion but also our verses and our birth. Verily Sonadanda is going over to the doctrine of Samana Gotama."
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Then, the Buddha said to those Brahmans: "If you, Brahmans, think that Sonadanda is unlearned, that he speak unfittingly, that he is unwise, and that he is unable to hold his own with me in this matter, let him keep silence, and do you discuss with me. But if you think him learned, able in speech, wise, able to hold his own, then do you keep silence and let him speak with me."'
This, obviously, is command with much authority, emphasis, and rhetorical power, and the manner he employed it is an indication of its higher significance to the Buddha. At a time when Sonadanda had just begun to surrender somewhat meekly to the Buddha's counter arguments raised through questions, it would be highly disadvantageous for the Buddha if the audience intervened to change Sonadanda. So, the Buddha's command to the audience would be the best approach to retain his firm grip on the opponent. The Buddha consistently employed this technique to control an unruly audience, to get an answer from a reluctant speaker, and to press a change of views on the opponent.
So, it is evident that the Buddha employed request and command as effective devices in dealing with some rhetorical situations even though he did not mention them in his categorization of speech just as Protagoras used the technique of waiving the answer but did not specifically mention that method. Protagoras' parts of speech and other techniques of persuasion had already been used widely and categorized systematically by the Buddha and, most probably, by his contemporary debaters.
The fact that Protagoras used the method of questioning in his debates and dialogues is a topic that may need more elaboration. Some scholars have made an effort to pinpoint Plato as the inventor of this practice, considering the well-known Platonic
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dialogues in which Socrates has been depicted as consistently applying the same method. The following emphasis exemplifies the general view of these scholars:
Despite arguments by scholars that the form has roots in Homeric speeches, Euripidian dramatic debates, and the general Greek fascination for verbal jousting and agonal argument, Plato's use of dialogues as a vehicle for conveying philosophy may be justifiably regarded as one of his significant achievements. After all, none of his predecessors used this style. Sophists used handbooks, and pre-Socratics for the most part composed in hexameter verse of pithy maxims (e.g., Heracleitus' "everything flows, nothing stays"). Thus, the philosophical dialogue would seem to be genuinely Platonic invention. (Segal xi)
Obviously, Protagoras has no place either in Segal's argument or in the counter-argument that Segal rejects. "Sophists used handbooks" and the philosophers conveyed their thoughts in verses or maxims, but Plato was the sole inventor of "philosophical dialogues."
It should be asserted, however, that the very term of inventing philosophical dialogues itself seems an illusionary and misleading phrase. Evidently, philosophical dialogues were not an invention but a combination of what had already introduced into Greece. Various Greek thinkers adopted philosophy, and Protagoras introduced dialogues and discussed philosophical concepts in dialogues. Recognition of Plato as the inventor of this practice--simply because he widely used this method, and his dialogues have been preserved while Protagoras' treatises are lost--is a denial of Protagoras' own discovery of the dialogue-method, which Plato later found to be worthy of imitation.
That Protagoras introduced this method seems quite obvious. The one who talked about the question-form previously was Zeno, but "nothing in the report of his opinion or
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in the quotations of his book support the view that they were in dialogue form; rather, they seem to be in the form of a set of logical deductions from a given premise" (Freeman, The Pre-Socratic Philosophers 154). In contrast, recorded evidence clearly states that Protagoras was the first to use the question-answer method or the dialogue form in Greece. Laertius said:
Protagoras was the first to say that on every issue there are two arguments opposed to each other; these he made use of by the method of questioning, a practice he originated.'
There is no reason to doubt Laertius' remarks because of several reasons. Protagoras' introduction of the two-Logoi theory and his practice of debating closely related to and required the use of the question-answer method. Having also introduced "disputants to the tricks of arguments,' questioning could have been an essentially relevant practice for Protagoras. He also wrote, as already mentioned, two treatises on debating in which the question-answer method, an essential tool for debating as already proved by the Buddha and his Indian counterparts, could hardly have found no place. Therefore, Protagoras' introduction of the dialogue form to Greece seems virtually indisputable.
It is more than probable that Plato later followed and developed the question-answer method introduced by Protagoras. As Porphyry noted, Plato was a constant borrower, but only because of the scarcity of the treatises composed by Plato's predecessors, Plato's borrowings are hard to detect. More importantly, Porphyry noted that he found in Protagoras' On Being the technique of counter-arguments that was later employed by Plato to defend the Being." This evidence clearly confirms that Protagoras
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was the first user of the dialogue method. Plato's Protagoras seems to be a shrewdly constructed piece of writing, in which he employed Protagoras' own method of argument to disgrace Protagoras himself. Plato's predetermination for writing his dialogues was clearly to defend Socrates' ideals, and therefore, Plato would willfully change anything in the dialogue between Protagoras and Socrates if such a dialogue ever took place. One would hardly accept Socrates' dominance in this dialogue over Protagoras who had already familiarized this practice of argumentation in Greece, gained considerable experience in this practice with his constant involvement in debates and dialogues, and had written several treatises on debating and counter-argument.
Returning to the Buddhist tradition, one finds that the Buddha's favorite way of argumentation was the dialogue method. He vanquished famous, belligerent rivals with the help of dialogues which are over one hundred in number as preserved by the Theravada, the oldest Buddhist tradition. The list of the longer dialogues of the Buddha, which was separately categorized in the first Buddhist council held three months after the Buddha's death, contains thirty-four dialogues, and their English translation spreads over nearly one thousand printed pages. This information reveals the paramount importance and the consistent application of the dialogue form in Buddhist argumentation, and Protagoras use of the same method during the late fifth century B.C.E. seems to have been influenced by Buddhism
The same may be true with the Greek concept of Kairos. As Schiappa noted, Poulakos has stated that the concept of Kairos can be traced back to Greek poets and
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tragedians (73), and one may agree that, besides poets and tragedians, Greek thinkers also had used this word before Protagoras did. However, it should be asserted that none of the other Greek thinkers before Protagoras ever used the word Kairos to advocate the opportune time for speech. The first Greeks thinkers to use "Kairos" in a philosophical sense were probably the anonymous Pythagoreans. They once mentioned Kairos vaguely to suggest the right moment as an assignment to various people and places in the universe, a concept that completely puzzled Aristotle.' Again, the same Pythagoreans mentioned Kairos, referring to the right time for sex and marriage for young people." Democritus, of course, used "Kairos" to mean timing for speech, but he apparently used the term to oppose the concept. According to him, one's right to speak is a sign of freedom, and therefore, "danger lies in discerning the right occasion.' Perhaps, his strong sense of democratic freedom made him oppose to the timing for speech. Until Protagoras used "Kairos" to support the selection of the right time for speech, no Greek thinker ever addressed this important method of persuasion.
Laertius, who has provided more information about Protagoras' use of this method in rhetoric, remarked, "He [Protagoras] was also the first to . . . expound the importance of the right moment,' and one finds no reason to doubt this claim. Its reliability is "confirmed by the treatment of Kairos in the Protagorean-influenced track Dissoi Logoi" (Schiappa 73). Gorgias highlighted this concept, and Isocrates overemphasized it, but Protagoras was the first Greek to introduce it into Greek rhetoric.
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To stress the Indian parallels of the Protagorean concept of Kairos, one may again go back to the Buddhist system of persuasion. Here, the Buddha is addressing Prince Abhaya, who was send by a leader of another tradition to defeat the Buddha in an argument:
Whatever speech the Tathagata [the Buddha] knows to be fact, true, but not connected with the goal, not liked by others, disagreeable to them, the Tathagata does not utter that speech. Whatever speech the
Tathagata knows to be fact, true, connected with the goal, but not liked by others, disagreeable to them, the Tathagata is aware of the right time for explaining that speech. Whatever speech the Tathagata knows to be not fact, not true, not connected with the goal, but that is liked by others, agreeable to them, that speech the Tathagata does not utter. Whatever speech the Tathagata knows to be fact, true, but not connected with the goal, yet liked by others and agreeable to them, neither does Tathagata utter that speech. Whatever speech the Tathagata knows to be fact, true, connected with the goal, and liked by others, and agreeable to them, the Tathagata is aware of the right time for explaining that speech."
In addition to the Buddha's summarization of the appropriate speech itself, he has clearly recognized here the significance of appropriate time for speaking. If what he thinks right appears to be not agreeable to the audience, he may wait for the right time to speak. Similarly, even though he is aware that his speech would be agreeable to the listeners, still he would calculate the opportune time to deliver his words. Even in a highly favorable situation, the Buddha considered timing as a very crucial factor to address an audience.
Evidence reveals that "timing of speech" as given in this Sutta was neither a passing reference nor an isolated occurrence, but a well-established and well-recognized technique in early Buddhist rhetoric. In the Gradual Sayings the Buddha again
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mentioned the importance of timing in speech, saying that nobody could "roll back his [the Buddha's] Dhamma Wheel" since the Buddha knew the right time to speak.' In the Middle-length Sayings, he reiterated that he was a "speaker at a right time."' This concept was followed not only by the Buddha but also by his disciples in their speeches. Buddhist monks were specifically instructed to be aware of the timing factor whenever they talked to others. Following is how Sariputta, a learned disciple of the Buddha, advised his junior monks about persuasive techniques in speech:
You must place yourself in the following five positions whenever you impel another into action. I will speak timely not untimely; I will speak about what has happened, not what has not; I will speak with gentleness, not harshness; I will speak about the goal, what is not the goal; I will speak with mind of amity, not of ill will.'
So, out of five techniques to persuade the listener, "timing" was given the first priority. This utterance indicates that, as a part of their training and education, monks were instructed on persuasive techniques in which the opportune time for speech was given a major position. Since Buddhist persuasive methods developed in connection with the rhetorical techniques employed by other schools of thought, one may arrive at the doubtless conclusion that the Buddha's contemporary schools had also developed a major emphasis on timing.
Concerning Protagoras' other rhetorical innovations, except for his embellishment and improvement of language, no clear evidence is available, but it is probable that he, along with other contemporary thinkers, made some contributions to the methodical organization of the speech. Plato's remarks in Phaedrus indicate that by that
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time speech consisted of seven sections namely introduction, narration, testimony, proof, probability, confirmation, and supplementary confirmation, of which, as he said, the last two items were introduced by Theodorus, Protagoras' great friend.' This remark might make one surmise that both Theodorus and Protagoras shared some aspects in the
organization of speech. Plato further mentioned in the same text that Prodicus "discovered the art of appropriate speech," which was neither length nor brevity but "due measure."" With regard to Protagoras' contributions, Plato only said, "He had propriety of phrase and many other fine things,' and one may conclude that, while Protagoras made the most notable contribution to the development of speech, his contemporaries also introduced various innovatives to modify the organization of the discourse.
This conclusion is an invitation to make a general comparison between the characteristics of speech organization and presentation shared by all Protagoras' contemporaries and the early Buddhist tradition. The previous paragraph revealed that the speech was divided into sections, and the length of the speech was systematically modulated during the time of Protagoras, and perhaps Protagoras himself had a hand in it. Several of the Buddha's discourses show that speech was similarly organized by the Buddha himself and his contemporaries. The Buddha, according to the Gradual Sayings, was aware of the following five factors when he spoke:
1.	Usefulness of his words.
2.	Goodness of his words.
3.	The measure of the speech (appropriate length).
4.	Opportune time for the speech.
5.	The nature of the audience (assembled men)."
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Besides, the passage quoted above to indicate the Buddha's mindfulness about the opportune time for speech sheds more light on other techniques he employed when he approached an audience. That Sutta recognized the following four requirements for a successful speech in addition to proper timing:
1.	Presentation of accurate evidence from the past. ("I will speak about what has happened, not what has not.")
2.	Attention to the diction, phraseology, and tone. ("I will speak with gentleness, not harshness.")
3.	Focus on the main purpose throughout the speech. ("I will speak about the goal, what is not the goal.")
4.	Extension of humanistic feelings towards the audience. ("I will speak with mind of amity, not ofill-will.")25
These various characteristics that highlight organization and presentation of speech can also be found in several other Suttas. For instance, highlighting attention to diction and tone, the Buddha said in the Middle-length Sayings that he would avoid "harsh speech" and utter only the words that would be "gentle, pleasing to the ear, affectionate, going to the heart, urbane, and pleasant." These words would be "worth treasuring with similes at a right time."' These examples indicate that the major rhetorical techniques of Protagoras and his contemporaries actually existed in India before the time of the Older Sophists. Division of the same speech into sections was also recognized in India as an effective means to impress the audience. The following contradictions that might arise in an argumentative dialogue or a speech indicate how organized the speakers should be:
You said at the end what should have been said at the beginning, and said at the beginning what should haven been said at the end. Your method is reversed, you are refuted, you are caught out. Go away and think out your words, or unravel them if you can.27
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This is an indication of their well-awareness of the methodical arrangement of speech. Introduction and conclusion are clearly recognized here. Without a clear organization of the speech, one would fail to impress the audience. The speaker's failure to conform to the accepted rules of giving a speech made the speaker subject to "censure," a situation that would cause humiliation and disgrace.
Besides, the speaker's threefold awareness of himself (and herself since Buddhist and Jain nuns were engaged in persuasion), the speech, and the audience was a well-recognized requirement to succeed as a persuader. Buddhist psychology of self-awareness, comparison, and adjustment could definitely have played a major role here and made the Buddha and his disciples highly successful in their persuasive process. Several Suttas including the Anumana Sutta instructed monks in greater details to adjust their speech, as well as other behavior patterns, through inference and comparison. One may present oneself to society as a suave, acceptable person if one follows this process:
I do not like but resent the person who tends to exalt himself or herself and disperse others. Similarly, if I exalt myself and disparage others, I am too not liked by others.
I must look into myself whether I exalt myself and disparage others. If I find this weakness in me, I must try to get rid of that undesirable characteristic."
The more one understands what others are, the more one understands what one is. The same process may yield excellent results with a reversal: the more one understands what one is, they more one knows what others are. This understanding facilitates one's act of shaping speech to present oneself as a more acceptable person. Even though these instructions are not specifically mentioned as the requirements to be a great speaker
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before an audience, they contain enormous power to make one a successful speaker, and there is evidence that the Buddha and his disciples constantly used these techniques in their persuasive process. Despite the Buddha's clear rejection of self-mortification as a way to self-purification, he spoke the following words to a group of ascetics who practiced extreme asceticism:
Those who say so [that I find fault in asceticism] are not following my words. On the contrary, they are reporting me falsely, and at variance with the fact... How could I disparage all penance or bluntly revile and find fault with every ascetic, with everyone who lives a life that is hard! There are certain recluses and Brahmins who are clever, subtle, experienced in controversy, hair-splitters, ... And as between them and me, there is, as to some points, agreements, and as to some points, not. As to some of those things they approve, we also approve thereof. As to some of those things they disapprove, we also disapprove thereof. As to some of those things they approve, we disapprove thereof. As to some of those things they disapprove, we approve thereof And some things we approve of, so do they. And some things we disapprove, so do they. And some things we approve, they do not. And some things we disapprove of, they approve thereof. As those things, my friends, on which we do not agree, let us leave them alone. As to those things on which we agree, let the wise put questions about them, ask for reasons as to them, and talk them over..29
This speech of the Buddha, considering that he addressed in an assembly of rival ascetics, must be regarded as one judiciously and elegantly crafted in his own advice to his disciples on various psychological techniques that would help them shape their speech. While the Buddha clearly rejected asceticism in principle, here he praised the ascetics for their perseverance and hardship. Suggesting his flexibility to opinions, he encouraged the ascetics to eliminate their defensive mood and to participate in a reciprocal dialogue. The argumentation suggested by the Buddha is, clearly, not to accept or reject anybody's view but to join in a truth-seeking effort and to arrive at a mutually agreeable conclusion. This
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speech is astonishingly modern for any given standard, and the Buddha's emphasis on human psychology seems to have played a vital role in his ability to construct his speeches with such persuasive power.
All these discourses and practices provide ample evidence in support of the assertion that a highly developed rhetorical system, existed in early Buddhism and in other rationalist systems in India during the sixth century B.C.E. The striking similarities between these rhetorical techniques and those of Protagoras in particular shed light on the possibility that the Greek sophist thinker was influenced by the Buddhist and other Indian rhetorical practices and values. It is also possible that Protagoras passed his own influences into other sophists and eventually to the discipline of rhetoric.
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Personal Philosophy and Social Ethics in Buddhist 
and Sophist Teaching
Another vital aspect that rational thought enriched both in Buddhism and in the sophist teaching is the philosophy for life and the ethics for society. Leaving aside both the traditional and the scriptural authority, Buddhism first rejected idealistically formed ethical values in the Brahmin tradition. Second, it cast aside the materialistic
overemphasis of sensual gratification and disrespect for morality, both of which grew as a direct opposition to the idealistic Brahmin system of thought. While asserting that individual happiness achieved through the combination of personal success and virtue should be the primary objective in life, Buddhism also invented a rationally constructed system of ethical values, which is generally known today as a clear example of humanism. Personal philosophy and social ethics in the sophist teaching were basically the same. Sophist rhetoricians equally emphasized both personal happiness and social morality, and "the intellectual result of this philosophical teaching has been very rightly recognized as the coming of humanism" (Untersteiner xv). This section will elaborate on these similarities, again focusing on a possible Buddhist influence on sophist thinking.
Personal Philosophy 
It is well known that the concept of individual happiness achieved a predominant significance in Plato's and Aristotle's writings. While Plato maintained that "human happiness consists in spiritual perfection, and spiritual perfection implies and is implied by self knowledge" (Allen 19), Aristotle made this concept more secularized by
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balancing its spiritual and worldly elements. Achievement of happiness, according to him, was the main objective in life, and one would reach this goal through virtuous welfare, self sufficiency, security in life, wealth, or physical well-being.' Probably, these stages of happiness were not the inventions of Plato or Aristotle, nor were they the naturally developed concepts in Greece. Rather, their original source may be located in Buddhist Nirvana. As explained in the previous chapter, there is a strong possibility that Democritus borrowed this idealistic form of happiness during his Indian visit and then passed it to Protagoras, who seemingly focused on its secular side, thus paving the way for Socrates to oppose it and Aristotle to conceptualize it in a revised form.
There was no idealized and conceptualized form of happiness in Greece before Democritus introduced the concepts of mental well-being, an acquisition through an imperturbable mental reaction to various vicissitudes of life. Ostensibly, Democritus passed this concept to Protagoras, his disciple. There is enough evidence to believe that "his [Protagoras'] ideal of conduct was the Democritean imperturbability" (Freeman, Pre-Socratic Philosophers 351). The application of this theory is "shown unmistakably in what he [Protagoras] says of Pericles' behavior on hearing the news of the death of both his sons in only eight days" (Untersteiner 66):
When his sons, who were very fine young men, died within eight days, he (Pericles) bore it without mourning. For he held on to his serenity, from which everyday he derived great benefit in happiness, freedom from suffering, and honor in the people's eyes--for all who saw him bearing his griefs valiantly thought him great-souled and brave and superior to themselves, well knowing their own helplessness in such a calamity.'
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While this quotation may reveal how far the Buddhist concept of Nirvana could have already traveled, it is apparent that Protagoras was the one who shaped Pericles' mind in this manner. Pericles' "serenity, from which everyday he derived great benefit in happiness [and] freedom from suffering," helped him bear "his grief valiantly." Obviously, this serenity was an acquired mental development rather than a natural mental reaction to the external world. Pericles was unusually open to rational thought, and Protagoras, the close friend of Pericles, could have instructed and guided his friend to shape mentality in this manner. It is probable that Protagoras acquired from his teacher Democritus a complete knowledge and instructions about this mental imperturbability and the way to achieve it. It has already been mentioned that Democritus was used to retreat into tombs and contemplate as a means to develop and retain his mental serenity. Protagoras could have leaned from his teacher these methods of training mind to retain its imperturbability.
This dissertation discussed previously the Buddhist attitude towards worldly problems, the attitude that closely resembles that of Pericles and Protagoras. An offshoot of the idealistic Nirvana, this attitude developed in an effort to demonstrate the practicability of Nirvana in the day-to-day life. Buddha recommended his lay disciples to remain unmoved in the presence of worldly problems and instructed them how to achieve that stability. His instructions mainly consisted of a reinterpretation of sensual world as a constantly changing phenomena and meditational methods as a means to internalize this
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reinterpreted attitude. Thus interpreted as a psychological creation rather than an actual existence, the Buddha asserted that various vicissitudes of life would not disturb the wise.
This teaching can further be elaborated with the examples of how the Buddha dealt with people who experienced such problems as the death of their beloved. King Pasenadi was having a conversation with the Buddha when a messenger brought the neNN s that the Queen Mallika was dead. Having heard the news, the king "was solely grieved and sick at heart, his shoulders drooped, his mouth fell, and he sat brooding, unable to speak."' The Buddha said to the king that noble people should react to the death of the beloved with calmness and sorrowlessness. Such a person is called "a learned Aryan disciple," one who has "drawn out the poisoned dart of the sorrow with which the unlearned average man torments himself," and "the sorrowless, dart-free, Aryan disciple has cooled the self entirely."'
Protagoras' appreciation of Pericles' behavior after Pericles calmly accepted the death of his two sons may be rooted in the same philosophy. The "serenity" of Pericles Protagoras is praising is not natural human nature but an achievement with daily practice of looking at the worldly nature from a rational point of view. Under normal circumstances, a father's calm acceptance of such a double blow is highly unusual, but Protagoras could have influenced Pericles to view the calamities in life as inexorable and unworthy of taking seriously.
As mentioned several times previously, the other Buddhist concept that closely relates to the personal life is the advocacy of a moderate life between asceticism and
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indulgence in sensual gratification. It may not be necessary to repeat here the previous discussion in Chapter III of the Buddhist middle path, but it is worthy to discuss the similarity between the sophist attitude towards life and the middle path recommended in Buddhism. One observes that a form of asceticism based on Parmenidean idealistic concepts was gaining popularity in the non-sophist intellectual circle in Athens during this time, and Socrates, undoubtedly, was the most ardent supporter of this theory. Apparently, this asceticism had no connection with the Pythagorean belief of the soul-liberation in which only individual effort, not any divine power, was required. Rather, this form of asceticism was a Brahmin-type practice in which worldly happiness was denied in the anticipation of the union with God. The Katha Upanishad, for instance, indicated that renouncement of worldly pleasure would be the most essential prerequisite to realize Brahma.' As explained by Nikhilananda, "the knowledge of the Brahma is possible only for him who has renounced all the enjoyments of the relative universe. . (135). The following words of Socrates in his conversation with Antiphon reveal the nature of this philosophy:
You seem to me, Antiphon, to think that happiness is luxury and expensive living, but I think that it is an attribute of God to want nothing, and it is next to divine to want as little as possible: that the divine is the best and that what is next to the divine is the next best thing.'
While Socrates genuinely followed this personal philosophy and bred a coterie to popularize it, sophists obviously opposed to it. With no metaphysical themes disturbing their rational thinking, sophist thinkers developed a more realistic attitude towards life. Antiphon, in return, responded to Socrates as follows:
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I thought, Socrates, that philosophers should be happier than other people, but you seem to me to get just the opposite out of philosophy. You live indeed in a fashion which no slave in his master's house would tolerate. Your food and drink is of the commonest kind, and the cloak you wear is not only common but the same summer and winter, and you are always without shoes or shirt.'
These words of Antiphon do not suggest his support for luxury even though Socrates thinks it otherwise; rather, they reflect a rationalist attitude towards life with a tone of persuasion to use available material objects and resources for physical existence and comfort. Antiphon believed that wisdom means the understanding that the use of material objects and other resources for bodily comfort and maintenance makes one happy. This attitude is not an effort to push one into self-indulgence in sensual pleasure but a guidance to drag one out of self-mortification.
Despite the Platonic tradition's effort to present some sophist thinkers as the extremists in self-indulgence of sensual pleasure and the advocates of the same philosophy, one may hardly find evidence to warrant this claim. In Protagoras, Plato evidently meant to present Prodicus as a pleasure-seeker,' and Philostratus later said, perhaps following Plato's depiction of Prodicus, that the sophist was "addicted to his pleasures."' Nevertheless, the available fragments of Prodicus would prove it otherwise. Xenophon in Memorabilia has preserved a long fragment in which Prodicus expressed himself with the help of a parable which he recited to a big gathering.'" This fragment contains invaluable guidance for the young generation on the importance of selecting a pattern of living that avoids self-indulgence in luxury and sensual gratification. Pleasure-seeking was presented in the fragment in the guise of a beautiful but fickle lady who
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would induce Heracles, the main character in the story, into vice and destruction while moderation, another pretty lady, would lead Heracles into success, happiness, and good health in life. While this fragment probably sheds light on why sophists were so demanding in the Greek society and what they meant by the teaching of virtue, it strongly supports the assertion that sophist thinkers were not pleasure-seekers but those who insisted on moderation in life just as the early Buddhist teachers who emphasized the same.
The other Buddhist teaching that requires a comparison with the sophist philosophy for personal life is the concept of worldly success. Despite the popular belief that early Buddhism presented a pessimistic theory about life, it should be asserted that individual success in the material world was a central philosophy for life as given in early Buddhist texts. As the orders of monks and nuns were firmly established in Buddhism, "a concern with the quality of the life lived by lay people" became apparent among the order of the monks (Ling xiv). The modem theory about Buddhist pessimism probably arose mainly out of a mistaken identity: readers incorrectly believed that the instructions given to monks and nuns in original Buddhist Suttas were also the instructions for the Buddhist lay community. Thus, the Buddha's numerous instructions that were meant to discourage monks and nuns towards worldly life were regarded as equally applicable to the Buddhist lay life. In this mixed-up reconstruction of Buddhist advice, some of the recent Western scholars seem to have ignored Buddhist instructions on personal success and emphasized that Buddhism is a pure pessimistic religion.
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However, the Buddha was very far form denying the possibility of happiness, spiritual and material" (Stark xliii). The confusion that the Buddha's teaching was pessimistic may be untangled by studying why two kinds of drastically different instructions were required for the Buddhist clergy and the lay community. The main concern of the Buddha was to appeal to the whole society but, to achieve this objective, he needed, first of all, a qualified, fully dedicated, and reliable group of people to convey his message to society. Similar to the Jain society, the orders of monks and nuns were established for this particular purpose. Ostensibly, the Buddha was well-aware that his success as a social leader would depend on the discipline, dedication, and the skill of the monks and nuns who would act as intermediate of the Buddha's message. Then, the most essential requirement was to train predominantly young monks and nuns rigorously, in such a way that they would maintain an unblemished reputation with their behavior and would never return to lay life after a short stay in the Order. Total discouragement of sensual gratification was, apparently, meant for this purpose.
After entering the Order, a young novice would receive instructions from the Buddha or a senior monk, and then he or she would retreat to "the forest, or to the roots of a tree, or to an empty chamber"' and start meditation on impermanence of sensual pleasure, mental suffering caused by the attachment to sensual pleasure, and the selflessness of all sensual experiences. After developing this mentality for several months, he or she would again see the Buddha a few months later, wishing more guidance. After receiving more instructions and education about the Buddha's own
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teaching, other teachings, nature of people, and the art of persuasion, this monk or nun, along with brothers and sisters of the same order, would begin the task of spreading the Buddha's message. With their bodily requirements faithfully provided by the lay community, monks and nuns, along with the Buddha himself, had to travel from place to place or meet the visitors at their own lodging and teach them the Buddha's message.
However, the Buddhist lay community was completely different. Unlike the Jain lay community, Buddhist lay people were allowed to live a fully liberated material life within its ethical codes. To win appreciation, acceptance, and support of these people, the Buddha and his disciples had to prove themselves useful to society. They achieved this objective by involving with social affairs and offering useful advice and guidance to people for individual success in worldly life even though this aspect of Buddhism is relatively unknown to the West:
Even nowadays it is sometimes said that Buddhism has no concern with the social dimension of life. If this is not explicitly stated, it is often implied. This denial of a social dimension to their lives on the part of those who claim to be Buddhist is really rather curious, for the notion of
an un-social Buddhist is a contradiction in terms. (Ling xiv)
Despite the modem misinterpretation that early Buddhism was concerned only with individual liberation, it (early Buddhism) displayed a remarkable interest in the social life of the lay Buddhist community. Neither the Buddha nor his disciples never claimed to be the messengers of any divine power so that they would not play the role of the intermediates between divinity and the lay community. Their best service to society would be their guidance of people to various ends such as success in business, happiness
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in family life, and, or course, improvement in virtuous qualities. Thus, the Buddha and his disciples began to offer useful advice for lay people to succeed in worldly life, just as sophists offered professional assistance to make well-accomplished citizens out of the young generation.
In fact, this kind of advice and guidance was a part of the expectations of the lay community from the Buddhist clergy. As the Vyaggapajja Sutta reveals, visitors to the Buddha told him that they were living a worldly life, taking care of their property, and feeding and protecting their wives and children These people requested the Buddha, "What do you recommend for our well-being and benefit?' People wanted to know what advice and guidance the Buddha would offer to them in order to make their very existence happier and more meaningful. In fact, materialists and skeptics had already challenged any existence after death and stressed one's present existence as the only occasion to make oneself happy so that the Buddha and his disciples had to anticipate frequently a question as this from their listeners. In preparation for such situations, early Buddhism seems to have developed various topics related to worldly life and prepared answers for those questions. Various aspects of Individual success such as management of one's business, maintenance of personal property and wealth, establishment of friendships, and development of virtue were discussed in detail.
This is how two different practical philosophies came into existence in early Buddhism. Members of the Buddhist clergy who preserved these discourses mixed them all together since their method of categorization was based on the external appearance of
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those discourses such as the length and the dialogue form. Thus, one finds many Buddhist Suttas of immense practical value for the lay life surrounded by a great number of discourses preached for the monks and nuns to highlight the uselessness of material success. The discourses for monks and nuns clearly outnumber the Suttas for the lay community probably because those who preserved those discourses were the members of the clergy, who gave priority to the discourses preached for themselves. Also, the central theme in the first and the second Buddhist councils, in which steps were taken to preserve original Buddhist Suttas, was the organization and maintenance of the order of monks
and nuns so that the predominant position of these discourses is understandable. Nevertheless, Buddhist clergy also preserved a considerable number of the Buddha's and his contemporary disciples' discourses which contain useful advise for the success of material life, but they have been unjustly ignored by the modem Western interpreters of Buddhism.
Several of the early Buddhist Suttas that exclusively dealt with the worldly life are the Sigalovada, Vyaggapajja, Vasala, Mangala, and Parabhava. The Sigalovada Sutta instructed young people on how to earn honor from society, secure protection from dangers, and achieve prosperity in the material world while the Vyaggapajja Sutta offered instructions on saving, proper spending, and on maintaining social relationships. The Vasala Sutta, Mangala Sutta and the Parabhava Sutta identified various factors that contribute to the individual's moral and spiritual degeneration and personal downfall in the material world. Advice, instructions, and guidance offered in these Suttas for the lay
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life are too much for the present section, so attention may be focused just on one Sutta, preferably the Sigalovada Sutta,u to see the similarity of these instructions with those that the sophists offered to the youthful Greeks.
In this Sutta, the Buddha, responding to Sigala's request of how to make his (Sigala's) life happy, initiated his long dialogue saying, "Hear then, young householder, give ear to my words, and I will speak" and emphasizing that one who followed the Buddha's advice would "taste success" by conquering both this world and the next." First of all, praise from the wise is one criterion to judge the success of the lay life, and that praise may be achieved through moral behavior which is fourfold: abstinence from killing, stealing, lying, and adultery. All sorts of immoral behavior are motivated by four factors: partiality, enmity, ignorance, and fear. The young householder Sigala must learn not to be motivated by these four factors.
Again, wealth is an important aspect that makes life happy, and Sigala, whose father has just died, must know how to protect his wealth inherited from the family. There are six channels for dissipating wealth: getting addicted to intoxicants, frequenting streets at unseemly hours, haunting fairs, being infatuated by gambling, associating with evil companions, and living an idle life. By avoiding these unwholesome habits, Sigala would both protect and increase his wealth.
The Buddha elaborated each of these six channels of dissipating wealth, identifying six dangers in each. The following six dangers are lurking in alcoholism: actual loss of wealth, increase of quarrels, susceptibility to disease, loss of good
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character, indecent exposure, and impaired intelligence. Frequenting the streets at the wrong time returns the following six dangers: no protection for oneself, no protection for one's wife and children, least protection for one's property, openness to the suspicion of undiscovered crimes, proneness to false rumors about unwholesome behavior, and susceptibility to many other unspecified problems. Similarly, hunting fairs returns six perils: addiction to dancing, singing, music, recitation, cymbals, and acrobatic. Gambling causes the following six repercussions: the winner begets hatred; the looser experiences pain; personal wealth gradually declines; court of law no longer trusts the gambler's words; friends and officials despise him; and respectable families refuse to establish marital relationships with him. Six perils are awaiting for the one who associates with the evil companions: one can turn into a gambler, a libertine, a tippler, a cheat, a swindler, or a violent person. Finally, idleness may prevent one from work with the following complaints: too much heat, too much coldness, too early time, too late time, and physical discomfort.
Next, the discussion continued with the differentiation between genuine friends and the foes in the likeliness of friends. A rapacious person, a man of words, a mere flatterer, and the fellow-waster are the four enemies in the appearance of a friend. A rapacious person is the one who gives little and expects more, does his duty out of fear, and pursues his own interest. A friend of words makes friendly profession with regard to the past and future and tries to gain favor with empty words, but when an opportunity for service arises, avows disability. A flatterer may consent to do wrong but dissents from
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doing right and praise in the presence but speak ill to others. A fellow-waster is the one who accompanies and encourages one who indulges in strong drinks, frequents the streets at untimely hours, haunts shows and fairs, and gambles.
The Buddha proceeded with his discourse, offering equally useful advice for Sigala to make his life honorable, happy, and prosperous, but, obviously, the summary of the Sutta's first half given so far may have provided sufficient evidence to demonstrate that personal success in worldly affairs was a predominantly significant topic in early Buddhist texts. The Buddha discussed these topics in public, offered his personal assistance to individuals who endeavored success in life, and made himself and his disciples practically useful to the young generation.
Now one may again return to Greek sophist teaching to examine how close sophist practices were to those of the Buddha and his disciples. Sophists were the first Greek thinkers to offer professional assistance in shaping the future of the young generation, and Protagoras was the first Greek to initiate this practice in Greece. Plato quoted Protagoras' own words as follows:
Young men, if you associate with me, you shall, on the first day you enter my company, go home better man for it, and so too on the next day; and every day you shall unfailingly improve. .. A pupil coming to me will learn only the subject he has come to learn. By this I mean prudence in his own affairs so that he may manage his own household in the best way and the prudence in the affairs of the city so that he may be most effective in action and in speech in matters concerning the city."
This important quotation offers useful clues to what the initial sophist practice was. Protagoras aimed at training his pupils to maintain their property and to involve
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successfully in city-affairs. Teaching virtue was, undoubtedly, a part of this training. Socrates' remarks about Protagoras' teaching--"You, openly advertising yourself throughout Greece under the title of sophist, have proclaimed yourself a teacher of culture and virtue."16--prove that Protagoras taught moral and cultural values. He did not teach any other subjects under sophistry. Other Greeks, who were attracted to the lucrative business of Protagoras, had little skill in and knowledge about what Protagoras actually did; therefore, they plunged their students "once more into the arts, teaching them calculation and astronomy and geometry and music."' At the beginning, only Protagoras was there as the introducer and the fully qualified person to lead the young Greeks towards self-proficiency in their personal and public affairs.
It is reasonable to suggest that Protagoras acquired this knowledge and skill from the Buddhist sources that probably came through Democritus or Protagoras' Persian education and used his knowledge to launch a lucrative profession in Greece. Immediately before and during Protagoras' first twenty years in Athens, peace prevailed in the state, while more than one hundred fifty Greek colonies were paying annual tributes to it. In consequence, money and wealth remained in the country, Athenian business and trade improved tremendously, and personal wealth of Athenian families increased dramatically. In this social background, Protagoras seems to have stimulated a social need among well-to-do families to educate their young sons about business management, property care, and character development. Training young people to speak well and to participate in city-affairs, of course, was a need inherent in Greek democracy,
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but Protagoras' approach to the young generation, "a course entirely different from his predecessors" according to his own words," was almost the same as the practices of the early Buddhist tradition in India. Protagoras could have familiarized himself with the detailed analysis and the systemic categorization of the Buddhist instructions in this field and used them in his own practices.
Another Buddhist concept that closely resembles that of Protagoras and the rest of the sophists is the absence of any reliance on divine power as a part of one's personal philosophy. In the Tittayatana Sutta, the Buddha categorically denied divine will as a determinant factor of one's failure, success, happiness, or sorrow:
Monks, there are certain recluses and Brahmins who teach thus, who hold this view: "Whatever weal, woe, or neutral feeling is experienced, all that is due to the creation of a supreme god. I approach them and say: "Is it true, as they say, that you hold the view and teach that whatever weal, woe, or neutral feeling is experienced, all this is due to the creation of a supreme god?" Thus questioned by me, they reply, "Yes, we do." Then, I say to them: "So then, owing to the creation of a supreme god, men will become murders, thieves, unchaste liars, slanders, covetous, malicious, and heretical. Those who rely on the creation of a supreme god, those lack the desire and energy, to do what is to be done and to refrain from doing what is not to be done. So then, the necessity for action or inaction not being found to exist in them, the term 'recluse' cannot reasonably be applied to yourself since you live in a state of bewilderment without heed or restraint."'
This strong argument against the creator played a major role in the Buddha's advice to society on material success. While the Brahmin tradition recognized praying as an act of invoking blessing for life, the Buddha denied it, emphasizing one's own effort as the determinant factor of one's own success or failure. None of the Buddhist Sutras that addressed the issue of worldly success encouraged people to pray but persuaded them to
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rely on their own action such as planning, care, and maintenance of personal property and business and self-adjustment and improvement of behavior patterns for healthy interpersonal relationships. Human effort itself was recognized as the basis for human success.
This appears to be the central philosophy of all sophist thinkers who either rejected or doubted the existence of an absolute divinity. Protagoras, who excluded the existence of gods from his speeches and writing, instructed youths to rely on their own ability and skill as a means to achieve success, an approach that earned utter indignation of Socrates and Plato. Plato's remarks in the words of Socrates that Protagoras "hoodwinked all of Greece for more than forty years, corrupting his associates and sending them away in worse condition than he had found them"' are most probably based on Protagoras' rejection of divine power as a contributory factor for worldly success. If Protagoras trained his students to be personally successful and socially acceptable and taught them virtues to improve their moral values, there is absolutely no reason to believe that he corrupted youths. Socrates repeatedly asserted that virtues could not be taught, implying that without belief in divinity people would not improve morally. Protagoras belied this metaphysical myth for forty years just like the Buddha defied the Brahmin myth of Brahma as a supporter for one's worldly success. Just like the Brahmin tradition identified the Buddha as a heretic for his rejection of Brahma, the Greek Brahmin tradition probably branded Protagoras as an impostor for his refusal to teach the absolute truth to his students.
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It is also an interesting point that, while rejecting the power of a creator as an influential force for human life, the Buddha occasionally mentioned about other gods in his instructions to youths. One such occasion was when a senior member of the Licchavi clan brought to the Buddha's notice the following behavior problems of young Licchavis and requested the Buddha's assistance to mold their behavior:
Lord, these Licchavi young men are quick-tempered, rough, greedy fellows. Such presents as are sent by clanfolk--sugar-cane, jujube fruit, sweet cakes, sweetmeats, and lolly-pops [Saldthlaka]--they go about plundering and eating; they slap the women and the girls of the clan on the back. Such are these fellows who now with upraised hands stand in silence revering you."
Interestingly, this complaint seems to be an eternal problem of any young generation as viewed by the adults. Behavior problems associated with adolescence and early youth are lucidly presented here. Those young Licchavis are "quick-tempered, rough, and greedy." Their lascivious behavior is presented in their act of slapping women and girls in the back. However, in the presence of a respectable person like the Buddha, they would behave as if they were saints. The Buddha's advice to these young Licchavis was based on the following summary:
A clansman who, with wealth gotten by work and zeal, gathered by the strength of the arm, earned by the sweat by the brow, justly obtained in a lawful way, honors parents, wife, children, his servants, workfolk and men, laborers, gods, recluses, and godly men. He offers gods who are wont to receive oblations. They, in return, fondly regard him with compassion, benevolence, and they will say, "Long life to you, and may
your life be protected!" To the clansman, who is thus blessed, growth may be expected not decline.'
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Here, the existence of gods is accepted. As Helmuth Glasenapp correctly remarked, these gods are subject to birth and death and their power "is limited to the fulfillment of worldly petitions" (21), but the Buddha cites their blessing, as well as the best-wishes of all other social groups, as a useful protection for the worldly progress of the youth. Whether he genuinely accepted it or not, the Buddha apparently regarded the blessing of the gods as a useful technique to shape the disorderly behavior of the Licchavi youths. What is notable in the Buddha's advice is the fact that all success in one's material life must be acquired with one's own effort, and the blessing of the gods is there only for the protection of what one has acquired.
There are close similarities to this teaching in sophists' instructions to youths in worldly success. Prodicus, just like all sophist teachers did, highlighted self-effort as the key to success and a means to obtain the blessing of gods:
The gods give no real benefits or honors to men without struggle and perseverance; to obtain the gods' favor, you must serve them; to achieve the love of friends you must do well by them; to win the honor of a community, you must become its benefactor; to gain the admiration you might crave from all Greece, you must attempt to serve Greece well; ... and finally, if you should wish to enjoy physical vigor, it is to the mind that the body must learn subjection, and discipline itself with hard-work and sweat."
Prodicus clearly highlights human effort as the key to success and apparently introduced gods to the scene as a means to persuade youths to action. So, the belief in gods was accepted at least by Prodicus as a part of personal philosophy for life since such a belief was practically useful to guide the young generation. With regard to human effort. sophists were the first Greeks to highlight such modern concepts as the importance of
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having a goal in life, interest in it, and perseverance. Perhaps, the original root of this emphasis goes down to Buddhism, which explicitly and specifically denied divine power as a determinant factor of one's personal success or failure.
Thus it is evident that some major Buddhist concepts with regard to the personal philosophy of life, such as the development of imperturbable mentality towards worldly problems, a middle path between asceticism and luxury, improvement of virtuous qualities in life, material success through proper planning and guidance, human effort as the key to success, and the disregard for faith in divinity and prayer were clearly recognized by sophist thinkers as essential requirements in an individual life. Perhaps, it is unrealistic to suggest that all these concepts were closely followed by Greek sophists with every minute detail, but, when every major Buddhist concept about individual life recurs in Greek sophist thinking, one can hardly rule out the possibility of an influence.
Social Equality as a Major Aspect of Buddhist and Sophist  Social Ethics 
Social equality may be regarded as the most fundamental and revolutionary aspect in Buddhist ethics. It attained the highest position in early Buddhism as a direct opposition to the caste-system in the Brahmin tradition. As the Buddha and his contemporary disciples endeavored to propagate this concept through various arguments, Brahmin theory of high birth encountered a formidable opposition. The concept of social equality was also a major theme among Greek sophist thinkers, and therefore, a comparison of the two systems of thought appears to be relevant.
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The conducive background for the Buddhist concept of social equality can be seen in the Brahmins' assertion about their own superiority in society and the growing social curiosity about this belief. The following question, referred to the Buddha's disciple Kacchana by the king of Madura, recurs consistently in the Sutta Pitalca in vanous forms:
Good Kacchana, Brahmins speak thus: "Only Brahmins form the best caste, and all other castes are low; Only Brahmins form the fair caste, and all other castes are dark; only Brahmans are pure, not non-Brahmins. Brahmins are the own sons of the Brahma, born of his mouth, born of Brahma, formed by Brahma, heirs to Brahma." What does the revered Kacchana say to this?'
The Buddhist answer given to this and similar questions emphatically denied Brahmin superiority in society, and the Buddha and his disciples systematically refuted the Brahmin argument to highlight that all human beings are equal. Kacchana began his denial of Brahmin high birth, saying "This is the way in which it can be said, sir. This is merely the sound in the world"" and put forward a number of scientific and sociological arguments to crush the Brahmin assertion. As previously noted, the Buddha began one of his dialogues against Brahmin high birth with the following sarcastic and humorous remarks:
Brahman wives are known to have their seasons and to conceive and to give birth and to give suck. Yet, these Brahmans, born of women like everyone else, speaks thus: "Only Brahmans form the best caste, ... Only Brahmans are the own sons of the Brahma,. . . heirs to Brahma." 26
What these remarks foretell is the strong Buddhist denial of social inequality. Nobody is higher or lower or better or worse by birth. Only the individual action would determine the goodness or badness of an individual. The Buddha said:
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I, Brahmin, do not speak of "better' because of birth in a high class family. But, Brahman, I do not speak of "worse" because of birth in a high class family. I do not speak of "better' because of the splendor of complexion.
I do not speak of "worse' because of the splendor of complexion. I do not speak of "better" because of the splendor of possession [wealth]. I do not speak of "worse" because of the splendor of possession. . . But, as to this Brahmin, someone from a high-class family [and from any family] may refrain from onslaught on creatures, from taking what has not been given, from wrongfully enjoying the pleasure of the senses, from lying, from slanderous speech, from harsh speech, from gossiping, and be not covetous, of not malevolent in mind, of right view. Therefore, I call "better.""
Thus, the ethical foundation of the individual, not the high birth or color, was the criterion to call one "better" in society. Even this separation did not mean to devaluate the morally corrupted person. With love and compassion, the entire society was expected to help raise the moral standard of the corrupted person. Class, creed, and color were thus rejected in Buddhism as baseless standards. This attitude must properly be called a highly rational and remarkably modem approach to humanity.
Returning to Greece, one may discover that it was the Platonic tradition that stressed the importance of high birth as a criterion of social recognition. One may recall the Aristotelian emphasis that high birth should necessarily be a requirement for happiness.m In contrast, Greek sophist thinking clearly stressed social equality, but what is striking here is the identical similarity between the Buddhist and sophist views with regard to high birth. Two sophist thinkers to deal with this subject were Lycophron and Antiphon, who presented the same arguments of the Buddha and Kacchana to reject the relationship between high birth and social privilege. The only extant fragment of Lycophron in this regard runs as follows:
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{Stobaeus says:] What I mean is this: is (good birth) something valuable and worthwhile or, as Lycophron the sophist wrote, something altogether worthless? Comparing it with other goods, he asserts: "now the nobility of good birth is obscure, and its grandeur is a matter of words," on the ground that preference for it looks to opinion, whereas in fact there is no difference between the ignoble and the well-bom.29
So, Lycophron clearly denied that good birth as "altogether worthless," but what is remarkable here is that the two-line fragment of Lycophron preserved here is the same statement that occurred five times in Kacchana's refutation of high birth. Kacchana presented five arguments against high birth, and each time he presented a different argument, he also repeated, "This [That high birth is worthy] is a way in which it can be said; this is merely the sound of the world," to stress the senselessness of the high birth. Lycophron meant the same idea, saying "Now the nobility of good birth is obscure; and its grandeur is a matter of words." As Stobaeus noted, Lycophron's words meant that the "preference for it [high birth] looks to opinion," and, of course, this was clearly the thesis of Kacchana's dialogue with the king of Madura and of the Buddha's argument elsewhere. The Buddha explicitly said:
What the world holds as name and lineage is indeed nominal terms arising here and there by popular opinion, views of the ignorant. The ignorant declare, "A Brahmin [good person] is by birth."'
These similarities indicate that early Buddhistic views and Lycophron's ideas about high birth are the same not only in their overall meaning but also in their manner of presenting that meaning.
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As already noted, the other sophist thinker to stress the ‘korthlessness of high birth was Antiphon, and his only extent fragment in this field again provides another similar example of the Buddha's argument against high birth. Antiphon said:
We revere and honor those born of noble fathers, but those who are
not born of noble houses we neither revere nor honor. In this we are, in our relations with one another, like barbarians, since we are all by nature born the same in every way, both barbarians and Hellenes. And it is open to all men to observe the laws of nature, which are compulsory. Similarly, all of these things can be acquired by all and in none of these things is any of us distinguished as barbarian or hellene. We all breathe into the air through the mouth and the nostrils, and we all eat with hands.'
Here, Antiphon rejects high birth and endeavors to restore humanity, arguing as a natural philosopher. First, everybody is born in the same way. Second, laws of nature are common to all human beings. Again, nobody is particular in the use of such natural requirements as breathing. Therefore, he regards the people of the so-called high birth and low birth as equal.
It should be asserted that the Buddha and his disciples used nature consistently as a powerful ground to deny high birth and to affirm social equality. A rhetorical analogy the Buddhist tradition used to highlight every individual's natural ability is: "Is it only a Brahman who, taking a back-scratcher and bath-powder and going to a river, is capable of cleansing of himself of dust and mud, and not a noble, not a merchant, not a worker?' This question is followed by the assertion that anybody is "capable of developing a mind of friendliness that is without enmity and without malevolence." The most cogent Buddhist argument in connection with nature and human equality, however, appears in the Buddha's "Discourse to Vasettha:"
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Behold the grass and trees!
They reason not, yet they possess the mark After their kind, for kinds indeed divide. Consider then the beetles, moths, and ants: They, after their kind, too possess the mark. And so four-footed creatures, great and small, The reptiles, snakes, the long-backed animals
Each after his kind bears his mark.
In man there is not such marks.
Not in the hair or head or ears or eyes Not in the mouth or nose or lips or brows, Not in the throat, hips, belly, or the back,
Not in the rump, sex-organs, or the breast, Not in the hands or feet, fingers or nails
Nothing unique is in men's bodies found. The difference in men is nominal."
So, the entire argument that all human beings are equal is grounded on nature, providing numerous examples to rule out the differences among human beings. Plants, animals, and insects are all divided into "the kinds" because of their visible marks of differences. In the case of the human being, such differences do not exist in any part of the body, and therefore, all humans are equal. Notably, human mental power had already been recognized on many occasions as basically equal, and overall, neither mental strength nor bodily structure justifies the superiority of some people over others.
Obviously, Lycophron's and Antiphon's rationalist views about social equality retain an irrefutable closeness to the Buddhist views about the same topic. Denial of high birth was a key Buddhist concept that achieved a prominent place in most of the Suttas related to social ethics, and it is possible that Greek rationalists, just as their predecessors learned about other Buddhist concepts, came to know about this predominant Buddhist
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concept. Of course, as already discussed in Chapter III, Pythagoras was probably the first Greek to familiarize himself with social equality present in Jainism. His acceptance of disciples from all Greek races and women was a revolutionary change in the traditional Greek society. However, Athens was a rigid society that did not accommodate such rational thinking or action. It is probable that Lycophron and Antiphon, in the meantime, obtained from Democritus, Empedocles, or from the Persian sources the reinforced Buddhist concept of social equality that was widespread in India during that time. Notably, Lycophron was the student of Gorgias who learned from Empedocles, and Antiphon was a follower of Empedocles whose concept of elements was present in Antiphon's physics. Under these circumstances, there is a better possibility that, through Empedocles and some other early Greek thinkers, Lycophron and Antiphon found their way towards the Buddhist teaching of social equality.
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Social Evolution in Buddhism and Sophist Rhetoric 
One of the distinguishing achievements in early Buddhism was the concept of social evolution grounded on rational thinking. From the origin of life on earth to the systematic organization of society, Buddhism saw no mysterious causes behind; only nature and human effort determined the gradual advancement of society. Sophist history of society also followed the same path. Law, religion, and government, the basic social requirements and institutions, came into existence not because invisible/invincible causes predeterminated them, but because society itself caused them to appear. This interesting similarity between Buddhist and sophist teachings may deserve attention as another possible manifestation of Buddhist influence on sophist thinking.
This discussion may be initiated with the Buddhist view about the origin of the world. Not only did the early Buddhist tradition specifically deny creation of the world or anything in the world by a divine power, but the Buddha and his disciples also launched an all-out campaign to refute the concept of creation:
There are certain recluses and Brahmins who declare it as their traditional doctrine that the beginning of things was a work of an overlord, of Brahma. To them I have gone and said, "Is it indeed true that the reverend teachers declare it as their traditional doctrine that the beginning of things was the work of an overlord, of Brahma?" And they, so questioned, have answered, "Yes,'' and then I have said, "But how do the reverend teachers declare in their traditional opinion that the beginning of things as the work of an overlord, of Brahma, was appointed?" They, so asked by me, were unable to go any further into that matter, and in their confusion, they asked it of me as a counter-question.'
These words of the Buddha echo the recurrent theme in Buddhism: the emphatic denial of creation or any invisible power behind the origin of the world. While the Brahmin
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tradition developed rhetoric so as not to allow questions challenging the concept of creation, the Buddha, as well as other rationalist teachers, defied it and openly challenged the concept of creation. Recalling into mind the Darwinian theory of evolution, the Buddha answered the "counter-question" mentioned above, saying, "There comes a time, friends, when sooner of later, after the lapse of a long epoch, the world is dissolved," and again "there comes also a time when sooner or later this world begins to re-evolve."' During this process of evolution, "life" comes to this world from the outer space, from a plane of existence named as "World of Radiance."' The newly formed world is characterized by its primitive stage:
Now at that time all had become one world of water, dark, and of darkness that makes blind. No moon nor sun appeared, no stars were seen, no constellations, neither was night manifest nor day, neither months nor half-months, neither years nor seasons, neither female nor male. Beings were reckoned just as beings only. And to those beings, sooner or later after a long time, earth with its savor was spread out in the waters."
What this and similar passages unequivocally recognized was the natural origin and natural evolution of the world. "All had become one world" of water and darkness. After a long time of existence, surface of the earth became savory. Later on in the same discourse, the Buddha said that "night and day became manifest" and seasons, days, months, and years came to be known. Sex-differences also "appeared" among beings. Everything happened, not was determined by any invisible hand.
In Greece, there are the indications that the same concept of the natural origin of the world and life was discussed in greater details by the sophist thinkers, but only a few fragments of Prodicus and Critias exist in this field of study. Some sophist treaties, of
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which only the names remain, strongly suggest that this topic was popular among sophist thinkers. Protagoras' On the Original State of Things, for instance, may have connected to his own myth about the origin of the world as described by Plato in Protagoras (Sprague 22). Prodicus' On the Nature of Gods, from which only a short fragment has been preserved, must have elaborated more on this subject. Despite the absence of these texts and their secondary interpretations, the available fragments, however scanty they are, offer evidence in support of sophist dealing with the natural origin of the world and life in the same manner of early Buddhism.
As Philodemus noted, Prodicus was an atheist,' and therefore, apparently he never admitted the creation of world or human life. From the primordial elements originated "men who lived in a natural state of weakness, just like the leaves which come into being and die, without strength, compounded of clay, feeble herds, shadowlike, wingless, destined to live for a day, unhappy mortals, dreamlike in form."' Other details of this natural origin of life are lost, but the little details available prove the point that both Buddhism and Prodicus shared the view that life was not created. Of course, there are differences between the two theories, Buddhism advocating life as coming from another plane of existence and Prodicus saying that life originated from the four elements. Behind this difference lies the similar assertion that life evolved from the original state. Prodicus apparently adopted Empedocles' concept of elements as the original primordial cause. As previously indicated, this concept had already provided Indian materialists strong argument against the Brahmin theory of creation, and the Buddha, in order to
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retain his spiritual teaching of rebirth, discarded the concept of elements and asserted that life came to earth from outer space. Apart from this difference, the underlying similarity that life was not subject to creation remains the same.
Buddhist texts also discussed in detail the origin of social problems, crimes, and law. According to the Aggajja Sutta, after a long existence of human life on earth, Sex-differences appeared among human beings, and population was growing. People have now begun to do agriculture, and they have developed the habit of gathering and hoarding. No ruler has yet been selected, nor has law or punishment been invented, but people were living in one community. Some members in society, in the meantime, have shown a marked tendency towards criminal acts:
Now some being of greedy disposition, watching over his own plot, stole another plot and made use of it. They took him and holding him fast, said, "True, good being, thou hast wrought evil in that, while watching thine own plot, thou has stolen another plot and made used of it. See, good being, that thou do not such a thing again. "Ay, Sirs," he replied. And a second time he did so. And yet a third. Some smote him with the hand, some with clods, some with sticks. With such a beginning did stealing appear, and censure and lying and punishment became known.'
So, social evolution is at its best. In a social reaction to stop crime, law came into existence. While the Vedas and the Upanishads repeatedly asserted that law was a divine introduction to human society, Buddhism held exactly the opposite: law itself is a social creation. The central Buddhist teaching of causality was employed to its maximum effect as the Buddha explained the origin of social problems. In another discourse the Buddha said, "From goods not being bestowed on the destitute, poverty grew rife; from poverty growing rife, stealing increased; from the increase of stealing, violence grew apace; from
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the growth of violence, the destruction of life became common."' Throughout its early discourses, Buddhism displayed a strong tendency to analyze social problems in terms of the causal argument, the most rationalistic method in the early Buddhist teaching.
Punishment was originally based on moral grounds but had not been systematized yet. Society felt that there should be an authority to handle justice and law:
Now those beings gathered themselves together, and bewailed these things, saying, "From our evil deeds, sirs, becoming manifest, inasmuch as stealing, censure, lying, punishment have become known, what if we were to select a certain being, who should be wrathful when indignation is right, who should censure that which should rightly be censured and should banish him who deserved to be banished?"'
By mutual consent, an authority to control law for the benefit of justice was thus invented. As the previous quotation indicated, when crimes first appeared, punishment was recommended, but the right to punish was everybody' freedom. For instance, some would attack the criminal "with the hand, some with clods, some with sticks." Now a method has been invented to punish and censure "rightly" or to banish. Systematization of law was thus presented as a pure human invention.
Sophist thinkers were the first Greeks to define human law from a similarly rationalist point of view. As it is well-known, a systematic approach to the invention of law was a traditional Greek practice, but ancient Greek legislators hardly separated law from divinity. For instance, Solon, Critias' grandfather and an earliest Greek to revise the existent Greek law, held that "Law was the expression of Justice, and Justice was personified as a divinity who, if revered, will bring internal peace and prosperity, and, if flouted, will in time send punishment' (Freeman, God, Man, and State 209). This
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concept was reconfirmed by Heracleitus who asserted that all human law derives from the Law, the universal justice.' However, sophist thinker Critias would think it otherwise:
There was a time when the life of men was uncivilized and bestial and subservient to brutal force, a time when neither was there any prize for the good nor for the wicked did any chastisement arise. It seems to me that men next set up laws as chastisers, that justice might become tyrant and might have arrogance as a slave. Should anyone commit an error, he was penalized."
For the first time in the history of Greece, justice and law was thus interpreted as a human invention. The Buddhist emphasis of natural origin of crime and people's mutual consent to punish the criminals and to select an authority for this purpose are identical with Critias' views. Both Buddhism and Critias held the view that justice and law are all human creations intended to curb crime, another natural growth in society.
Next, there is the topic of the ruler. As noted in Chapter II, the Rig Veda, the earliest ever text to offer a definite answer to this question, asserted that king was originally anointed by the creator, the king of all kings. The divine power became "the one king of the world that breathes and blinks, who rules over his two-footed and four-footed creatures:2 He appointed a deputy, a sort of a satrap from the human world, to oversee the world. At the original consecration the divine king told the human king, "I have brought you here; remain among us. Stay steadfast and unwavering." and asserted that various minor gods would help the human king to protect his kingship and to prosper with it." That is how the kingship belonged to the Shastriya caste, the descendants of the original king.
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Early Buddhism emphatically and explicitly denied any divine power behind kingship. Just as justice and law against crime were invented by social agreement, the kingship also originated as a result of a social contract. People in the original human society "went to the being among them who was the handsomest, the best favored, the most attractive, the most capable" and requested him to be the leader of their society, promising a portion of each person's grain as a payment for leadership:4 He consented and thus originated the collectively selected kingship:
Chosen by the whole people is what is meant by Maha Sammata, so Maha Sammata (the Great Elect) was the first standing phrase to arise [for the king].15
Here the Buddha coined Maha Sammata, a new name for the original king, obviously to use the etymological meaning of the term to strengthen his argument that mutual consent was in the background of kingship. With this interpretation, he completely discarded the Vedic teaching of Royal Consecration, locating the origin of kingship just in human
society.
Thus, the underlying truth of all forms of social concepts, according to Buddhism, emerged and found a solid placement in society as a result of social agreement. This point, as already discussed briefly, clearly places the Buddhist teaching together with the Greek theory of the Social Contract and invites one to examine a possible Buddhist influence on its Greek counterpart. Obviously, there is no evidence in Greek history to prove that a similar concept existed before the age of the Older Sophists. If anybody suggests such an existence prior to sophists, that suggestion must be formed only "with
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inevitable dose of speculation," and it would be perfectly right to assume that "theories of a social contract were first formulated in the fifth century B.C." (Kahn 92). The earliest evidence of this concept can be found in Antiphon's remarks about law: "The demands of the laws are the results not of natural disposition but of agreement, but the demands of nature are exactly the opposite."' This quotation hints at Antiphon's view that, because of the natural human tendency to break social norms, society came to an agreement about law. Critias' Sisyphus, from which a quotation was cited above, elaborated this concept more and presented the Social Contract as a recognizable theory.
"The spirit of Ionian natural philosophy" was in the center of the Greek social contract theory (Kahn 101), and it is needless to repeat the previous discussion about the possible sources of Greek natural philosophers. At the time when Empedocles and Democritus believably familiarized themselves with the Indian materialistic concepts of elements and atoms, the Buddhist teaching about the social evolution had already been popular in India. It is probable that Greek sophist thinkers learned this concept from the Buddhist sources rather than invented it by themselves. This assumption may further be justified by the sameness in the Buddhist and sophist views about the origin and development of religion in society.
According to Buddhism, religion became a systematic organization after crime, punishment, and social leadership appeared. Worried about the appearance of crime and punishment, "some of those beings" in society began religious practices. They made "leaf huts in woodland spots" and meditated. Some others settled down "on the outskirts
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of villages" and started making religious hymns to various gods.° They also would "pray to, and praise, and worship" Moon and Sun.'s They repeated the verses and praised various gods similar to "a string of blind men' who, "clinging one to the other, neither can the foremost see, nor can the middle one see, nor can the hindermost see.' "Omitting the practices of those qualities" that would make them true religious leaders and adopting those qualities" which were not true, they would say, "Indra we call upon, Soma we call upon, Varuna we call upon, Isana we call upon, Pajapati we call upon, Brahma we call upon, " and expected "by reason of their invoking and praying and hoping and praising" to unite themselves with Brahma in their next life.'
Critias believed that religious beliefs emerged in society after law and punishment failed to prevent people from committing crimes secretly. What closely corresponds to Buddhism here is Critias' assertion that the concept of an almighty God who "will hear all that is said among mortals and will be able to see all that is done" is a false human creation that won social acceptance in the process of social evolution.' The Buddha firmly held the view that Brahma, the supreme god in early Hinduism, was a similar creation, and prayers, chanting, and hymns were nonsensical utterances.
This rejection in Buddhism of Brahma and other gods also indicates the
meaninglessness of the fear implanted in people's mind about divine punishment. The
same Sutta highlighted the uselessness of faith in gods to obtain divine help. As already
asserted, early Buddhism emphatically said that one's own effort, not divine grace, is the
cause of one's own success, and one's own awareness of good and bad, not fear for gods,
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is the way to correct oneself. These concepts were drastically different from early Hindu beliefs, which stressed blessing and curse both as coming from Brahma.
This comparison may elucidate the point that, similar to other similarities existed between early Buddhism and sophist thinking, the Buddhist concept of social equality also shared a close resemblance to Greek thought in the same field. Considering the natural development of this concept in Buddhism and the possible Buddhist influence on other Greek concepts, one may conclude that a Buddhist influence on sophist social philosophy would be the most plausible answer.
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CHAPTER V
MORE EVIDENCE OF INFLUENCE AND THE CONNECTIONS
BETWEEN ANCIENT GREECE AND INDIA
In order to support a possible Indian rationalist influence on Greek sophist rhetoric, this dissertation has so far presented three arguments. The previous chapter pointed out that, since almost all sophist rational concepts bear striking similarities with their Indian counterparts, an Indian rationalist influence on Greek sophist thinkers could be a strong possibility. Next, Chapter III revealed comparatively unknown details about the Indian visit of Democritus and his and Empedocles' familiarity with Indian rationalist thinking to indicate the possibility that the forefathers and the teachers of Greek sophist thinkers were prepared to pass their knowledge about Indian rational concepts to their students. Finally, Chapter III also highlighted that, since the time of the early Eleatics, Greeks displayed a conceivable fondness towards fabulous Indian thoughts, and therefore, there would be nothing unusual for the Older Sophists to follow the footsteps of their ancestors. Still, more evidence awaits to strengthen the overall argument that Indian rationalism may have helped construct Greek sophist rational movement.
As asserted earlier, Democritus and Empedocles were the two persons who enkindled sophist interest in Indian rationality, and, besides the previous revelation that both of them could have familiarized themselves with Indian rational concepts, there is still more support to reinforce this argument. Attention to this new evidence seems
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appropriate since the more one knows about Democritus' and Empedocles' possible awareness about Indian rational thinking, the better one understands the two thinkers' influence on the Older Sophists. To strengthen the argument that Democritus directly contacted Indian rationalists, the following fragments may provide more support:
Of the reasoning men, a few, raising their hands thither to what we Greeks call the Air nowadays, said: "Zeus considers all things and he know s all and gives and takes away all and is king of all."'
Scholars in philosophy disagree over the exact meaning of this fragment. Some believe that Democritus has referred to the ancient people's invention of a divine ruler, others interpret Democritus' words as ancient people's attribution of divine powers to weather, and, still, some others "find it a beautiful and touching assertion of faith" (Barnes 155). It should be asserted that all these three interpretations summarized by Jonathan Barnes are the traditionalist views about this fragment and probably have missed Democritus' meaning. All interpreters have ignored the important phrase "what we Greeks call" and have forgotten that Democritus was a searcher of knowledge in foreign lands.
Perhaps Democritus has narrated his encounters with the rational thinkers in India. In a previously discussed fragment, he instructed Greeks to "silently and quietly reconnoiter while they look and listen to find out the reputation of the wise men" in a foreign country.' In another fragment, Democritus remarked proudly that he was the most extensive traveler in foreign lands among his contemporary Greeks, and that he "heard the greatest number of learned men.' Again, to repeat what has already been discussed in detail, at least five Greek and Roman writers have reported that Democritus went to India
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and learned from Indian wise men. The period of his Indian visit was also the time during which the Brahmin power was waning, only themselves defending the concept of the divine Being and all other rationalist traditions denying the existence of Brahma. It is more likely that "the reasoning men" in the fragment mean various Indian rationalists such as materialists, skeptics, Jains, and Buddhists, and "a few" means the Brahmins who alone accepted the existence of Brahma.
One might oppose this interpretation, arguing that Democritus used the word Zeus, the traditional Greek word for the divine Being, not Brahma, the absolute being in the Brahmin tradition, and therefore, Democritus did not mean the Being in the Hindu tradition. However, this counter-argument may hold little value because of two reasons: first, similar to the modem Western usage of "God" to mean the Middle Eastern Allah or the Indian Brahma, Democritus could have used the native word Zeus, the world that Democritus' listeners would understand well, to mean Brahma It was a habit of Greeks to call Zeus to any supreme god in foreign lands. For instance, referring to the Persian worship of Ahura Mazda, Herodotus said, "Their worship of Zeus consists of going up to the highest mountain peaks and performing sacrifices.' Next, even if Democritus had used the word Brahma, the Platonic tradition that derided Democritus, censored barbarian words from Greek philosophy, and probably purged Greek thought from any visible sign of Indian influence would have probably replaced the word Brahma with Zeus.
Moreover, the characteristics of the divine being in the quotation and of the society from which the quotation was taken may further indicate that Democritus was
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talking about his experience in India. The traditional Greek Zeus was created in the mold of the Greek aristocracy with humanlike qualities attributed to him, but the Being in the quotation under discussion "knows all and gives and takes away all and is king of all," reminding either Brahma or God in Judaism. God, at the same time, seems to be an exception since the fragment itself indicates that a majority of wise men rejected the divine being. While Indian rationalists vehemently argued against the Brahmin concept of Brahma, it is highly unlikely that Jews argued against God, a speculative belief that had persuaded their society to defend themselves from external attacks. Considering both the consistent reports that Democritus went to India and Democritus' own remarks that he patiently listened to wise men in foreign lands, it may not be difficult for one to conclude that this quotation refers to Democritus' becoming familiar with Indian rational concepts. The importance of this probable discovery lies in the assumption that it is impossible for Protagoras, in his traditional student-master relationship with Democritus, not to learn the rational concepts Democritus thus learned from listening to "the reasoning men" in India.
Another curious and controversial fragment, this time of Empedocles, awaits attention in support of sophist thinkers' awareness about Indian rational concepts. Again, this fragment, similar to the one discussed above, does not make a direct suggestion that sophist thinkers knew about Indian rationalism, but it suggests the possibility that Gorgias' teacher Empedocles had known about the Buddha. Again, the objective of this discussion is to point out the accessibility to Indian rational concepts to the teachers of the sophist thinkers. This fragment runs as follows:
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There was living among them a man of surprising knowledge, who had acquired the extremist wealth of the intellect, one expert in every kind of skilled activity. For whenever he reached out with his whole intellect, he easily discerned each one of existing things, in ten and even twenty lifetimes of mankind.'
"A man of surprising knowledge" is anonymous and ambiguous; so three different Greeks have been named by later writers as the possible references of Empedocles. Some believed that the person was Pythagoras, but Leartius remarked that it was the belief among some that Empedocles meant Parmenides (Wright 256). Again, Hermippus said that Empedocles' man of intellect was not Parmenides but Xenophanes.6 Amid all these controversies, it is perhaps justifiable to assume that Empedocles here referred to the Buddha rather than to any of the persons mentioned above.
First, the belief that Empedocles here meant Pythagoras is highly questionable. On the one hand, "Pythagoras did not live in a distant past, and if the references anonymous, what is the significance of an exceptionally wise but unknown person living then?" (Wright 257). On the other hand, Pythagoras, who had died just a half-century before Empedocles' mature years, was well-known among Greeks, and Empedocles would not need to introduce him (Pythagoras) in the terms "there was living among them a man. . ." to Pausanias, Empedocles' disciple to whom the fragment was addressed. The phrase "ten or twenty lifetimes of mankind" may refer to human incarnation, but it is unlikely that Pythagoras claimed to have known about others' past existences except Xenophanes' sarcastic remarks that Pythagoras stopped one from beating a dog since he
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(Pythagoras) recognized the voice of the dog as of a friend in a previous life. In short, the fragment seems too irrelevant to suggest that it was referred to Pythagoras.
The other two assumptions that Empedocles meant Parmenides or Xenophanes in this fragment seem much weaker than the one that has just been discussed. Even though Empedocles was said to have listened to their lectures, his theories were totally against the Being adopted by Parmenides and the universal Oneness by Xenophanes, and therefore, it is impossible that Empedocles would instruct his disciple Pausanias to choose any of the two as a model for imitation. In the absence of any knowledge about the possible Buddhist influences on Empedocles, M. R. Wright's following assertion, which admits undecidability of a particular wise man in this fragment, would be the best approach:
The fragment sets out to describe a wise man, to be an example, for Pausanias. The wealth of wisdom acquired is emphasized in each of the first three lines; the last three show that when this wisdom is applied there is understanding of a comprehensive range of topics, covering a considerable extent of time. The last line could refer to the future rather than the past, and more plausibly so, given in [the fragment] 146. The line is an adoptation of the assumed range of the prophet's wisdom... (258)
So, Wright's view is that no particular wise person in Greece can be recognizable as Empedocles' reference in this fragment, but it is unusual that nobody has ever thought about the possibility that the so-called wise man could have lived in a different land. Empedocles' key phrase in the fragment is "There was living among them a man. . ." Unless he referred to a wise man who lived in the distant past, the most probable conclusion should be that Empedocles was thinking about a wise person beyond the
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Greek territories. One may recall Zoroaster, whom Empedocles could have certainly known from Persians, but, because Zoroastrianism was not a source of Empedocles' influence, one may easily rule out the possibility that he (Empedocles) recommended Zoroaster to Pausanias as a source of imitation. In contrast, the Buddha appears to be the most probable wise man Empedocles wished his disciple Pausanias to learn about mainly because Empedocles himself apparently followed the Buddha. Chapter III pointed out strong evidence of how Empedocles could have borrowed from the Buddhist sources: he endeavored to launch his own mission in the form of the Buddha's initiation of his social engagement, cited same arguments and parables against animal bloodshed, and displayed much reverence for the idealistic concept of Nirvana. Therefore, it is reasonable to assume that in this fragment Empedocles praised the Buddha's wisdom, remembered him fondly, and encouraged disciple Pausanias to take notice of the Buddha's intellectual strength.
Unlike of Athenians, respect for foreign thinkers was a notable characteristic of Ionian thinkers, their students, and followers. Strong nationalism, along with the condemnation of foreigners as barbarians, probably developed in Athens as a reaction to the Persian invasions of Greece, destruction of Athens during Xerxes' invasion, and the immediate Greek victory in which Athens played a dominant role. Prior to these developments, Greek thinkers were ready to borrow openly from foreign sources and to appreciate the wise people in foreign lands. As noted earlier, Zeno wished to see an Indian Brahmin practicing austerities at fire. Democritus proudly announced his
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experience with wise men in foreign lands. Under these circumstances, Empedocles' probable exaltation of the Buddha could not be an unusual occurrence at all.
Interestingly, this discussion also reveals another important point with regard to the early Greek thinkers' influence on the Older Sophists, the point that Empedocles' and Democritus' influence on their students Gorgias and Protagoras could have been inevitable. The above discussion has revealed that Empedocles confidently recommended for his disciple Pausanias the wise man he (Empedocles) thought to be worthy of imitation. Other sections of Katharmoi that carries this fragment make it clearer that Empedocles was genuinely interested in making his pupil better by offering useful instructions from his (Empedocles') own learning. It may be concluded that Empedocles' guidance of Pausanias provides a typical example of how Empedocles trained his other disciple Gorgias as well and how Democritus taught his disciple Protagoras. Traditional master-pupil relationship that existed among Greek thinkers and their disciples inevitably made the master's influential sources highly influential for the student as well. In this situation, one can conclude that Empedocles' and Democritus' influence on Gorgias and Protagoras respectively is unmistakably great. It is reasonable to attribute the possible Indian influences on Protagoras partly to his learning from Democritus who seemingly acquired direct knowledge from Indian rationalists.
Buddhist and other India rationalist influences on sophist rhetoric can further be authenticated, arguing on the fact that, since the Buddha and his contemporary society had known the social practices in the Greek society, Greeks themselves could have
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known about Buddhist and other contemporary Indian thoughts. In one of the Buddha's arguments for baselessness of the caste-system alleged to have been created by Brahma, the following conversation occurred between the Buddha and Assalayana, a visitor to the Buddha:
The Buddha: What do you think about this, Assalayana? Have you heard that in Yona and Kamboja and other adjacent districts there are only two castes, the master and the slave? And that having been a master, one
becomes a slave; having been a slave, one becomes a master? Assalayana: Yes, I have heard this, sir. In Yona and Kamboja ... having been a slave, one becomes a master.
The Buddha: In referenced to this then Assalayana, on what strength and authority do Brahmans speak thus: "Only Brahmans form the best caste, all other castes are low; only Brahmans form the fair caste, all other castes are dark; only Brahmans are pure, not non-Brahmans; only Brahmans are own sons of the Brahma, formed by Brahma, heirs to Brahma?'
Here, the Buddha argues that, if the caste-system were an absolute truth, the same system should prevail in every society, but in Yona and Kamboja the social system is altogether different, and therefore, the Brahmin caste-system is a social creation. What is important in this discussion is, of course, not the Buddha argument against the caste-system, but his reference to the two countries Yona and Kamboja. Undoubtedly, Yona is the Pali
adoptation of Ionia, which later became Yavana to mean Greeks and other Western nations, and Kamboja could possibly be Persia. The common assumption is that Kamboja could be a Northwestern state in India, but this belief may be erroneous. History provides no evidence to prove that such a state existed in Northwestern India. In contrast, the Persian name for both Cambyses I who initially helped build up the Persian
empire and Cambyses II who expanded the empire was Kambujiya, and the Buddha could
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have used "Kamboja" to mean the land of Kambujiya. This usage also corresponds with the Buddha's own usage of Kosala to mean the inner Indian state ruled by the Buddha's contemporary king Kosala. Kambujiya 11, who conquered Egypt, was a contemporary of the Buddha, and it is very well possible that the Buddha used the word Kamboja to indicate the territory of Kambujiya. This conversation indicates that the Buddha and his society were well aware of both Persia and Ionia and the social practices that were well-established in those societies.
It is clear that the Buddha's and his society's knowledge about Persia and Ionia is correct. In both societies there were only two social classes: masters and servants. War-prisoners became servants and worked as slaves for the victorious masters. A state that lost a war against another and consequently lost its war heroes as servants to the victorious state would, in the meantime, reorganize and launch a counter attack on the previously victorious state. A victory for the attacker would change the social situation upside down: in the space of a few days, the servants would become masters and the masters the servants. Thus, the Buddha's remarks that in those societies one, having been a master, would become a servant and vice versa are accurate. This information makes one accept that, similar to the Indian thoughts that entered Greece, Greek concepts also found its routes into India during the Indian rationalist age.
However, Ionian thinking left no visible marks in the Indian system of thought during this age probably due to the very obvious fact that there were hardly any Ionian concepts to influence Indian thought. By the time the Ionians just began to emerge from
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darkness, India had already developed, out of its social conflicts, a complex system of thought, and therefore, there were virtually nothing for Indians--or for any other ancient nations such as Egypt, Phoenicia, and Persia--to take from Ionia. Indian metaphysical and rational concepts, those that were artificial in Greek society but were honored by the Greek because of their apparent plausibility, complexity, and beauty, probably flew from India to Ionia and from there to the entire Greek society as one-way traffic. India, in contrast, seems to have found nothing influential from Ionia except such social differences as the master-servant system, which the rationalists such as the Buddha found useful to repudiate the Indian caste-system.
There is also evidence that the Indian caste-system, in which the Brahmins were later lowered to the second position by the rationalists such as the Buddha, was already known to Greeks during the age of the Older Sophists, and this is another indication of sophist awareness about other Indian rationalist concepts as well. Plato's Republic
provides strong support in favor of Plato's awareness about the Indian caste-system as it was interpreted by the Buddha. Chapter II mentioned that the Buddha cited numerous examples to place the rulers above the Brahmins in the social order, thus denying the Brahmin supremacy. Not only does Republic indicate that Plato was aware of this social division, but the Platonic text also remarked that Socrates learned about this system from an Eastern tale found in poetry and that he was willing to imitate it. In his dialogue with Glaucon, Socrates revealed his proposal as follows:
Socrates: Nothing new; something like an Eastern tale of what, according to poets, has happened before now in more than one part of the world.
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The poet has been believed; but the thing has not happened in our day, and it would be hard to persuade anyone that it could ever happen again.
Glaucon: You seem rather shy of telling this story of yours.
Socrates: With good reason, as you will see when I have told it. Glaucon: Out with it; don't be afraid.
Socrates: Well. here it is; though I hardly know how to find the course or the words to express it. I shall try to convince, first the rulers and the soldiers, and then the whole community that all nurture and education which we give them was only something they seemed to experience as it were in a dream. In reality, they were whole time down inside the earth, being molded and fostered while their arms and all their equipment were being fashioned also; and at last, when they were complete, the earth sent them up from her womb into the light of day. So now they must think of the land they dwell as a mother and nurse, whom they must take thought for and defend against any attack, and of their fellow citizens are brothers born of the same soil.'
The conversation continued with Socrates placing rulers at the highest social level and auxiliaries and farmers and craftsmen at the second and third positions, giving a clear indication of Plato's possible Indian influence, but the modern traditionalists seem to have ignored every notable sign of Indian links in this section. Of course, as noted in the introduction, B. J. Urwick has not only highlighted Indian parallels with Plato's social system but also suggested possible Indian influence in Plato's Republic, but most writers have attempted to interpret Plato's suggested social system in terms of traditional Greek concepts. Francis M. Comford, whose translation has been quoted above, has provided the pith of this argument:
It [the proposed social order of Plato] is to be recommended for popular acceptance by an allegorical myth, the materials for which are drawn partly from the current belief that certain peoples were literally autochthonous, born from the soul, partly from Hesiod's account of the Golden, Silver, and Bronze races which has succeeded one another before the present age of Iron. (103)
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These influential sources appear less significant in the presence of more probable signs of Indian rationalist influence on Plato. Cornford's assumption that the so-called "current belief that certain peoples were literally autochthonous, bom from the soul" was partly influential for Plato to invent his social order seems too general to apply for a specific concept such as Plato's social order. Regarding Hesiod's influence on Plato, the four races Hesiod introduced in his Works and Days did not exist simultaneously. The golden race, Silver race, Bronze race, and the Iron race followed one another, indicating the gradual deterioration of the human race from the highest state to the lowest. None of those races were recognized as rulers, soldiers, or farmers and craftsmen.' Plato's only interest in Hesiod seems to be Hesiod's myth about the creator's addition of gold, silver, and iron and brass in creating various social orders, but the very pith of the Platonic myth may remain as an Indian concept.
Indian atmosphere and characteristics present in Plato's myth clearly justify this assumption. Plato's social division, in which rulers came first, is "nothing new" but, similar to an "Eastern tale," an occurrence "in more than one part of the world." Certainly, Plato is not introducing Hesiod's four ages, which followed one another, but is paving the way for introducing a concurrently existent social division invented by an outside nation, presumably by the Brahmins, and reinterpreted by the rationalists. This division is something that has actually existed in other parts of the world, not something that was invented in Boeotia where Hesiod lived. Again, the information about this
social practice has reached Plato through poets, whose assertion about the idealistic origin
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of that social division had generally been accepted by that society. The Brahmin concept of creation and entire development of this concept was preserved in verses, and it is probable that Plato referred to these verses in his words. Hesiod also presented his four ages in verses, but his enormous distance in other aspects to the social division given in Republic clearly excludes Hesiod as a possible poet in Plato's reference.
Plato's concept about this social division is embodied in his words that begin with "Here it is." His utterance of "first, the rulers and soldiers and then the whole community" is the key phrase here. Apparently, what he means to convince in this passage is the concept that rulers and soldiers, according to the tale he had heard, belong to the highest social group and the rest of the society comes next. The education and training provided to the rulers and soldiers would be "only something they seem to experience as it were in a dream" since the members of this highest social group were actually born as rulers and soldiers. The duty of this social group is to "take thought for and defend against any attack" and to regard the "fellow citizens as brother born of the same soil."
This concept is a unique thought for the Greek society, indeed. If rulers and soldiers were the highest social division, most people in Greece would be equal since most Greeks were also soldiers. The unique combination of rulers and soldiers and the placement of this group above the other social groups existed only in India, especially at the time of Plato. Brahmins, who first created the myth of social creation, asserted that the duty of the Shastriyas was to rule the country and to protect it, and as a result of this
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assertion the members of the Shastriya caste were known as the rulers and warriors. Wars were infrequent in India so that the caste of the rulers and warriors remained a minority in ancient India. According to the Brahmins, they themselves were the highest social group, and the Shastriyas were second, but the rationalists such as the Buddha
consistently lowered the Brahmins to the second position, citing numerous arguments that have already been discussed in previous chapters. The Buddha's repeated assertion that
Shastriya is the best among this folk who put their trust in lineage.
But one in wisdom and virtue clothed Is best of all 'mong spirits and men'°
gradually became a norm in Indian society. After the sixth century B.C.E., Brahmin power gradually declined because of the rationalist upsurge, and subsequently, the Shastriyas became the best caste in society. This could very well be the tale that Plato narrated in his Republic.
Among numerous routes through which knowledge about this social organization could have reached Socrates and Plato, the possibility that it came through thousands of Indian and Gandharian warriors who fought for two years in Greece is hardly objectionable. In 480 B.C.E., four years before the death of the Buddha, Persian emperor Xerxes invaded central Greece with the support of some Ionian states and hundreds of thousands of soldiers enlisted from Persian satrapies. Gandhara and Westem India were parts of the Persian empire, and, out of necessity, India provided the empire thousands of fighters--foot soldiers who wore "cotton clothing" and carried "cane bows and cane arrows with iron heads' and horsemen who "rode war-ponies and chariots."'
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Interestingly, Eastern Greeks themselves supported, entertained, and provided troops for the Persian army. Herodotus remarked that Greeks themselves who fought for the Persian empire consisted of at least fifty thousand people." The war lasted for two years, and throughout the entire fighting, Gandharian, Indian, and Ionian troops fought together. Eventually, Persians lost the war and most of the Indian troops were killed, and the rest was captured as slaves mainly by Athenians who played a major role in the Greek victory. Ionian Greeks, while they were fighting in the same side with Indians against other Greeks, would have definitely learned about Indian fighters' social position in India, and Athenians and other Greeks could have known the same details from the Indian war-slaves.
Even though there is no specific evidence to prove that Indian fighters became Athenian slaves, Herodotus' reports suggest the strong possibility that Indian solders were among those who were captured by the victorious Greeks. After Xerxes' retreat from the Greek territories in the face of a possible defeat, Persian general Mardon us still made one last effort to defeat the central Greeks, by reorganizing his army. In this effort, he "picked all the infantry and cavalry the Medes, Sacae, Bactrians, and the Indians had supplied."" This is the Persian army that Greeks finally defeated at Plataea and Mycale. Most of the Persian troops were killed, some others escaped, and still some others surrendered to be the slaves of Greeks. Thus, "some Indians, in the aftermath of Persian
Wars, were, no doubt, acquiring some first-hand experience of Athens at least as slaves in the bottom of its silver mines" (Lomperis 43). The members of the highest social class in
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India having thus been lowered below the ground in Greece, it is impossible for such Greek thinkers as Socrates and Plato not to have heard about the pathetic transformation of the Indian warriors, those who enjoyed the highest social position back in India.
This discussion also may provide reasonable ground to assume that Buddhist and other Indian rationalist concepts could also have reached the Older Sophists as a result of the Persian invasion of Greece. This assumption, no doubt, seems less authoritative for the argument, compared with such more solid evidence as Democritus' visit to India, but the endeavor here is not to discover the one and only source of Indian rationalist influence on Greek sophists, but to find out every possible route through which Indian concepts could have reached Greece. Naturally, in the ancient world just as the present day, the same thought could have entered one society from another through various means, through travelers, traders, war-prisoners, ambassadors, and several other means, and therefore it seems irrelevant to search for the only way through which they could have entered Greece from India. Athenians, for instance, would have heard both from Democritus and from the Indian war-prisoners the same Buddhist teaching about mental imperturbability, the concept that Democritus seems to have learned during his Indian visit and the Indian soldiers knew in their native society. Thus, Persian invasion of Greece could have provided Greeks at least to reconfirm, change, and to expand their previous knowledge about the then-predominant Indian rational concepts.
The fact that most of the Shastriyas (rulers and warriors) during the Buddha's
time were the ardent supporters of the Buddhist and other rationalist movements confirms
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the legitimacy of this argument. Since the social conflict between Brahmins and Shastriyas itself gave rise to the rational movement against the orthodox Brahmin ideology, one can understand why most of the Shastriyas clearly supported the rational movement. Most of the soldiers who fought in Greece with the Persian army could probably have belonged to this social division. Even thought the Buddha did not visit Gandhara or Western India from where troops were gathered for the Persian army against Greeks, Indian ruling classes in these areas, particularly in Gandhara, could have certainly familiarized themselves with the Buddha's teaching. Bimbisara and Kosala, the two most powerful rulers in central Indian states, were the patrons and ardent supporters of the Buddha, and it is possible that the ruling class in Northern states such as Gandhara learned about the Buddha's teaching from the powerful kings in central states. At one time, the Buddha, addressing the kind Kosala, raised the Shastriyas to the highest level, saying that four objects--a member of the Shastriya caste, a snake, fire, a disciple of the Buddha--should not be disregarded or despised.'' These remarks, which directly supported Shastriya ascendancy in the highly contested social order, could have easily spread among all Shastriyas living in the entire India, along with the Buddha's other rationalist concepts. Besides, there is also the possibility that Indian materialistic, skeptic, and Jain rational thoughts, which were older than Buddhist thought, had already spread in Western and Northern India. Under these circumstances, it is impossible to assume that at least a few hundreds of those who fought in Greece from Gandhara and
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Western India were familiar with Buddhist and other Indian rationalist concepts and that Greeks did not hear from them about the ascending rationalist values in India.
The annexation of Gandhara and the Ionian islands to the Persian empire dunng the mid-sixth century B.C.E. needs a special attention with regard to the Indian rationalist influences on Greek sophist thinking. According to Herodotus, the Persian satrapy of Gandhara, which belonged to the seventh province of Persia, existed separately from the Indian satrapy of Persia.' This information is further confirmed by Herodotus' remarks that Gandharians sent separate troops for Persian invasion of Greece in 479 B.C.E. and fought as a separated army from the Indian gear." Herodotus never said Gandharians as Indian but regarded them as people from a separate satrapy. Gandhara was the first Indian state that was attached to the Persian empire during the mid-sixth century B.C.E., and even after Darius captured Western India a few decades later, Gandhara remained as a separate satrapy. Some Ionian islands, in the meantime, had already accepted Persian power before "Ionia came to be enslaved for the second time" by the Persian empire in 545 B.C.E. with the Persian commander "Harpagus' conquest of the mainland Ionians."' Notably, Miletus, the native land of such early Greek thinkers as Thales, Anaximander, and Anaximenes, had signed a peace-treaty with Persia before 545 B.C.E.I9 Persia strengthened its power in the Ionian territories with a suppression of an Ionian opposition against the Persian empire In 545 B.C.E.2° Thus, Persia had made both Gandhara and the Ionian islands its satrapies before the beginning of the fifth century B.C.E.
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Notably, Darius, the successor to Cyrus, also invaded and captured some Western parts of India during the early sixth century B.C.E. after sending a Greek missionary named Scylax of Caryanda to India in an information-seeking mission,' but, as far as Indian influence on Greek thinking is concerned, this invasion seems to have comparatively less significance than the earlier annexation of Gandhara to the Persian Empire. There is no evidence to prove that the Western Indian territories, which were separated from the mainland India by Rajaputana Desert, had gained a considerable knowledge about the rationalist concepts that were popular beyond the desert. Scylax, of course, wrote a book about India after returning to Greece from his voyage that lasted for two-and-a-half years, but it is less likely that Darius' invasion of Western India opened Indian rationalist concepts to Greece. However, Cyrus' previous capturing of Gandhara may reveal a totally different story.
Connected to the state of Kuru in which the Great Brahmin civilization originated, Gandharians were well known for their great civilization, trade, wealth, and education. They had familiarized themselves with Indian metaphysical and rational concepts even before the time of the Buddha. Some of the earliest Upanishads were composed in Gandhara, a fact that would perhaps answer the question why Xenophanes and the Eleatics were so close to the Being of the Brahmin tradition. Citing an analogy to demonstrate the usefulness of a teacher for an amateur student, the Chandogya Upanishad once said:
Just as someone, my dear, might lead a person, with his eyes covered, away from the country of Gandharas, and leave him [the blindfolded
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person] in a place where there were no human beings, . . . And as thereupon someone might loosen the covering and say to him, "Gandhara is in that direction, go that way.". . . He would arrive at last at
Gandhara. .22
This utterance, a clear indication that Gandhara was well known to the composer of the hymns, also strongly supports the assumption that the text was composed in the state of Gandhara itself. It seems that there was no reason for the speaker to select Gandhara as the resident state of the blindfolded man other than Gandhara was the home for the
speaker and his disciple. It is natural that, while selecting a state for an analogy that would be easily comprehensible to his disciple, the master could prefer a state that was best known to himself and his disciple, and that state could be no other place than the very state in which the master and the disciple lived. The importance of this discussion lies in the fact that the Brahmin speculations were available in Gandhara as early as the seventh century B.C.E.
The counter-argument against the Brahmin speculations also seems to have reached Gandhara before the sixth century B.C.E. "For two or three generations before the birth of the Buddha, the so-called Wanderers [skeptics, materialists, and perhaps JaMs] were in the habit of passing from Avanti to Savatthi, from Takkasila [Taxila, the capital of Gandhara] to Champa, discussing in the vemacular, wherever they went or stayed, precisely such [speculative] questions" (Rhys Davids, "History of the Buddhists" 166). Interestingly, Takkasila, the original name for Gandhara's capital Taxila, contains an etymological meaning that strongly suggests the inherent tendency towards rational
argument in this city. The only meaning of the Pali word takka is associated with rational
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thinking and argument. "Satz," when it is combined with a prefix noun as takka, certainly means "rock," but the other possibility is that "said (hall) became "sila" in the usage. Thus, the etymological meaning of Takkasila is "the rock on which rational arguments were conducted" or probably "the hall where rational arguments were held." Even before the time of the Buddha, Taxila was developing as a learning center. "Jivaka, the physician of the Buddha, studied for years at Taxila about 550 B.C." under Atreya, a professor of medicine, who wrote a treatise on senses (Vidyabushana 11). After the Buddha's death, this city became the most famous learning center in India. "Taxila, we are told in the Jatakas, was a famous university town, where "sons of the upper classes went to study" (Rawlinson, India 58). This development was probably stimulated by the initial flavor of the city towards rational thought even before the rise of Buddhism.
Buddhist rational thinking probably reached Gandhara during the Buddha's
lifetime. Even though the Buddha did not tour in the state of Gandhara during the tireless
expansion of his teaching for forty-six years, he actually visited Kuru, the neighboring
district to Gandhara, with many monks. He established the Buddhist Order in Kuru and
won many converts. The Ratanapala Sutta remarked that "at one time the Lord [the
Buddha], walking on tour among the Kurus together with a large Order of monks, arrived
at the market town of the Kurus called Thullakotthita."23 After hearing "the lovely report"
about the Buddha, "Brahmans and householders" in the city of Thullakotthita" visited the
Buddha, listened to his discourses, and displayed their appreciation of the Buddha. He
remained in the city for two weeks and ordained Ratanapala, a local youth who dedicated
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his whole life for the propagation of the Buddha's teaching?' Perhaps in the same tour, the Buddha visited another market-town in Kuru called Kammassaadhamma where he converted the famous wanderer (skeptic) Magandiya?' All these details provide reasonable evidence to assume that Buddhist and other Indian rational thinking had spread in Gandhara while it (Gandhara) was a Persian satrapy.
In fact, Kuru and its Eastern state Panchala were "the center from which the spread of Brahminism and Brahmin culture may be traced historically" (Rapson 45). The Buddha's mission in these areas indicates strong rationalist challenge to the Brahman authority during that time. Magandiya's encounter with the Buddha in Kuru proves that Indian skeptics and materialists had already been active in Kuru before the Buddha visited there. During his conversation with the Buddha, Magandiya told the Buddha that "the teachers of the wanderers" never held the views similar to those of the Buddha." These remarks show that the tradition of the wanderers was an established school of thought in Kuru during the sixth century B.C.E. It is more than likely that these rational concepts crossed the boundaries of Kuru and reached the people of the neighboring Gandhara during the same period.
What Alexander the Great found in Gandhara when he invaded India in 326 B.C.E confirms that Gandhara was a melting pot of all Indian metaphysical and rational concepts. Alexander found that "wives burned themselves on the pyres of their deceased
husbands; they did this of their own accord, and those who refused were held in disgrace" (Rawlinson, India 58). This practice was certainly buried in the Brahmin ideological
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tradition. In the outskirts of the capital Taxila, he found fifteen naked ascetics, most probably Jams or the so-called wanderers. They heard from Diogenes' disciple Onesicritus who accompanied Alexander in the expedition that in Greece too there were such thinkers as Pythagoras, Socrates, and Diogenes the cynic who were similar to the Indian ascetics.' Whether those fifteen ascetics were Jains or skeptics, their presence in Taxila indicates that the opposition to the Brahmin tradition had established itself in Gandhara. Alexander did not stay long in Gandhara, nor did Greek and Roman writers had time to examine other Indian concepts that were available in Gandhara, but based on the evidence discussed above, one can clearly conclude that most of the rationalist concepts had reached Gandhara prior to Alexander's invasion of that land.
So, in the Northern end of the Persian empire, there was Gandhara, the land that was fully open to and acquainted with Indian rationalism; in the Western end of the empire, there were the Ionian islands that were eager to learn from foreign sources. Persia was the distribution center of Indian thoughts to Greece. Once the India concepts reached the Persian capital of Susa, one can guess where they would go. It is a fact that well-established nations with their own systems of thought are reluctant to embrace the concepts coming from outside. Persia was such a society bound together with Zoroastrianism and the teaching of the Magi. Ionian islands, in contrast, were struggling to emerge as nations without complex systems of thought. In this situation, Greeks, not only during the sophist age but also from the sixth century B.C.E., could have found Indian concepts that were reaching Persia from Gandhara highly enticing.
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Notably, Darius introduced in the sixth century B.C.E. a common language to all Persian satrapies to facilitate administration and communication. Thus, it is certain that both Gandhara and the Ionian islands under Persian control used the same language NN hile communicating with Persia since the mid-sixth century B.C.E. This unique occurrence could also have facilitated direct communication between Gandhara and Ionia. Persia introduced this new language called Aramaic into Gandhara shortly after Gandhara was captured:
Kharoshthi is derived from the Aramaic script, which was introduced into India in the sixth century B.C., when the North-West was under Persian rule, and when Aramaic was used as a common means of communication for the purposes of government throughout the Persian empire. That originally the Aramaic language and alphabet pure and simple were thus imported into Gandhara, as Buhler conjectured in 1895, has been proved recently by Sir John Marshall's discovery of an Aramaic inscription at Taxila. (Rapson 55)
The important point here is that Persia directly communicated with Gandhara with a special language shared by the Ionians as well. Probably, some Ionian islanders had already known Aramaic as a second language since Aramaeans, along with Phoenicians, had direct contact with Ionia long before Persia captured Ionia. In addition to the use of that language for administration, Persians probably learned about Indian customs, values, and concepts through the same language. This facilitation of communication could have easily opened Indian system of thought to any interested Greek who was searching fascinating ideas in Persia or coming to Ionia through Persia. Such Greek thinkers as Empedocles and Leucippus, whose early life is totally obscure but ideas are strikingly
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similar to Indian concepts, could have benefited from these communication facilities that made the leaning about Indian concepts comparatively easy for a Greek.
Evidence suggests that, since the time of Cyrus, Persia also employed a host of translators and interpreters to understand the languages of the conquered, a step that apparently increased the Persian familiarity with foreign concepts, beliefs, and social practices. In 546 B.C.E., when Cyrus captured Croesus, the Lydian ruler who made Ionians pay tributes to him, Cyrus communicated with the latter with the help of translators who stayed with the king." It is possible that a group of professional translators of various languages traveled with the Persian king during his foreign conquests. Back in Susa, the capital of the Persian empire, Persian emperors employed translators and interpreters from their satrapies. Darius constantly learned about social values of his satrapies with the help of these translators and interpreters. According to Herodotus, Darius once talked about the social practices of the Indian Callatiae tribe "in the presence of Greeks with an interpreter present so that they [the Greeks] would understand what was being said.' These details reveal the comparative easiness of learning Indian rational concepts in the Persian capital. Since the late sixth century B.C.E., any Greek coming to Susa would have easily learned about Indian concepts. One would assume how easy it would have been for Protagoras to familiarize himself with the Indian system of thought when he obtained his Persian education probably in Susa.
The easy access in Persian capital to the information about India was demonstrated by the Greek doctor Ktesias, who, after serving eight years as the physician
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to the emperor Artaxerxes, wrote Indica, a book about India, during the late fifth century B.C.E. Only fragments of this book remain, and therefore, it is difficult to summanze what he knew about India. One may assume, however, that "he sometimes had occasion to meet Indians or Persian officials who had served in the empire's Indian territories" (Sedlar 13). Sedlar's view about India influences on Greek thought is negative in principle, but one can hardly believe that Ktesias failed to know about true information about both India and Indian systems of thought from the Indians and Persian officers with whom Ktesias communicated for eight years.
Traveling facilities in the Persian empire, in the mean time, provided interested Greeks ample opportunities to travel to Susa and beyond for education. As Herodotus reported, there were "royal staging-posts and excellent inns all along it [the route], and the entire area of the road was "inhabited and safe."" "Not only Greek artisans, but
Greek exciles and embassies passed along it" (Cook 127). One interested in learning would either study in Susa as Protagoras probably did or go to Babylon and India as Democritus did, without facing any peril since a vast area including Babylon belonged to the Persian empire. Based on Democritus remarks that he met Darius in Susa, one may assume that Democritus probably used this route in his visit to India. Traveling facilities provided by the Persian empire during the fifth century B.C.E. was an invitation for Greeks to travel in the East and, subsequently, to familiarize themselves with the Indian rational thought.
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Finally, there is the strong possibility that Buddhist and other Indian rationalist concepts reached sophist Greece through the sea routes as well. It seems an undeniable truth that the Ionian islanders began to emerge from intellectual darkness thanks to the sea-traders who constantly brought foreign goods to the Ionian beaches. There was a time, according to Herodotus, that Ionians themselves were ashamed to be recognized by that name since the Ionian islands were "the weakest and most insignificant" territory of that area.' However, as discussed in Chapter III, Phoenicians brought the alphabet, religious texts, and the knowledge of the developed world to the Ionian islands through the sea. It was also mentioned in Chapter III that Phoenicians were engaged in trade with India through the Red Sea even before the sixth century B.C.E. When Phoenicia became a Persian colony in 539 B.C.E., Phoenicians found their sea-trade more convenient than ever before. "The Merchants of Phoenicia, absorbed into the Persian Empire, were none the less prosperous for their loss of autonomy. They enjoyed Persian protection and a considerable share of the trade" (Parkinson 43). They certainly used their old destinations and routes as they, as well as other traders, brought Indian merchandise to Ionia and central Greece.
With these facilities, acquaintance with Indian goods became a common experience in Greece. In addition to numerous items brought to Greece before the fifth century, Indian rice and peacocks became well known in Greece. One would clearly wonder why Buddhist rational concepts did not reach Greece with these trading relations:
In the fifth century trade with India entered upon a new dimension. We know that from the fact that at this time certain Asian goods became
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known in Greece under their Indian names. Rice, one of II exports, was widespread source of nourishment during the Sophocles (496-406 BC). The Greek term for rice is idea arisi. Aristophanes often mentions peacocks.. . They [ric must have been widely disseminated in Greece by 470 or
to be thought generally known in the Athens of thirty years later. Sett-evident acquaintance with Indian goods is of great importance since it occurs in the epoch immediately after the Buddha's death, enabling us to pose the provocative question: did initial knowledge of the Dharma [the Buddha's teaching] reach Athens along with established trade with distant India? (Gruber and Kersten 51)
Gruber's and Kersten's rhetorical question seems perfectly legitimate because of several reasons. First, as already discussed, speculative ideas always reached Greece through sea-trade since the early sixth century B.C.E., and a similar trend was clearly possible during the fifth century B.C.E. Second, the interest in foreign thoughts was an inherent characteristic of the entire Greek nation, and a reversal of this tendency would be impossible during the fifth century B.C.E. Finally, there is strong possibility that some of the Indian traders who dispatched goods from Indian to the Greek world were Buddhists, whose awareness of the Buddha's teaching could hardly evade the attention of other sea-traders. One may hardly hesitate to give an affirmative answer to the question raised by Gruber and Kersten in the quotation cited above.
Barygaza, situated in the western coast of India, was the central port from which most of the merchandise of Eastern and Central India was shipped to the Greek world. The area in which this famous port was located was just behind the state of Avanti, a major Buddhist power during the Buddha's time. "Several of the most earnest and zealous adherents of the Dhamma" such as Abhaya Kumara, Isidasi, Isidatta,
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Dhammapala, Sona Kutikanna, and Maha Kaccana "were either born or resided there," and among them, Maha Kaccana in particular had won the Buddha's highest praise as one who was "able to expound at length, both as to form and meaning, that which had been said [by the Buddha] in short" (Rhys Davids, "History of the Buddhists" 165). These details reveal that, while the teaching of the Buddha originated in the footsteps of Himalayas, it spread to the far west of India during the Buddha's time. This information is important because the Buddhist atmosphere around the port of Barygaza could possibly convey Buddhist concepts to the Phoenician and other Western traders who did business at the port and probably associated with other Indian business partners and lodged in Indian inns.
Two more factors may have contributed to the possibility that Western traders would have familiarized themselves with Buddhist and other rationalist concepts in Indian and nearby ports. First, the giants of business community in India during that time were mostly the advocates of Buddhist and other rationalist movements. For instance, Anathapindika, the business tycoon in Savatthi under whose leadership the traders in Savatthi had formed a trading organization (Caroline Davids, "Economic Conditions" 188), was the Buddha's chief supporter. His caravans, hundreds in number, discharged goods at various destinations for sale in foreign countries. The other factor is that Benaras, a major place in the development of Buddhist rational concepts, was the 'chief industrial and commercial center in Early Buddhist days" (Caroline Davids, "Economic Conditions" 189). Indian caravans, apart from going to Barygaza, may [also] have
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bound from Benaras... across the deserts of Raj aputana westward to the seaports of Bharukaccha, the modern Broach and the sea board of Sovira" (Caroline Davids, "Economic Conditions" 189). With these trade-connections with the Western world during the fifth century B.C.E., it is hard to assume that the contemporary Indian rational thought failed to reach Greece through the trading routes.
While Phoenician and other Western sea-traders probably bequeathed some knowledge about Indian rationalist views at famous Indian and neighboring ports, obscure sea-routes also existed in the North to deliver Indian goods, as well as thinking, to the Greek territories. "Strabo said on the authority of Petrocles, Seleucus Nector's admiral who sailed the shores of the Caspian, that there was a regular trade route from India via the Oxus, the Hyrcanian Sea [Caspian Sea], and Albania to the Euxine" (Walbank 262). The Oxus river begins just above Gandhara, and it is possible that the merchandise from more industrialized areas such as Benaras found their way to Greece through this route. It was also mentioned in Jatakas that hundreds of caravans that belonged to the Buddha's chief supporter Anathapindika traveled to Gandhara to deliver goods (Caroline Davids, "Economic Conditions" 190). This merchandise would have been a part of the shipments that sailed towards the Caspian Sea. No details are available about who transported these goods to the Greek world, but it is possible that the traders knew about the rationalist development in India and talked about it with their Western business people in the Greek territory.
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All this information about the connections between India and Greece provides strong evidence in support of Indian rationalist influence on Greek sophist thinkers. So many routes were open for sophist thinkers from all directions to familiarize themselves with Buddhist and other rationalist concepts: from the Indians who fought in Greece, from Persia through Greek, Persian, and Indian employers, from the South through the traders in the Red Sea, and from the North through the merchants coming from Gandhara. Notably, these were the probable routes that brought Indian concepts to the Greek world without demanding much effort from the Greeks who readily imitated those concepts, but Greeks were not the people who were just waiting for foreign thoughts. While they probably absorbed the concepts that came home, they, just like Pythagoras and Democritus, also displayed an inherent tendency to go and get those concepts from the very lands where they originated, existed, and circulated among people. Both of these factors--the possible availability of Buddhist and other Indian rationalist concepts in Greece and the certain search by some Greeks for such concepts in India, Persia, and Babylon--strongly support the argument that sophist rhetoric was nourished by Indian rationalism. This argument is further strengthened by the presence of specific signs of Indian rational thought, the signs that appeared as a result of a unique power struggle in the ancient Indian society, in Greek sophist rhetoric as well.
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